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BNTRBPRKNEURIAL DEVELOPMENT IN lEATHER GOODS INDUSRY 
Q£ ILJLL SISSE 1991 
For centuries, the role of entrepreneurship in developing 
the econocmy was not fully acknowledged by the classical 
economists. They laid much emphasis on provision of physical 
resources like finance, machines, raw materials, etc., and very 
little on the entrepreneurs who effectively manage these inputs to 
achieve success and who cash in the opportunities for innovations 
and new avenues for the enterprise. There are many countries 
including India which are rich in phyiscal resources and yet they 
are economically underdeveloped basically due to lack of 
entrepreneurial skills. On the other hand, there are countries 
which are poor in physical resources but have achieved higher 
growth because of their enthusiastic, energetic, satisfying and 
enterprising people. Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, Taiwan, Hong 
Kong and Germany are the instances of enlightened 
entrepreneurship. 
Entrepreneurship contributes to industrial development of a 
country in several ways, viz., assembling and harnessing the 
various inputs, bearing the risks, innovating and imitating the 
techniques of production to reduce the cost and increase its 
quality and quantity, expanding the horizons of the market, and 
coordinating and managing the manufacturing units at vairous 
levels. In fact, the industrial development of a country greatly 
depends upon the miteatires and abilities of entrepreneurs. 
Industrial development cannot be achieved without the development 
of entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurship, therefore, is regarded as 
the ultimate determining factor of the industrial growth of a 
country. 
The term 'Entreprenurship', like many other economic terms, 
has long been a controversial subject. Many definitions of this 
term have been given by different economists reflecting the 
various aspects of entrepreneurial activities, Cantillon and 
Knigth, for example, have emphasised on *Risk-bearing' aspect of 
entrepreneurship with management, the function of which is to 
coordinate, administer and control the activities of the firm. 
Schutrpeter was the first who associated the entrepreneurship with 
'Innovation', which may be brought aJaout by introducing a new 
commodity, a new technique of production, a new form of 
organisation, a new market or a new source of raw materials. In 
his view, the entrepreneur is an innovator who undertakes a new 
combination of factors of production. 
Understanding the entrepreneurial process, entrepreneurs' 
problems and their development strategies as such with special 
reference to leather goods industry of U.P. is of vital importance 
keeping in view the following strengths and potentials. 
The need for freign exchange for the economic development of 
any country in general and developing one in particular can not be 
over stressed and the main source of foreign exchange is export 
earnings. The need to maximize Indian exports has possibly never 
been so pressing as it is now. India is faced with 'Trade Deficet' 
and despite all out efforts to increase the growth rate of 
exports, it is trailing behind the export targets and the imports 
bill is increasing day by day. 
One of the urgent step in this regard is that the industries 
which are already doing well and their future export prospects are 
also brigth should be consolidated, given priority and weightage. 
The leather goods industry is one of the such industries. 
Leather goods industry of U.P. occupies a prominent position 
in the economy, on account of its massive potential for exporst, 
growth and employment. Of the many high thrust export items, 
leather and leather goods occupies an important place in India's 
foreign trade, because of their earining of precious foreign 
exchange., India presently earns 7 to 8 percent of the total 
foreign exchange earnings from the leather goods industry. 
The leather goods industry apart from being one of the major 
foreign exchange earner for the country, provides employment to 
about 12 lakh persons. India's strength in terms of labour force 
is quite significant, it enjoys the cibundant work force, operating 
on quite low wage levels compared to international wage standard. 
It is quite a big strength for this particular sector. 
The growth of leather industry has been sustained by the 
country's large live stock population. India posses 194 million 
cattle, 70 million buffalo, 95 million goat and in this way India 
ranks first among the major live stock holding countries in the 
world and with 48 million of sheep, it claims sixth position. 
Leather and Leather goods production in developed countries 
of the west and in U.S.A. has declined substantially and it is 
likely to continue. Whereas the demand of these products are on 
rise with betterment of standard of living. The reasons for this 
decline are: Stringent regulartions relating to pollution control 
requiring heavy investments; rising wage levels and growing 
disinterest among the laibour force for this industry because of 
its dirty and highly polluting nature. Earlier these oportunities 
were seized by countries like south Korea, Taiwan, Japan, Hong 
Kong, Singapore, Brazil, Spain, Portugal and Turkey etc. But now 
as in most of these countries the cost of production is on the 
rise on account of rise in wage levels resulting in future 
moveranet of the leather industry towards less developed countries. 
The aforesaid conditions provide good opportunities to 
China, Thailand, Idonesia, Malaysia, Phillipines, Argentina, India 
and Pcdcistcui etc. But India seems to be in most advantageous 
position on account of rich resources endowment in this sector. 
This provides an opportunity to India in general and U.P. in 
particular to become a world leader in the production of leather 
goods. U.P.'s industry has the capability to do so, but the 
progress is slow and it is yet to accelerate. Presently India's 
share in the world imports of leather and leather products remains 
at a dismally low 2.7 percent and U.P.'s share in it is 14%. 
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Indian leather goods industry's entrepreneurs in general and 
U.P.'s entrepreneurs in particular have almost failed in their 
efforts of harnessing and exploiting the available largets 
livestook of the world on their disposel at quite cheaper rates. 
Moreover, leather goods industry has been still languishing in its 
out dated and traditional form whereas the countries which were 
far behind of us only a decade back are now much ahead. The 
individual entrepreneurs as well as the whole industry has been 
suffering from a large number of problems and bottlenecks. 
Researchers', scientists' and policy makers, hopes regarding 
potentials of this industry in earning foreign exchange and hard 
currency (a prerequisite in accelarating economic growth and over 
all development) have been belied. Although, there has been a lot 
of research work done so far on the subject but incidetally or 
unfortunately none of the researches and studies carried out by 
individual researchers and established institutions as well could 
make the recjuired dent for ameliorating the hardships faced by the 
entrepreneurs of this particular industry in U.P. The real 
difficulties & problems are yet untonched and are causing poor 
entrepreneurial performance. The govt, of India & U.P. as well 
established a number of institutions and agencies at Kanpur and 
Agra both, to look after the industries' requirements and solve 
the entrepreneurs' problems. However, the business class, 
workforce and other concerned still complain about the govt. and 
its agencies' apathy towards the industry. The entrepreneurs 
complain that the problems existed in the past are still faced by 
them despite the so called "best efforts" of the govt. 
Therefore, there is ^n urgent, need to undertake a 
comprehensive research which could go a long way in curing the 
ailments of the entrepreneurs on the one hand & recommend "some 
measures to be resorted by the govt, of uttar Pradesh (U.P.) and 
India, on the other. The present study is a timely attempt in this 
direction. Specifically, the following are the main objectives of 
the study. 
1. To study the socio-economic, educational, occupational, 
marital, financial & residential background of entrepreneurs of 
the leather goods industry of U.P. besides tracing out their age & 
the nature/form of units launched by them. 
2. To measure the performance of the entrepreneurs and asscertain 
wheather there exists any relationship between their background & 
performance. 
3. To study & analyse the main characteristics and differences 
which exist between successful & un-successful entrepreneurs in 
the leather goods industry of U.P. 
4. To shed some light on the weaknesses & problems of 
entrepreneurs & suggesting measures for in improving their 
performance and for boosting exports besides meeting fully the 
domestic demand of leather goods (footwear and its components, 
leather garments including saddlery & other leather products etc.) 
5. To find out what has prompted the new entrepreneurs to enter 
the leather goods industry & asses their managerial abilities. 
In nutshell, the main purpose is to analyse & understand the 
entrepreneurial process so as to enable the state/govt. to 
formulate policies for the development of enterprenurship & to 
make new enterpreneurs aware of the the different complexities 
involved in launching and carrying on the new projects in all the 
industries in general & leather goods units in particular in the 
Uttar Pradesh (U.P.). 
Research Methodology included the interviews of the 
entrepreneurs (manufacturers & traders both) workmen and others 
conceamed persons besides lower level govt, officials. Other 
required information was sought through distribution and 
collection of questionnaire to verious persons. It constituted the 
primary source of in formation. Although the total entrepreneurs 
contacted were 300 (200 in kanpur and 100 in Agra) but 
unfortunately only 200 (120 in Kanpur & 80 in Agra) responded & 
gave the sought information. Apart from primary 2 source, the 
secondary sources of information were also taped. These include: 
C.L.E. kanpur, T.D.A. & I.I.F.T. N.Delhi, D.I.Cs of kanpur & Agra, 
N.F.T.C., L.D.M.C.and B.C.U. Agra. The discussion with various 
other private persons associated with the council and leather 
business proved to be very beneficial. 
The researcher faced a large number of problems & 
difficulties in the colletion of primary statistics in particular 
& contacting lower level govt, stff in general. The rsponses of 
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both of these categories' of people have been very dissappointing 
& disheartening. And therefore, probably they could not come out 
with the real & original pictures & data. This is the limitation 
of the present study. 
The first chapter of the thesis intitled "INTRODUCTIN" 
incorporates the need and importance of the study, obgectives of 
the research, reseach gap, hypothesis, reserach methodology, the 
universe, sample and the structure of the questionnaire besides a 
brief review of the difficulties faced and the limitations of the 
study etc. 
The second chapter named as 'Leather Goods Industry of U.P.' 
"An overview" deals with the different facts & figures in 
connection with the total availability and percentage of raw 
material/livestock in Uttar Pradesh in proportion to the whole of 
India. Capacity & actual production of various categories' of 
leather goods suh as footwear & its eomponents, leather garments & 
other leather products etc have been discussed in detail alongwith 
the required & necessary teibles. The capacity and real exports 
from the state 1981-82 to 1995-96 besides targets have also been 
explained with the help of the statistics, facts & figures. The 
states' share in the total production & export of the country too 
is touched upon with the help of tables & figures. Potential of 
earing foreign exchange (a pre-requisite for economic growth & 
development) and employment generation are also incarporated in 
the given chapter. Moreover, it is the main chapter depicting the 
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actual pictures of the leather goods industry of Uttar Pradesh 
(U.P.) since 1981-82 onwards to 1995-96. Although the conclusion, 
as such after preparing and writting the second chapter, are not 
drawn but yet it is understood that the suty of verious tables 
mentioned, facts and figures' presentation has paved the way for 
further research in the field of entrepreneurship in leather goods 
industry of Uttar Prades (U.P.). The discussion hare has further 
inspired the researcher and proved the fact that the leather goods 
industry alone if tackled with utmost care may go a long way in 
generating enormous employment opportunities for educated and 
qualified managers (M.B.A.s. M.F.C.s, M.I.B.s. M. COMs.) skilled 
and semi skilled workforce/menpower basides earning a very 
handsome amount of foreign exchange which will further accelerate 
the economic grwoth and development in the state in particular and 
country in general). 
The third chapter entitled "conceptual framecwork" deals 
with the historical espect of entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship. 
The views of classical, neo classical and advanced/modern 
economists in connection with the entrepreneur and 
entrepreneurship are incorporated. And the experts of all the four 
periods have almost agreed in principle with each other on the 
meaning & scope of both the terms i.e entrepreneur and 
entrepreneurship. And the researcher himself has concluded that 
"An entrepreneur is an enterprising person or an association of 
such persons who are full of enthusiasm and zeel to see the new 
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opportunities, arrange, combine and coordinate various factors of 
production e.g. land, labour, capital, organisation, and 
management; try to meet risk and Uncertainty involved, in a 
systemation and scientific way so as to get the desired and pre-
determined objectives of creating something new achived, more 
effectively, efficiently, economically, profitably and in a better 
way". An act performed by the aforesaid is termed as 
"entrepreneurship" . And this act might be in any field i.e. 
Business, Agricultre, Profession and Academic etc. The conditions 
which make a person entrepreneur besides his functions and 
qualities are also discussed. Apart from it, the chapter deals 
with the tirue nature and types of entrepreneurship as well. 
The fourth chapter "Review of literature" is concearned with 
the various studies carried out by different researchers in the 
field of entrepreneurship. These studies are further sub-divided 
into three categories 1. Studies on entrepreneurial history 2. 
Studies on emerging entrepreneurship and 3. General studies on 
entrepreneurship. The chapter also deals with the summary of major 
studies regarding entrepreneurship besides incorporating the 
findings of major researches on leather goods. The research gap or 
the need of the present study too, figures in the chapter. The 
researcher is of the opinion that though a large number of studies 
have been undertaken by the persons in govt. service academic and 
business in leather/goods industry of U.P. but unfortunately the 
problems of the entrepreneurs still remained unresolved probably 
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due to the following resons. 1. Govt, /state's apathy towards this 
industry. 2. Real problems are not studied and consequently 
reconimendations made are poor and substandard resulting into the 
"no action" on the part of state and central govt. The present 
work is an attempt to go through and understand the 
entrepreneurial process as a whole in this industry, highlight 
main bottlenecks and their solutions and consequently recommending 
some measures to the govt, which will pave the way for new, 
smooth, effective and efficient emergence of entrepreneurship. A 
part from it, the work also point out, after thorough, consistant 
& vigorous study, the main factors/characteritics which make an 
entrepreneur failed / succeed in his/her endeavour and efforts. 
The Fifth & the main research chapter "Entrepreneurship 
development" deals with the real problem of 1. Tracing out the 
different types of of backgrounds of entrepreneurs of leather 
goods industry of U.P. 2. Appraising and evaluating their 
performance with the help of some financial and non financial 
indicators and lastly 3. Ascertaining wheather there exist any 
relationship between their background and performance. Moreover, 
the factors which have got a direct/indirect bearing on the 
performance of entrepreneurs have been identified. Apart from 
this, the profitability and liquidity in respect to place (Kanpur 
and Agra) and type/nature of products (Footwear and its 
components, leather garments & other leather products) have also 
been dealt with in this particular chapter. There are around half 
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a dozzen parameters/indicators of growth such as increase in 
profit, sales turnover, growth in assets, increase in earning per 
share (E.P.S.) and increase in investment/capital appreciation 
etc. where as on the other hand about one and an half a dozzn 
foctors are selected out of a long list. And these factors include 
organisational form, occupational and educational background, 
geographic origin, social background, age, motivational reasons, 
investment level, location of units, parental occupation and 
education, sources of funds/initial capital, expenditure on 
research and human resource development, channel of distribution, 
nature of market covered, wages and sala ries administration, sex 
cuid marital status of entrepreneurs. The overall impact/effect of 
the oforesaid factors on the performance of entrepreneurs is 
studied in this chapter. 
The sixth chapter deals with the different problems with 
which the entrepreneurs of leather goods industry are confronted. 
Moreover, the difficulties and the hardships faced by individual 
entrepreneurs as well as the industry as a whole are pointed out 
in this chapter. The suggestions / solutions observed by 
researcher himself of the existing problems have also been 
incorporated. The total problems have been listed in approparite 
sub-categories and groups and are given as follwos: A.Managirial 
problems, which are further sub-divided into four heads l. 
Marketing 2. Production 3. Financial and 4. Personnel or humen 
resorce including labour one. B. Non managerial problems which 
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have also been discussed under verious subgroups. And lastly, 
there are some general as well as specific problems. Apart from 
simply mentioning the numerous problems of the entrepreneurs and 
industry, the suggestions/solutions therefore too are discussed 
and explained in a very detailed, clear and comprehensive way so 
that State/govt. could come foreward and initiate some measures to 
ameliorate and cure the ailments from whcih the leather goods 
industry & its entrepreneurs boths have been suffering since long 
long ago. 
The seventh and the last chapter entitled "findings and 
conclusions" incorporates the main findings and conclusions of the 
present study. Apart from dealing with the summery, findings and 
couclusions of the whole of the research, verious recommendations 
have also been made which may be forwarded later to the govt. of 
Uttar Pradesh (U.P.), for the consideration of planners, policy 
makers and officials. This will help the government to come out 
with a clear cut policy formulation, chalking out strategies and 
preparing plans for the development of leather goods industry. 
In fact, some suggestions have already been made in the pre-
last chapter "Problems areas and their suggestions" which showed 
be considered at length. The recommediations made in the present 
chapter are of a wide range and inculde managerial, non 
managerial, general and specific aspects of the whole of the 
industry of Uttar Pradesh (U.P.) and it is hoped, that if the 
aforesaid recommendations (chapter seventh) are taken into 
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condsidration by the state and central govts, and the remedial 
reasures, as suggested, are initiated, the leather and leather 
goods productions will get a boost economically which will pave 
the way in further and accelarated export. Moreover, our 
entrepreneurs will be able to compete in the international market 
resulting in to the faster inflow of hard currency and foreign 
exchange which is a sinequa non for rapid industrialisation, 
raising standard of living, prosperity of the country and 
countrymen in the long run. 
As a matter of fact Indian leather industry is unique in 
that it is not comparable to others. Many leading exporting 
countries do not have raw material base and depend on imports. 
Their technology and processes are influenced by those prevailing 
in advanced countries. But their products proudly claim their 
courntry's origin. 
We have a strong raw material base in goat, sheep and 
buffalo, (figures and statistics already mentioned) Formerly 
Indian kips were a valued item of export but now economical 
production needs quality hides which can offer whole splits. We 
have neglected the development of our raw material sources due to 
lack of proper animal husbandry, veterinary care and scientific 
breeding. By relying on foreign exchange earnings and giving in to 
the philosophy of 'building up our exports by using imported cow 
hides', the fine buffalo has been neglected. Though CLRI has 
proved that buff soles are suitable, it took the exports of Ballys 
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of Switzerland to certify that they are good enough. 
The policy makers in New Delhi had not in the early 70s 
grasped the significance of Dr. Seetharamaiah Committee's 
philosophy which wanted *Gradual increase in export of finished 
leather and leather products and decrease in that of E.I. 
leather's. In its zeal the goverment began to offer massive 
incentives for the former and penalties for export of the latter. 
Thus, suddenly deprived of their regular raw material, the buyers 
of Indian tanned hides and skins had to seek other markets for 
their supply. At home, due to lack of appropriate processing 
technologies, machinery, chemicals and other inputs there was 
accumulation of raw material. 
Even in the export of finsihed leather for which no other 
country in the world had a definition, we stipulated a series of 
operations to qualify it. Therefore, so-called finished leather, 
camouflaged finished leather, etc., found their way to foreign 
markets. 
A healthy turn happened in early nineties when Dr. Man Mohan 
Singh introduced his 'Liberalisation policy'. Are we taking full 
advantag of this policy and enjoying the benefits they can offer? 
Foreign investment is attracted with tempting terms. Controlling 
shares in joint ventures are allowed. Import any thing you want if 
it is for export production has been the golden slogan of the 
government of Rao, Goda and Gujral. 
Classic raw material even when India was exporting E.I. 
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leathers in early years, many exorters were not aware of the end 
uses they were put to. By stopping the export of E. I. s we were 
denying ideal raw material for specific products and if this had 
continued, we could have obtained the technology of finishing our 
material from our buyers. 
Exprot of finished leather, logically, should have come down 
and its place should have been taken up by leather products. 
Figures show this has not been the case: 
Export of semi finished leather (value in million ruppes) 1981-82 
(521.19), 1982-83 (544.16), 1983-84 (533,38), 1984-85 (491.56), 
1985-86 (450.00). 
Exoprt of finished leather (value in million rupees) 1991-92 
(7810.95), 1992-93 (8180.50), 1993-94 (8477.70), 1994-95 
(12019.80), 1995-96 (15100.11). 
From 70s to 90s export of products should have gone up and 
that of finished leather must have come down considerably. The 
figures show that we have 'not enough incentives' to export 
finished products. The reasons are many and are often repeated on 
several platforms. But footwear export has considerably gone up 
due to manufacturers using imported raw materials. The number of 
foreign colIciborations and the export from these giant units will 
show comfortable export figures. From the country's view, export 
performance is bright but from industry's view it shows a stagnate 
infrastructure development. If this situation is allowed to 
continue, India will become a big job working country for foreign 
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manufacturers and brand owners (multinationals and 
transnationals). 
It is time to consider wheater the steps taken to implement 
the 'Seetharamaiah Committee Recommendations' are relevant todya. 
They have served a magnificent purpos - that of exposing the 
industry to the benefits of earning added value by exporting as 
finished leather and products. 
The committee also recommended strengthening and enriching 
our raw material sources by taking appropriate steps. 
Unfortunately these matters were not given due attention. 
The lone voice of Dr. S.K. Bharat, then Deputy Director of 
CLRI and his heroic efforts to improve the Indian hides and skins 
did not get enthusiastic response from the governments of State 
and Centre. 
We have to brush aside our weakness and owning that we do 
not have technology, designing techniques, appropriate raw 
material etc. We have all these. No other institute in the world 
than our Central Leather Research Institute can offer technology 
of the best kind for processing, identifying right material and 
judicious handling of chemicals. There is a reservoir, we can take 
as much as we can. 
We must request Mr. Chidambaram, the most efficient minister 
who is an authority on financial management and at heart a 
dedicated industrialist to remove boldly the definition-needs of 
finished leather and also allow a part of our skins as E.l. 
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leathers to be exported by exporters of finished leather. This 
will result in a two way traffic in technology and get us the 
feed-back on speciality leather processing. 
Instead of becoming jobbers for multi-nationals and 
interantional brand-makers, we should introduce Indian classic 
products in foreign markets. We do not need any collaboration in 
technology, chemicals and if we do need we can import freely from 
any part of the world. Let engineering giants be attracted to come 
forward to take up manufacture of a number of small machines and 
tools for the footwear industry. Already we are almost self-
sufficient in footwear components. The money we set apart to pay 
foreign consultants, purchase of international technology, may be 
diverted to the private sector entrepreneurs through the Council 
for Leather Exports (CLE) for spending. 
Let there be a five year complete freedom to the CLE to work 
without monetary limitations. CLE with the captains of many 
leading associations can form an apex body * Federation of Leather 
Industry Associations (FIA) and prepare its export promotion 
plans. If outside funding is needed, let the government offer it 
as an interest-free loan to CLE and the industry will certainly 
pay it back in the form of increase in foreign exchange earnings. 
I feel that it is time we realised our strength and acted 
with fresh enthusiasm instead of being bogged down by adhoc 
compulsions and problems. A brief review of the recommendations 
made by the researcher will be in the fitness of things. 
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Following are some of the recorranendations observed by resercher 
during the field work: 
1. The leather industry deserves priority in the Industrial 
Development of the state. This industry provides employment to a 
large number of people mostly belonging to the weaker sections of 
the society. This industry is also one of the most promising 
industrial sector in the state in particular and country in 
general. 
2. Apart from meeting the requirements of domestic market for 
leather and leather products, this industry is an important export 
oriented industry also. The global developments open very good 
opportunity for develpment and export enhancement from countries 
like India. The 9 th plan should aim for U.P. to achieve an 
impressive share in total export of leather and leather products 
from India. The present share of U.P. of 14% in the total export 
of leather & leather product from India is not commensurate with 
the resources & potential this state possesses. This share is 
proposed to be raised to 25% by the end of 9th five year plan. 
3. A comprehensive plan is needed for this sector to grow and 
contribute to the economic development of the state ensuring 
prosperity to the masses. 
One of the major problems in planning and implementing 
development programmes in leathr industry in the state is the lack 
of reliable data which need to be strengthened. The researcher 
honestly & humbly recommends that surveys feasibility studies etc. 
should first be taken up. There is a very good scope for eveloping 
components, machine and machine parts, auxilliaries grinderies 
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industries etc. in the state.; A strong data base will be 
necessary in order that project profiles based on correct 
assessment of the requirements in terms of quality and quantity to 
motivate and to attract entrepreneurs from all over the world in 
general & country in particular for invstment in leather and 
allied industries. 
4. There are a number of agencies and government departments who 
are directly or indirectly involved in the development of leather 
industries, and programmes and policies adopted by these 
organisations have an effect on leather industry. Leather 
Development Council was formed to ensure interaction, co-
ordination and co-operation among these organisations. This 
counsil under the chairmanship of the industries minister will 
certainly be cible to evolve suitable support mechanism by way of 
government policy and implementation of co-ordinated programmes 
for the leather industry in the state. 
5. Directorate of industries has remained the focal point for co-
Sordinating various programmes for the leather industry. Th 
researcher very strongly recommends strengthening of the leather 
sectionin the directorate of industries which have technically 
qualified staff also. 
A co-ordination committee under the chairmanship of 
commissioner and director of industries should be formed. All 
programmes of various departments and agencies must be discussed 
and ratified by this committee. Proper co-ordination among 
various agencies/ departments is most important work of the 
government. 
6. The state government agencies and institutions must be 
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strengthened. Leather Development and Marketing Corporation was 
created as specialised orgainisation to plan and implement 
programmes for the all round development of leather industry. This 
corporation must be supported to start and continue sustainable 
activities for leather industry. 
7. Technical training institutions of the state government have 
not been able to keep pace with the technological developments and 
ever increasing qualitative demands and requirements of the 
industry. Even programmes like National Leather Development 
Programme (NLDP) and Leather Technology Mission (LTM) have not 
taken due care of these institutions. The instituions need to be 
updated with modern workshops, laboratories and suitable qualified 
staff. The staff of these institutions should get trainings and 
refresher programme in national institutions like CLRI, FFDI, NIFT 
and PTDC. Industries' active involvement and participation should 
also be ensured. 
More of the training facilities like FFDI's sub centre at 
Kanpur and Agra need to be created. 
8. Development of leather complexes having found to be the most 
useful and effective tool for catalysing the all round development 
of leather industry which traditionally has developed and grown in 
clusters. Inter dependancy among the different related industries 
is a mojor reason for this. And therefore, a timely & proper 
effort should immediately be taken in this respect. 
9. A major strength of U.P. Leather Industry has been its large 
population of traditionally skilled workers. The skill of these 
workers can be put to better use and with certain inputs like 
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training & education, supply of standardised components and 
materials they can produce quality products. A comprehensive 
programme which takes care of these inputs and ensures marketing 
of the products will be of imense benefit to these artisans, the 
industry, the state and to the country & countrymen. 
10. The supply of raw material for leather industry will be a 
crucial and limiting factor in the growth of this industry. A 
large gap has been projected between the requirements and the 
supply. Augmentation and upgradatin of quality of raw material is 
necessary. Wastage of raw material due to non recovery or 
deterioratin due to delayed collection can just not be allowed. 
Suitable policy is necessary that can benefit the artisans and 
also ensure complete exploitation of animal by-products. 
11. Most of the tanneries are old tanneries. Though over a period 
of time these have adopted modern techniques and occassionally 
added sophisticatd machinaries but in order to really modernise, a 
number of inputs are required. The challenge of environmental 
protection necessitates adopting newer, cleaner and low waste 
technologies as is the case in European, American & South East 
Asian countries like U.S.A., U.K, Germany, France, Canada, S. 
Korea, Brazil & Italy etc. The benefits of modernisation are 
multifold. A Close co-operation between technology institutions, 
the industry, financial institutions and the government is called 
for. 
12. A high product quality will have to be ensured in order to 
develop a better image and establishing faith and reliability in 
the minds of the buyers. Footwear has been identified an extreme 
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focus item for export growth. Establishment of modern footwear 
testing laboratories will help the ropducers in wquality 
management and control. 
13. The global developments in leather industry open up bright 
opportunities for this industry in India. At the same time 
environmental protection is a great challenge. Initiatives hae 
already been taken by the government and the industry. Future 
growth of this industry will depend upon how effectively this 
challenge is met. Here again the responsibility is to be shared 
among the industry and the goemment. 
14. Concerted efforts will be neede for expeanding and developing 
the markets. The importance of specialised fairs and exhibitiobs 
has been growing. Country specific plans and strategies will have 
to be developed. Efforts should be made for the identification of 
U.P. Leather Industry as a reliable and potential producer state 
in India. Participation in natinal and internatioal fairs by 
delegations comprising industry people and the government agencies 
involved in this effort are recommended. For developing and 
establishing brand names, the government should also assist the 
entrepreneures. 
15. Lack of trained personnel in machine maintanence and 
dependance on imported machinaries is a major problem. Machine 
manufacturing capability need to be developed, establishment of 
prototype training and development centres may catalyse this 
process. 
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P R E F A C E 
Industrial growth in particular and econoomic development m 
general is the result of the outcome goal oriented human activity 
and entreprenurial thrust. And the concept of entrepreneurship has 
assumed greater significance both in research and action in 
accelerating the process of industrialisation and ensuring 
prosperity. Attempts are made to educate, train and inculcate the 
sprit of entrepreneurship among people who are likely to turn into 
tomarrow's business leaders and builder of the self-reliant 
economy. Technically speaking, an entrepreneur is one who is 
innovative, enthusiastic, enterprising and possesses the necessary 
degree of motivation, as well as science and art of converting 
ideas into fruitful actions. The gap between the 'idea', and 
* reality' is, surely the sphere wherein the theorem of development 
of entrepreneurship generally known as "Entrepreneurship 
Development Program", could be put to a subtle test. The most 
active variable of this presumption would, therefore, clearly and 
prominetly figure in the 'innovative-motivation' of a sizeable 
section of the people in different pockets of a developing 
country. We, the Indians, are fortunate enough to do have a dense 
concentration of this 'most active veraiable', yet failing to make 
our presence felt on the ever enterprising economic map of the 
industrially developed globe. 
Uttar Pradesh is characterised speically by the leather 
goods work and has almost one fourth of the total counrty's 
livestock population (Goat, sheep, buffalow, and cows etc.). Also, 
the state is performing quite well on the production i export 
front of the leather goods of the country but still trailing 
behind the expectations of the people, govt, and the related 
organisations. It is the policy of the govt, that the industries 
which are doing well and whose future prospects are bright, should 
be consolidated, given priority and the necessary support. The 
leather goods industry is the most important of such industries at 
the state as well as national level. Although the industry has 
undergone a substantial change since 1980 in general and 1991 
(liberalisation Year) in particular. The policy measures 
undertaken by the govt, in the heather goods industry have started 
paying rich dividends and the industry has been growing at a 
phenomenal rate of about 30% with exports growing at around 40% 
per annum during the seventh and eigth plan periods. The U.P.'s 
share in the total production and export of leather has been 
around 14 to 15% p.a. However, India's share in the world trade 
(in leather goods) remains remarkably low (about 3%! 
notwithstanding its acheivemnets in recent years. The reason, most 
propably lies in the poor growth of entrepreneurship and lack of 
entrepreneurial skill and attitudes, low motivation besides other 
problems discussed in chapter Six. 
The present research is an attempt to evaluate the role of 
entrepreneurship in the leather gods industry of U.P. since 1981. 
The main objective of the study is to investigate the varying 
backgrounds of entreprenerus and measure their performance and 
ascertain the impact of such background factors. Besides the 
research will identify the problems which the industry and 
entrepreneurs are facing and suggest measures and give 
recommendations for improving the overall productivity of the 
industry. 
The research is divided into seven chapters. First and 
second chapters relate to introduction and an overview of the 
industry. The third chapter deals with the 'Conceptual francework 
and the fourth chapter presents "review of literature". The fifth 
chapter is concearned with the field work done and is titled 
"Entrepreneurship Development". The Six chapter highlights the 
main problems of entrepreneurs in particular and industry in 
general and also suggests measures to in overcome these hurdles, 
the last chapter is comprised of summary of the research and 
conclusions drawn. The recommdations made by the researcher are 
also incorportaed in this part. It is hoped that the finding of 
this thesis will go a long way in improving the performence of 
entrepreneurs, as well as the industry, amd om streamlining the 
functining of central and the state government. 
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THE UNIVERSE, SAMPLE AND THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
IIMITATINS OF THE STUDY 
CHAPTER ^ I I 
INTRODUCTION 
In the past, classical growth Economists did not 
acknowledge the role of entrepreneurship for the industrial and 
economic development of a country. Moreover, they considered 
finance, machines, raw material and other physical resources as 
the only important factors and not the Entrepreneur who 
effectively handle these to achieve the success and who 
visualises the opportunities for new innovations and new avenues 
of enterprise. In fact, there are large number of countries in 
Asia, including India and Africa which are extremely rich in 
physical resources and yet are poor and economically 
underdeveloped only because of lack of entrepreneurial skills. On 
the other hand, there are countries which are poor in respect of 
physical resources but have poineered and maintained remarkable 
industrial and economic growth due to their enthusiastic, 
energetic, zeelous and enterprising people. Japan in Asia and 
Germany in Europe are the best exaples of enlightened 
entrepreneurship. 
Entrepreneur and Entrepreneurship both contribute to 
industrial and economic development of an economy in various ways 
e.g. assembling and harnessing the various types of inputs, 
bearing the risks, innovating and initiating the techniques of 
production for reducing the cost and increasing quality and 
quantity, expanding the horisons of the market, syncronising and 
managing the manufacturing units at different levels. It is a 
prooved fact that industrial and economic development of a nation 
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crucially depends upon the number and abilities i.e. quality and 
quantities of entrepreneurs. Economic growth is not possible 
without industrial development which in turn can not be achieved 
without the entrepreneurship development. Depending upon the 
emphasis one becomes the by product of the other. 
Entrepreneurship, hence, is regarded as the ultimate determining 
factor of the industrial and economic growth of a country. 
NEED AND IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY: 
Indian Leather Industry which for centuries remained in 
the folds of traditional crafts got transformed in the last two 
decades into a modern, vibrant export oriented Industry. Now a 
days, it .occupies a prominent position among other Indian 
Industries because of the reason that India today earns seven(7) 
to eight (8) percent of the total foreign exchange earndings from 
the leather Industry. The change that has come over the leather 
is reflected by the meteoric rise in he exports of leather goods 
from Rs. 400 crores in 1981 to Rs. 2,500 crores in 1990. 
Undoubtedly, it is one of the success stories in the export arena 
and it is only the beginning . If every thing goes as planned 
leather export may even touch the level of Rs. 10,000 crores by 
the turn of this 20th century.-^  
How could a single commodity producing Industry perform so 
remarkably and what made this growth possible? Where do we go from 
here, Howe further growth can be ensured? What are the factors 
responsible In such a remarkable performance etc. These are some 
of the questions that come to one's mind when one thinks of the 
leather goods industry. 
For the growth of any Industry, its resource base should 
be sufficiently strong. Leather goods industry derives its 
strength largely from the large raw material base that India has, 
on the one hand and talented and energetic enterprising and 
enthusiastic people engaged in this Industry on the other hand 
besides a strong technological support, easily available skilled 
labour and above all from the encouraging policies of the 
government. Basic Raw materials for leather goods Industry are the 
raw hides from cattle and buffaloes and skins from goats and 
sheep. These are mostly by-products of meat Industry and are also 
obtained from dead animals. Almost one fifth to one third of the 
profit from a slaughtered animal comes from the sale of its hides. 
The price of raw hide when processed into finished leather and 
turned into consumer products like footwear, leather garments 
and leather goods, however, becomes four or five times. Even 
though very profitable the amount of skin and hides produced in 
India largely depend on a host of socio-economic factors like the 
health of animals, or the demand for meat. India possesses 
largest livestock population. It has about 15% of the world cattle 
population, 54% of the buffaloes and 18% goats. Its sheep 
population is however a little less, just about 4% of the world 
sheep stock. About a half of the hides and most of the skins (90%) 
used in leather Industry come from slaughter houses. 
In this respect India could have done better. A Nationwide 
survey conducted some five years ago { (1986-87) by Central Lether 
Resarch Institute, madras found that about 9 million hides and 
quite as many skins are lost to the Industry, that is, are left 
unused due to various socio-economic reasons. At least half of 
this loss can be easily made up if a nationwide network of modern 
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carcas recovery centres, each serving a group of villages is set-
up. Developing exclusive markets with facilities like shelter, 
drainage, water and facilities for storage in important places to 
prevent deterioration during handling and storage of skins and 
hides can also help in this regard. As compare to other 
developing Asian countries like South Korea and Taiwan which are 
leading exporters of leather goods to Western world, India has an 
advantageous position. This is largely because of its strong raw 
material base. South Korea and Taiwan mostly depend on imports of 
hides and skins for their leather Industry. India, in addition to 
its domestic production of around 1300 million square feet of 
leather, also imports 90 million square feet to meet the growing 
demand from the products Industries. The present exports of 
finished leathers valued at about Rs 7656 million will have to be 
curtailed to keep in pace with the demands of the leather product 
Industries. Last year, about 60% of the total imports in to the 
country was finished leathers this clearely shows that Indian 
leather products indurtry stands to gain if the imports of 
finished leathers are freed from duty. All these developments can 
in turn strengthen the raw material base. 
Next to raw materials, technology forms the other 
important components in the produciton activity. It is needless 
to emphasis its effect on the quality and competitiveness of the 
end product. Indian leather Industry has had the benefit of 
technological support allthough its transition stages right from 
1953 when central leather Research Institute was established 
constant interaction between the Institute and Industry saw the 
whole complexion of the industry change into that of an excellant 
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and modern one and the industry is now ready to meet the growing 
challenges of the international markets. 
Evolving appropriate technology for different scales of 
production - small scale cottage industry to large scale 
manufacturing - development of various leather chemicals based on 
locally available raw materials and regular training of personnel 
are some of the imnportant contributions by entrepreneurship and 
entrepreneurs. Other agencies beside Central Leather Research 
Institute that run the regular education and training 
prorgrammes like the central footwear training centre and the 
prototype development and training centres have also chipped in 
this effort, level of wages, trained labour force and productivity 
mainly influence the cost of production of a product and have 
direct bearing on its competitiveness in the international 
markets. Indian leather industry scores high points in this 
respect. Cheap labour and plainty of trained manpower have 
provided an impeitous for Indian leather Industry to concentrate 
on leather and leather products and to make inroads into the 
markets of the effluent countries where the wage level are 
several times higher. 
Government of India and Uttar Pradesh too have played a 
significant role in the blooming of the leather Industry. A new 
chapter was opened with the introduction of Dr. Seetharamaiah 
committee recommendations in 1973. Restrictions on the exports of 
unfinished leathers which fetch low prices in the international 
markets were introduced by way of duties and quotas. Further 
processing of these leathers into more profitable items of 
exports was encouraged by subsidising the air freight, giving 
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cash support to exports of finished leather products and 
liberalising imports of machinery, chemicals and components etc. 
These measures have brought dicisive changes in the structure of 
exports. 
It is expected that by the end of this decade (2000 
A.D.), all exports of lether from India will be in the form of 
finished products. This chageover would not only augment the much 
wanted foreign exchange earnings considerably, but will also 
provide addtional employment opportunities for the unemployed lot 
in the country. 
Till the middle of 1950's, leather and leather goods 
Industry was spreaded all over the world. Developed countries of 
the west were major prouducers of leather and leather products 
for domestic consumption and also for trading among themsleves. 
But the 1960's witnessed a gradual shift of scene from the 
developed to the developing countries. The reasons for this shift 
are many. Stringent pollution control laws which came into force 
in the developed countries demanded heavy investment for waste 
and pollutant treatment which led to high cost of production. 
Labour continued to be in short supply causing rise in the wage 
levels. Moreover, the workforce lost interest inthe wet work in 
leather Industry as new avenues for alternative employment 
opened up in high-tech and clean Industries. At the same time, 
developing countries became aware of the market potentials in the 
western countries and began producing and exporting more and more 
of leather products. All these resulted inthe shifting of leather 
Industry from developed countries to the developing countries. In 
the beginning i.e. during 1969 to 1980 the five so called Asian 
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Tigers - Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Knong and Singapore - on 
the one side and Brazil, Argentia, Spain, Greece and Purtugal on 
the other, effectively made use of these opportunities. Other 
nations like India, Pakistan, Indonesia, Turkey, Thailand and 
Bangladesh also started expanding and modernising their tanning 
industries and started exporting semi-tanned and finished 
leathers. 
Newly Industrialised countries like south Korea, Taiwan, 
Brazil, Spain and Portugal succeeded in marketing footwear, 
garments and other leather products in developed countries and 
captured sizeable markets share during 1970's and 1980's. At that 
time India with inadequate marketing infrastructure found it 
difficult to compete with these countries particularly in the 
products sector. However, since 1985, India's product sector has 
grown tremendously. On the other hand, steep rise in the wages in 
Sough Korea and Taiwan have slowed down further the expansion of 
trade providing a favourable climate for India to diversify its 
markets and increase exports. 
All these have led to a spurt in leather goods 
manufacturing in India in general and U.P. in particular which 
ultimately affected exports favourably. For example, in the 
footwear Industry itself, a good number of modern shoes 
factories with imported machines have emerged and some also have 
established ties with buyers in Europe and America. That is 
quite an achievement although half of the exports are only shoe-
upper and not complete shoes. Leather gainnents is a fairly new 
sector, the world demand for which has grown very fast during the 
last few years. Uttar Pradesh specially has recorded a phenomenal 
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growth in leather garments and footwear production. Exports have 
grown from a meager Rs. 62 crores in 1986 to Rs. 579 crores m 
1991 from India. Yet, India's share in the world market today is 
hardly 2.7% percent-*- despite of the fact that ours is a country 
having largest number of catties, buffaloes, Goats and Sheeps. 
India has 28.1 million catties, 18.2 million Buffaloes 81.0 
million Goats and 35.1 million sheeps.^ 
Same is the case with other leather goods Due to lack of 
designs and accessories coupled with the slow growth, India's 
share of leather goods in the world markets remains just about 
1.40%. 
However, all is not yet lost. Indian leather Industry, 
which is rich in materials and technology has taken just a few 
steps and is now poised for a big leap on the exports front. Its 
prospects in the International market look brighter in the 
context of changing trends in the Industrial and trade scenario. 
The present study is undertaken with the view of 
understanding the role of enterpreneurship in the leather goods 
industry of Uttar Pradesh and suggesting the ways and means to 
boost exports which in turn will bring about over all Industrial 
and economic development resulting into prosperity of the 
countrymen and country both. 
OBJECTIVES QF THE RESEARCH 
The present research work on the basis of various means of 
measuring the developments and performance of entrepreneurs in 
leather goods Industry in Uttar Pradesh, broadly seeks to 
investigate the relationship between entrepreneurs' background, 
and expenditure incurred on different heads by them and their 
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performance. The study focuses on certain aspects such as impact 
of nature of market, wages/salaries administration, channel of 
distribution, location of units and sources of initial capital 
etc. on the performance of entrepreneurs in this particular 
industry in the state. Moreover, it attempts, in particular . 
1. To study socio-economic, educational, occupational, marital, 
sexual, financial and residential background of entrepreneurs 
of the leather goods Industry in U.P. besides tracing out 
their age and nature of Units launched by them. 
2. To measure the performance of entrepreneurs and ascertain 
whether there exist any relationship between their different 
backgrounds and performance. 
3. To study and analyse the main characteristics and 
differences which exist between successful and non successful 
entrepreneurs in this particular Industry. 
To shad some light on the weaknesses and problems of 
entrepreneurs and suggesting measures to resort for improving 
their entrepreneurial performance for boosting export and earn 
precious foreign exchange besides meeting fully the domestic 
demand for the leather goods. 
To find out what has prompted the new entrepreneurs to enter 
industry and asses their managerial abilities. 
In nutshell, the main purpose is to analyse and understand 
the entreprenerial process so as to enable the state/govt. to 
formulate policies for the generation of new enterpreneurship and 
to make new entrepreneurs aware of the different complexities 
involved in launching the new projects in all the industries in 
general and leather goods Units in particular in the Uttar 
pradesh. 1 rj 
RESEARCH GAP: 
Although many scholars studied and worked on leather goods 
industry of India as is evident from the chapter number four, "the 
review of literature". Some researchers concentrated only on 
problems faced by the industry, some studies highlighted the 
foreign exchange earnings and future prospects/forecast about it, 
other dealt with the marketing strategies for boosting the export 
of leather and other leather products such as footwear, footwear 
components, leather garments and leather goods etc. No sincere 
effort has sofar been made to study " Enterpreneurship in 
leather goods industry in Uttar Pradesh", though Enterpreneurship 
in various other industries is studied by different researchers 
in India and abroad as well. 
No other single industry in India earns as much foreign 
exchange as the leather and leather goods industry earn and a 
number of the leather and most of the leather goods units are 
concentrated in Uttar Pradesh. In other words about 46% of the 
total leather and leather goods enterprises are located in this 
state. Therefore, an entreprenerial and comprehensive study is 
required in the field of enterpreneurship in leather goods 
Industry of U.P. so that above mentioned objectives are attained 
effectively and efficiently. 
HYPOTHESIS TO BE TESTED: 
Before initiating the present research it seems worth 
while to develop and set, on the basis of common sense and general 
understanding of the the subject, some hypothesis. Following are 
some of the hypothesis to be tested during the course of study. 
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The encrepreneurs drawn from mercantile background have 
several advantages with them. They have the ability inherited in 
them. From their ancestors to spot an economic opportunity, merit 
regarding cost of gathering information for business purposes, 
specialised knowledge of economic environment, smaller margin of 
error in quantitifying risks and lowering down the costs by 
utilising already established marketing facilities. It is 
therefore contemplated that: 1. "The entrepreneurs having 
mercantile background are likely to be successful in 
proportionately larger number of cases than those not having such 
a background. In other words we can say that the performance of 
units/organisations under the control of the entrepreneurs drawn 
from mercentile back ground is likely to be better than those 
under the control of entrepreneurs drawn from non-mercentile 
background." 
In fact, the present era is characterised by technological 
and scientific advancement which are only carried out with the 
repeated experiments in the concerned fields. Such experiments and 
researches are not possible until heavy sum for this purpose are 
allocated in the budget and spent under various categories by the 
innovators. Moreover, humen resource, which is the key and 
inevitable ingredient whether it is production, marketing, 
purchase or finance function, needs special emphasis. Huge amount 
of money is required for the education and training, health, 
nutrition, housing and civic amenities purposes so as to keep the 
labour force satisfied by way of sound wages and salaries 
administration. It is therefore contemptlated that: 
2. The financial health, sound wage/salary administration, 
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expenditure on research and human resource development by 
entrepreneurs is directly proportionate to the performance in 
leather goods Industry of U.P. 
Organisational pattern or type of unit has got a role to play 
as in case of sole proprietorship or partnership form, sense 
of loyalty and personal belongingness is found whereas it is 
not so in either of the rest categories/forms of business 
such as Pvt. Ltd. and Public ltd. companies Region, caste, sex 
and age also have got the influencing nature as Marwaries and 
Bohras of Gujrat and Maharashtra respectively, Vaishya/Baniyas 
in northern states of a given age and certain sex dominate the 
business scene, either because of one reason or the other. 
Motivational factors and marital status of the entrepreneurs 
do effect their performance. The reason being that an 
entrepreneurs motivated by employment and social objectives 
will hardly take care of other purposes. The success of a 
large-sized units is not a function of entrepreneurs' 
technical knowledge. In other words, technical knowledge is 
more appropriate for the growth of enterprises which are 
small sized rather than large sized because of the fact that 
entrepreneurs' technical know-how is diluted in the bigger 
organisations as he has to perform divorce nature of functions 
e.g. marketing/sales, production/operation, 
personnel/Industrial relations, and finance/ accounting and 
does not get time to look after the plant and machinery 
technically. It is therefore contemptlated that: 
Organisational structure, region, caste, sex, age, marital 
status, technical know-how and motivational factors influence 
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the entrepreneurial performance. 
A well known and internationally accepted principle of 
specialisation and division of labour of management and 
economics respectively discloses that if the production is 
carried out in larger quantities and bulk, the cost incurred 
will go on declining upto certain extent, because of the fact 
that all the fixed capital expenses/cost will remain 
unchanged with the minor increase in the running/ working 
capital cost/expenses. A nominal increase in the working 
capital will produce double and triple output, keeping the 
fixed capital constant. It is therefore contemplated that: 
4. Investment level and growth pattern are co-related. In other 
words, investment level is directly proportionate to 
entrepreneurial performance/growth/development in leather 
goods Industry of Uttar Pradesh. 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: Prior to the year of 1978, only Pvt. 
Ltd. companies. Public Ltd. Companies and cooperative societies 
used to be registered and incorporated. But since Jan l, 1978 all 
the small scale units including sole proprietorship and 
partnership firms are required to be registered with the 
District Industries Centres. (D.I.Cs) Such a registration is 
beneficial to the owners in the sense that it authorises a 
unit/organisation to get various facilities, provided by govts. 
availed on priority basis. Assurance of these amenities and 
facilities being linked with registration with the Distt. 
Industries centre has made enlistment of units almost in 
evitable. An exhaustive information relating to different aspects 
of the entrepreneurs and units could be gleaned from the 
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registers of the District Industries Centre of Kanpur and Agra 
(D.I.Cs), Khadi Village Industrial (KVIB) Board, Council for 
leather Export (C.F.L.E.), Bhartiya Leather Corporation, (B.L.C.) 
Leather Development and Marketing Corporation (L.D.M.C.) National 
Footwear Training Centre, (N.F.T.C.) Agra. 
Primary Sources: 
As a matter of fact, the primary data is more reliable and 
important than secondary data for any sort of research and 
study. Therefore, the majority of the statistics relating to the 
study are collected personally by interviewing the entrepreneurs 
through a detailed and comprehensive questionnaire, a copy of 
which is given in the last of this thesis, broadly containing the 
following points: 
1. The data relating to the location of the organisation. Form of 
ownership, year of establishment, size of the unit, main 
products and goods manufactured by them, markets covered by 
entrepreneurs and expenditure incurred on various heads e.g. 
human resource, research and development, facilities and 
amenities and marketing research etc. by the owners of these 
undertakings. 
2.- Personal details and background factors of the entrepreneurs 
incorporating their age, caste, education and training, 
business or industrial experiences, previous occupation of 
their parents, marital status, sex and geographic origin etc. 
3. Motivational factors which induced them to launch an 
organisation in the field of leather goods industry in Uttar 
Pradesh. 
4. Performance of the entrepreneurs in different fields such as 
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finance and personnel. 
5. The views of the entrepreneurs with regard to different 
facilities and amenities provided by Govt, to them 
6. The problems and difficulties faced by entrepreneurs which 
hinder the speedy growth of entrepreneurship in this 
particular industry in U.P. 
Besides, discussion with a large number of the 
knowledgeable persons including academicians, bank officials who 
finance the entrepreneurs, employees of government promotional 
agencies which are employed for the fast growth of 
enterpreneurship in leather goods industry, proved very 
fruitful. Their suggestions and advices benefited the researcher 
in completing his qualitative research. 
Secondary Sources: 
Since the present research and study could not be 
qualitatively completed depending solely on primary data. 
Moreover, the information needed was of divorce nature and the 
entrepreneurs were reluctant to yield. Therefore, it was thought 
necessary to resort the secondary statistics also from various 
sources. These secondary sources as discussed partially earlier, 
include: 
Council for leather Export (C.L.E.) Kanpur, Trade 
Development Authority (T.D.A.) New Delhi, Indian Institute of 
Foreign Trade (I.I.P.T.) New Delhi, District Industries Centers ( 
D.I.C.S) of Kanpur and Agra, Leather Development and Marketing 
Corporation (L.D.M.C.) Agra, Bhartiya Charam Uddyog (B.L.C.)Agra 
and National Footwear Training Centre (N.F.T.C). Agra etc. Apart 
from these offices and centres, the informations were received 
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from a wide veriety and host of specialised persons and agencies 
engaged in the promotion and development of enterpreneurship in 
the leather goods Industry in Uttar Pradesh. 
Other Sources: 
Besides the data and statistics collected through primary 
sources i.e. Interviews, questionnaire and secondary sources i.e. 
Govt, promotional offices and other Pvt. Agencies, the needed 
information was sought from various other sources also. These 
other sources include: Discussions with the chairman. Executive 
Directors, Asstt. Directors and Export promotion officers of 
Leather Council for Exports, Knapur. Collection of information 
through relevant official records, documents and publications etc. 
of concerned organisation. Reports of various committees given in 
the books, magazines and journals. Published as well as 
unpublished works/studies/researches were also consulted. Besides 
these other sources, the interviews with prominent industrialists 
in the areas and outside as well, both old men and young 
enthusiasts, helped in providing certain vital informations which 
found any place neither in published nor in unpublished records 
any where so far. 
The Universe: 
Prior to Dec. 31st. 1981 the total established industrial 
organisations registered with the District Industries centres of 
the Kanpur and Agra were (1200) one thousand two hundred and 
eight hundreds (800) respectively. These organisations included 
sole proprietorship firms, partnership units including family 
partnership, non govt, public limited companies, private limited 
companies and cooperative societies. A sample of 200 units from 
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Kanpur and 100 units from Agra was taken for study purposes. The 
enterprises were selected for study on stratified sampling basis 
and comprised units from all the above six categories as to depict 
the real picture and true position of the leather goods industry 
of Kanpur and Agra in Uttar Pradesh. Out of these 300 units (200 
in Kanpur and 100 in Agra) only 200 entrepreneurs (120 in Kanpur 
and 80 in Agra) responded positively whereas rest 100 units owners 
(80 in Kanpur & 20 in Agra) refused directly to yield any 
information under any case. 
Sample: As a matter of fact, the detailed study of all the 
two thousands (2000) units (1200 in Kanpur and 800 in Agra) was 
difficult and time consuming. Therefore, a representative sample 
of (300) three hundreds (200 from Kanpur and & 100 from Agra) was 
takes for research purposes. This sample is about 15% of the total 
units located in Kanpur and Agra both. In order to make the 
sample unbiased, true and fully representative, the method of 
stratified sampling was adopted. All the units were first of all 
classified according to the nature and form of organisations, and 
from each type and kind, 15% units were picked up in the first 
stag of stratification. 
After having decided the number of units taken for 
study from each category and kind of productive activity, the 
specific units/ entrepreneurs were contacted. Out of the total 300 
entrepreneurs contacted for study only two hundreds (12 0 from 
Kanpur and 80 from Agra) replied and that too after a lot of 
requests, persuasion and assurances for not making the furnished 
information particularised and public. Almost all the respondents/ 
entrepreneurs requested for anonymity and hence their names and 
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addresses are not mentioned. 
The Questionnaire: 
A tentative schedule of information to be sought from the 
entrepreneurs was prepared initially on the basis of the 
objectives and hypothesis of the research. After that an informal 
and rough framework of the questionnaire was prepared and 
discussed with a number of experienced persons in academic, 
industry and other related fields. A draft, formal and fair 
questionnaire was lastly prepared after testing and retesting it 
personally. The questionnaires' copies were given to the 
entrepreneurs with personal requests for filling it up and 
returning back. After receiving the questionnaire back it was 
studied in detail and conclusions were drawn and suggestions were 
made so as to enable the state to formulate the conducive policies 
to boost the production and export of leather goods so that 
additional foreign exchange is earned beside providing the 
employment to masses and ensuring prosperity to the nation and 
nationals both. 
The following problems were faced in the collection of 
data and statistics for the purpose of research. 
Quite a large number of problems were faced in the 
collection of statistics. Firstly, the concerned organisation and 
agencies do not keep this records upto date. Moreover, in some 
cases, if the record is upto date, the office bearers of these 
organisation and agencies do not provide the needed information 
intentionally and deliberately until either they are paid some 
money commonly known as "facilitating charges" (Suvidha Shulk) or 
presented some gifts such as a packet of sweet/a bottle of wine/a 
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chicken etc. Some time they refuse to cooperate by saying chat the 
statistics sought by you is classified, secrete and confidential 
and hence can not be supplied, but am azingly enough, the same 
information is provided by them immediately if their demand for a 
Murgha/bottle of wine/gift is meted out. 
A number of hours were often wasted in taking the 
appointments with the chairman and executive directors of the 
concerned council for leather export and other officers of the 
government agencies. 
Besides, the entrepreneurs who were contacted for 
interviews and supplying the required information for research 
through questionnaire, did not cooperate and declined to yield any 
sort of detail. After much persuasion and assurances that the 
needed data is to be used for research and academic purposes only, 
some of the entrepreneurs reluctantly replied the questions asked 
by the researcher. These entrepreneurs were, perhaps afraid of the 
implications and complications involved in disclosing the facts 
related with their sales, gross/net profit etc. as it invite 
unnecessary extra taxes which could be imposed on them. 
Apart from this, the majority of the entrepreneurs were 
not familiar with the modern management techniques, they still 
follow the old, traditional and discarded tools and techniques and 
hence they were not clear in their perceptions. It is so because 
most of the leather goods manufacturing units come under the 
purview of the cottage, tiny and small scale sector and therefore 
these entrepreneurs can not afford as their profit margin is 
lesser to employ the qualified competent and experienced staff 
which is aware of modern managerial and technical know-how in 
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different fields e.g. marketing, human resource, 
accounting/finance and production/operation management in this 
particular industry in Uttar Pradesh. 
An entrepreneur in Kanpur when asked about his net profit 
per annum, replied indifferently that he has got only few rupees 
in his packet which are not even sufficient to meet his meal 
requirements for a day although he was to start a newly purchased 
maruti 1000 car worth Rs. 5,00,000 in the open market. 
Another entrepreneur in Agra, when contacted for knowing 
his annual turnover, replied laughingly that he has to take his 
girl friend to the TAJ HOTEL to enjoy and does not has time to 
answer, when persued further, he opens that for the last five 
years his firm neither purchased nor sold. Although he was going 
to TAJ HOTEL in the acccompnying a girl friend to enjoy which is 
a very costly affair. 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY: 
Inspite of the best efforts made by the researcher to make 
this study/research totally error proof, correct and relevant 
facts based. It is observed that the work seems to suffer from 
various limitations. These limitations are as follow. 
1. The managerial as well as non managerial including technical 
staff of the different councils for leather exports was 
reluctant in offering even appointments for discussions and 
interviews. Moreover, they were not seen to be keen and 
enthusiastic when talked about various issues concerning 
leather goods industry of Uttar Pradesh. 
2. The manufacturers and exporters too like government officials 
were hesitant and reluctant to yield the needed information 
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despite of the assurances that this furnished information will 
strictly be used for academic purposes. 
The researcher tried at his level best to produce the upto 
date statistics, but this could not be possible in certain 
cases as the data was not available with either of the 
offices. 
A number of entrepreneurs neither publish the facts nor do 
they allow the access of outsiders to their records and 
internal working on the pretext of maintaining the secrecy. 
Therefore, one of the most important limitations of this 
study relates to subjective and qualitative nature of some 
answers which could only be analysed properly only on the 
basis of ranking method which has not been adopted in this 
study. 
Some responses were of overlapping nature and hence the data 
could not be aggregated although it is presented in a tabular 
form. 
In fact, the entrepreneurship is an interdisciplinary subject 
and hence governed by many psychological, social, economic, 
political and geographical forces etc. As a result of certain 
unavoidable reasons only a limited number of 
influences/factors are examined in this research and these 
are economic and social. Needless to mention that other 
factors too play an important role in shaping the 
entrepreneurs' actions, deeds and movements. 
Lastly, the weak financial position of the researcher and 
shortage of time resulted into various difficulties which 
affected adversely the quality, quantity and accuracy of the 
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presented research. The researcher was awarded neither a 
departmental scholarship nor any government financial support 
for carrying on the present study. 
However, no stone is left untouched in contacting with all 
the needed entrepreneurs/government officials who could be even 
of least importance for providing the requested information and 
data. The shortcomings and constraints are not of very sever 
nature and high magnitude, moreover, sufficient precautions are 
taken so as not to get the reliability of research badly affected. 
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CHAPTER ^ II 
LEATHER GOODS INDUSTRY OF U.P. "AN OVERVIEW" 
In the industry's early days, the tanning of hides and 
skins was available only in South India, primarily because it had 
a climate suitable for tanneries. Particularly in Madras, 
tanneries were built about 20 km. from the city along the palar 
river. Other states like U.P. only supplied raw hides and skins to 
Madras where they were tanned and exported. Even on date, although 
the tanning industry has developed in other parts, Madras and 
southern India remain the largest exporters of leather porducts. 
The British Army needed leather for saddlery, boots and sundry 
other items which resulted in Agra developing a footwear industry, 
while a heavy leather goods idustry was developed in Kanpur. 
Kanpur slowly specialised in fine buffalo and buffalo calf hides 
and wet blue leather. 
Though the industry is today spread over in alomst all the 
states of the country, the major concentration is in the states of 
Tamilnadu, west Bengal, Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra. Even within 
each state, there have developed major manufacturing centres 
product range available at different centres is predominantly 
guided by local traditional skills and market requirements, bothe 
internal and external. From this point of view, U.P. is described 
as the cradle of leather footwear industry in the country. 
As regards the domestic market, the state is 
responsible for productin of more than 80% of footwear for 
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internal consumption in the country. However, the State's, share ir. 
the all-India export of finished footwear is around one third 
only. Leather footwear & leather shoe uppers including industrial 
boot uppers are the main product being exported,accounting for 
more than 90% of the total exports form the state. 
Prominent centres: Uttar Pradesh is rich in resource endowment in 
leather sector. It has the largest animal population in the 
country. It also has the largest number of skilled workers in 
leather footwear making in the country. Kanpur is a major tanning 
centre, ad Agra, known as footwear city, is the largest footwfear 
production centre in the country. Other production centres in the 
state include Faizabad. Saharanpur. Bareilly. Meerut and Varanasi 
but contribute only a small & negligible share twards the total 
leather goods production of the state. 
(AGRA: In Agra, there are about 400 registred and 5000 unregistered 
small scale manufacturing units. These units produce over 50 
million pairs of footwear, worth Rs.500 crores. The city is 
credited with production of more than 75% of footwear f or internal 
consumption in the country. Large no. of small units in Agra 
produce footwear for all-India level marketing organisation such 
as Bata, Carona, etc. Approximetely, 40% of the total footwfear 
marketed by Bata comes from Agra. 
Agra is also the leading centre for production and export 
of shoe upper in the state. It produces all kinds of shoe uppers 
such as meccasins, derby, classic, bopts and for sports shoes for 
men and women form cow, buffalo, calf and goat leathers. There 
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are, at present, 30 units in Agra which export 100% of their shoe 
uppers output. During last five years, leather footwear and 
components export for the city have grown 21% per annum. However, 
the per unit value of the footwear exported from the city is 
relatively low, the majority of the footwears comprising of low 
priced ladies ballarina shoes, exprts of men's complete shoes from 
the city are negligible) 
KANPUR: While Agra specialises in the manufacture of closed shoes. 
And fancy shoe uppers, Kanpur on the other hand is the major 
centre for productin of chappals, sandals and industrial boot 
uppers. Whereas industrial boot uppers are made mainly for exprts, 
sandals and chappals are produced chiefly for the domestic market. 
There are, at present, 10 leading exporters of industrial shoe 
uppers and sandals in Kanpur. Kanpur also has a small production 
base of about 60,000 pieces of leather garroents per year. 
As compared to Agra, the exports from Kanpur are small but 
nonetheless, it is showing a steady increase. Unlike Agra from 
where exports are mainly directed to C.I.S. maret, all exports of 
footwear and uppers from Kanpur are directed to market in the 
General Currency Area, i.e., western Europe and U.S.A. 
Kanpur is the only centre where Harness & Saddlery items 
are manufactued and exported, in India. An exhibition on the line 
of India International Leathere Fair Madras and International 
Leather Goods Fair at Calcutta organised by India Trade Promotion 
Organisation is the long outstanding demand of the Harness & 
Saddlery exporters of Kanpur. 
Establishment of a permanent Exhibition Ground for the same 
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will go a long way in boosting up the export of Harness & Saddlery 
items form Kanpur. U.P. Govt, should also render necessory 
financial assistence in this sphere too, specially when this 
industry belong to cottage & small Scale Sector only. 
Kanpur has got a tremendous base for raw-material for 
manufacture of shoes, bags, belts, garments etc. and could be a 
big source in India. Besides, the components and allied industry 
including machine are also growing rapidly. Hence, it would be 
advisable to organaise an Exhibition for raw-materials at Kanpur 
similar to the shoe component Fair at Delhi, which will attract 
many manufacturer-exporters to Kanpur atleast for sourcig the raw 
material required for their industry. The U.P. Govt, may look into 
this aspect and find out the feasibility of organising such an 
Exhibition under their umberella. 
OTHER CEMTRES: There are no exports for other production centres 
in the state. Faizabad specialises in cheaper variety of closed 
footwear, while Saharanpur is a centre for cheaper shoes,fancy 
chappals and sandals. 
EMPLOYMENT SCENERIO: The leather industry in the state is labour 
intensive, providing employment to nearly two lakh persons. The 
main caracteristic of employment at Agra is that artisans work 
under the control and supervision of a contractor who negotiates 
with the manufacturing and exporting units on the labour costs for 
a certain volume of production. The manufacturing/exporting units 
pay to the contractor who in turn pays to the artisans. The mam 
production operations like stitching, clicking, skining and finishing are undertaken by contract workers, while operations 
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like packaging etc. are undertaken by workers employed on regular 
basis. In Kanpur also, there is no regular employment in footwear 
sector. All the workers are paid wages on piece rate basis. The 
system, according to industry, results in better productivity. 
STATE'S ROLE IN THE INDUSTRY'S DEVELOPMENT: Uttar Pradesh State 
Leather Development and Marketing Corporation (LAMCO) is providing 
a number of facilities to the cottage and small sector leather 
units of the state. 1. LAMCO is operating a shoe last bank and a 
raw materials depot from which it supplies shoe lasts on usual 
basis and raw materials such as leather of all types, thread, 
laces, lining material, eyelets, etc. on credit to small artisan 
units, ii) Leather finishing and other such facilities are made 
available to the small artisans at nominal charges at various 
Common Facility Centres established by LAMCO in various leather 
industry districts of the state, iii) LAMCO provides marketing 
facilities to the small artisans. For household products, it has 
established its own sale Depots in major cities, besides 
developing a good dealer network. In case of institutional 
products, LAMCO procures orders from various organisations through 
tender and other means and makes supplies after getting these 
produced in small units on order to order basis, iv) LAMCO has 
established a Direct Vulcanising & High Frequency Flow Moulds 
plant and a modern Design Development Centre for catering to the 
quality upgradation and design development needs of the small 
units, v) LAMCO conducts training programmes for the traditional 
artisans for making them aware of modern production techniques and 
general skills upgradation. ^ "^ 
THE BEGINNING: Traditional Cottage leather industry existed m 
U.P. since very old times. Establishment of Government Harness and 
Saddlery Factory in Kanpur (presently known as Ordinance Equipment: 
Factory) in the year 1860 to manufacture leather items for use by 
the British Army, was the beginning of mechanised leather 
industry. In the year 1880 M/s Cooper Allen & Co. (later -TAFCO) 
was established in the private sector. 
PRESENT STATUS: The Number of leather and leather products 
industries, their investment and employment position is as under: 
No. of Units Investment Emploment 
in lacs 
S.S.I Sector 11,217 7395 58712 
medium & Large 20 4524 6697 
Sector 
11237 11919 65409 
(As on 31st March, 95) 
In the Khadi & Village sector there are 34846 uits at the 
end of March, 1994 prviding employment to about 53,000 persons and 
about 23,000 persons getting partial emploment in this sector. 
(MAJOR PRODUCTION CENTRES: Kanpur and Agra are two world famous 
prodctin centres in the state. The estimated production capacities 
of these two centres is as under: 
LEATHER LEATHER SHOE SANDLES LEATHER LEATHER IND, 
PCS/DAY SHOES UPPER PAIRS/ OUTER- GOODS GLOVES 
PRS/DAY PRS/DAY DAY WARE PCS/DAY PRS/DAY 
KANPUR 55000 15000 25000 iOOOO 1000 lOOOC 5000 
AGRA !S00 100000 100000 50000 
2H 
Kanpur is a prominent centre for leather procssing. About 
175 tanneries are located in Jajmau area in Kanpur. Kanpur 
tanneries specialise in processing hides into the heavy leather 
(sole, harness and industrial leather) and a variety of upper 
leathers and leathers used in manufacturing other leather goods. 
Very few tanneries process skins. Kanpur is known for industrial 
and safety boots, Sadals/Chappals, Shoe uppers and a variety of 
leather goods. 
Kanpur is the only centre in India where Saddlery 
products are manufactured.The export of saddlery products from 
Kanpur is about Rs. 95 crores. Some modern footwear units 
exporting complete footwear and components manufacturing units 
have also come-up in Kanpur. 
Unnao is also developing into a major production centre. 
More than 25 modern tanneries and footwear units are located 
here. ^ 
(Agra has been the biggest centre for shoe-manufacturing 
in the country. Major protion ot the shoes requirements of the 
country is met by Agra. Shoe-uppers manufacturing industry 
developed very fast in Agra and shoe uppers exports from, here 
grew impressively till the year 1990-91., Former USSR used to be 
the largest buyer for shoe-uppers from here. But after the 
disintegration of USSR, Agra Leather Industry has suffered a 
severe setback because of recent supereme court ruling to 
shut/clsoe down hundreds of units due to pollution causing in 
numerable damage to the national monument the"Taj Mahal" 
couseqently production and export of all the products has come 
down drastically^ 
NON-AVAILABILITY OF 'QUALITY' RAW MATERIALS The leather industry 
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in the state lacks composite character in the sense that it has 
to depend to a fairly extent on sources outside the state or 
imports for getting supplies of major items of raw materials 
including leather. 
Soles Non-availability of quality PU.TPR and leather soles in 
the country is the single most important factor thwarting 
transition of shoe uppers industry to full shoe industry in the 
state. Though there are some exports of full shoes from Agra, 
the exporting units generally have to import soles with a view 
to meeting buyers rec[uirements. 
Discussions in the field revealed that sole leather 
produced by Kanpur based tanneries is not good as buyers often 
complain of: 
(i) bad smell; 
(ii) high water absorbtion; 
(iii) uneven thickness; and 
(iv) lack of flexibility. 
Technological capacity exists in the state to produce 
sole leather from buffalo hide to meet international 
specifications of water and abrasion resistances, but it 
requires heavy investment as gathered from the field. 
Marketing trends analysis indicate an increasing 
preference to non-leather soles (such as polyurathane, thermo 
plastic rubber, PVC, etc.) over leather soles, all over the 
world. In recent years, the share of leather soled footwear has 
cmoe down to around 50% of the total footwear consumption. The 
growth of local PU Sole industry is inhibited due to the high 
import duty on its raw materials. 
It can be seen from the table that U.P. accounted for 
23.22 lakh pieces of cattle hides and calf skins, 44.17 lakh 
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pieces of buffalo hides and buff calf skins and 112.32 lakh 
pieces of ovine skins during the year 1986-87. 
SHARE OF UTTAR PRADESH IN INDIA'S PRODUCTION OF HIDES AND SKINS: 
With a view to assess the position of raw hides and 
skins, in U.P., as against All India's Production, the 
percentage share of U.P. is worded out and presented in Table. 
PRODUCTION OF RAW HIDES AND SKINS-SHARE OF UTTAR PRADESH 
(Fig. in Lakh Pieces) 
Items Uttar Pradesh India % Share 
1995 2000 1995 2000 1995 2000 
Cattle hides 23 23 222 228 10.4 10.1 
Buffalo hides 55 65 190 209 29.0 31.1 
Goat Skins 115 140 849 910 13.5 15.4 
Sheep Skins 20 21 290 296 6.9 7.1 
The share of productin of buffalo hides and goat skins in 
Uttar Pradesh is higher than its livestock. It is due to large 
scale inflow of animals for slaughter into Uttar Pradesh which 
results in higher availability of buffalo hides and ovine skins. 
It is to be noted that Uttar Pradesh ranks first in contributing 
buffalo and cattle hides in India in contrast to third position 
in case of goat skins and fifth for sheep skins. On the whole, 
Uttar Pradesh is one of the leading producer of raw hides and 
skins in the country. 
TRENDS; IN LIVESTOCK POPTJLATION IN UTTAR PRADESH: Based on the 
long term growth rates registered between 1961 and 1993, 
projections for the year 1995 and 2000 A.D. have been worked out 
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for all species. An analysis of the projected estimates clearly 
show the static growth in case of cattle and sheep populations 
when comared to significant positive growth in favour of buffalo 
and goats in Uttar Pradesh. 
(Fig. in Lakhas) 
Species 1961 1963 Annual 1995* 2000 AD* 
Growth 
Rate 
Cattle 235 256 0.3 258 261 
Buffalos 93 201 3/6 215 252 
Goat 52 131 4.7 143 174 
Sheep 16 24 1.6 25 27 
* Estimate base on the growth rates during 1961-1993. 
COMPARATIVE GROWTH RATES OF LIVESTOCK IN UTTAR PRADESH & 
INDIA: The annual growth rates of livestock as recorded during 
1961 to 1987 in India and 1961 to 1993 in Uttar Pradesh are 
presented in the Table with a view of having a comparative 
assessment of the position. 
Specie India Uttar Pradesh 
Cattele 0.52 0.3 
Buffaloes 2.11 3.6 
Goats 1.71 4.7 
Sheeps 0.57 1.6 
SHARE OF LIVESTOCK BY 2000 AD: When compared to the livestock 
share of 1993, Uttar Pradesh is expected to improve its share of 
buffalo from 22% to 25% by 2000 A.D. In case of goat, the 
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state's share may improve from 11% to 13% with regard to cattle 
and sheep, the state may maintain the share position of 1993. 
The analysis of livestock vividly presents that Uttar 
Pradesh is one of the importent states contributing to the basic 
raw meterials strength of Indian leather industry. About 50% of 
the bovine hides and 90% of the ovine skins originate from 
slaughter and they are considered better in quality when 
compared to fallen catagory.However, recent field survey in U.P 
(1995) reveals that in the selected markets, the proportion of 
slaughtered hides ranges in between 75 and 80%. 
RAW HIDES AND SKINS PRODUCTION IN U.P.: The estimated productin 
of raw hides and skins in Uttar Pradesh and the off -take rates 
arrived at as per the All India survey on raw hides and skins 
have been presented in Table: 
PRODUCTION OF HIDES AND SKINS IN UTTAR PRADESH 
(Fig. in Lakhs) 
Items Off-take rate Production 
Cattle hides 8.9 23.22 
Buffalo hides 25.7 44.17 
Goat Skins 80.6 92.70 
Sheep Skins 78.0 19.62 
Source: Report of All India Survey on Raw Hides and 
Skins, CIRI, Madras, 1995. 
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Export of Leather and Leather Produts from Uttar Pradesh 
Itemi l » t l -S2 S2-S3 %i-»* S4-t5 l ? - l t t t -S7 t 7 - l t tS-*» t9-9« "^t-it 9 1 - n »2-93 93-<>4 94-»; 9<-M 
ILradMT 13.9* I4^t I5.M li.15 17^7 22J1 2*.27 34.29 4S.13 7t.t* 9«JI 9«Jt 143.4* 2*3.«« 21t.2 
FMtwcw & F.W. M.1* i7.«t ««.lt «9JI 72J1 94.71 91.*t 133.92 13«.2« l t3J9 233JS 79.t7 t«7.M 117.73 l t l . ( 
CnofoatU 
Ualba-GMda 3.99 4.69 ;.*t SM 5.23 5.24 i.*2 4.11 
24.*« 2t.** S7.2* 79.** 1*7.27 134.71 153.1* 
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EXPORT PROMOTION COUNCIL FOR FINISHED LEATHER & LEATHER MAIWFATURES. KANPUR 
Item-wise Exnorts of Leather & Leather Products Purine 1980-81 & 1981-82 
(Figures in Millions) 
SL 1980-81* 1980-81** 1981-82 
No. Items Qty. Value Qty. Value Qty. Value 
(Kg) (Rs.) (Kg) (Rs.) (Kg) (Rs.) 
1. E.I. Tanned Leather 4.63 350.48 4.13 285.91 2.93 352.73 
2. Wet Blue Chrome Td, Leather 2.14 198.30 NA 279.94 NA 216.16 
3. Finsihed Leather 16.86 2267.29 17.15 1867.94 18.26 2231.22 
4. Tanned Furs 0.05 8.45 NA 4.14 NA 0.85 
5. Footwear Components - 453.24 - 320.31 - 703.91 
6. Leather Footwear 11.40 337.42 7.44 236.81 6.42 215.96 
(prs) (prs) (prs) 
7. Leatther Goods - 347.55 - 85.73 - 299,52 
8. Industrial Leather Mfrs. - 90.45 - 116.11 - 129.92 
9. Bristles & Other Hair 1.96 14.34 - 7.32 2.05 8.28 
10. Paint Brushes 2.55(Nos) 13.73 - - NA NA 
Total: - 1036.25 - 3304.21 - 4158.55 
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Table 
Estimated Production Canacities in Different Locations in India 
Leather Leather Leather Leather Leather Industiral Saddlery 
SL Leather Shoes Shoeuppef Sandals Outerwear Goods Gloves & Harness 
No. Location Pcs/day Pcs/day Pcs/day Pcs/day Pcs/day Pcs/day Pcs/day Value 
































































40,000 12,000 150,000 2.000 • 20.000 
5.000 1.000 
10.000 -
30,000 15.000 15.000 2.000 
15.000 25.000 10.000 3,000 
100.000 100.000 50.000 : 
5,000 15.000 2,000 1,000 
20,000. 50,000 5.000 10,000 
15,000 5.000 1.500 
8,000 12,000 5.000 5,000 
130,000 100.000 -




India has been slowly but steadily transforming her traditioal 
leather indsurtry over the last 10 years. To begin with, India was 
a major exporter of hides and skins to the advanced west but right 
from the middle of 1970's. Indian has been following the policy of 
adding value to its raw materail before export. One overriding 
consideration of the Indian government vis-avis leather industry 
has been to adopt such policies as would help protect employment 
in the indusrty as most of the persons connected with the industry 
come predominantly from some vulnerable sections of Indian 
population. Nevertheless the government allowed completely modern 
production facilities being set up provided 75% of production from 
such units were exported. Such units engoy the benefit of liberal 
import of capital goods, components and raw materials, 
consumables, etc. with a view to ensure global competitiveness of 
the products of such units, import duty on such items has been 
progressively reduced. Today the segment of the industry that is 
catering to export demand engoy almost total freddom with regard 
to import of different types of materials. As a result, over the 
past few years India has witnessed growth of various leather 
products manufacturing units in the country catering almost 
exclusively to export. This export thrust modern production sector 
coexists with a network of traditional production base for leather 
and leather products. 
Raw meterial Base: India possesses a strong raw material base for 
the leather industry. India ranks number one in cattle population, 
accounting for 19% of the bovine, 20% of the goat and 6% of the 
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sheep population in the world. It is estimated that about 13% of 
the world leather output comes from India. During 1992-93, the 
actual output has exceeded the targets, reaching an all time high 
of Rs. 4250 crores. 
Production Base: The predominant character of the production base 
of the industry in the country today is traditional, with 
particular communities specialising in the industry to the 
exclusion of other communities which have tended to shun this as 
an ugly industry. However, significant policy initiatives made in 
the Sixties and Seventies have led to the emergence of a growing 
export production sector in some parts of the country. 
Traditional Production Sector: The leather industry in the country 
has remained reserved for the small scale sctor right from 
independence. It has been perceived as a rural traditional 
artisan-oriented industry wherein introduction of machinery would 
displace labour, particularly artisans, from their jobs, besides, 
as the industry has been dominated by some communities, the fear 
that mechanisation would hurt such communities which are rather 
backward, has been upermost in the minds of policy makees. The 
result has been that even within the small scale sector, 
mechanisation in this industry has been discouraged by putting 
such conditions as that the use of more than 2 HP electricity by a 
unit would entil its coming in the excise net. Though such 
restrictions have been relaxed from time to time, yet these do 
exist in one form or another, resulting in technological 
stagnation in the industry and giving it a largely traditional, 
artisanal character. 
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Export Production Sector: It wasn't until the early Seventies t'r.a-
the government realised the ture potential of this industry ir. 
terms of export earnings and employment generation. A number of 
initiatives were taken which proved to be a turning point m the 
histroy of Indian leather industry. Licences for setting up 
leather products industry in the country were issued for medium 
and large sectors provided the licencee undertook an export 
obligation of 95%, later reduced to 75%. Import of capital goods, 
consumables and components was liberalised with the import duty 
considerably recduced and rationalised. As a consequence of these 
policy changes, a new export production sector in the industry has 
emerged in some parts of the country, applying modern production 
technology and machines. They are able to produce leather product 
for the quality-conscious western markets. 
Socio-Economic Impact of the New Sector -. Contrary to the 
apprehensions of the policy makers that mechanisation might 
displace labour and throw out the artisans, it is noticed that 
labour intensity of the industry is hardly diminshed by 
mechanisation. For example, the average productivity in a large 
mechanised factory for shoes is about four pairs per day which is 
what an artisan can produce if all components are made available 
to him in his shed. On the outher land, the new production sector 
has brought about a number of favourable socio economic changes: 
(1) The factory system of management has bestowed many benefits on 
the labour force. The working environment in all these 
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factories is decidely superior to what one finds in traditional 
workplaces. The average wage of the worker has increased in the 
factory system. 
(2) As against the virtual exclusionn of women from the production 
process and prevalence of child labour in large number in the 
traditional sector, the modern factories in the South employ 
mostly (nearly 80%) women and child labour is virtually absent 
from these factories. 
(3) The community barrier in the traditional sector has 
disappeared from the modern sector which is now patronised by all 
communities. 
(4) The quality and quality consistency of the products coming 
from these modern factories are indeed superior. This has enhanced 
the competitiveness of our products in the world market. Today, 
the leather industry group export is the third largest foreign 
exchange earner for the country. 
It is accordingly the right time for the government to banish 
the imaginary fears regarding labour displacement due to 
modernistaion and adopt policies that would enable the industry to 
speedily modernise its production base. The social and economic 
benefits that would accrue as a consequence will be simply 
immense. 
Market Structure: To facilitate understanding of the market 
structure for the Indian leather industry, the total market has 
been segmented into relatively homogenous smaller parts. Two-stage 
segmentation technique has been used. In the first stage, the 
market has been segmented into two broad groups export markte and 
domestic market. 
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The leather industry in India is basically export 
oriented. Although the country has achieved a fair measure of 
progress in the leather sector exports with an overall growth rate 
of 27% in rupee terms, yet its share in the global leather and 
leather products trade is only around 3.3%. 
In line with the world trend, India has moved towards 
exporting more and more finished products from being an exporter 
of raw materials. No doubt, a number of significant government 
initiatives helped accelerate this movement of value addition 
within the country. During the Sixties and Seventies, the 
government regularted the export of raw hides and skins and semi-
processed leather to encourage value addition within the country. 
As on date, it stands totally banned. Since mid-Eighties the exim 
policy clearly favoured export of value-added leather products as 
against finished leather. The export of finished leather today 
attracts an exoprt tax of 5%. 
Product-wise Segmentation of Export Market: A table showing the 
value of the exports of the major product groups over last five 
years. It clearly brings out that the composition of exports has 
undergone a dramatic transformation increasing the share of value-
added products to over three-fourth (77%) of the total from around 
one-half (55%) five years ago. In fact, as against a 26% growth in 
total exports, the exports of finsihed leather declined by 5% from 
1990-91 to 1991-92. 
Another table presents India's position as well as its major 
competitors in the world market for the three potenitial growth 
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segments, viz., footwear, garments and accarssories. While India 
ranks among the first four in the exports of leather garments and 
has a noticeable presence in the small goods sector (like bages, 
wallets and gloves) , it. is not in the reckoning as far as leather 
shoes are concenmed. Ironically, our share is only 0.5% in the 
footwear sector which constitutes more than 50% of the global 
leather products trade. Even within the footwear sector, footwear 
components (particularly, shoe-uppers) are a major export items 
and the growth of finished shoes exports is lagging behind the 
growth of components. 
Realising the immense potenitial that is lying untapped, 
leather footwear figures in the latest extreme focus strategy of 
the government that seeks to increase the exports of identified 
products (the products where exports can go up by 30% in value or 
volume over the next five years). Broadly, the strategy involves-
strengthening of the liberalisation process and market-freindly 
environment by using agressive export promotion as a means of 
economic growth; generating quantum jumps in quality upgradation 
and productivity; and developing a partnership based on trust 
among all agencies involved in exports and production. The thrust 
of the strategy lies in development of such products that will be 
of international standards of excellence and will be competitive 
in cost, quality ouid reliability. 
Deatinatlon-wlaa Sgomentation of Export Market: Table presents the 
destinations of exported leather over last three years. It shows 
that ifve countries, viz., Germany, CIS, USA, Italy and UK, have 
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together consistently accounted for two-third of the leather 
exports from India. In particular, Germany has over the last few 
years emerged to be the single larget market for Indian leather 
and leather products. However, India's share in germany's total 
leather & leather products imports is around 1% only. Salient 
features of the Germany's market structure which the Indian 
exporters must make a note of, are highlighted in table. 
With the disintegration of USSR, USA has become the second 
most important destination on the leather & leather products 
exports map of India. Our main competitiors in the American market 
are going to be China, Taiwan and South Korea. There is an urgent 
need to initiate an indepth study to analyse their methods and 
practices to learn the appropriate lessons which would benefit our 
exporters. Information on current trends in the American leather 
market is presented in table. 
The domestic market is limited essentially to 
closed shoes, sandals and chappals in the category of footwear, 
and some quantity of assorted leather goods like handbages, 
wallets, belts, etc. There is virtually no demand for leather 
garments, upholstery, gloves, etc. Barring a tiny but growing 
segment of fashion/quality conscious customers, rest of the market 
is an extremely price sensitive one. 
This factor, too, has been responsbile for the technological 
stagnation in this industry. With the sale price being low, the 
artisan has to somehow make the product at the price he could 
obtain from the middlemen. He has to use unstandard components and 
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materials leading to a qualitatively inferior product. And hence, 
the vicious circle of low price-low quality-low income that 
characterises the traditional production system. 
Till recently, the retail domestic market for expensive 
leather products was a tiny one. It served as an outlet for export 
surpluses or rejects, nothing more. Almost ovemigth a new kind of 
consumer has been born, who is demanding supeior products and is 
willing to pay the price. And springing up to seirve him (or more 
oftern, her) is a rash of fashionable boutiques in Delhi and other 
metres. The quantities they sell don't even begin to approach 
export voluems, but growth is a brisk 20-25% a year. This maket is 
characterised by "Indian leather, Indian workmanship but foreign 
designs". 
Kew Challenqaa in the Export Market; 
Ban on Use ofcertain Chemicals: The German directive banning 
PCP, of December 12, 1989, led not only to the rejection of a 
number of export ordes, but also to a widespread bad publicity for 
the Indian leather industry. For long, Indian manufacturers had 
been using PCP (Penta-Chloro-Phenyle) formulations of the 
protection of hides. Hides treated with PCP were ideally protected 
against attack by fungi and decay and could therefore be stroed 
for long periods. The shoes produced therefrom were also protected 
against fungal attack. Then, evidence accumulated that PCP, which 
was abosrbed through the skin and the respiratory tract, caused 
nerve damage as also a direct carcinogenic action. This was the 
reason for the German prohibition of PCP and rejection of all 
products treated with PCP above a certain extremely low level. It 
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brought into focus the need for having sophisticated PCP testing 
facilities in the Indian leather factories. The Council for 
Leanther Exports (CLE) quickly responded to this need and within a 
year of the directive, equipment for testing PCP content in 
leather was installed in all its regional offices. (The CLE, 
functioning under the Ministry of Commerce, Government of India, 
is a body charged with the responsibility of undertaking export 
promotion activities relating to leather and leather products.) 
Nevertheless, considerable damage was done before the 
situation got under control. Howeever, it must be pointed out that 
such a ban was in the offing for quite sometime and did not come 
about overnigth, though Indian manyfacturers were completely 
unprepared for it. Similarly, it may be poinetd out here that 
certain other chemicals of the similar nuture will certainly be 
banned for use in leather products on the lines of PCP during 1997 
by the Unified Europe. The Government/CLE must start their 
identification immeidately and take corrective measures well in 
advance. 
New Packaging Regulation: In July 1992, the European Community's 
executyve agency proposed rules for the recycling of packaging 
materials in an effort to reduce trash. The rules, which would 
apply to all dozen EC nations would require that 90% of all 
packaging materials be recovered within lOyears either through 
recycling, composting or incineration to generate energy, nearly 
68% of the disposable packaging would have to be recycled as 
against the present level of 18%. To meet the new rules, EC 
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nations would have to enact legislation requiring the use of 
recoverable materials in packaging. 
Germany ahs already introducted new apckaging regulations. The 
German Packaging Ordinance on Waste Avoidance and Waste Management 
stipulates a general obligation for menufaturers and distributors 
of packaging to accept returned packaging for the purpose of reuse 
or recycling. The obligation to take back and recycle used 
packaging also applies to foreign companies which bring into 
circulation packaging or packaged products in Germany, either 
directly or through third party acting on their behalf. 
The new packanging regulations are going to effect Indian 
exports to a lagre extent. The Indian industry and exporters who 
hitherto have thought mostly in terms of the functional aspcet, 
would now have to give equal weightage to the recyclable aspect of 
packaging material. There is an urgent need to identify 
biodegradable packaging materials acceptable to western nations 
and ensure their easy availability in our country. 
DOMESTIC MARKET; Domestic markte for the leather products is 
confined to demand for footwear of all types and assorted leather 
goods like handbags, wallets and brief cases. The climate in most 
parts of the country throughout the year does not permit usage of 
leather wearing apparel or gloves. The demand for sddlery articls 
is also negligible. 
The Murthy Committee report has made a projection regarding 
demand pattern for leather products in Indian upto 2 000 AD. Which 
is shown in the table below: 
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Demand Estiamtes for Footwear and Leather goods in India z 
Product 1990-91 1994-95 2000 
Leather Footwear (shoes) 95 114 140 
(in million pairs) 
Chappals 229 274 340 
(in million Pairs) 
Sandals 56 68 82 
(in million paris) 
Total Footwear 380 456 562 
Leather goods 23 32 49 
(in million pieces) 
Soruce: Murthy Conmi tte report 
The above estimates are conservative with the growing income 
and standard of living & the demand particulars for footwear, 
ladies handbages and assorted leather goods are expected to grow 
at a faster pace. The Indian market for leather footwear and 
leathergoods has been highly price sensitive and high priced 
leather products have not significantly in. demand. But the Indians 
now have become more sophisticated and demand for high priced 
(high quality) branded shoes is rising. In recent years, many 
established exporters have in fact turned towards catering to this 
segment of the footwear market. 
EXPORT MARKET 
Export Performance: India's export performance in leather and 
leather products over last two decades has been remarkable. From 
an export level of Rs. 5830 million in the beginning of 7th plan 
(1985-86) the exports from India reached a level of Rs. 57660 
million in the year 1995-96. 
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EXPORT OF LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS 
(Value in Million Rupees) 
Item* 1911-12 S2-I3 U-«4 I4->5 (3.S6 S6-S7 S7.8S St-W 89-90 90-91 91-92 92-9) 91-94 94-9) 4;.96 
SemiFioubedUttiket ]90.]] M4.16 ]33.3( 49l.}« 490.72 }25.0« 725.88 449.96 210.63 123.37 . . . . . 
FinuhedLeather 1910J0 * 1999:04 1953« 3083.28 2881.93 4008.94 4839.39 M98.T7 6931.27 7899.40 72<a.l3 8127.86 7933.94 12019.81 12416.93 
LeatherFootweir 130.72 193.84 234.84 267.73 330.31 803.83 1280.32 1301.74 1714.32 2804.74 4308.14 4736.39 7621.32 8831.28 11002 33 
FootnurCoiBiMHienta 69r89 793.01 1133.64 1327.83 1903.52 2406.92 3238.34 4236.23 3182.34 3730.10 6633.34 7124.33 7427 33 6920 06 8467 33 
LeatherGumenu 68.30 74.32 67.33 94.60 167.22 622.67 1037.21 1661.33 3323.82 3348.12 7368.71 9429.45 11066.32 1183033 13613 73 
Leather Goo<k 305.99 387.47 433.26 370.55 851.42 962.25 1287.15 1915.60 2928.75 3432.60 5189.87 7560.35 7324.03 9272 51 12024 12 
Total 3723.15 3998.834360.41 3837.57 6625.14 9329.69 12548.59 16083.83 20300J3 25538.33 30762J9 36999J9 41393J4 488<M.01 57636 02 
GtowthRateH 9.18 33.87 13.49 40.82 33.43 29.20 26.22 23.80 20.43 20.27 11.88 19.96 17 92 
Source: CoiBcil for leather Export!, Madraa 
(Valae in MilUon U.S.S) 
ItenM 1981-82 82-83 83-(4 84-83 83-86 86-87 87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91 91-92 92-93 93-94 94-93 93-96 
Semi Finuhed Leather 39.50 40.45 49.71 44.69 42.82 42.00 50.65 28.47 12.64 2.20 . . . . . 
Finiahed Leather 160.23 170.30 182.28 280.48 231.47 320.71 339.12 411.31 416.28 423.24 294.39 280.63 233.39 230.30 24961 
Uather Footwear 19.30 20.11 21.89 24.34 28.(2 64.30 89.34 82.38 102.90 122.86 174.76 164.23 242.98 231.91 232 82 
Footwear ComponenU 91.00 90.99 103.84 120.71 166.10 192.35 225.96 269.38 311.07 319.70 269.09 246.00 236.81 238.00 230 11 
Leather Ganneota 5.00 3.30 6.29 8.60 14.39 49.81 73.77 103.16 199.80 321.77 298.91 325.37 332.82 370.12 390.59 
Leather Goo<k 37.11 38.50 40.38 51.87 74.28 76.97 89.81 121.23 175.78 227.01 210.53 261.08 233.51 235 50 238 56 
Total 352.34 366.03 406.38 330.69 578.08 746.34 868.57 1017.93 1218.47 1418.78 1247.88 127749 131971 1346.03 1381 69 
Table 4,S 























Synthetic Lasts (in pairs) 
Soles-Leather 30% (in pairs) 
-Non-leather 70% (in pairs) 
Insoles-non-leather (in Pairs) 
Box Soles-Synthetic (in Pairs) 
Counters: Leather Board 50% (in 
: Synthetic 50% (in pairs) 
Polishes, Cream Solution-100 gms 
es. Machinery & 
(figures in Millie) 
Pro: ected Per Annum 
Demand by 2000 AD 
pairs) 
./pair-kg 
Thermoplastic cemnets: 100 gms/pair-
Nails: 50 gms/pair - kg 
Abrasives: 150 pairs/sq.meter 
Cartons - pieces 
Outer Cartons-pices 
Consumables 
Clicking Board: 7500 pairs/board 
Bell Knives: 2250 pairs/piece 
Machinery & Equipment 
Clicking machines (Swing Arm) 
Sewing machines 
Skiving machines 
















































Q t y . 
Va lue 
1993-94 
Q t y . 
Va lue 
1994-95 
Q t y . 
Value 
1995-96 
Q t y . 
Va lue 
1996-97 
Q t y . 
Va lue 
1997-98 
Q t y . 
Value 
1998-99 
Q t y . 
Value 
1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 
Q t y . 
V a l u e 
4 7 0 . 
6 5 . 
5 8 7 . 
8 0 , 
7 5 0 . 
1 0 0 . 
9 5 0 . 
1 2 5 . 
















. 0 0 
. 0 0 
. 0 0 
. 0 0 
. 0 0 
. 0 0 
. 0 0 
. 0 0 
. 0 0 
. 0 0 
316.55 
5 . 7 0 
3 9 5 . 7 0 
7 . 2 0 
5 0 0 . 0 0 
9 . 0 0 
6 2 5 . 0 0 
1 1 . 2 0 
7 8 0 . 0 0 
1 4 . 0 0 
9 7 5 . 0 0 
1 7 . 5 0 
1 2 0 0 . 0 0 
2 2 . 5 0 
1 5 5 0 . 0 0 
3 0 . 0 0 
2 0 0 0 . 0 0 
222.95 







4 8 0 . 0 0 
8 0 . 0 0 
580.00 
9 6 . 0 0 
7 0 0 . 0 0 
1 1 5 . 0 0 
8 5 0 . 0 0 
1 4 0 . 0 0 
1 0 0 0 . 0 0 
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( m i l l i o n 
Footwear & 
D o m e s t i c 
3 8 0 
4 0 0 
4 2 0 
4 4 0 
4 6 2 
4 8 S 
5 1 0 
S 3 S 
1999 t o 
2000 5 6 2 
p a i r s ) 
Components 
Export 
5 1 . 5 5 
65 .00 




2 0 0 . 0 0 
2 5 0 . 0 0 
J20 .00 
( m i l l i o n pc9) 
L e a t h e r 





















( m i l l i o n p e s ) 
Leather Goods 


















l i s . 0 0 
1 4 0 . 0 0 
T«bl« 
R»^irwa«nt^ Availability and Daf icit of Raw Matariala 2000 AD 
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SI. NO. 
Pro;)ecced Defic i t 
Requirement A v a i l a b i l i t y mi l l aq ft mil l oq ft 
Hideo 
Goac Skin 1139 
Sheep Skin 795 UO 585 
Total 
^ Eighth Five Year Plan Workincf Group Report 
** Defcit in regard to different categories may vary accoding to demand pattern 
basd on market preference 
T«bl» ^ c»rao Proi «etionm 
Air Cargo Proiaction for Laathar and Laathr Product* 
Year 
(figures m tonnes) 
Suouthern Nonrthen Eastern 
Table 
Sea Cargo P r o j e c t i o n s f o r Leather and Leather 



















































































Table ^ 1 
Availability of Hides and Skins in India 
(Between 1987 and 2000 AD) 
''Million Pes . ; 











































































Note: Figures in parenthesis represent offtake rates (According 
to the 8th Five Year Plan Working Group Report) 
Table 
Estimated Requirements of Leather Chemicals 
Chemicals Qty. in Tonnes 
Per Annum Demand 
in 2000 AD 
Mineral Tanning Agents 55,600 
Vegetable Tanning Agents 172,700 
S y n t h e t i c Tanning Agents 48,700 
A u x i l i a r y Chemicals 10,400 
Fat Liqours 54,200 
P r o t e i n Binders 6,400 
Resin Binders 13,500 
Pigment and Di spe r s ions 8,200 
Lacquer and Lacquer Emulsions and 
F i n i s h i n g Aux. 13,100 
Drum Dyes 6,100 
Dye S o l u t i o n s (Spray Dyes) 1,100 
To ta l Tonnes 390,000 
Table 
Growth of Leather Industry and Projection 
For 2000 AD 
(Rupees in million) 
Item 1972 1991 2000 
Value of Production 3,000 59,570 302,200 
Export 1,830 32,170 180,000 
Domestic Consumption 1,170 27.400 122,200 
Table 
Dem2md Estimate For Footwear And Leather Goods 
Product 1990-91 1994-95 2000 


















'With an estimated global market of US dollars 41.47 
billion of leather and leather products in 1991 as compared to a 
mere 4 billion dolars in 1972, the global market for leather 
products has indeed grown in size. Footwear and conponents 
accounted for 21.65 billion dollars, garments 6.37 billion dollars 
and travel goods 9.58 billion dollars in 1991. Italy claims the 
top slot as the biggest supplier of all products to the global 
market with 18.23% of the global demand being satisfied by them; 
Korea with 18.19% is a close second and china with 16.84 is the 
third. The global market for footwear and components is therefore 
dominated by Italy, Korea and china, the three together meeting 
51% of the global demand.^ The leather garroent demand is met by 
Korea, China, Turkey and Italy to the extent of 64%. India has 
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'RgPQSLAS FOR ?th -IvE VEAR PLAN 
Vear-M:5e breakup of Qutiav (Ss. in Laca! 
S.No. Iteis ^r:p35sd aut'ay 1997-93 93-99 99-2000 2000-01 01-02 
1. Surveys "easiiiility studiea diiaaJination 
of mforiatisn thrrugh publiiations, 
brochures, Advertissent, Dgsonstrationa 
aesinars etc. 50.00 30.00 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 
2. Bevelspient of Leather Co!iple:<e5 (Hapur, 
Agra, Sorakpur) 5000.00 1000.00 1000.00 1000.00 1000.00 1000.00 
3. Functional Estates for artisans/Technical 
upgradation of artisans. (Fatenpar, 
Faiiabad, Saha'anpur, Kanpur, Lacknon! 200.00 tO.OO 40.00 40,00 *0.00 40.00 
4. Augienting the supply and quality of ratt 
tateriaU-setting up of carcass 
ytilisation Centres. 300.00 
5. dodernisation of Tanneries. 500.00 
6. Footwear Testing Laboratory 400,00 
7. Pollution Control 250.00 
8. ilarket Developient/Trade Delegations 30.00 
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some presence in the market for leather garment with a share of 
6.04%. In travel goods too, the market is dominated by China with 
31%. /The footwear market is mainly serviced by Italy, Brazil, 
Spain, Portugal, China and to a very limited extent india in the 
leather footwear category while in sports shoes and non leather 
category Korea, Taiwan and China hold the sway. In travel goods 
and accessories, while India has some presence in some categories 
of products like hand bags, wallets, etc in large travel goods 
China, Hongkong and Taiwan have the lions share. Some striking 
features of the present global scene are: 
The domestic production of leather and leather products 
in all major advanced countries of the world has shrunk to 
insiginificant levels and with continououlsy rising demand for 
various leather products in these countries, a substantial 
percentage of domestic consumption of such products is satisfied 
by imports. 
/ Global Trends in Leather Industry-. The advanced countries of the 
world are the major consumers of various leather products such as 
shoes, garments, accessories, upholstery, saddlery, etc. USA and 
Germany together account for over 50% of the global demand for all 
leather products. Till early Sixties, leather and leather products 
industries were very strong in the advanced countries such as the 
USA, UK, Germany, France, Italy and others belonging to OECD. The 
leather industries in under-developed and developing countries 
were mainly engaged in supplying raw material to these countries 
in the form of raw hides, semi-finished and finished leather. 
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Late Sixties and early Seventies witnessed migration of leather 
and leather products industries from advanced courtries to under-
developed and developing countries. The two main factors that 
caused this migration were the growing stringency of laws relating 
to pollution control on tanning industry and rising wage leavels. 
Also, with the emergence of many sunrise industries like the 
electronics, computers, etc. the new entrants to the market in 
these countries preferred such jobs to jobs in a traditional 
industry like the leather. The process of migration gained 
momentum in the Eigties and today in many of these countries 
leather industry's contribution has beocme marginal. 
As a consequence of this migration, from being exporter of 
raw material to advanced countries, under-developed and developing 
countries have today become major importers of raw material from 
them. The imported as well as local raw materials are processed 
into a variety of leather products in the developing countries and 
exported to the advanced countries. The movement of the industry 
towards the low cost countries that has taken place seems to be 
irreversible. In future, the undeveloped, under-developed and 
developing countries that have adopted this industry for 
particular attention are expected to be the major players in the 
world market. These are China, Indonesia, Thailand, India, Brazil, 
Mexico, Tarkey and for a while, south korea, Portugal, Spain and 
Italy. Some East European countries may also be quite strong for 
some years. 
Salient Techno-Economic Characterstics : Some basic 
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characteristics of the leather products industry must be 
noted. All leather products such as shoes, garments, handbags, 
wallets and other accessories are personal consumer products. 
accordingly, worldover, thses are demanded in a variety of 
designs, styles, colours and material combinations. Typically 
the size of orders is small and varieties quite large. The 
consumption of such products is quite high in the advanced 
countries and low or negligible in the under-developed and 
developing countries. The appropriate strategy for the under-
developed and developing countries would be focus on the 
export market segment. 
Except for footwear, all other products are suited for 
production in small scale. In fact, the small scale operations 
with in-built versatility and ability to take small orders hold 
key to success in this induestry. Production technology for this 
industry is quite simple and not highly automated. The demand 
pattern (small orders for large varieties) does not admit of too 
much of automation. 
The global market for leather and leather products is 
dominated by Italy, Korea, China, Taiwan, Brozil, Spain, 
Portugal, Turkey and in the second category of countries 
attempting to gain a greater share of the world market would 
fall countries like India, Pakistan, Thailand and Indoneasia. 
The industry remained quite strong in the West during the 
sixties and carrly seventies but there after the industry has 
been closing down in these countries due to a variety of 
factors, the chief of which is the rising cost of production 
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caused by much high wage level as compared to developing 
countries. And that the wage factor is a major determinant of 
the success of the industry in any location is again proved by 
the fact that now the industry is faced with seious problems in 
Italy, Korea and Tiawan and showing signs of moving away to 
other low cost countries. 
The import profile of the global market has not shown 
any makrked changes with footwear accounting for over 55%. 
Leather garments about 15%, leather accessories and travel goods 
about 2070 and the balance by leather/hides and skins and some 
quantity of upholstery. 
The adavanced countries which are also major poducer 
of hides and skins (being by products of the meat and wool 
industry in these countries) have become major exporters of 
these; and the developing countries with strong leather industry 
have become major importers e.g. Korea, Taiwan, China, Italy & 
India. 
The major exporters of leather and leather products in 
the global market today incidently happen to be large importers 
of raw material too; thus a strong domestic raw material base is 
not a necessary condition for gaining a big share of the world 
market for leather and laether products^ 
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
INTRODUCTION : India is fast emerging an important economic player 
in Asia as well as in the world. Substantial volume of 
transformation would not have been possible without adequate, 
effective and timely development of entrepreneurship and 
entrepreneurs. The fruits of development which we see around 
have been the outcome of timely initiative, proper guidance and 
effective controlling by the entrepreneurs. The dynamic role of 
entrepreneurs in undertaking of risks and new ventures, entering 
new markets and introducing new technology are of crucial 
importance in shaping the pattern of industrial growth in a 
country. It is, therefore, mainly the role the role of 
entrepreneurs that deteinnines the pattern of growth of an economy. 
Following are the main schools of thought on the concept, role and 
functions of an entrepreneur and entrepreneurship. 
ENTREPRENEUR IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 
1. CLASSICAL VIEWS : 
Early French Thinking : The word entrepreneur has an 
interesting history and it appeared first in french long before 
the emergence of any general concept of the entrepreneurial 
function. In the early sixteenth century, men engaged in leading 
military expeditions were referred to as entrepreneurs. Around 
1700 A.D. the term was used for contractors of the public work. 
The term was further extended to cover civil engineering 
activities such as construction of Roads, Bridges, Dams, Harbor 
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and Fortification contracts. The same term was latter applied to 
the Architects. Quiescent recognised a rich farmer as an 
entrepreneur who manages and makes his business profitable by his 
intelligence and wealth. Turgot differentiated ownership of 
capital as a separate economic function in business. For Ricard 
Cantillon, any body engaged in economic activity was Entrepreneur. 
To J.B. Say the entrepreneur was a person endowed with the 
qualities of the judgment, preservance and knowledge of the world 
as well as of business. Thus, in course of time, the French 
tradition regarded an entrepreneur as a person translating a 
profitable idea into a productive activity. However, he was 
regarded as one of the four factors of production but not the 
first and foremost. Because of its emphasis on assembling of 
productive facilities and bearing risk the concept was regarded as 
static. He again emphasises that "An entrepreneur is the economic 
agent who unites all means of production; the labor force of the 
one and the capital or land of the others and who finds in the 
value of the products which results from their employment, the 
reconstitution of the entire capital that he utilises and the 
value of the wages, the interest and the rent which he pays as 
well as profit belonging to himself. He points out the functions 
of coordination, organisation and supervision further, it can be 
said that the entrepreneur is an organizer and speculator of 
business enterprise. 
Early British Thinking : British Economists, on the other hand, 
assumed the framework of perfect competition. All units of a 
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product being identical and supply always being equal to demand, 
the organiser of the productive activity was considered no more a 
risk taker but just a capitalist. This provided no scope for 
entrepreneurial activity and no word, as J.S. Mill lamented, to 
personify entrepreneur was found in British literature. Nasseau 
Senior classify factors of production in a new way, tried to break 
through, but could not succeed much. The classical Economist made 
no distinction between income from ownership and income from 
management and regarded returns accruing to the capitalist 
employer as profit. This neglect of distinction between the 
entrepreneurs and capitalist was more than an Analytical 
oversight. Risk bearing and coordination part was totally 
neglected. In Ricardo and Ricardians one misses the emphatic 
presence of entrepreneur. Nothing like the business leader as 
agent of change was conceived in his treatment of Economic 
Principles. The Younger Mill rightly separated the two, regarding 
profit as the reward of entrepreneur. 
OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY (1987) defined entrepreneurs as the 
Director or Manager of a Public Musical Institutions, one who 
'gets up' entertainments, especially the musical performance. Not 
until its supplement appeared in 1933 did the dictionary recognise 
that the word had a place in business and would mean "one who 
undertakes an enterprise especially a contractor acting as 
intermediary between capital and labor." The concise Oxford 
Dictionary defines entrepreneurship as "readiness, initiative and 
daring for an undertaking". 
Early American Thinking : The Revolutionary cransformation m 
business structure brought to the surface inadequacies of the then 
prevailing: economic explanation of the term entrepreneur. 
Francis A. Walker distinguished functions of an entrepreneur from 
those of a capitalist and maintained that profit was not 
synonymous with interest. J.B. Clark stated that entrepreneurial 
profit directly depended upon "successful introduction into the 
economic process technological, commercial and organisational 
improvements. 
A sharp exposure to the 'entrepreneur' is found in the 
writings of Schumpeter. The introduction of a new good, of a new 
method of production, the opening of a new market, the conquest of 
a new source of supply of raw material or half manufactured goods 
and the carrying out of the new organisation of the industry are 
the changes introduced by an entrepreneur. Rather, one who 
introduces these changes, called 'innovations', is an 
entrepreneur. Introduction of such innovations disrupts the 
economy and takes it to a higher level. Economic development is 
self-propelling since the beginning. "The carrying out of new 
combinations we call 'enterprise' and the individual whose 
function it is to carry them out we call 'entrepreneur'. 
Schumpeter's concept of entrepreneur was superior and 
realistic. It imbibed initiative, authority, foresight of the 
person relegating his image as a risk-bearer. Till Schumpeter's 
time entrepreneur was personality superimposed on the frame of 
economic activity. It was Schumpeter who treated entrepreneur as 
an integral part of economic growth. '' ^  
Marx recognised pure type of entrepreneurial return- a return 
that accrues to a businessman when he introduce novel 
improvements. It is a product of certain specific historical 
conjecture and of social inequality and therefore, can not claim 
to have any social functionality. He is a contradictory product 
of a contradictory society. Marx regarded entrepreneur as a 
social parasite. 
2. NEO-CLASSICAL VIEWS :Entrepreneurial thoughts of this 
category developed largely on the times of the older generation. 
However, a distinction between entrepreneur and capitalist was 
facilitated clearly during this period. Changing methods of 
business finance produced an increasing number of instances in 
which capitalists were not entrepreneurs and entrepreneurs were 
not the capitalist. Of course, in some cases, both the 
capitalists and entrepreneur were carrying out the same functions. 
Walras defined entrepreneur as an agent who buys raw 
materials from other entrepreneurs, hires land from landowners, 
personal aptitudes from workman, capitalist goods from capitalists 
and sell the product that results from this cooperation and 
combination of these services for his account. According to 
Gupta M.C. an analysis of walras view point reveals that he 
recognised entrepreneur as an organiser who combines all factors 
of production. For the fulfillment of productive process and 
ignored one of the most important aspects of entrepreneurship i.e. 
risk bearing and working in an uncertain atmosphere, without which 
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it is not possible to make any significant break-through in the 
course of time. The entrepreneur is a dynamic person with at 
avistic will. He endeavors to deviate and brings about 
revolutionary changes in economic system. 
Alfred Marshall defined entrepreneurship in a comprehensive 
manner and assigned risk bearing and management as the main 
functions of an entrepreneur. According to him, entrepreneur is 
an individual who 'adventures' or 'undertakes' risks, who brings 
together the capital and the labor required for the work; who 
arranges or engineers its general plan and who superintends its 
minor details. 
Marshall was criticised on the ground that his concept of 
entrepreneurship was that of a small firm where entrepreneur was 
an individual person while in a very big enterprise, entrepreneur 
along with others govern the enterprise who are not only risk 
takers or managers but also promoters and innovators. In modern 
business, an entrepreneur may be an organisation of people, trust, 
company or even the Government. In many countries including 
India, Government is also playing a considerable role in the 
promotion of business and industries. 
All the economists right from cantillon to Marshall 
visualised entrepreneurship in the context of the stationary 
situation. It was only Joseph Schumpeter who analysed the theory 
of entrepreneurship from a new perspective. According to him, 
development is the burst of the economic Activities, when the 
stationary equilibrium is disturbed, development takes place. 
This change or disturbance comes forth in the form of 
'Innovation'. For Schumpeter, the entrepreneur is an 'innovator' 
who is charactrised by potentialities of doing new things or doing 
things in a new way. He is an economic leader with atavistic will 
to power and sets a 'creative response' to a situation and acts as 
a chief conducive factor in the process of economic development. 
He further writes that the entrepreneur is an 'economic man' who 
tries to maximise his profits by the innovations. Innovation 
involve problem solving and entrepreneur is a problem solver. 
Innovations according to him, occur in the following five forms: 
1. The introduction of new goods that is, one with which consumers 
are not yet familiar or of a new quality of goods. 
2. The introduction of a new method of production that is, one 
which is not yet tested by experience in the branch of 
manufacturing concerned, which need by no means be founded upon a 
discovery scientifically new and can also exist in a new way of 
handling a commodity commercially. 
3. The finding of a new market, a market into which the particular 
branch of manufacture of the country in question has not 
previously entered, whether or not this market has existed before. 
4. The conquest of a new source of supply of raw materials of half 
manufactured goods, irrespective of weather this source already 
exists or whether it has first to be created. 
5. The carrying out of the new organisation of any industry, like 
other creation of a monopoly position or the breaking up of a 
monopoly position 
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Thus, according to Schumpeter, entrepreneur i s a person who 
foresee the opportunity and t r i e s to explo i t i t by introducing a 
new product, a new method of production, a new market, a new 
source of raw m a t e r i a l s or a new combinat ion of f a c t o r s of 
p roduc t ion . He need not be c a p i t a l i s t , nor manager. In 
Schumpeter's words entrepreneurship i s a leadership ra ther than a 
ownership. 
Schumpeter makes a distinction between invention and 
innovation. He says that inventions and discoveries by themselves 
have little economic effects. They could yield fruitful results 
only when some one with special talent foresees their economic 
potentiality and brings them into implementation. An inventor 
thus produces the ideas and the entrepreneur implements them in 
the production process. 
Schumpeter's concept of entrepreneurship carries broad as 
well as narrow meanings. It is broad in the sense that 
entrepreneurs are not only those 'Independent' businessmen but all 
those who are 'dependent' employees in their company like 
managers, directors and others as they may also bring about 
changes in the production function and carry out new combinations. 
On the other hand, it is narrow in so far as it does not include 
all needs of firms or managers or all industrialists and employees 
who operate an established business. It refers only to those who 
actually perform innovative function. In Schumpeter's system. 
Entrepreneurship being a 'creative' activity', is not generally 
found in the ordinary course of business. It is essentially a 
phenomenon that comes under the wider aspect of leadership. 
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Schumpeter expressed his views originally in 1912 at a time 
when most entrepreneurial performance was in the hands of the 
private individual acting on their own account and when 
governmental and private bureaucracies still played a subordinate 
and limited role in the running of economically significant 
enterprise. Since the time, Schumpeter expressed his views, there 
have been remarkable changes in the industrial sphere of the 
world. In the industrially developed countries, the big 
corporations and highly structured business enterprises have 
emerged to perform the main entrepreneurial functions. Likewise, 
public officials working in the government enterprise of 
government controlled corporations have begun to carry these 
functions in the socialist countries and in many important 
branches of production in developing countries. 
Hence the individual, "irrational", visionary entrepreneur 
whom Schumpeter saw as the main carrier of the economic 
development and progress has been replaced by a private or public 
"Business Leader", whose action is based largely on known and 
predictable principles, whose risk-taking has been greatly reduced 
and whose activities are supported by a large corporate or 
governmental bureaucracy among which many functions have been 
thoroughly routinised so as to make the performance of the typical 
entrepreneurial function stipulated by Schumpeter either 
impossible or superfluous. 
Asim suggests that Schumpeter's conception of 
entrepreneurship must be modified in the light of concrete 
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developments in the last few decades, specially in the less 
advanced countries of Asia and Africa. Scarcely any of the 
business leaders in these countries are innovators in Schumpeter's 
sense and non of them are visionaries who strike out for 
previously unexplored territory. All of them are imitators, 
adapters of experiences gained in the economically more advanced 
countries to the conditions of their own. The technology they 
apply is usually borrowed from abroad, the legal and marketing 
practices they employ are adaptations of those developed in the 
more advanced countries, and often the commodities they produce 
and sell are selected because of the operations of the 
"Demonstration effect" through which consumption of the more 
advanced countries become popularised and enter general demand in 
developing nations. 
Many other economists also criticised Schumpeter on the 
ground that entrepreneurship in Schumpeterian sense causes 
complete transformation of the economy but practically, this can 
be applied only to the developed countries and in very big 
industries where the entrepreneur are of very high level and are 
ready to undertake the major process of the development in an 
efficient manner. 
Berna has aptly mentioned that "economy shaking innovators 
are the exceptional few who emerge at the summit of broadly based 
pyramid. Such men do not appear, and could not function, until a 
certain level of educational, social and technical progress has 
been achieved". 
In brief, developing countries can not afford the 
' Schumpeterian Entrepreneurs' whose scale of operation is not very-
large. Entrepreneurs of such countries can not start their 
ventures on a big scale from the very beginning. Apart from it, 
innovations, themselves involved a huge amount of money and take 
long time in their implementation. Developing countries, 
therefore, need a large number of 'imitating entrepreneurs' who 
can successfully import the innovations made in developed 
countries and implement them economically in their enterprises 
after making necessary adjustments therein. 
Hoselitize also remarked that in an under-developed economy, 
imitators-entrepreneurs had more significant role to play then the 
Schumpeterian innovators. They provide, he feels, a Fillip to 
'the process of economic growth, sometimes having as strong or 
perhaps even stronger an impact on economic growth as real or 
alleged innovations even the multiplicity of entrepreneurs, 
lacking in creative genius of inventors, but possessing all other 
characteristics of successful entrepreneurs, is desirable for 
under developed countries or economies. 
3. Advanced Thinking : Arther H. Cole, considering innovation as 
a 'Purposeful activity' stated, "Entrepreneurial activity proceeds 
in relationship to the situation internal to the unit itself, to 
the social group that really constitutes the unit and to the 
economic, political and social circumstances-institutions, 
practices and ideas which surround the units. 
Though references to 'social climate being conducive to 
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entrepreneurial innovations' are found in Schumpeter. It was Max 
Weber who discussed social aspects of entrepreneurship. He 
maintained that the driving entrepreneurial energies were 
generated by exogenously supplied religious belief. Max Weber 
and Schumpeter both being influenced by Mrx, presented theories of 
development in post capitalist period. To both, entrepreneur was 
the force that made advancement possible. But Weber saw in him an 
'Ideal type' of the protestant worldly ascetic, while Schumpeter 
regarded him as a 'Supernormal' person. Schumpeter's was an 
analytical advance because it was more plausible to postulate 
appearance of super normal ability as causes of change than to 
postulate the appearance of Calvin or some charismatic leader. 
In recent years, penetrating studies of the enterprising 
personality by David C. Mc Chelland and his Associates have led to 
a much clear understanding of the characteristics of 
entrepreneurs, their findings are summarised below. 
Clelland who shifted the focus from socio-economic factors to 
socio-psychological factors. 'Achievement Motivation' (Need for 
Achievement-N-ach in short) was the most distinguishing feature 
of an entrepreneurial personality. In developed countries people 
were evaluated in terms of 'Achieved Status' rather than in terms 
of 'ascribed status'. 'N-ach' was traced to childrearing 
practices and to parent child relation. The estimates of 'N-ch' 
were found to have a significant positive correlation with 
Economic Growth. This theory is based on the following principles 
and characteristics. 
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1. The Need for Achievement -. Prime among the psychological 
drives that motivate the entrepreneurs is a high need for 
achievement, usually identified as N-ach. 
This need can be defined as a want or drive with in the 
person that motivates behavior toward accomplishment. 
Accomplishment, defined in an entrepreneurial context, is the 
fulfillment of a goal embodying a reasonable challenge to the 
individuals competence. A task seen as easy carries no challenge 
and is therefore, not motivating. 
2. Desire for Responsibility Entrepreneurs desire personal 
responsibility for accomplishment. They prefer to use their own 
resources in their own fashion in working toward goals and to be 
accountable personally for results. They will, however, perform 
well in a group as long as they can personally influence the 
results in some specific way. 
3. Preference for Moderate Risks Entrepreneurs are not 
gamblers. They prefer to set goals that require a high level of 
performance, a level that they believe will demand exertion but 
that they are confident they can meet. 
4. Perception of Probability of Success : Confidence in ability to 
achieve success is a significant quality of entrepreneurial 
personalities. They study the facts that can be gathered and form 
judgments on them. When facts are not fully available they fall 
back on their high level of self confidence and proceed with the 
tasks. 
5. Stimulation by Feedback : Entrepreneurs want to know how they 
are doing, whether the Feed back is good or bad. They are 
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stimulated to higher levels of performance by learning how 
effective their efforts are as the task progresses. 
6. Energetic Activity: Entrepreneurs exhibit a much higher level 
of energy than the average person. They are active and mobile and 
are engaged for a high proportion of the time, in getting task 
done in novel ways. They tend to be actually aware of the passage 
of time. This awareness a stimulates them to energetic engagement 
with their work. 
7. Future Orientation: Optimistically oriented toward the future, 
entrepreneurs plan and think ahead. They search for an anticipate 
possibilities that lie beyond the present. 
8. Skill in Organising-. Entrepreneurs show unusual skill in 
organising both work and people for achieving goals. They are 
highly objective in choosing individuals for specific tasks. They 
will choose the expert over a friend for the sake of getting a job 
done more efficiently. 
9. Attitude Toward Money: For entrepreneurs, financial gain is 
second in importance to achievement. They value money, but not 
for itself. They view it rather as a concrete symbol of a 
challenging objective accomplished-A testimony to their 
competence. 
Hagen putforth a personality theory to show that, people who 
had enjoyed social standing at some stage in their histories, fall 
into a 'retreatist' phases with an urge to regain that lost status 
emerge as entrepreneurial personality. Hagen calls this 'law of 
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subordinate group. " 
Cochran tried to theories that entrepreneurs were a model 
personality in the society. They represented certain 
ascertainable levels of education, social status and types of 
cultural conditioning that produced roughly definable model 
personality. The individual's performance as a businessman is 
influenced by three factors: 
(1) His own attitude towards occupation, (2) The role 
expectations held by sanctioning group and (3) Operational 
requirements of the job. 
Society's values are the most important determinants of the 
two factors. 
Young's theory of supply of entrepreneurship was a group 
theory. A group of sub-group experiencing low status recognition 
of denial of access to important social network and being in 
possession of a greater range of institutional resources than 
other groups in the society, becomes reactive to improve its 
symbolic position. Such reactivity brings a change in the 
economy. Such a change is the essence of development and the 
change agent is the entrepreneur. 
Kunkel's as a behaviouristic model. Individuals perform 
various activities of which some are accepted by the society while 
others not. The accepted are rewarded. The rewards act as 
reinforcing stimulus increasing the probability of repeating that 
behavior pattern. This pattern of social behavior is 
entrepreneurial behavior. 
Hoselitze mentioned that marginal men or groups enjoying an 
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ambiguous culture and social position having no bandage of 
tradition to inhibit them from thrashing an untrodden path could 
make adjustments in situations of change and become good 
entrepreneurs. Epstin stated in the same vein that aliens were 
the greatest source of the entrepreneurial supply. According to 
Dussembery, supply of entrepreneurship depended upon values 
attached to the occupational achievement. 
As scientific organisational knowledge came to be 
scientifically and systematically applied to industrial activity. 
The average size of the firm grew considerably. Consequently, 
individual entrepreneur has been increasingly replaced by a body 
of decision makers. Whom Galbraith calls 'Technocrats'. With a 
giant like structure of the firm, the study of the organisation 
got importance. J.K. Galbraith 'The new Industrial state' is a 
good example. There in, he has distinguished between 
entrepreneurial corporation and mature corporation. In the 
former, age, size and implicit of operations still accord power to 
an individual who has control over capital. In the latter, 
technocrats have become the key figure. Galbraith dismissed the 
idea of treating owner-manager as synonymous of entrepreneur. 
Simon, the nobel laureate, emphasised that the 'conservative 
values' of the entrepreneur were derived from the size and the 
growth of the organisation. 
All these thoughts have made the study of the entrepreneur 
multi-disciplinary but not inter-disciplinary. Alexander has 
rightly remarked, "Although this material has contributed to an 
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increased understanding of an entrepreneur and his activities in 
different areas, no single conceptual framework, no one unifying 
theme has emerged' Entrepreneur is a human being living in an ever 
changing society pursuing simultaneously economic, social and 
psychological goal. Therefore, unless a theory of entrepreneurship 
is woven into a sociological and psychological fiber it can not 
give sense of economic web. 
Knight defined entrepreneur on similar lines. He described 
entrepreneur as a person who takes the decisions under the 
conditions of 'risk' and 'uncertainty. He meets those risks which 
are incalculable. Knight made a distinction between ordinary risk 
and uncertainty. A risk which can be covered through insurance is 
an ordinary risk. On the other hand, uncertainty is a risk which 
can neither be evaluated nor insured. In the words of Prof. 
Knight, entrepreneur is the economic functionary, who undertakes 
such responsibility as by its very nature can not be insured, nor 
capitalised, nor salaried; he also guarantees specified sums to 
others in return for assignments made to them. 
Entrepreneurship appears in the writings of Adam Smith also 
but not explicitly. For him, an entrepreneur is the undertaken, 
the master of the merchant. To Smith, accumulation of capital was 
the essential function of the undertaker, the master or the 
merchant. He accumulates capital and with this capital acquires 
command over land and then hires labor to work on hand, by 
initiating this round about process of production, he takes risks. 
But beyond this, all he does, is to supervise and manage his 
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concern in a way to yield the maximum gain to himself. Here we 
get into the difficulty of distinguishing the entrepreneur from 
the affluent capitalist or the efficient Manager. 
Mill was influenced by the thoughts of J.B. Say, whose 
entrepreneur combines various factors of production and produces a 
social valuable product. He emphasised that the role of a 
capitalist is to finance the enterprise whereas an entrepreneur is 
an organiser and speculator of a business enterprise, Say put the 
entrepreneur into the centre of both the productive and 
distributive theory which first adumbrated the analytical 
structure that became fully articulate in the hands of Wairas, 
Marshall, Wicksell, Clark and, Austrians. 
Mill, in the analysis of the entrepreneurial function, he 
laid much emphasis on "superintendence", 'control' and 
'direction'. An entrepreneur, according to him, should possess 
'no ordinary skills' to discharge these functions efficiently. 
But this definition simply defines the functions of management and 
administration and his entrepreneur is simply and merely a 
manager. A reason why he did not use this term was possibly that 
managers are frequently salaried employees and they do not 
necessarily shares in business risks, where as J.S. Mill, like 
many other authors of that period, wished to make risk-bearing an 
important entrepreneurial function along-side of "direction". 
Kunkel's behavioral model is concerned with the overtly 
expressed activities of individuals and their relations to the 
previously and presently surrounding social structures and 
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physical conditions. The determinants of an individual activities 
are to be found largely in the conditioning procedures both 
deliberate and accidental to which he has been subject in the past 
and in the sets of reinforcing and discriminating stimuli which 
have become part of his behavioral chains and are part of the 
present social context. The selected elements of societal 
environment are open to change. 
Stockes, in an explanation of how economically transitional 
societies produce industrial entrepreneurs, considers social and 
cultural values which channel economic action to be important. He 
sees it as a direct product of the way in which the 
entrepreneurial role is defined and comes to be defined, by 
collectivities which are meaningful to the prospective 
entrepreneurs. Why persons with strong needs to achieve, should 
seek to act out these needs in economic activity is a function of 
cultural values and not of psychological disposition per sc. He, 
therefore, suggests that personal and societal opportunity and the 
presence of the requisite psychological dispositions may b seen as 
conditions for an individuals movement into industrial 
entrepreneurship, but it is the group generated value Matrix that 
channels him away from or toward such activity. 
4. MODERN VIEWS: The various definitions of entrepreneurs in past 
came from the academicians of developed countries and at a time, 
when the problem of the third world had not received so much 
attention. These definitions were formulated keeping in view the 
entrepreneurs of the develope^ ijie^ i«iis^  whose scale of operations 
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was large and who were expected to perform only limited 
entrepreneurial tasks. The theoreticians took a very restricted 
view of entrepreneurial functions and thought that these would not 
change for time and scale of operations. 
Modern Scholars have adopted a practical approach in 
understanding the concept of entrepreneurship. They have taken 
into consideration the existing conditions of developing 
countries. The entrepreneurs in developing countries often face 
problems like imperfect competition and shortage of skilled labor 
and capital etc. The entrepreneurs of such countries can not 
afford to have large scale operations at the inception level, nor 
can they restrict themselves to any one or two of the 
entrepreneurial tasks instead. The entrepreneurs of developing 
nations have to perform multiple functions to run enterprise 
successfully. Tondon has aptly defined entrepreneur as "an 
especially talented and motivated person who undertakes the risks 
of a business by arranging and combining the factors to establish 
it and who sees and visualises opportunities for introducing and 
accepting the new idea with regard to production techniques, 
nature of products, form of organisation, acquisition of new 
managerial personnel, changes in the new administrative 
organisation and new sources of the plans for the expansion of the 
enterprise. He need not be a person who employs his own capital 
he need not be a scientist who produces machines. But he is a 
person who knows the art of changing the production function for 
using the economic potentials of various factors of production. 
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Even say that entrepreneurs are the persons who initiate, 
organise and control the affairs of the business units and 
combines factors of production to supply goods and services 
whether the business pertains to the industry, trade or 
profession. According to Singh there is another school of thought 
emphasising the importance of management aspect. The emphasis 
here is on perception of the market opportunities as well as 
operational skills to run an enterprise. 
An extensive sketch of the potential scope of the 
entrepreneurial tasks in an underdeveloped economy has been 
recently provided by Kilby. He envisages that the entrepreneurs 
himself might have to perform the following kinds of the 
activities for the successful operation of his enterprise. 
1. Perception of market opportunities (Novel or imitative). 2. 
Gaining command over scare resources. 3. Purchasing inputs. 4. 
Marketing of the product and responding to competition. 5. Dealing 
with the public bureaucracy (concessions, license and taxes etc.). 
6. Management of human relations with in the firm. 7. Management 
of customer and supplier relations. 8. Financial Management. 9. 
Production management (control by written) records, supervision, 
coordinating input flows with orders, maintenance. 10. Acquiring 
and overseeing assembly of the factory, ll. Industrial engineering 
(Minimising inputs with a given production process). 12. Upgrading 
processes and product quality. 13. Introduction of new product. 
Some of the activities in Kilby's list are such as can be 
parceled out to competent subordinates, but that will depend upon 
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the scale of production, the degree of the development of the high 
level manpower market, social factors governing the amount of 
responsibility with which hired personnel will perform and the 
entrepreneur's comparative efficiency in utilising high cost 
managerial employees. It is a known fact that a vast majority of 
the firms, in under developed countries, are of small and medium 
size and factor input markets are also under developed. 
Therefore, the demands placed upon the entrepreneurial units are 
considerably more extensive in low-income as compared to high 
income economies. Thus, the entrepreneurial roles may encompass 
all activities from the perception of economic opportunity to the 
external advancement of the firm in all its aspects. Certain 
tasks demand the entrepreneur's critical attention, whereas other 
call for little and can be safely delegated to subordinates. 
Thus, as observed earlier, every theorist has looked at the 
problem on the basis of his speciality and therefore, can at best 
provide only a limited view of entrepreneurial phenomenon. No 
view is right or wrong, or more or less useful. As so many 
explanations have been put forward, they speak of their inadequacy 
independently. In fact, the various factors which cause emergence 
of entrepreneurs are integral and not additive. They are inter 
looking, mutually dependent and mutually reinforcing. 
Some factors which are sociological or psychological in 
nature take a sufficiently long time to change, whereas others 
(like economic, political and legal factors) can be quickly 
manipulated to render an environment conducive to emergence of 
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entrepreneurship. It may, therefore, concluded that given a 
degree of ambition and ability not uncommon to many individuals, 
certain kinds of experiences and situational conditions are the 
major determinants of whether or not an individual becomes an 
entrepreneur. At the beginning when the people make the decisions 
to start an entrepreneurial career, they are in most respects. 
Very much like many other ambitious, striving individuals. But 
the entrepreneurial interest for those who select that path are 
more a function of external differences than the internal one-more 
the result of practical readiness and cost/income constraints than 
of individual psychology or personality. This does not mean that 
starting a successful company is a game that any one can play. 
It, however, means that for more people could become entrepreneurs 
than over do, and that the inclination of people to move in this 
direction could be increased by an increased awareness and 
recognition of this as a career alternative. Efforts will be made 
in the thesis to examine the process of the making of an 
entrepreneur and the stages through which an individual normally 
posses to become an entrepreneur, so that there is a better 
understanding of the subject. This understanding can be utilised 
for vocational guidance for augmenting the supply of the 
entrepreneurs so vitally needed for rapid economic development and 
reduction of unemployment in the country. Bhanushali, in his book 
entitled "entrepreneurship development (An Interdisciplinary 
Approach)" says "Entrepreneur is a human being living in an ever-
changing society pursuing simultaneously economic, social and 
psychological goals" he further adds that in sum, the foregoing 
description of the functions of an entrepreneur presents the 
profile of a functionary. Economists' such as Peter Kilbyin, 
1755, Cantillon, J.B. say in 1803 and walker in 1870, point of 
view present him (entrepreneur) as perceiver of otherwise 
unnoticed opportunity, organisation builder, adapter of new 
profitable activity and beneficiary thereof. Sociological 
analysis (Weber, Chochran and Young) presents him to be a 
personality molded by various practices of social enforcement and 
values imbibed in him. Psychologically entrepreneurship (J.A. 
Schumpeter, McCllelland, Hagen and Kunkel etc.) is a vigorous 
applications of the person's energies towards the goals cherished 
for long. 
Herbertan, in his article "The Entrepreneur and Economic 
Theory" published in "American Economic Review" 1949 p. 338 says 
that "The spirit of enterprise makes man an entrepreneur. Such a 
spirit transformed him from a normal to a cattle rarer to a 
settled agriculturist, to a trader and to an industrialist. Thus 
entrepreneurs are persons who initiate, organise, manage and 
control the affairs of a business unit that combine the factors of 
production to supply goods an services, whether the business 
pertains to Agriculture, Industry, Trade or Profession". 
Baig and Asif in their book entitled "entrepreneurship and 
Business Environment" define entrepreneur as "an Individual 
bearing risk in the establishment, management and growth of the 
enterprise". Sharma in his book "Entrepreneurial performance in 
Indian Industry" is of the view that "Entrepreneur is the one who 
detects and evaluates the new situation in his environment and 
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directs the making of such adjustments in the economic systems as 
he deems necessary. He conceives an industrial enterprise for the 
purpose, displays considerable initiative, grit and determination 
in bringing his project into fruition and in this process, 
performs one or more of the following functions: 
1. Perceives opportunities for profitable investments, 
2. Explores the prospects of starting such a manufacturing 
3. Obtains necessary industrial licenses. 
4. Negotiates with the foreign collaborators 
5. Arranges initial capital 
6. Provides personal guarantee to the financial institutions. 
7. Promises to meet the short falls in the capital and 
8. Supplies technical know-how. 
From the above discussion it can be observed, in brief, that 
an entrepreneur is the person who tries to create something new, 
organises uncertainty and who undertakes risks and handle economic 
uncertainty and who undertakes risks and handle economic 
uncertainty. He is a potential and enterprising individual, 
endowed with special ability to innovate or imitate and for 
decision making, interested in advancing technology and willing to 
assume the risk involving in it 
Thus entrepreneur is more than a 'businessman' in the sense 
that it not only connotes the innovativeness, initiativeness, 
intuition and a capacity to endure risks but also one who is 
susceptible to the external environment such as competition, 
economy technology, etc. - core ingredient for the development and 
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growth. 
In a rapidly changing environment with unpredictable 
outcomes, an entrepreneur may find it necessary to more one step 
ahead at a time with flexible approach to decision making along 
with an underlying sense of direction towards a systematic plan of 
growth-they must foresee opportunities that are inherent or when 
they arise in a given situation and at times they must be in a 
given situation and at times they must be in a position even to 
make opportunities out of a given situation. 
Collin and Moore argue that entrepreneurs differ 
significantly from managers and executives. While Guesbrecht 
concludes that entrepreneurs are a special breed; They behave 
differently and have different motives, backgrounds and origins 
than managers. Whatever the definition, the term entrepreneur 
seems to describe a special type of businessman, one who is 
generally the owner and initiator of businessman and who may not 
be a manger in it as well. 
Gupta says "entrepreneurship in small industry sector 
involves a whole range of aptitudes like the capacity to bear 
risks, ability to organise and manage the various factors of 
production and confidence of competence to meet the unforeseen and 
adverse situation. In this small scale industry sector, 
entrepreneurship is co-extensive with starting of a small unit". 
He further, says "that An entrepreneur is the person who promotes 
a new venture, raises the where withall for it, assembles the 
factors of production, handles various managerial affairs and sets 
the business growing profitability. 
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An entrepreneur is an economic leader who possess the ability 
to recognise opportunities for the successful introduction of new 
coiranodities, new techniques, new sources of supply and to assenible 
the necessary plant and equipment, management and labor force, and 
recognise them into a running concern. 
The individual who takes the initiative to establish a 
business and work for themselves or those who own a business or 
enterprise is known as an entrepreneur. He reconises the need for 
a product or a service and is the key figure in economic 
development and growth, visualises a business, takes bold steps to 
establish undertaking, coordinates various factors of production, 
and gives it a start. 
According to Desai "The definition of the entrepreneur is one 
of the most crucial and difficult aspects of the theory. There 
are two main approaches to defining any thing: (1) The functional 
approach and the (2) indicative approach. In the context of 
entrepreneur Casson says quite simply that "An entrepreneur is 
what an entrepreneur does. It specifies a certain function and 
deems any one who performs this function to be an entrepreneur. 
The indicative approach provides a description of the entrepreneur 
by which he may be recognised. Unlike a functional definition, 
which may be quite abstract, an indicative definition is down-to-
earth. It describes an entrepreneur in terms of his position in 
society, and so on. The entire structure of the theory developed 
rests upon the following definition "An entrepreneur is some one 
who specialises in taking judge mental decisions' about the 
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coordination of scarce resources. In principle, the entrepreneur 
could be a planner in a socialist economy, or even a priest or 
king in a traditional society. In practice through, 
entrepreneurship is closely identified with private enterprise in 
a market economy." 
Entrepreneurs, in the modern sense are the self starters and 
does who have organised and built successful enterprises since the 
industrial revolution. Those who wish to start their own business 
can benefit from studying the characteristics of entrepreneurship 
understanding the psychological profile of the entrepreneur, they 
can judge whether they fit the pattern and have a reasonable 
chance for success in starting a business of their own 
After going through the various definitions of the term 
entrepreneur propounded by various economists, sociologists and 
psychologists of all the 3 periods i.e. classical, neo-classical 
and modern days, I define the term as "The entrepreneur is an 
enterprising person or an association of such persons who are full 
of enthusiasm and zeal to see the new opportunities, arrange 
combine and coordinate various factors of production e.g. land, 
labor, capital, organisation and management, try to meet risk and 
uncertainty involved in a systematic and scientific way so as to 
get the desired and pre-determined objectives of creating some 
thing new achieved more effectively, efficiently, economically, 
profitably and in a better way." 
A micro level analysis of the above mentioned definition 
reveals that the entrepreneur has got the following 
characteristics and features. 
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1. Enterprising and daring 
2. Individual as well as a group effort 
3. Zeal and enthusiasm 
4. shrewd and opportunist 
5. Risk-bearing 
6. Goal and future oriented 
7. Manager and co-ordinator of different factors of 
production 
8. Generalist rather than specialist 
9. Innovator and imitator 
10. Change Agent 
11. Effective and efficient user of resources 
12. Profit motive 
13. Optimistic and hopeful 
14. Catalyst of development and growth 
15. Far sighted and employer 
16. Economic leader 
An "act" performed by the person or an association of such 
persons who possess the aforesaid qualities is termed as 
"entrepreneurship" . And such an act may be in the field of 
business, industry, trade, commerce, agriculture, horticulture, 
floriculture or profession etc. 
Entrepreneurship; A Conceptual Approach 
Before the latter half of the 19th century, industrial 
development in India was practically at a standstill. The main 
reason for this was the colonial rule whose sole interest lay in 
exploiting the local market to its own advantage. Some restricted 
opportunities of economic development did open out during the 
British rule, but whatever social and economic modernisation was 
initiated by it, was done with an eye to the politico-economic 
interest of the imperialist male. Economic growth in the real 
sense of the term began in India in the latter half of the 20th 
century, especially after the attainment of the political 
independence in 1947. Since India has opted for a mixed economy, 
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the responsibility for ensuring a steady rate of economic 
development rests on the shoulders of both public and private 
enterprises. It may be pointed out that the spirit of the mixed 
economy that we have opted for is not to encourage capitalism 
alongside of socialism but to ensure a healthy growth of 
entrepreneurship through the development of the entrepreneurial 
spirit in keeping with the essential freedom of the individual 
innovator alongside of the public control of the economy 
The concept of entrepreneurship and its theory have evolved 
over more than two centuries. But the concept of entrepreneurship 
did not find any place in the early English economic thoughts. 
From Adorn Smith to Marshall, the economists made no efforts to 
define or conclude entrepreneurship in their economic literature. 
They did not use the word entrepreneur or entrepreneurship at all. 
Instead, they used the word employer, the master, the merchant and 
the undertaker. 
In Schumpeter's system entrepreneurship is essentially a 
'creative activity'. It consists in doing such things that are 
generally not done in an ordinary course of business. It is 
essentially a phenomenon that comes under the wider aspect of 
leadership. 
In the words of Cole, entrepreneurship is "the purposeful 
activity of an individual or a group of associated individuals, 
undertaken to initiate, maintain or aggrandise a profit oriented 
business unit for the production or the distribution of economic 
goods and services. 
Hostilities highlighted the fact the entrepreneurship 
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depends partly upon the appearance of persons with a certain 
psychological make up favorable for entrepreneurial activity and 
partly upon the social and economic environment in which 
individuals with requisite personal will find it attractive to 
apply themselves to the pursuit of the appropriate economic ends. 
Young has not come out with any new definition of 
entrepreneurship. He advocates the definition of Schumpeter. He 
says that entrepreneurial activity is generated by the particular 
family backgrounds, experiences and the alignment with certain 
groups. 
According to Fredrick Heybson entrepreneurship means "The 
skill to build an organisation. 
Mc Clelland describes the innovative characteristics of 
entrepreneurial role. Entrepreneurial role by definition involves 
doing things in a new and better way. A businessman, who simply 
behaves in a traditional way is not an entrepreneur. 
Moreover, entrepreneurial role calls for a decision making 
under uncertainty. If there is no significant uncertainty and the 
action involves applying known and predictable results, then 
entrepreneurship is not at all involved. 
Mc Clelland, like others identified two characteristics of 
entrepreneurship. First doing things in a new and better way. 
This is synonymous with the innovative characteristics given by 
Schumpeter, and secondly decision making under uncertainty i.e. 
risk as identified by cantillon. Mc Clelland, more explicitly 
emphasised the need for achievement or achievement orientation as 
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the most directly relevant factor for explaining economic 
behavior. This motive is defined as a tendency to strive for 
success in situations involved an of one's performance in relation 
to same standard of excellence. 
Singh Shoebahal says that entrepreneurship involves a 
sufficient volume of risk and adventure in the business under 
perusal bears ultimate authority of making decisions and 
formulating policies regarding the business. He further, says 
that entrepreneurship is an economic activity in which an 
individual, motivated by economic activity in which an individual, 
motivated by economic gains, invests capital borrowed or his own 
in order to get a return. 
Stepanek writes that the "entrepreneurship is the capacity to 
take risks, ability to organise and desire to diversify and make 
innovations in the enterprise." 
According to Higgens, entrepreneurship is meant for the 
function of seeing investment and production opportunity, 
organising in enterprise to undertake a new production process, 
raising capital, hiring labor, arranging the supply of raw 
material, finding sites, introducing a new technique and 
commodities, discovering new source of raw materials and selecting 
top managers for day to day operations of the enterprise. 
According to Pathak "entrepreneurship involves a wide range 
of areas on which series of decision are required, which can be 
grouped broadly in to 3 categories viz., relating to (1) 
perception of an opportunity (ii) organising an industrial unit 
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(iii) running the industrial unit as a profitable going and 
growing concern. 
Kilby envisages that entrepreneurship in an underdeveloped 
economy, involves a vide range of activities which include, enter 
alia perception of market opportunities, combining and managing 
factors of production and introducing of production techniques and 
products. He writes that it is a known fact that a vast majority 
of the firms, in underdeveloped countries are also underdeveloped. 
Therefore the demand placed before an entrepreneurial unit are 
considerably more extensive in low-income as compared to high 
income economies. Thus, the entrepreneurial roles may encompass 
all activities from the perception of economic opportunity to 
external advancements of the firms in all its aspects. Certain 
tasks demand the entrepreneur's critical attention, whereas others 
call for little and can be safely delegated to subordinates. 
According to Khanka "entrepreneurship is meant to be the 
function of creating something new, organising, coordinating and 
supervising and undertaking risks and handling economic 
uncertainty." 
Desai entrepreneurship appears as a personal quality which 
enables certain individuals to make decision with far reaching 
consequences" 
According to Singh entrepreneurship can be defined and 
described as a creative and innovative response to the 
environment. such response can take place in any field of social 
endeavor Business, Agriculture, Education, Social Work and the 
like. Doing new things or doing things that are already being 
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done, in a new way is, therefore, a simple definition of 
entrepreneurship." 
Patnaik and Swadeep opine that "entrepreneurship is closely 
associated with the following : 
(1) Initiative in establishing a business 
(2) Risks bearing 
(3) Coordination of different factors or production 
(4) Introduction of innovations 
(5) Provisions of capital. 
The traditional concept of entrepreneurship i.e. combining 
land, labor and capital into new productive activities, is found 
to be a limited one today. Modern entrepreneurship is involved 
with anticipating the future requirements of society and 
successfully meeting these requirements with new, creative and 
imaginative combinations of resources. To the classical 
resources, land, labor and capital, a new set of resources may be 
added. They are talented and professionally trained people, use 
an advanced information system, appropriate time and above all, 
create a superior organisation. 
Gupta argues that "entrepreneurship involves a whole range of 
aptitudes and capabilities of an enterprising person like the 
capacity to bear risks, to forecast prospects of an enterprise, to 
organise various factors of production, to manage different 
affairs of the business, to innovate or imitate new things, 
confidence and competence to meet unforeseen and adverse situation 
etc." 
Khairoowala observes that "entrepreneurship means the 
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function of creation something new organising and coordinating and 
undertaking risks and handling economic uncertainty. "He further 
says that "entrepreneurship implies a commitment to expand and 
grow which is one of the major determinants of industrial 
development particularly for a developing country like India." 
Agarwal in his book "Initiative, Enterprise and Economic 
choices in India" quoted Huge Aitken who says that "In the most 
general terms, entrepreneurship is one of the aspect of all 
organisation. In its conventionally specific or technical sense, 
it refers to the degree and modalities of organisation found in 
business forms. entrepreneurship is not a matter of 'all or 
nothing' . It is a matter of 'more or less' . The characteristics 
conventionally associated with entrepreneurship-leadership, 
innovation, risk-bearing and so on are so associated precisely 
because, in a highly-commercialised culture such as ours, they are 
essential features of effective business organisation. By the 
same logic, in a differently oriented culture, the typical 
characteristics of entrepreneurship differ. 
Gupta in a paper presented at all India commerce conference, 
defines entrepreneurship as "entrepreneurship is meant the 
function of seeing investment production opportunity, organising 
an enterprise to undertake a new productive process, raising 
capital, hiring labor, arranging the supply of raw materials, 
finding site, introducing a new technique and commodities, 
discovering new source of raw materials and selecting top managers 
for day today operations of the enterprise." 
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Bajpai in his paper entitled "Human Resource Development as 
an aid to entrepreneurship Development in India" presented at all 
India conference on entrepreneurship says that "entrepreneurship 
is nothing but aptitude of a person to undertake an enterprise 
with chance of profit for livelihood. This aptitude may be in 
born or may be developed through orientation and training. 
Entrepreneurship is largely a concoction of social environment 
which includes, inter-alia, quality and type of education, 
research and training facilities; facilities of communication and 
transportation; size and distribution of income and finally 
vocational pattern of existing population. Social environment, 
therefore, need to be controlled for entrepreneurial development." 
Saxenas in their paper entitled "Strategy for Developing 
entrepreneurship" submitted in the annuals all India Commerce 
Conference in 1990 on entrepreneurship concluded that 
"entrepreneurship constitutes an important input in the process of 
economic development. Economic growth draws its vital nourishment 
from a stream of fresh ideas, inventions and innovations. Without 
entrepreneurial function development would be in conceivable. For 
healthy development in Agriculture, industry or any other sphere 
of an economy, there must be men and women who possess drive 
ambition, foresight and imagination to break through traditional 
barriers, overcome social inertia and transform theory into 
practice. Individuals performing these functions are the 
entrepreneurs and their enterprising ability and skill can 
correctly be understood as entrepreneurship." 
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Ansari is of the view that "entrepreneurship is an innovative 
function whi.ch may be in the form of introduction of a new 
product, use of scientific as well as traditional techniques of 
production, exploring a new market, the conquest of a new source 
of supplying raw material or a new form of organisation." 
Vivek in his paper entitled "entrepreneurship Development in 
India" submitted in all India Commerce Conference on 
entrepreneurship says that "entrepreneurship has been recognised 
as an essential ingredient of economic development. The basic 
concept of entrepreneurship connotes an effectiveness, an urge to 
take risks in the face of the uncertainties and an intuition, i.e. 
a capacity of showing things in a way which after wards proves to 
be true. Various concepts and theories propounded by researchers 
seems to indicate that the emergence of the entrepreneurs, in a 
society, depends upon closely inter-linked economic social, 
cultural, religious and psychological variables. 
Mansoor observes that "entrepreneurship is the name given to 
the factor of production which performs the function of 
'Enterprise', out of the five factors of production i.e. land, 
labor, capital, organisation and enterprise, organisation does the 
work of coordination of different factors and makes the production 
possible by taking upon itself the risk or more opportunity the 
uncertainty of production. That is why the entrepreneur is terms 
as 'uncertainty functio as that of bearing'. 
Samiuddin says "entrepreneurship means the function of 
creating something new, organising and coordinating and 
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undertaking risks and handling economic uncertainty". He further, 
concludes that "entrepreneurship implies a commitment to expand 
and grow which is one of the major determinants of industrial 
development particularly for a developing country like India." 
In brief, I define the term entrepreneurship as follows :-
"entrepreneurship is a characteristics found in the enterprising, 
enthusiastic and zealous persons regarding seeing the untapped 
opportunities of launching either as a business, agriculture, 
profession or trade project and introducing something new with the 
view of earning profit or otherwise." 
Sharma entrepreneur is one who detects and evaluates the new 
situation in his environment and directs the making of such 
adjustments in the economic system as the deems necessary. He 
conceives an industrial enterprise for the purpose; displays 
considerable initiative; grit and determination in bringing his 
project into fruition. But he is not a mere hired executive, 
though he may also be appointed as one for the promotion of his 
company. 
TYPES OF ENTREPRENEURS : After having understood the true nature 
and clear picture of the meaning and definitions of the terms 
Entrepreneur and entrepreneurship, it is worth mentioning the 
various kinds or types of entrepreneur. Danlof, an American 
Anthropologist has classified entrepreneurs in the following four 
categories. 
1. Innovating Entrepreneurs: Innovating entrepreneur is one who 
introduces something new in the economy which may be a product 
with which consumers are not yet familiar, employs a new technique 
of production not yet tested in t he branch of manufacturing 
concern, opens a new market, exploits a new source of raw 
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materials and above all reorganises the whole enterprise. 
Innovating entrepreneurs are generally aggressive in experimenting 
and then implementing the un-conventional methods and innovated 
techniques into production processes. They are always alert to 
find out means and ways which may increase the economic of the 
enterprise. Schumpeter entrepreneur was possessing such 
characteristics. 
It is noteworthy that invention and innovation are not the 
same. Inventions signify the discovery of new techniques while 
innovation implies the practical application of that invention in 
the production process. Meham writes "Inventions are not 
necessarily critical to the process of economic development 
whereas innovations are the foundations of economic development. 
Invention invariably requires technological competence of a high 
cadre, whereas innovations usually require sensing of human needs 
and understanding of human behavior. 
It is, however, observed that innovating entrepreneurs are 
normally found in the developed countries. In this context, 
Marshall used an ancient proverb 'Nature non facit Saltum', which 
means a country with little or no tradition can hardly produce 
innovators, capable of making substantial transformation in the 
economy because in these countries, conditions are characterised 
by the capital shortage, imperfect market and backward people. 
2. Imitating Entrepreneurs: Imitating entrepreneurs are the 
persons who intensively watch the result of innovations 
inaugurated by innovating entrepreneurs and readily implement the 
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successful innovations in their own enterprises. They have 
readiness to imitate and adopt the suitable changes made by 
innovating entrepreneurs. 
Imitating entrepreneurs too play a very significant role in 
economic development of a country. Developing countries are in 
need of generating such type of entrepreneurs as these countries 
cannot afford the involvement of a considerable amount of money in 
undertaking inventions. It is, therefore, better for them to 
imitate technological and other changes of the advanced countries 
which have proved successful there. They, however, enjoy more or 
less the same benefits which are enjoyed more or less the same 
benefits which are enjoyed by the original innovators. 
3. FaJjJan Entrepreneurs: Fabian entrepreneurs are very cautious 
and skeptical in adopting and implementing any change. Such 
entrepreneurs are lazy and shy. They have neither will to 
introduce new things more desire to adopt new methods or 
techniques innovated by innovating entrepreneurs. Their dealings 
are determined by customs, religion, traditions, and past 
practices. They are interested intaking risks and try to follow 
the foot steps of their predecessors. Fabian entrepreneurs 
imitate and implement change only when it becomes clear that they 
would not survive without doing so. Thus, they follow innovations 
and imitations but very slowly and reluctantly. 
4. Drone Entrepreneurs : Drone entrepreneurs are very insert and 
traditional. They refuse to adopt any new change in their 
production methods they are prepared even to suffer losses but do 
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not make changes. Instead of playing any constructive role in 
developing the economy. They prove to be hurdles in the way of 
development.Drone entrepreneurs struggle but to exist, now to grow 
Developing countries such as India and other Asian nations 
need imitating entrepreneurs. In these countries, capitalis 
scarce, investors are hesitant, markets are limited because of low 
purchasing power and entrepreneurs are in-experienced in the 
Industrial fields. Such countries primarily need the imitators 
who can imitate the technologies and the products to the articular 
conditions prevailing in such countries. Such entrepreneurs are 
responsible for transforming the system with the limited resources 
they possess. Entrepreneurs of developing countries generally 
start with small scale operations and therefore, can hardly make 
innovations involving huge investments and time. 
Berna writes "The importance of these humbler entrepreneurs 
who exploit possibilities as they present themselves and mostly on 
small scale must not be under estimated. In the first place, such 
adaptation requires no mean ability. It often involves what has 
aptly been called "subjective innovations" that is the ability to 
do things which have not been done before by the particular 
industrialist, even though, unknown to him, the problem may have 
been solved in the same way by others. 
He further, writes that about his place and position in 
underdeveloped country "He is, perhaps, a rather pedestrian figure 
by western standard; an adopter and imitator much more than a true 
innovator; a man who has much more in common with Marshall's 
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organiser of the factors of production than Shumpeter's creative 
disturbed but in a poor country a attempting to industrialise a 
patent change-producing figure nonetheless. 
In nutshell, in developing countries where genially an 
entrepreneur starts his venture on small scale cannot restrict 
himself to one or two of the above mentioned entrepreneurial 
functions. Instead he has to make wide ranging decisions himself 
relating supplies, production, marketing, labor and the like. 
Small entrepreneur, thus, is a "generalisf rather than a 
technical or economic specialist. 
CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH ONE MAY BECOME AN ENTREPRENEUR: Man is 
conditioned by the circumstances. He dances according to the tune 
of the forces of environment. One wants to become an entrepreneur 
in any one or more than one of the following conditions. 1. 
He desires to make more money in the business than in a fixed 
salary job. 2. He likes to earn his livelihood in an independent 
profession instead of remaining as an employees of the Govt. of or 
a private enterprise. 3. He wants to put his plan for a new 
product or service into practice. 4. He finds that an existing 
product or service is in short supply and feels that he can fill 
the gap. 5. He believes that he can supply better products or 
services than those offered by the existing business concerns and 
starts a business unit of his own. 6. He has a business skill and 
his friends or relatives had capital for investment; and both have 
agreed to get together to start a business. 7. He is a fresh 
college or university graduate and does not find any suitable job 
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or i s not satisfied while being in a present job. 8. He wants to 
be his own boss and does not like to carry out the order of 
others. 9. He is an ambitious and hard working man wants to 
prosper very quickly. 10. He feels that his skill and talent are 
not fully utilised in his present job. 11. He feels that his 
present job is strenuous and that if he invested the same amount 
of time and energy in his own business. He would earn a great 
deal more. 12. He does not feel secure in his present job or he 
may believe that his employer is likely to wind up his business or 
become an insolvent. 13. He comes in close contact with a set of 
dependable customers in his present job and feels that he can 
himself be a source of supply to these customers, he sets up a 
business unit of his own. 14. He has a family business to join. 
15. He feels that the infrastructural facilities and financial 
assistances provided by the state are more alluring than well paid 
white collar jobs. 16. He feels surrounded by the business and 
feels psychologically humiliated while being in a job. 17. He has 
an inner desire and wish to be a businessman. 
In whatever circumstances an entrepreneur starts an 
enterprise, his motto should not be only profit maximisation. He 
has same responsibility to the society. He should develop some 
services motive alongwith the desire for becoming rich. First he 
should find out whether there is a genuine need in the society for 
the types of goods or services he wishes to produce. He should 
ensure a better quality of the goods and services. Above all, the 
should be aware whether his business activities, are harmful to 
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any section of the society. 
QUALITIES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF AN IDEAL ENTREPRENEUR: It is 
needless to emphasize that he entrepreneur plays an important role 
in the economic development of a country. A country aspiring for 
quick and consistent development of its economy has to produce a 
large number of entrepreneurs in order to achieve this end. 
However, merely an increase in the number of entrepreneurs is not 
sufficient to bring about development. Entrepreneurs rather must 
possess following qualities if a country has to attain economic 
enhancement. 
1. Psychological capacity to assume risks and the self 
confidence. 
2. Ability to marshall resources; 
3. Organisational and administrative ability; 
4. Technological knowledge; 
5. Willingness to accept change; 
6. Alertness to new opportunities. 
A true entrepreneur, besides possessing the functional 
cpjalities mentioned above, must possess the broad personality 
contours which help him in developing initiative and drive him to 
accomplish such tasks which he decides from time to time. 
In his study Berna stressed following qualities of a good 
entrepreneur. 1. Entrepreneur, an enterprising individual, is 
energetic, resourceful, alert to new opportunities, able to adjust 
to changing conditions and willing to assume risks involved in the 
change. 2. He is interested in advancing technologically and in 
improving the quality of his product. 3. He is interested in 
expanding the scale of his operations and he reinvests earnings to 
this end. 
According to Berna, success of an entrepreneur should be 
evaluated in terms of above mentioned qualities. An entrepreneur, 
first of all, should have "spirit of enterprise". It is difficult 
to conceive of a first-rate industrial entrepreneur who is not 
adaptable to the change, anxious to grow large and improve 
technologically. 
Tendon, has pointed out certain qualities for a successful 
entrepreneur which are as follow: 
1. Capacity to A^ g^ imi^  Rish Business is full of risks and 
uncertainties. A careful forecasting of risk and uncertainties 
with a reasonable degree of accuracy will help the entrepreneur to 
assume risk. Therefore, for covering the risks, highest order of 
ability in an entrepreneur is required. 
2. Self Confidence : A successful entrepreneur would be one who 
has tact, patience, capacity, power of observation and wisdom and 
ability of discrimination. He should be mentally alert, gifted 
with discerment, practically wise, acuteminded, shrewd and an 
exceptionally intelligent person. He must be a good judge of 
human nature and must possess the qualities of leadership. 
3. Technical Knowledge The entrepreneur should have keen 
desire to change and adopt new technology. Their success depends 
on their ability to adopt new goods newer technology new way of 
producing goods and services. 
4. Willingness to Accept Change : Willingness to accept change 
is a remarkable quality of successful entrepreneur. He should be 
interested in discovering new combinations involving new products, 
new methods of production, development of new market and 
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utilisation of a new source of production factors and a new form 
of organisation. 
5. Ability to Imitate : Entrepreneur should possess the ability 
of imitation. Nointvally people are not prepared to take risks 
resulting from innovations, bout they should be ready to take such 
projects which involve less cost and risk as they are of imitating 
against innovating character. They should be able to harmonise 
new ideas of different innovations to their own organisation. 
6. Ability to Marshall Resources : Entrepreneurs should have the 
ability to mobilise resource in the best possible manner for 
achieving the business objectives. He should be one who is able 
to reduce the cost of production to the minimum without reducing 
the quality of the product. Harbisons writes: "A dynamic 
organisation needs its idealman, its creative thinkers, its people 
who can plan and initiate changes. The organisational ability is 
probably the most critical skill needed for industrial development 
on a large scale. The organisation builder must be able to 
harness the new ideas of different innovators to the rest of the 
organisation. He must be able to select and develop persons who 
can properly manage and control a labor force. His task is to 
stimulate initiative and enthusiasm in accomplishment of the 
objectives of the organisation. He must be able to "multiply 
himself" by effectively delegating responsibilities and 
authorities to others. Indeed, the ability to build an 
organisation is perhaps the most precious of all entrepreneurial 
skills and thus those who can achieve success in this very 
critical areas may be the ones who most nearly fulfill the role of 
the true entrepreneur. 
7. Ability of Organisation and Administration : The ability of 
building an organisation is one of the most critical skills needed 
for industrial development of a country. The organism must be 
able to harvest the new ideas to the best in his organisation. He 
must be able to select and develop persons who can properly manage 
the affairs. The entrepreneur must have the ability of selection, 
training and development of the persons composing the labor force. 
He must have confidence to provide sufficient incentive for work. 
He should have the ability to raise the productivity of labor. He 
should know the techniques of scientific management. Even more 
iit^ ortant, he requires high level of education, experience and 
training among the members of the managerial organisation. 
According to Patnaik and Patnaik the qualities of an ideal 
entrepreneur which may be deemed to be personal traits are: l. 
1. Initiative: The entrepreneur should be resourceful and alert to 
opportunities. He should be ambitious and welcome additional 
tasks. 
2. Leadership : He should possess leadership qualities: He 
should be forceful, commanding, inspiring confidence in others 
and, above all loyal. 
3. Responsibi1itv : He should accept and welcome responsibility 
without any protest and should not shirk it in any way. 
4. Industry : The entrepreneur should be energetic and capable 
of working hard for long hours. 
5. Sincerity: He should be courages and sincere in his duties. 
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6. Decisiveness : The entrepreneur should be able to take quick 
and accurate decisions. Indecisive entrepreneurs always suffer. 
It is most important that he takes accurate and timely decisions. 
Quick but unsound decisions may be as harmful as sound decisions 
taken late. 
7. Preservance : An ideal entrepreneur should be steadfast in 
purpose and should not be discouraged by obstacles. He should be 
persistent but not foolhardy in his efforts. 
8. Physical Energy : Physical energy and physical fitness are a 
plus point in favour of a good entrepreneur. 
9. Attitude to Others : A negative attitude is always bad. An 
ideal entrepreneur should have always a positive attitude, a 
friendly attitude and interest in people, pleasant manners, and 
should be polite and cooperative. He should not be of quarrelsome 
nature. 
10. Education and Training .- The most important thing necessary 
for an ideal entrepreneur is business education and training. 
11. Boldness : An entrepreneur should be bold and even daring. 
He should be courageous, dynamic and ready to take risks after 
properly evaluating them. 
12. Responsiveness : The entrepreneur should be responsive to the 
changing environment and should have, as his ultimate goal, self-
expansion. The primary goal should be survival. 
13. Honesty : Honesty is of paramount significance so far as 
success in business is concerned. 
14. Integrity : An entrepreneur in order to be the successful, he 
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should have the concept of integrity in his mind. 
15. Coordinating Behavior : An ideal entrepreneur is one who 
always thinks in terms of coordinating, synchronising and 
harmonising the organisation for the attainment of the pre-
determined goals of the establishment. 
Personal traits coupled with a congenial environment and 
proper motivation promote entrepreneurial activities. New 
entrepreneurial traits and talent should be developed and, a 
(iongenial political, social and economic environment should be 
created to accelerate the pace of industrialisation. 
Christofer has listed out eighteen characteristic of an 
entrepreneur. These are: 
1. Preservance and Hard Work 
2. Risk Taking Ability 
3. High Aspirations 
4. Willingness to Learn 
5. Dynamic and Creative 
6. Adaptable 
7. Innovative 
8. Good Salesmanship 
9. T^ility to Win Friends and Overcome Crises 
10. Initiative 
11. Self Confidence 
12. Will Power 
13. Determination to Succeed 
14. Pleasing Personality and Tactfulness 
15. High Integrity 
16. Responsible 
17. Excellence in Work 
18. Perception of Time. 
A successful entrepreneur is, thus a person or a group of 
persons who have tact, patience, sagacity and powers of 
observation, discrimination and forecasting. He must be a good 
judge of human nature and possess the qualities of leadership. 
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All this needs a rare combination of qualities of head and heart 
in him. A part from it, a successful captain of industry, i.e. 
entrepreneur should also possess some other qualities like 
initiative and courage to depart from the traditional approaches 
and ability to justify his attitude and activities in a socio-
economic framework to suit the environment in which he is to work. 
Entrepreneur is "generalist" and not a technical or economic 
specialist. In this sense he is distinguished from the expert 
manager of a large private of public corporate enterprise. The 
latter is employed because of his specialised knowledge. But the 
entrepreneur in a small unit must be not only a man with some 
knowledge of the productive techniques employed in the unit he 
owns, but a person who makes the chief decisions relating to 
sales, supplies, production process, relations with workers and 
numerous other matters. Although information and skill-level are 
not unimportant, the small entrepreneurs must primarily display 
the required characteristics of personality and leadership, the 
willingness to take some risks and the desire to innovate and 
experiment in order to perform his role properly. 
Vinze, has pointed the following characteristics in his 
studies. 
I. Sense of efficacy 2. Risk taking 
3. Learning from experiences 4. Need for independence 
5. Hope of success 6. Competition and 
collaboration 
7. Flexible authority 8. Social consciousness 
relationship 
9. Dignity of labor 10. Saving for future 
II. Creative 12. Not to be discouraged 
by failures 
13. Future oriented 14. Hard working 
15. Persistent 16. Takes personal responsibility 
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17. Goal oriented 18. Derive for power 
19. Self confidence 20. Ability to explicit situation 
21. Person of integrity 22. Makes decisions 
23. Success oriented 24. Opportunity seeker 
25. Egoist 26. Competitive 
27. Positive attitude 28. Dreamer 
29. Imaginative 30. Realistic 
31. Courageous 32. Self starter 
33. Innovative 34. Likes challenges 
35. Takes initiative 
36. Sensitive and perceptive to people and environment 
37. Tolerance of ambiguities 
38. Good communication with people 
39. Initiative 40. Mentally Hyperactive 
41. Aggressive 42. Average intelligence 
43. Wants to make lot of money 44. Belief in God 
45. Ability to grasp and 46. Honesty. 
FUNCTIONS OF AN ENTREPREttisUK Modern economists have observed 
that an entrepreneur has to perform multiple functions for 
successful operation of an enterprise. Prof. Robinson spoke of 
various types of functions which determine the nature of 
entrepreneurship. They include provision of capital, bearing 
eventual risks, strategic administration and the day to day 
technical management. Arthur H. Cole described an entrepreneur as 
a decision maker and described the following functions of an 
entrepreneur : 
1. The determination of those objective of the enterprise and the 
change of these objectives as conditions required or made 
advantageous; 2. The development of an organisation including 
efficient relations with subordinates and all employees,- 3. The 
securing of adequate financial resources, the relations with 
existing and potential investors,- 4. The requisition of efficient 
technological equipment and revision of it as new machinery 
appeared; 5. The development of a market for the products and the 
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devising of new product to meet or anticipate consumers demand; 6. 
The maintenance of good relations with public authorities and with 
society at large. 
Economist like Cantillon, Knight, J.B. Say and others 
stressed risk-bearing as the basic function of an entrepreneur. 
Marshall and Associates, associated entrepreneur with the function 
of the coordination, organisation, supervision and management. 
According to the Schumpeter the main function of an entrepreneur 
is innovation. 
In a big concern, the entrepreneur himself can not directly 
carry out all the managerial functions. He gets work done by 
qualified and competent employees. But in small concerns, the 
entrepreneur must perform all the functions himself. Some of the 
functions of an entrepreneur are given below: 
1. Study the Market: The market opportunities and demand for 
goods in the market have to be studied carefully. In such a 
study, the purchasing capacity of the prospective customers in the 
market in relation to the proposed product is to be ascertained. 
2. Take Initial Steps in Establishing the Business The 
entrepreneur has to take all the initial steps to bring the 
business into existence. 
3 . Coordination of Different Factors of Production: The 
different factors of the production land, labor and capital are to 
be arranged for an coordinated. He must manage all the resources 
in the most efficient manner to get the maximum output. 
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4. Provision of Capital : A business unit can not depend on 
borrowed capital alone. A major portion of the required capital 
is to be provided by the entrepreneur himself. 
5. Marketing the Product and Responding to Competitions : One of 
the most important functions of an entrepreneur is to market the 
produced goods and services at a reasonable price and in proper 
time. Production has no meaning unless goods can be sold in the 
market at a profitable rate within a reasonable period of time. 
In developed and developing countries, an entrepreneur can not 
hope for monopoly in the market. He has to face boldly cutthroat 
competition in the market. 
6. Hold the Customers Customers are the bedrock of any 
business. The success of any business depends upon its customers. 
The most important function of the entrepreneur, therefore, is to 
satisfy its customers, behave nicely with them, supply the goods 
to them according to their need and at a reasonable price. In 
other words, the entrepreneur should hold them, so that they may 
not think of moving over to some other supplier. The entrepreneur 
who seeks a reward for his labor and no more, may be said to be 
the ideal entrepreneur, having a highly developed sense of ethics. 
7. Production Management He has to supervise, control and 
coordinate the production process with a view to attaining optimum 
and quality production at low cost. 
8. Dealing with Public and Bureaucracy : The entrepreneur has to 
act in accordance with the rules and regulations laid down for 
him. For example he has to obtain a license, register the firm, 
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pay taxes etc. 
9. Introduction of Innovations : The entrepreneur has to be on 
the look out for new markets, new and advanced production 
techniques and new ideas. 
10. Risk Bearing : The most important functions of an 
entrepreneur is his willingness to undertake risk. It must be 
remembered, however, that a lot of calculation goes into this 
risk-taking and that the successful entrepreneur should not be 
confused with the haphazard gambler. He connectly interprets a 
risk situation and determines the policies which will minimise the 
risks involved in achieving his goals. Entrepreneurs set 
challenges to themselves but these challenges are realistic. 
11. Social Responsibi1ity : In modern times, the function of an 
entrepreneur is increased when his obligation to the society ar 
defined. The earning of profit is not the only motive of an 
entrepreneur. He has to study the needs of the future society and 
work in such a manner so as to ensure that society in general is 
benefited from the operations and affairs of the business. 
12. Time Prospective : The entrepreneurs must be able to analyst 
and learn from the mistakes of the past; study the present 
situation thoroughly; and should be able to visualise the problems 
and prospects of the future. 
According to Gupta The functions of an entrepreneur, whether 
privately or publicly owned enterprises, whether he is an 
individual or group of individuals, may be classified into the 
following categories : 
1. Undertake or manage risk and handle economic uncertainty. 2. 
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Innovation and imitation. 3. Planning of the enterprise. 4. 
Coordination, administration and control. 5. Routine supervision 
of the organisation. 
According to Sharma R.A. The functions of an entrepreneur can be 
classified into following categories : 1. Perceiving opportunities 
for the profitable investment; 2. Exploring the prospects of 
starting such a manufacturing enterprise; 3. Obtaining the 
necessary industrial licenses; 4. Negotiating with foreign 
collaborators; 5. Arranging the needed initial capital; 6. 
Providing personal guarantee to the financial institutions; 7. 
Promising to meet the shortfalls in the capital and 8. Supplying 
the technical know-how etc. 
Nature of Entrepreneur ship In the field of business and 
industry, the new nature of entrepreneurship can easily be 
understood by knowing its different characteristics. Some of main 
features of entrepreneurship are as follows : 
1. Risk bearing capacity 
2. Ability to innovate 
3. Business oriented tendency 
4. Creative activity 
5. Knowledge based practice 
6. Entrepreneurship is behavior rather than personality 
trait 
7. Based on principles, not on institutions 
8. Result of changes 
9. Essential in every activity 
10. Environment oriented activity 
11. Management is the vehicle of entrepreneurship 
12. Low Risk 
13. Creation of a resource 
14. Entrepreneurship is an achieved work rather than natural 
15. Process of identity transformation 
16. Essential in all business and economics 
17. Result oriented behavior 
18. Professional activity 114 
19. A life style 
20. Interesting if adopted sincerely with true spirit. 
Types of Business Entrepreneur ship Every nation has its 
different socio-economic conditions besides its own pace of 
development and growth. Moreover, various people in their 
respective counties have different ideas and feelings towards 
business. Hence entrepreneurship also has various types. On 
certain basics, the types of entrepreneurship can be discussed as 
follows : 
A. Qa the Basis of Capital Ownership : 
1. Private entrepreneurship 
2. Public entrepreneurship 
3. Joint Entrepreneurship 
4. Cooperative entrepreneurship 
B. On the Basis of Attitude Towards Chance on Development 
1. Traditional or evolutionary entrepreneurship 
2. Modern on revolutionary entrepreneurship 
C. On the Basis of Centralisation ,-
1. Centralised entrepreneurship 
2. Decentralised entrepreneurship 
D. On the Basis of Size ; 
1. Big entrepreneurship 
2. Small entrepreneurship 
E. Qa the Basis of Entrepreneurial Piin<;^t;--iftn According to 
Liberation ; 
1. 'Routine entrepreneurship 
2. New-type entrepreneurship 
F. ^ the Basis Leadership ; 
1. Individualistic entrepreneurship 
2. Group entrepreneurship 
G. On Regions Basis ; 
1. urban entrepreneurship 
2. Rural entrepreneurship 
3. Systematic entrepreneurship 
H. On the basis of nature of 1ob/task 
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1. Business/Industrial entrepreneurship 
2. Agricultural/Horticultural/Ploricultural entrepreneurship 
3. professional entrepreneurship 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A number of scholars have studied the various aspects of 
entrepreneurship in India and abroad. Therefore, it will be 
worthwhile to review briefly some of the work done so far in the 
field in India as it would improve our understanding of this 
catalyst of development. 
Studies in Indiaui Entrepreneurship ± The research work done and 
studies on entrepreneurship carried out in India may be classified 
into the following categories : (a) Studies on 
business/entrepreneurial history through scanning of news papers, 
periodicals, historical records and other documents available from 
various sources, (b) Studies based on questionnaire, survey and 
personal interviews of entrepreneurs, (c) Studies based on 
interpretation of national or regional data pertaining to income, 
production, employment etc. collected from various sources for 
contemporary period and studies on Bio-graphies of businessmen and 
industrialist or family histories. A study may not, however, 
belong to an exclusive category, but it can certainly have a 
particular focus. 
This section is intended to provide an overview of 
entrepreneurial studies in India, although it is extremely 
difficult to have a full account of studies undertaken in the 
context of Indian economy. Therefore, summary given below is by 
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no means exhaustive, rather it could at best be regarded as 
illustrative. However, we present here a synoptic view of most of 
the studies directly focusing on Indian entrepreneurship, arranged 
in more or less, in chronological order. 
(a) Studies on Indian Entrepreneurial History : Lamb traces the 
process of evolution of an industrial class in India and notes the 
reasons why industry is concentrated in Bombay and Bengal and why 
members of only certain communities could transform themselves 
into industrialists. After Independence, he feels, the 
entrepreneurship is still concentrated in the same communities of 
Parsis, Gujaratis and Marwaris, but these successful business 
communities are apparently becoming less distinct and homogeneous 
than formerly. However, Lamb anticipates that two facts may 
eventually modify the towering positions of the three big 
communities. First, with the spread of industry geographically, 
local business groups may take lead and second, in a culture which 
rather looks down on business motivation, those industrial 
families and communities which have already arrived may tend to 
move on out of business altogether into the more honorific 
professions. 
Brimmer introduces non-Indian readers to the existence in 
India of a rather unusual type of industrial organisation known as 
the Managing Agency System. He explains its origin and indicates 
some of contributions it made to economic development. He argues 
that the managing agency system of industrial organisation was the 
result of efforts by the British and Indian entrepreneurs to 
overcome the limitations imposed by the shortage of venture 
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capital and business ability. He feels that most views have gone 
into the legal aspects of the system and discussed the "illegal 
acts" and transgressions of specific managing agents. Therefore, 
the acts of irresponsible agents received the most publicity and 
the achievements of those who used the system as an instrument of 
much needed development went unheralded. He, therefore, regards 
the system as an institution worthy of further study and 
appreciation different from the view most frequently taken and 
suggests that the legal abolition of the managing agents would not 
result in removal of the agents as controlling factors. 
Pundit attempts to understand the background of the creative 
response in the non-agricultural sector or Indian economy, with 
special reference to the entrepreneurial role of Indians. She 
chooses the 19th century development in India especially Gujarat, 
for analysis. She discards caste or religion as the traditional 
explanations for India's slow development in the 19th century and 
asserts that people of all religions and among Hindus from non-
bania castes participated in entrepreneurial activity. It is 
because Gujarati setting put a prestige value on business which no 
other religion did. The western ideas and contacts created a new 
ferment in Indian society, but the response to the new ethic was 
not always the same. Thus, she suggests, the "unexplained" 
exceptions prove to be the systematic channels to usher in the 
Industrial revolution by a complex process of cultural change. 
Acharya suggests that the regional analysis, though helpful 
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in understanding the rise of business class in Gujarati, does not 
explain all the interacting processes. It must be admitted, she 
opines, that exceptions apart, businessmen or for that matter 
entrepreneurs have sprung from certain castes who have tradition 
of business in their families. The analysis does not take account 
for variables like geographical environment, religion, economic 
activities, political conditions, ethics etc. Pandit seems to 
take religion as the cause, and other factors as the consequence, 
while all these factors are mutually dependent and functionally 
related, 
Gadgil traces the origins of modern Indian business class and 
describes the conditions of various business communities around 
1,750 and onwards. In tracing the rise and growth of modern 
Indian business, apart from important trading and financing 
communities of India, he pays considerable attention to non-Indian 
businessmen and their activities in India. He surveys the 
political situation about 1750, the condition of agriculture, 
about extent of urbanisation and the size of cities, trade routes 
and trading regions, the business communities and their regional 
distribution, British and European business etc. He demonstrates 
that India had a highly developed business community which, apart 
from trading in respective regions, participated very actively in 
all maritime trade far and wide. It is a painstaking effort based 
on rare and scanty data to serve as a precursor for more thorough 
study. 
Pavlov makes a historical survey of the Indian capitalist 
class. He thruways light on the basic laws governing the origin 
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and the development of capitalist enterprise in the national 
industry of India. The specific features of the development of 
the Indian bourgeoisie up to the general crisis of capitalism is 
the problem which has been examined by him in greater details. 
The formation process of the Gujaratis and the Marwari bourgeoisie 
displays the general laws of development of the big Indian 
bourgeoisie in a most comprehensive way. So, he concentrates his 
study on these two groups while analysing the rise of the upper 
strata of the Indian bourgeoisie. 
Howard explains the rise of textile entrepreneurship at 
Ahmedabad and brings out that the "old money" moved into industry, 
once the success was demonstrated by a Brahmin and a Patel. 
Gradually, the Jains, Banias, Parsis and also Patels joined the 
ranks of industrialists. This new industrial class consolidated 
itself socially as well as economically and relatively small, 
close knit agencies, often supplemented by caste ties, made 
further expansion possible. As managing agents, they applied the 
profits of one mill to the requirements of new ones and solicited 
public and private deposits to cover the major capital 
requirements. Spodek underlines a paradox that as conservatism 
plagued Ahmedabad industry, some pioneers like Sarabhai introduced 
innovations and brought reputation. 
Medhora attributes the Indian backwardness to the colonial 
rule and not to the lack of entrepreneurship whose growth was 
autonomous. He also traces the evolution of early 
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entrepreneurship in the middle of the 19th century and proves that 
once an opportunity for profit-making seemed to have been 
established, there were entrepreneurs, second rankers who were 
willing to move into industry. He repudiates the charge that the 
religions of India inhibited entrepreneurship. He also notes 
similarities and dissimilarities in entrepreneurship in the 
planning era with the tendencies noticed before Independence and 
brings into sharp focus the changes that have occurred. 
Kling explains the circumstances surrounding the emergence of 
the managing agency system in India and describes the story of 
Carr, Tagore and Company, the first managing agency firm. On the 
basis of functioning of this organisation,he brings out the 
defects associated with the managing agency system and also most 
of the characteristics of the mature managing agents. 
Morris demolishes the widely held view that the Indian value 
system and the social structure are obstacles to economic growth 
or change. The Indian caste system has behaved historically the 
same way as extended kin groups elsewhere and therefor, 
entrepreneurial behavior in the 19th and early 20th century India 
seems to reflect primarily the limited scope of economic 
opportunities rather than any specific form of social structure. 
In fact, the career of the cotton textile industry in which 
competition with Britain was sharpest, political pressures from 
Manchester were very great and there was virtually no tariff 
protection, suggests that native capital and entrepreneurship were 
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aggressive, rational and creative. Their behavior indicates 
economically rational responsiveness to available technology and 
to factor-price relationship differing little from that in the 
West. He also notices inter-Jati cooperation among the Ahmedabad 
and Bombay enterprises in the modern sector as well as in 
traditional business activities. He concludes that the Indian 
society has historically exhibited a reasonably high degree of 
fluidity and so little can be said definitively about the 
influence of caste on economic change. 
Spodek attempts to demonstrate that the pre industrial 
heritage of industrial institutions of Ahemadabad has played a 
significant role in endowing the cotton textile industry with its 
unique self-contained pattern. The union of family and business 
structures imposed double and sometimes conflicting values; as a 
business concern the goal was to maximise profits but as a family 
it was to maintain stability. This pattern restricted contact 
with newer channels of information and technology and emphasised 
tradition. Business, social and civil life intertwined to amplify 
the concentration on business and the concern for stability. 
Guilds served as the focus for these various strands. While 
guilds were not organised solely along caste lines they were 
predicated on the existence of business and trade groups which 
were dominated by the specific castes. Guilds functions 
buttressed instability and conservatism of the bania community. 
This community entered the textile industry with marked hesitancy. 
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Outsiders (means outside bania community) promoted the first 
mills. The industry could not expand without bania financial 
support, but once the banias did begin to promote their own mills, 
growth was rapid. As the city of Ahmedabad got industrialised, 
they adapted for the new conditions many of their pre-industrial 
institutions, notably the family firm and a modified guild system 
of organisation vis-a-vis merchant and labour guilds. 
Bagchi presents some of the relevant data bout the 
functioning of European and Indian capitalist groups in India 
roughly from the years of the 'high noon' of the British empire to 
the beginning of definitely protectionist policies, i.e. 1900-
1930. He makes a distinction between the capitalist groups 
operating in Western, Eastern, Southern and Northern India, and 
lays bare some features of domination of the Indian economy by 
European capital otherwise obscxired in aggregative analysis. He 
concentrates mainly on the situations in Bombay and Calcutta. 
Bagchi dispels some popular notions like the Indian businessmen 
not being interested in industry for lack of quick return, 
Bengalis being averse to trade and industry and their preference 
for the liberal professional etc. responsible for the late 
emergence of Indian industrial entrepreneurship. There were 
enterprises started by people with diverse back-ground, but it was 
the colonial policy which militated against the entrepreneurs in 
general and the non-Parsi Indian in particular. Nor were the 
European industrialists in India particularly noted for 
innovations. 
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Amlendu Guha traces the growth of the Parsi business 
community, in particular in its transitional phase over a period 
of 100 years till 1850. He shows that the Parsi community made a 
multi dimensional progress including high organisation of finance 
and by the mid 19th century itself, the Parsi mercantile capital 
was ripe for industrial transformation. However, despite their 
cooperation and collaboration, the then ruling power, by 
discouraging the incipient ship-building and navigation industry, 
halted and distorted a potential industrialisation process. But 
he believes that neither religion nor puritanism explains the 
achievement-orientation of the Parsis. Their success, according 
to him, has to be largely explained with reference to their 
greater ability to adjust themselves to the European power under 
changed political circumstances. 
Tripathi questions the scholars of Indian economic history, 
who, following the lead given by Max Weber, have either stressed 
sociological factors like caste and religion to explain the 
economic backwardness of India or blamed the policies of the 
British government. Apart from business being held in low esteem 
and the taxation policy of the government, he identifies factors 
like lack of political of the government, he identifies factors 
like lack of political unit, effective communication system, 
property protection, and presence of a network of customs 
barriers, innumerable systems of currency, arbitrary exchange 
rates and regional markets etc. responsible for absence of 
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'climate of enterprise' . So there was no inducement for a major 
entrepreneurial breakthrough to those who were already in business 
and not tempting enough for non-commercial classes to give up 
their traditional professions. But when the material environment 
changed, the the so-called Hindu value system transformed itself 
even to permit the entry of non-business classes into industrial 
ventures. The behavior of Hindus changed significantly, despite 
the opinion that if entrepreneurship is a response to 
disequilibrium between the perceivable opportunities and their 
exploitation, a study of constellation of forces which led to the 
perception of new opportunities may yield more satisfactory 
results. 
(b) Studies on Emerging Entrepreneurship: McCrory makes case 
studies of 17 small-scale firms in a North Indian town (area 
served by Grand Trunk Road between Kanpur and Amritsar) 
fictitiously termed as "Chopur" (14 firms) and Moradabad (3 firms) 
in U.P., with a view to discover whether there are typical 
patterns of growth in the small machine industries and to isolate, 
by comparing the case histories of individual enterprises, the 
factors that seem most commonly associated with growth, decline or 
stagnation. He focuses his attention on the craftsman-
entrepreneur whom he regards as a needed source of "good" 
industrial entrepreneurs. He analysis the reasons for the high 
mortality rate and lack of growth of their firms and makes policy 
recommendations for providing them an opportunity to grow, 
especially through provisions of capital. 
Baldwin attempts to gain understanding of the problems 
facing medium and large scale manufacturing industries in India. 
He selects 3 7 companies for purposes of case studies and includes 
firms representatives of the principal types of ownership (public 
as well as private) and of major industries in South India, three-
quarters of which are located in erstwhile Mysore State. These 
case studies range from the comprehensive and lengthy treatment of 
entire enterprises to some where only a few key problems are 
sketched briefly. Three broad problems confronting each firm 
viz., the sources of finance, the managerial structure and the 
handling of certain universal labour problems receive his major 
attention. He focuses on the ways in which a particular 
entrepreneur operates. Most of the negative and uncomplimentary 
second hand stereotyped images about Indian entrepreneurs and 
Manager's business behavior are found by him to be misleading and 
wrong. 
Berna conducts a study of 52 medium-scale manufacturing firms 
engaged in various kinds of light engineering production in and 
around Madras City and Coimbatore. He investigates the background 
of a group of entrepreneurs, the way in which they made the 
transition to industry, and the problems they faced in 
establishing and building up their enterprises. He also attempts 
some evaluation of their performance as industrial entrepreneurs 
on the basis of the growth of firms and technology, and 
entrepreneurs' mobility in adapting to changing circumstances. 
Surprisingly, he finds that his firms have mostly grown from small 
beginnings and his entrepreneurs have come from a wide range of 
social and economic backgrounds. Interestingly, the largest 
single group of entrepreneurs (exceeding 23%) is composed of 
graduate engineers, most of them young, and nearly half of them 
possessing foreign engineering degrees. In the face of formidable 
obstacles, their enterprises have grown, but they show little 
awareness of the need for closer contact with workers or of the 
need for improving working conditions. The entrepreneurial 
mobility is displayed by diversifying production and shifting into 
new lines of activity, but their performance in the area of 
technological improvement is much less impressive. He also makes 
recommendations for policies. 
Birendra conducts a study of 25 firms of small size-only 6 
firms having assets worth Rs.05 million and more, operating in the 
light engineering industry in Agra. He gives distribution of 
firms studied into size-groups based on total assets and 
employment, and observes almost a proportional increase in 
employment with an increase in the size of assets. The dominance 
of Agarwal merchants and manufacturers, profit motive as the main 
force, no relationship between the traditional business and the 
present manufacturing activity and no firms having borrowed any 
fund from the financial agencies, private as well as public, or 
received government aid for their initial financing are some of 
his other important findings. 
Hazlehurst conducts a research in Ram Nagar (pseudonym) 
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located in the North-West of Delhi in district Ambala (Haryana). 
He makes a study of the Khatris and Aroras, refugees from Pakistan 
and Aggarwal Bania and Sud castes settled in Ram Nagar prior to 
partition and the arrival of the refugees. He draws a distinction 
between the cultural and structural dimensions of caste and also 
assesses the significance of the relationship between factors of 
"modernity" and the functioning of the caste system among 
merchants. He, first of all, sets forth characteristics of the 
city of Ram Nagar and cites the significant features which 
differentiate the two merchant communities. Then, he examines in 
more detail the make-up of Aggarwal Banias and Suds, and sets 
forth the relatively unstable points of articulation and discord 
within the community in specific situations requiring economic and 
political decisions. 
Noboru examines the relationship between the process through 
which entrepreneurs in India have grown into the powerful combines 
and the changes which have taken place in the social environment 
of the country with the two cities of Bombay and Calcutta as the 
axes. He feels that the persons placed in charge of government 
enterprises, founded on the basis of modern administrative 
organisation and technology, would be entrepreneurs different from 
the traditional ones and emphasise new economic values and 
motives. Therefore, he directs his attention to the issues 
involving government enterprises and deals with economic 
development and human ability by examining the mutual 
relationships between private enterprises and those owned by the 
government. 
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Gaikwad and Tripathy conduct a study of Tanuku region of West 
Godavari district in Andhra Pradesh. Apart from the Mullapudi 
family of Harishchandra Prasad and their growing large scale 
concern-the Andhra Sugars Ltd. The main focus of the study, they 
select ten other entrepreneurs who had started industries after 
1947 and a purposive sample of 15 entrepreneurs in trade. After 
examining the enterprise of the Mullapudi family, they identify 11 
elements essential in entrepreneurs for achieving high level of 
growth. None of the entrepreneurs possesses all the elements, l.ut 
this is not indicative of dearth of ambitious persons with high 
initiative and motivation. The lacunae that they notice are: lack 
of (i) expert technical advice and guidance,- (ii) exposure to 
modern technology and methods,- and (iii) timely financial help. 
They find that among these other entrepreneurs, none has any 
technical qualification, any definite idea about the governmental 
policies or a visit abroad and most of them did not have strong 
economic base or contacts at higher political and administrative 
levels. These entrepreneurs have, no doubt, expanded their 
industries manifold, but none has diversified the product or 
started new industries or come anywhere near Harishchandra 
Prasad's industry. The tradesmen feel that the industrialists 
enjoy a better status and some of them would like their sons to go 
for industry. 
Patnaik examines 12 units over a period of two years, during 
1969-70 and five during 1970-71 with a view to evaluate 
entrepreneurship. All of these units have been selected from 
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industrial estates enjoying almos-t identical overhead facilities 
and are engaged in different lines of manufacture. He studies 
their problems at three stages, inception, operational and 
expansion/diversification and delineates the requirements of 
entrepreneurial/managerial abilities at different stages. He 
throws considerable light on how an entrepreneur in the field of 
small scale industry perceives an opportunity and starts an 
industrial unit. He finds factors like contacts, education and 
finance playing an important part. Inevitably, the problem at the 
remaining two stages. He also indicates some policy implications 
of his conclusions. 
Oommen examines the emerging pattern of entrepreneurship in 
the small scale sector of Kerala by studying (a) the origin and 
growth of firms in the light engineering industry, and (b) the 
impact of government programmes like industrial estates and rural 
industries projects on entrepreneurship. For this purpose, he 
chooses forty-five entrepreneurs and studies their social, 
economic and technical backgrounds. To examine the performance of 
each entrepreneurial class, he compares employment, investment and 
annual turnover time by the different categories of entrepreneurs. 
Some of his interesting findings are that 10 out of 45 units are 
run by entrepreneurs from outside the State. The single largest 
group of entrepreneurs consisted of engineers and technicians as 
in the case of Berna's study. Most of the merchants who have 
taken to industry are Muslims. Relating to the number of 
registered small scale units in Kerala to its population, he finds 
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that the availability of entrepreneur-managers (0.17) falls 
considerably short of the normal requirements of industrialisation 
{5 entrepreneur-managers per 1,000 total population). 
Ashis Nandy analyses, on an exploratory basis, some of the 
psychological and social correlates of entrepreneurship in an 
urban community of Howrah (West Bengal) and compares two 
subcultures-actually two caste groups within the community on the 
magnitude of these correlations. The respondents are 36 small-
scale entrepreneurs and 25 non-entrepreneurs from amongst the 
Mahisyas, and 31 small scale entrepreneurs and 23 non-
entrepreneurs from amongst the upper castes like Brahmins, Baidyas 
and Kayasthas. Operationally, the entrepreneurs are defined as 
men who had started factories and had survived in business for 
five years. Non-entrepreneurs are men who were not in business 
and had not tried to start a business in the previous five years. 
The study was conducted during 1967-69. His data support the 
propositions that the predicators of entrepreneurship differ from 
situation to situation and the coefficients for all respondents 
are mainly the contribution of the more enterprising Mahisyas. 
His study shows that the abilities and characteristics which are 
pre requisites of entrepreneurship in one subculture can be 
irrelevant to, or disfunctional for, entrepreneurship in another. 
On the other hand, some variables can be equally important or 
unimportant in more than one subculture. 
Bhatia investigates into the history and present situation of 
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fifty manufacturing firms located in Punjab state. The firms are 
small, having less than 50 workers. He studies the socio-economic 
background of entrepreneurs, their attitudes towards industry, the 
ways in which they have made the transition to industry and the 
problems they have faced in establishing and building up their 
enterprises. He finds that entrepreneurs belong to all sectors 
services, trading, factory workers, students, manufacturers, and 
farmers in this order. The percentage distribution of 
entrepreneurs ranges between 22-14 excepting for farmers (8%) . 
The local community of Khatris is found to be predominant (46%) 
followed by Aggarwals (12%). Brahmins and Jats contribute 8% 
each. He does not find any relationship between the growth of the 
firms and the socio-economic background of the entrepreneurs. 
However, he notes that the firms which continuously expanded, had 
gradual growth and wee started with a relatively favorable capital 
base and most of them were established by merchant. The 
entrepreneurs have shown the tendency to diversify instead of 
expanding after a particular point since they lack vital 
information about wider markets. 
Nafziger conducts a study of 54 entrepreneurs of small-scale 
manufacturing enterprises in the south eastern port city of 
Visakhapatnam (Vizag). He compares data on the distribution of 
entrepreneurs by caste, and class (parental, economic and 
occupational status) with information of the population at large, 
and relates to the educational attainment, occupational 
background, entrepreneurial and managerial experience, initial 
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capital, access to governmental assistance, and business success 
of the entrepreneurs. He uses the value added of the firm and the 
income class of the entrepreneurs as the major indicators for 
business success. He finds that a highly disproportional number 
of the entrepreneurs (especially successful ones) are from twice-
born castes and from families with a high economic status. His 
data contradict the Horatio Alger myth of Western business and 
economic thought, and suggest that the socio-economic class status 
of businessmen is substantially higher than the general population 
not only in India, but probably also in a large part of the rest 
of non-specialist world. 
Zoe Mars surveys 70 heterogeneous enterprises drawn from two 
city estates and two medium towns estates, and from two non-estate 
areas, one being the central area of Ernakulam city, and the other 
a small town at a distance of 50 miles from Ernakulam. The author 
regards the small industries programme an amalgam of share-out and 
incentive distributionary processes. One of the most interesting 
questions in this regard is the nature of the rules of 
qualification and how these are arrived at. The case of Kerala is 
regarded by the author as one of structural ambivalence in gateway 
rules. The survey shows the distributional effects of this 
programme to have been somewhat narrow and concentrated. The 
medium town estates are recruiting entrepreneurs quite heavily 
from among the landed families and plantation owners, whereas the 
urban estates recruit much more heavily from among the 
cosmopolitan group. It seems that few mobility channels are being 
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created more significantly at the higher rather than the lower 
levels of the class structure. There is some mobility on the part 
of low-caste Hindus from non-professional and non-landed parental 
background to ownership of workshop-type units through educational 
enrichment, as engineering courses have expanded rapidly. But the 
prominence of plantation interests among successful entrepreneurs 
represents a reinforcing of the economic power of an agrarian 
capitalist class. The cosmopolitans are drawn almost exclusively 
from the high caste groups who might also be landowners, but who 
previously went mostly into the professionals, government service 
or extra-state managerial jobs, and who will now become small 
capitalists rather than high salaried employees, in greater 
numbers. 
Krishna has examined entrepreneurial performance in Up 
through 'role' frame of analysis. His sample includes 100 small 
scale units of Kanpur, Agra, Firozabad, Varanasi and Meerut. The 
role the behavior and value pattern of the entrepreneurs in a 
manufacturing unit as prescribed by the society or significant 
individuals or groups of individuals is treated as the criteria 
for evaluation of entrepreneurial performance. He considers those 
role expectations which are supposed by the role partners to lead 
the focal persons to the achievement of the core goals. The 
entrepreneurs, the government officials concerned with 
entrepreneurial activities, the trade union leaders and the 
secretaries of employers' associations have been considered as the 
prescribers of the entrepreneurial roles also terms as the members 
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of entrepreneurial role-set. Only those roles which are really 
effective in increasing the margin of profit, in expanding the 
units in various terms, and in overcoming various problems are 
selected as the standards of evaluation. Evaluation of 
entrepreneurial performance in terms of selected roles of 
evaluative standards has been done at three levels, i.e., value 
orientation, behavioral commitment and achievement of 
entrepreneurial growth, viz. entry to manufacturing, efforts to 
establish markets, establishment of business and sustained growth 
of unit after the proper establishment of business. For 
identifying the effective role definers, 10 entrepreneurs and to 
explicate the interests of the entrepreneurial role partners, the 
core goals and the other role expectations instrumental to the 
achievement of entrepreneurial core goals, 20 entrepreneurial role 
partners have been interviewed. Sharma also analysed the effect 
of the socio-economic background of entrepreneurs on their 
performance in the theoretical frames provided by Weber, 
McClelland and other scholars. 
Ramakrishnan surveys 94 small-scale units employing five or 
more persons in 11 important industry groups, mostly covering non-
traditional items of manufacture, in urban Delhi. The study is 
confined to those units which came into operation in 1965 or after 
and those who operate them have been designated as 'new' 
entrepreneurs. Apart from statistical details regarding the 
units, a good deal of information concerning entrepreneurs 
themselves, their social, educational and occupational 
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backgrounds, their motivations, expectations and reactions to 
governmental schemes of assistance has been presented. 
Ramakrishnan has also collected data relating to the entrepreneurs 
who failed to commence production and those who dropped out after 
production began, 
(c) General Studies on Entrepreneurship : Shetty emphasises the 
role of "imitative", as opposed to "innovative", entrepreneur-
managers in the newly industrialising countries. According to 
him, the small enterprises constitute the predominant form of 
private industrial endeavour in most of the these countries and 
such enterprises serve as the feedback for spotting and nurturing 
much needed entrepreneurial talent. To explain his point, he 
draws examples from India. 
Ghosal and Sharma suggests that till adequate and right type 
of entrepreneurship develops, it is desirable to formalise and 
standardise some of the functions of the entrepreneurs so that 
less experienced hand and trainee entrepreneurs may undertake the 
job of development. A project to be undertaken should be 
thoroughly appraised in regard to economic, technical managerial, 
organisational, commercial and financial factors, so that even 
marginal or half backed entrepreneurs could assume the role of 
promotion without hesitation. 
Rao and Sumithra discuss some of the factors which induce and 
others which impede the growth of entrepreneurship. The 
government can affect entrepreneurship adversely as well as 
favorably and so, they examine, the role of the government action 
in the growth of industrial entrepreneurship in India, indicators 
being the growth of industrial assets of value added,changes in 
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the industrial origin of national product, introduction of new 
products, and opening of new markets. They attribute these 
developments to government planning and policies and so, 
government action, though a hindrance in some cases, has 
contributed directly and indirectly to the growth of industrial 
entrepreneurship. 
Sharma traces the growth of entrepreneurship in the period up 
to the first World War, to Independence and thereafter, and blames 
the Indian entrepreneurs for not having taken the advantage of 
opportunities available. He discusses the emergence of State as 
an entrepreneur and the institutions it has created for fostering 
new entrepreneurship. He feels that the small entrepreneurship 
has grown and suggests that these entrepreneurs should have new 
socialist outlook. 
Sharma's emphasis is on the social recognition of 
entrepreneurial services just as the society appreciates a scholar 
or a jawan. He is of the view that more and more investment in 
human capital is needed to create entrepreneurial competence. 
Mishra draws attention to some of the public policies affecting 
the growth of entrepreneurship in the private sector of Indian 
economy, with special emphasis on setting the infrastructure, 
providing finance and implementing an incentive-oriented tax 
policy. 
In order to examine the impact of The Companies Act, 1956, on 
what Farooquee call entrepreneurial growth of the corporate sector 
he describes the position of company registrations, companies at 
work, size pattern of new companies, coverage of joint stock 
companies by managing agents and managerial pattern of new 
companies. 
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In order to examine the findings of che studies on Indian 
entrepreneurship, Nafziger presents introductory sections that 
deal with the Indian economy, historical sketch of Indian 
entrepreneurship and a synoptic view of the leading Indian 
business communities. After a short exposition on a few of the 
studies on Indian entrepreneurship, he discusses entrepreneurship, 
caste and social community, entrepreneurship and the family; 
Entrepreneurship and government; the organisation of large-scale 
enterprises; the small entrepreneur; and approach to future 
studies. Apart from the need for studies on the socio-economic 
explanations of differential rates of entrepreneurial 
participation among social communities and the dynamics which 
influence the caste system, he suggests a few more areas that 
might be explored-achievement motivation in India, determinants of 
entrepreneurial success, and the market for entrepreneurs. 
Aggarwal attempts to show that in India viable patterns of 
entrepreneurship exist and have produced economic growth and that 
these patterns of entrepreneurship are sector-specific rather than 
national in character. He contends that many of the emerging 
nations, which in fact are composed of many ethnic groups cannot 
be properly studied in terms of motivation for achievement without 
regard to subcultural patterns of aspiration. He also suggests 
that individual choices and motivations behind these choices, in 
the initial developmental phase, are bound to be the patterns of 
existing socio-cultural systems. His hypothesis is that in the 
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so-called economically developing societies, patterns of 
entrepreneurship are determined by the dominant psycho-cultural 
themes underlying the patterns of social structure. In India, 
these psycho-cultural themes have perennially been identified with 
certain geographical regions due to reasons of physical 
environment and historical accident. He has evidenced growth in 
entrepreneurship through rise in GNP and rate of investment over a 
period of time. The urban milk supply, pharmaceutical and bus 
transport industries have been use to explain the ability of 
people to incorporate new technology, new business patterns and to 
renovate old traditional methods. The rate of investment and risk 
taking in personal development through education show that viable 
patterns of entrepreneurship exist in India and have exhibited 
growth. His evidence in support of the hypothesis of sector 
specifically includes patterns of career choices in the four 
projected sectors and among Indian migrants overseas. The four 
sectors are the north-west comprising Punjab, Haryana, Himachal 
Pradesh, Kashmir, Uttar Pradesh Bihar and Madhya Pradesh; the 
north-east comprising West Bengal, Assam and Orissa,- the South-
west coTi^ rising Rajasthan, Gujarat, Maharashtra and the Konkan 
Coast; and the south-east including Kerala, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil 
Nadu and Karnataka. The difference in culture, society and 
personality in these regions throw light on regionally distinctive 
goals, modes of achievement and types of enterprise. 
Koppal and Peterson apply formal statistical hypothesis 
testing procedures to the data yielded by the studies of James J. 
Berna, R.A. Sharma, and E. Wayne Nafziger, on the relationships 
between entrepreneurial activity and social community 
identification. Their objectives are to: clarify certain 
methodological problems in each of the studies which, according to 
them, undermine substantive interpretation,- reanalyse the data to 
focus more directly on the question of individual versus group 
explanations of entrepreneurship. The evidence presented in their 
paper strongly suggests that there is no abiding and generalised 
relationship between entrepreneurial success and groups of 
individuals distributed over regions and over time. 
Veen focuses on small scale industrial entrepreneurs and 
describes two major types; those adopting commercial and those 
adopting a production-orientation. He discusses the economic 
factors which favour the emergence of the less appropriate, 
commercially oriented, industrial entrepreneurs and also 
delineates some of the ways in which the "quantitative 
restrictions' method of implementing an import substitution 
strategy reinforces these economic factors. This strategy 
ultimately degenerates into a system of unintended incentives 
encouraging a commercial orientation on the part of small scale 
industrial entrepreneurs. This is more true of politically well 
connected ones. In order to foster production orientation, the 
goal should be to increase the size of the expected stream of 
small but steady profits relative to the size of the expected 
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stream of infrequent but large profits. For this purpose, the 
government should review, carefully and continuously, the 
implications for entrepreneurial behavior not only of its 
strategic decision but also of the means it chooses to implement 
these decisions. 
Gangadhar concluded that though the impact of Industrial 
estates on the emergence of entrepreneurship in coastal Andhra is 
found to be marginal the process of generation of entrepreneurship 
is certainly accelerated. However, the spread of entrepreneurship 
could cover only a few socio-economic classes and the estates have 
become mostly, the nestles of local entrepreneurs. It is 
heartening that a new sense of awareness about the virtues of 
self-employment through industrial entrepreneurship is dawning 
among the traditionally agricultural communities, the ranks of 
white-collar workmen and un-employed yet, the artisans and factory 
workers are to be awakened, activised and brought into the fold of 
entrepreneurship. The study emphasises that the time has come to 
instill the spirit of enterprise in every one and to take the 
mantle of industrialisation to every corner of the country to meet 
the twin challenges of unemployment and under utilisation of 
resources. 
His study was aimed in evaluating the impact of the programme 
of industrial estates on the emergence of entrepreneurship and 
growth of small units in coastal Andhra. According to him, 
educational and income levels are important factors in motivating 
entrepreneurship. Of all, money making is the major ambition of 
entrepreneurs. 
Murthy quoted Thomas Timberg who analysed the nature of 
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entrepreneurship in Marvari community. He analysed the theory of 
entrepreneurship with respect to the Marwari's success in the 
business and their late entry into the industry. He concluded 
that entrepreneurial Marwaris performed crucial roles in the 
development of the industrial and commercial economy of the 
Northern India. 
Tondon argued that the rate of entrepreneurial change is a 
function of human factor and one can bring about a change in the 
effectiveness of an enterprise by improving the human factor. 
Akhouri enumerated four basic features of entrepreneurship: 
Propensity to take risk, strong need for achievement, Economic 
insight and management skill. 
Kameshwar pointed out that favourable economic environment 
has positive impact on entrepreneurship. Change in the social 
structure as a result of education and not profit motive as James 
Berna maintained compelled young entrepreneurs from trading 
community to change from traditional occupation and remain 
independent from family ties. 
Sharma opines that respect for an individual, continued 
opportunity for advancement and open door policy by Rounaq Singh 
were the factors that helped the development of entrepreneurship 
in that group. 
Sharma (1980) noticed two streams in the entrepreneurial 
growth. In the familiar spheres the entrepreneurship was 
dispersed among various communities and in other spheres it was 
thinly spread among socially well known communities. Strong 
desire to do something independent in life, technical knowledge 
manufacturing experience, financial assistance from institutional 
sources, business experience in the same or related lines, 
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accommodation in industrial estates and heavy demand are the 
factors that induced the new and small entrepreneurial class. The 
emerging new entrepreneurial class was more open than old. 
Upadhy found that success of entrepreneur was due to 
incentives offered by development agencies, family up bringing 
from particular cast and craft, providing attention to the 
financial function and formal education. 
Sharma (1985) investigated the relationship between 
entrepreneurial background and entrepreneurial performance. He 
found his study on the following points 1. To identify the 
entrepreneurial class that came forward to launch its enterprises 
during 1961-63 and bring out its economic social and geographic 
origin. 2. To measure performance of the entrepreneurial class and 
ascertain whether there exist a relationship between their 
background and performance. 3. To scrutinise environmental factors 
which empeds a vigorous display of entrepreneurship. 
The study has very vividly brought out the following 
conclusions: l. Entrepreneurs who launched their business during 
1961-63 pre-dominantly came from the mercantile and allied 
background. Traditionally trading casts of Hindu i.e., Jain, 
Banias and Chettiars from Gujarat Rajasthan and Tamil Nadu 
respectively have been the main springs of entrepreneurship. 2. 
The similar old families due to number and size to their companies 
enjoy by and large the highest share in all aspects of corporate 
life. 3. The merchant entrepreneurs had a substantial share in all 
aspects of corporate life. 4. The established industrial houses of 
Indian origin practiced expansion and diversification more than 
others. 5. Unfavourable investment climate and poor market 
conditions affected adversely the all categories of entrepreneurs. 
Sosokin's (1966) analysis of change from families to 
contractual relations and Riesman's classification of personality 
types can be cited for illustration. More recently the works of 
Elton Mayo, Smelser and W.Moore have contributed to an 
understanding of the relationship between industrialisation and 
social order. Marx in his interpretation of historical 
materialism not only proves that history of society is a history 
of class struggle, but beyond of society is a history of class 
struggle, but beyond that formulates a theoretical framework in 
which he describes how the mode of production determines the 
relations of social relationship. Few others who have studied the 
casual factors of social change are Vebless and Obgurn who 
ett^ jhasised the crucial role of technology in the process of social 
change. Since technological development is both the cause and 
effect of industrialisation, occurrence of change in the wake of 
industrialisation is an admitted fact. 
Small Industries Extension Training Institute Hyderabad 
(SIET) in (1974) conducted a survey of 61 small scale 
entrepreneurs in Hyderabad and Secunderabad. The study reveals 
the following facts: 1. The factors like economic gain, ambition, 
social prestige and social responsibility have been the reasons 
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for starting small industrial units. 2. Capital shortage and Govt. 
red tape have been the most discouraging factors. 3. Younger age, 
formal education, urban background experience in industry, risk 
taking and adopting propensity were some of the characteristics of 
the entrepreneurs. 
Timberg (1978) has studied marwaries entrepreneurs success 
and entry into industry. He observed in his study that Marwaries 
entrepreneurs have performed a crucial role in the development of 
the economy of northern India. 
Deshpandey (1982) has conducted a survey of 90 small 
entrepreneurs in Marathwada region i.e. Aurangabad, Jalna and 
Bhir, to study the socio-economic background of entrepreneurs, 
difficulties faced by entrepreneurs and to evaluate the 
entrepreneurial role and performance of entrepreneurship. The 
findings of his study are as follows: 1. The active participation 
of social people is very evident; 2. Upper castes entrepreneurs 
received various incentives and facilities extended by the Govt. 
agencies; 3. Most of the businessmen who are the sons of the 
business owners established their units at an early stage,- 4. 
large number of entrepreneurs have received their family help in 
building up their occupational career as entrepreneurs; 5. Family 
ownership is the characteristics of entrepreneurship; 6. Heavy 
reliance of the entrepreneur on institutional finances; 7. Project 
reports are mostly prepared by the entrepreneurs themselves who 
have little competence to conceptualise the proposed industrial 
project; 8. Most of the entrepreneurs completed the promotion 
procedure on their own; 9. Most of the entrepreneurs utilised 
their installed capacity; and 10. Most of the entrepreneurs have 
copied the products and technology already established in the 
market. 
Shoebhal (1985) has conducted a survey of 100 carpet 
manufacturing firms in Bhadoi. He studied the social composition 
of entrepreneurs and the role of entrepreneurs in the development 
and modernisation of the town. The findings of his study are as 
follows: 1. 65 per cent of the entrepreneurs belong to the joint 
families; 2. 30 per cent of the entrepreneurs are Muslims and 56 
per cent are Hindus. Religion has played a very insignificant 
role in determining the entrepreneurial involvement; 3. A case 
wise analysis of the entrepreneurs shows that majority of the 
entrepreneurs belonging to two communities. Banias in Hindues and 
Ansari in Muslims. The upper castes such as Brahmin and Rajput 
show a sense of hesitation plunging into carpet trade. 4. Carpet 
industry has made a very big contribution to the economic growth 
of the town but it has failed to promote urbanisation in the same 
measures; 
The findings of the studies of some of the leading 
researchers on the subject Gadgil, Lamb, Medhara, Kling and 
Hezlehurst are as follows: 1. Caste system and its obligations 
tend to reduce the occupational mobility, technical changes and 
innovation which go against the social and religious 
prescriptions. It is necessary to mention in this connection that 
the studies are related to an earlier period of the 
industrialisation of the country. 2. Hezlehurst in his study notes 
that refugee entrepreneurs tend to be more innovative than local 
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entrepreneurs. 3. Economic factors such as access to capital 
possession of business experience and technical knowledge are more 
important than sociological factors such as caste, attachment to 
the traditional activities and approval or disapproval of the 
social group to which potential entrepreneurs belong. 4. Extended 
family is the limit of entrepreneurship, supplying managerial and 
financial resources needed for business and industrial 
opportunities. 5. Public enterprises are characterised by the low 
profit and saving rates which may be partly due to the lack of 
entrepreneurial skills in the public sector. 6. Technocrats may 
constitute a major source of entrepreneurship. 7. The political 
and socio-economic changes that are taking place in the country 
during the post independence period might have reduced the 
rigidity of the caste system helping occupational mobility. 
During the decade of 1970's some studies of empirical nature on 
entrepreneurship in Andhra Pradesh were conducted. A few of the 
important studies are reviewed below. 
Servesvarao and Associates studied entrepreneurship in small 
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industry in Vishakhapatnam city in Andhra Pradesh. They conducted 
a survey of small scale units employing 5 or more workers. The 
information and the date were collected from 57 firms, some of 
which were located in the Vishakhapatnam Industrial Estate. In 
the case of the partnership and joint stock companies, the authors 
used the concept of major entrepreneur. The 'major entrepreneur' 
is the person with the principal responsibility for making the 
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decisions about the level of the capital stock or the assets of 
the firms etc. The major purpose of the study was to investigate 
the factors determining the supply and the success of industrial 
entrepreneurship in Vishakhapatnam was based on the data collected 
by the authors pertaining to the following variables viz. caste, 
socio-economic class, family structure, other politico-cultural 
attachments, education, training and work experience of the 
entrepreneurs, the nature of labour, capital market and 
governmental policies. 
The following are the major conclusions arrived at by the 
authors: 1. The analysis clearly established that the socio-
cultural features of the traditional Indian society are no longer 
standing in the way of the development of modern entrepreneurship 
even in a comparatively backward areas, like Vishakhapatnam. 2. 
The development of Andhra entrepreneurship is no longer in 
question and may be expected to play an important role in the 
coming decades when plentiful opportunities will arise for the 
development of large scale and ancillary industries in 
Vishakhapatnam. 3. The study underlines the crucial importance of 
education, training and work experience for successful development 
of modern entrepreneurship. 
Sarvesvasao, Lakshamana and Prasad conducted a study with 
the help of the list of commercial enterprises. The list of 
commercial enterprises was prepared on the basis of the research 
to the commercial tax departments and a sample of 46 enterprises 
was selected after excluding the hotels, cold-drink stalls Cinema-
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theatre, Commission-Agents and banks from the Universe. The 
turnover of the sample enterprises ranged between less than 
Rs.40,000 (The lowest turn over class) and Rs. 3 lakhs and above 
(The highest turn over class) . The following are the major 
conclusions of the study: 1. There is no evidence in the sample 
supporting the existence of innovative entrepreneurship in the 
trading sector. 2. Statistical analysis has revealed that caste 
and selected success indicators are systematically related to each 
other. 3. There exist wide scope for local entrepreneurial talent 
to develop further. 4. Information gathered on management 
decisions and practices shows that entrepreneurs are mostly 
conservative in their business conduct. 5. In case of the majority 
of sample enterprises including large enterprises, the data 
available are not adequate to conduct the detailed productivity 
analysis. 6. The financing aspect reveals little utilisation of 
the institutional credit facilities. 
Directorate of Industries, Government of Andhra Pradesh in 
collaboration with the Administrative Staff College of India 
(ASCI), Hyderabad conducted a study on emerging investors in East 
Godawari Dist. The following were the major objectives of the 
survey covering a sample of 200 persons of which 35 were the 
industrial entrepreneurs: 1. To examine the profile of the 
individuals who are the potential investors in the manufacturing; 
2. To find the motives, attitudes and influence of the 
individuals; 3. To examine the industrial potential of the 
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district; 4. To suggest the steps that Government should take to 
attract capital from non-industrial sectors in the district, to 
small scale industries. The analysis of the study throws 
interesting light on all the above objectives of the study. 
The Economic Department of the Andhra University conducted a 
massive study of commercial and industrial entrepreneurship in the 
coastal region of Andhra Pradesh during the period 1973-75. The 
study was financed by the Indian Council of Social Science and 
Research. The factors relating to industrial entrepreneurship 
alongwith the objectives of the study are given below: i. To study 
the growth of entrepreneurship in the selected region of coastal 
Andhra Pradesh; 2. To study the structural aspects of the small 
scale sector in the selected regions; 3. To identify and analyse 
the socio-cultural and economic factors influencing the supply of 
entrepreneurship and to test some major hypothesis relating to it. 
4. To analyse the performance of the sample entrepreneurs on the 
basis of the selected efficiency and performance indicators and to 
analyse the problems faced by the entrepreneurs; and 5. To suggest 
policy measures on the basis of the results of the inquiry for 
accelerating and promoting the industrial, and commercial 
entrepreneurship in coastal Andhra Pradesh. 
SUMMARY QF MAJOR STUDIES / FINDINGS REGARDING ENTREPRENEURSHIP: 
During the period 1961-71 there was a considerable growth of small 
industry sector in both the selected regions (Vishakhapatnam-
Ankapally and Vijaiwada-Guntur) as measured by number of units, 
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employment, and capital. The growth rates of a number of units, 
employment and fixed capital in the Vijaiwada Guntur Regions ;VZA-
GNT) were 10.8%, 7.2% and 26.0% respectively. The corresponding 
percentages in respect of Vishakhpatnam-Ankapalli (VSP-ANK) 
regions were 11.54, 9.652 and 6.73). 
Predominance of proprietary concerns in the two regions while 
most of the units in the industrial estates are organised on the 
partnership lines, was noticed. The units in VSP-ANK region are 
smaller in size than those in VZA-GNT region. Further, the 
average size of the enterprise in the industrial estates is larger 
than that of the enterprises outside the industrial estates. 
As far as the socio-cultural profiles of industrial 
entrepreneurs in the two selected regions, the middle level caste 
predominate the field of industrial enterprise in both the 
regions. It is, however, significant to note that in the VZA-GNT 
region, the forward middle level castes (Kapu, Reddy and Kamma) 
accounted for nearly 80 per cent of the total number of 
entrepreneurs whereas they account for only 40 per cent in the 
VSP-ANK region. In the Vijaiwada Industrial Estate. The upper 
castes and the middle level castes each account for 45 per cent of 
the enterprises with forward elements dominating in the middle 
level castes. 
The parental economic status of the majority of entrepreneurs 
outside the industrial estates was either low or middle while the 
majority of entrepreneurs in the industrial estates had high 
economic status. Most of the entrepreneurs in the two regions 
belong to the middle aged group and to the local areas. 
As regards the level of education of the entrepreneurs, a 
majority of them in the industrial estates had college education, 
while in the case of the others in the two regions, about 50 per 
cent and secondary education and 3 0 per cent had primary 
education. 
Most of the entrepreneurs started their enterprises on their 
own initiative, and were motivated by their familiarity with the 
industry and expectation of high profits which guided them in 
choosing the lines of manufacture. 
From the above discussed findings, it can easily be concluded 
that: 1. A high proportion of entrepreneurs in the two regions may 
be regarded as efficient, particularly when they are judged 
according to the criteria of growth rates; 2. The proportion of 
efficient entrepreneurs declines considerably, as we move from 
growth rates in the value added and profits to labour and material 
productivities. 3. There is a high proportion of entrepreneurs 
earning more than 100 per cent return on fixed capital which means 
that a high proportion of enterprises are having more capital 
productivity . It reflects the fact that in the small size group, 
we find low capital commitment, employment of family labour and 
operation of the units as subsistence enterprises. 4. The study 
also brings out clearly that the enterprises in the industrial 
estates consistently show better performance as evaluated in terms 
of the several criteria except raw materials productivity. 
Further, as between the two regions, the VZA-GNT comes out better 
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than the VSP-ANK region. The regional variations in the 
structure and performance of the enterprises has clearly come out 
of the analysis, placing the relatively backward VSP-ANK region, 
the relatively advanced VZA-GNT region and the Vijaiwada 
industrial estate in a hierarchical set up. 
Coolings, Moore and others (1964) have examined a sub-
category of business leaders . Their study of innovating 
entrepreneurs revealed that many of their subjects had experience 
childhood, poverty and disrupted family life which stimulated 
strong motivation for personal achievement in various fields in 
general and business in particular . 
Schumpeter (1967) has pointed out in his study that economic 
development depends to a large extent on the active and 
enthusiastic participation of intelligent entrepreneurs in 
economic process. Schumpeter's entrepreneurs and economic 
leaders, motivated by a strong will power, who occur, randomly in 
any ethnically homogeneous population. Their special 
characteristics are an institutional capacity to see things in a 
way which afterwards prove correct, energy of will and mind to 
overcome fixed habits of thought and the capacity to withstand 
social opposition. These attributes would seem closely related to 
the 19th century experience. Thus, one can say that Schumpeter's 
entrepreneurs are contrary to Webber's entrepreneur. 
Gunnar Myrdal has critically evaluated various theories of 
entrepreneurial phenomenon and reached the conclusion that there 
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has always been an unsuccessful search for the source of dynamic 
entrepreneurial performance. He has suggested some principles on 
which future traps might be designed. 
We have so far discussed the various studies, under different 
categories e.g. studies on Indian entrepreneurial history, studies 
on emerging entrepreneurship and general studies on 
entrepreneurship carried out by different authorities on the 
subject. Now we intend to produce some of the work done so far by 
various authors on leather goods in different areas. Although a 
lot of work has been undertaken in various areas namely 
modernisation, finance/accounting, labour relations, raw material, 
pollution control, marketing/sales and export -import etc. The 
summary of review of literature on leather goods in the field of 
marketing/sales and export import is as follows :-
i^INDINGS OF MAJOR RESEARCHES/STUDIES ON LEATHER GOODS: Vivek 
Dealankar in his article has analysed the export challenges to the 
leather industry in India and has stated that the strong point of 
Indian leather industry is that it is quite rich in the matter of 
its principal raw material, namely, hides and skins. He has 
further stated that Indian leather industry is characterized by a 
large number of small units, suffering from various problems such 
as meager financial resources, lack of managerial skills, short 
supply of hides and skins to tanning units, inadequate skilled 
manpower and lack of availability of tanning and finishing 
material etc. All these cpnstraints are hampering the growth of 
leather industry in India. 
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vpealanker has also discussed various types of assistances 
provided by the government and has suggested that there is a need 
of an umbrella type of organisation for improving the quality and 
in marketing the products manufactured by small units. The idea 
is to introduce big exporters to take under their umbrella 15-20 
such small manufacturers, feed them adequate finance, raw 
material, know-how techniques and market their goods. All in all, 
the end of 2 0th century and beginning of the 21st century the 
leather industry will have to face prove many export challenges in 
the World leather market. 
Samson Maharana in his article has emphasised upon the 
importance of leather industry for Indian economy as this industry 
is earning precious foreign exchange. The quantum of export is 
increasing rapidly year by year and this increase over the years 
is due to the government policies which discourage export of semi-
tanned leathers and encourage export of finished leather and 
leather products in order to earn more foreign exchange. 
He has further pointed out that in recent years there 
has been a great increase in the demand for leather and leather 
goods in the international marlcet, especially in some developed 
countries where the tanning operations are being discouraged due 
to growing pollution problems and increased labour charges. These 
countries are looking more and more to the hides and skins 
producing countries. India is in a good position to take 
advantage of this situation and increase its export of finished 
leather alongwith leather goods. In this regard Maharana put-
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forward certain basic steps which are as follows:-
Better procurement of raw materials, expansion of production 
bases, use of latest and modern designs, strict quality control 
and standardisation and more financial incentives to exporters. 
When all these steps will be taken, it will raise the export 
earnings of leather industry considerably. They may not be 
adequate to achieve ambitious targets. A bold approach to the 
entire problem and adoption of a dynamic policy by the government 
would certainly enable the leather goods industry to face the new 
challenges in the late nineties. The answer lies in adopting a 
genuine export strategy and implementing it with a firm 
determination. 
Ananthanaraya in his article, has highlighted about the 
phenomenal growth of Indian leather industry and then revealed the 
challenges of its growth. 
He describes that the phenomenal growth of Indian leather 
industry during the last few decades and especially during the 
last 10-12 years is evident from the fact that its exports have 
jumped to Rs.41,393.34 million in 1993-94 from Rs . 4360.48 million 
in 1983-84. It is expected that during the current financial year 
(1997-98) these may be even around Rs.70,000 million. The physical 
mix of leather and leather products during 1995-96 showed a 
significant value addition, exports of semi-finished leather came 
down sharply while finished leather, leather garments and leather 
goods recorded a spurt in exports compared to the previous year. 
He further states that this achievement has however, brought 
to the surface certain weaknesses and threats which need to be 
addressed immediately otherwise those would seriously affect the 
export growth of leather industry. The weak areas identified by 
him are, the status of technology in tanning industry, paucity of 
funds for upgradation of technology, pollution control, inadequate 
infrastructure for value added products and the like. The major 
threats are scarcity of raw material namely, hides and skins and 
the increasing cost of leather and leather products leading to 
substitution by synthetic materials. 
Meerabai in her article states the leather industry is one of 
the oldest and traditional industry, concentrated mainly in small 
scale and village sector, providing employment to thousands of 
people both directly and indirectly and has all along remained 
export oriented. The world market for Indian leather and leather 
products is expanding similarly the domestic market for leather 
goods is also expanding fastly. 
Meerabai further states that the leather industry in India 
from the very beginning is export oriented. India exports her 
leather products to different parts of the world, about it is 
worth mentioning that a major portion of Indian leather products 
goes to eight countries, namely, Germany, U.S.A, U.K, C.I.S., 
Japan, France and Italy. But comparing the import of leather 
products by these countries, the share of Indian exports is very 
negligible. 
Meerabai also highlights about the problems of Indian leather 
industry. She states that at present Indian leather industry is 
facing various problems. Firstly, there is shortage of indigenous 
supply of new materials for the leather products industry, 
affecting the industry severely. Secondly, low quality of; 
if in 
finished leather is another problem which stands in the way of 
rapid progress of this industry. Thirdly, there is lack of 
adequate financial resources for modernisation of industry. Other 
problems include lack of modern and sophisticated production 
infrastructure, lack of proper training, shortage of space for 
tanners and anti air pollutioners. 
She concludes that if India wants to increase its share in 
the International leather market then these problems should be 
dealt with immediately. 
A hand book prepared by Trade Development Authority, explains 
the export prospects for leather goods to certain countries, the 
hand book also tries to judge the relative strengths and 
weaknesses of some of India's competitors, such as, Italy, Taiwan, 
South Korea, Portugal, Spain, Cyprus and Turkey etc. 
Apart from these, the hand book also indicates some critical 
areas, namely, modernisation, import of raw-material, growth of 
ancillaries and skilled manpower etc. These critical areas are 
hampering the growth of Indian leather industry and required 
immediate attention, 
A report prepared by Council for Leather Exports, indicates 
that India's export of leather and leather goods to various 
countries, namely, U.S.A, Germany, France, U.K., Japan, Hong Kong, 
Netherland, Switzerland, Belgium, Luxemburg, Canada and C.I.S. 
The report further reveals, the total import of leather and 
leather products from World over into these countries and the 
India's share there of. The report also indicates the features of 
the above mentioned countries leather markets and provide 
suggestions ho?^  to boost the export of Indian leather products in 
these markets 
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Sahasranaman prepared a report which presents in detail World 
leather industry scene, Indian leather industry scene, likely 
trends in World market for various leather articles, strengths and 
weaknesses of countries which are likely to be the major suppliers 
of leather and leather products to the World in the next decade 
and strengths and weaknesses of Indian leather industry etc. 
Apart from these the report also suggests strategy for 
augmenting exports of leather and leather products from Indian. 
The suggested strategy include joint ventures, counter trade, 
professionalised management, market promotion measures etc. 
''Council for Leather Exports published a detailed statistical 
digest of Export of Leather and Leather products for a period of 
ten years, i.e. (1974-84). 
Digest discussed the Indian Leather Industry at a length and 
analysed various sectors of Indian leather industry, viz. Tanning 
and Finishing industry; Footwear components,- Leather garments,-
Saddlery and Harness articles; Bags; Wallets; /other leather goods 
and industrial manufactures. 
Digest also states that the Indian leather industry is indeed 
vibrant. The existing production facilities are being modernised 
continuously. New modern production facilities are coming up all 
over the country. The industry is poised for further 
modernisation and technological upgradation. 
A comprehensive study has been conducted by M/S. A.F. 
Ferguson & Co. which analyses the potential of Indian leather 
industry. 
The study concludes the major constraints for growth in 
leather industry, especially in export sector are lack of 
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availability of hides and skins, lack of trained manpower, in 
adequate indigenous base for leather machinery and auxiliaries and 
components, lack of modernisation and increasing pollution 
problems. The industry at present is predominantly in small scale 
sector, but if industry wishes to achieve better quality, higher 
productivity and to increase its share in the intensive 
competitive world leather market then it is imperative for the 
industry to move from the small sector to the organised sector. 
A similar type of study shows that India is one of the 
largest producer of leather. However, in order to have a quantum 
jump in export to the tune of Rs.6000 cores by the end of the 
century, a structural change is required on multiple fronts, viz. 
raw materials, technology, manufacture of leather products and 
designs. India should seriously consider the import of leather 
against committed exports. Comprehensive planning is required to 
augment production, eliminate constraints and provide an export 
promotion environment. 
The study also indicates various constraints faced by leather 
exporters in the changing international environment. High costs of 
input like leather chemicals have caused a hike in the cost of 
production of leather products which is a disadvantage to the 
leather units. Similarly, prices of raw leather have gone up and 
at the same time their supplies have become limited for a number 
of reasons. 
Anand Viswanathan in his article discloses that more and more 
people are entering into leather business, especially in the areas 
like shoes, leather garments and other leather products. In just; 
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three years, the number of companies dealing in leather has 
doubled to 4,382. The exports increased considerably in last six 
years and in future it is expected that it will increase at a much 
faster rate. 
Viswanathan further discloses the smell of good money, cheap 
labour force and easy availability of inputs have made the export 
of leather products an extremely lucrative proposition with 
traditional exporters and even industrial big wigs such as, 
Hindustan Lever, Pond's, M.R.F., Larsen & Toubro, Wipro, Tata etc. 
are getting into the business. 
In the end Viswanathan states in 1990-91, CLE expects to hit 
Rs.2,800 crores in exports and in the year 2,000 A.D. Rs.lO,000 
crores. In this regard he quoted M.M.Hashim*, "I do not want to 
sound ambitious, but with the demand for Indian Shoes growing we 
should be cible to reach that figure by 1995-96 itself". 
Hashim M.M. in his study founds that since the establishment 
of Council for Leather Exports, there is a sharp increase in 
leather and leather products exports. Side by side there is also 
a change in the composition of export, the share of value added 
products such as shoes, leather garments and hand bags etc. has 
increased substantially. 
(lie has proposed (agenda) a scheme through which the export 
can be geared up. 
The agenda consists of many tasks, viz. import of raw 
material, modernisation, generation of more technical manpower, 
creation of indigenous designs, creation of facilities with in the 
country for the manufacture of machineries and various inputs 
which are necessary for the production of leather and leather 
products. 
In the agenda of Hashim, marketing is the last and most 
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important point. He states, at present we are not so much 
concerned with the marketing because quite a lot of export takes 
place to a handful of importers in few selected countries^ As our 
production capabilities grow there is every likelihood of our 
facing resistance. It is, therefore, time that each individual 
chalks out a careful marketing strategy spread over a period of 
time in selected markets and relentlessly pursues such a strategy. 
Hapazard marketing and adhoc approaches can be dangerous. ;ni the 
years to come marketing is going to be of very crucial importance 
in our efforts to gain a better share in the world market. 
Usha Sivaraman & Shetty in their articles have focussed on 
marketing aspects. They state, to realise the ambitious export 
target of Rs.6000 crores by the turn of the century, the leather 
industry will have to drastically tune up its marketing strategy 
to an aggressive pitch. 
At present Indian leather, marketed abroad can be broadly 
classified into five categories, e.g. finished leather, semi-
finished leather, leather footwear, footwear components, leather 
goods and manufactures. 
Sivaraman and Shetty further states, there is a persistent 
demand for finished leather and footwear components because of the 
shortage of good low-priced leather around the world. Footwear as 
is well known, an items of mass consumption all over the world. 
If entrepreneurs export leather footwear rather than merely the 
raw material, India will stand to gain substantially. Therefore, 
action plan for revitalising this sector should be drawn up 
immediately. 
A major portion of leather export, flows in a few European, 
countries, namely Germany, C.I.S., Italy, U.K., and France, etc. 
Surprisingly Indian exporters have no visible presence in the 
West-Asian market. The brand conscious Gulf consumers prefer well 
known, high priced western brand to the lesser known Indian goods. 
In each of these markets Indian leather products have managed 
to stay mainly because of the 'Price factor'. Indian exporters 
basically cater to the price conscious, middle-of-road consumer, 
who cannot afford the famous brands but needs a durable, 
serviceable product. Leather and leather products from India fill 
this gap. 
To meet the requirements of customers in the Eurpoean and 
American markets, careful attention to product development and 
diligent understanding of market opportunities and variables have 
to be made. The product should not only have an attractive design 
but must also be able to fulfill their functional role. 
In the last they have stated that no industry can survive or 
maintain its position in today's competitive international market 
merely on the basis of salable products, especially if the 
products are from India. The long perceived notions of sub-
standard quality of leather from Indian have made customers 
apprehensive of buying product from the sub-continent. Today the 
quality of leather and leather products have greatly improved but 
perception die-hard. Therefore, the crux of the issue lies in 
enhancing the general awareness about Indian leather products with 
a long term view of increasing India's market share. 
Lakshminarayan, in his article analyses the India's export of 
I6fi 
leather and leather products during the plan period. He states 
the Indian leather industry has experienced substantial growth 
during the plan perioas^ thanks to the enterprise exhibited by the 
tanners and product manufacturers coupled with the helpful policy 
measures, incentives an institutional support provided by the 
state^ 
/'He further states that the leather industry is perhaps the 
only segment where the plan targets have been exceeded and hence 
often revised upward in mid term. In seventh plan period as 
against the original export target of Rs.1,070 crores in 1989-90, 
the actual export value was Rs.2,030 crores. In the last seven 
plan period value of exports have grown by 6000%, With an annual 
average of 150%. A significant feature disclosed by him is that 
the import content is always lesser than 10% for leather industry 
compared to more than 70% in the case of gems and Jewelry and 50% 
in the chemical industry. 
He highlighted the sixth and seventh plan periods that marked 
the eighties is the most remarkable period in the growth of Indian 
exports of leather products. The industry got restructured and 
the policy measures taken in seventies such as restricting the 
export of semi-tanned leather, providing cash and other incentives 
to the export of finished leather and products, increased 
institutional support through council for Leather Exports etc. 
bore fruit in the eighties.) 
Reaearch Gap: After going through the various studies and 
researches mentioned in this chapter undertaken by different 
authors in the field of entrepreneurship and leather goods 
industry, it is evident that though many types of works have been 
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done in the areas like Production, Finance, Human Resource and 
Marketing etc. Some studies are concentrated on the constraints 
faced by entrepreneurs in particulars and industry in general 
while some researches are confined to forecasting the foreign 
exchange by export of leather and leather goods. In fact, some 
authors have really dared'to study entrepreneurship in small scale 
industries other than leather goods in Utter Pradesh and other 
states of India. But unfortunately no sincere effort is made so 
far to study entrepreneurship development/performance in leather 
goods industry of Utter Pradesh. /Leather and leather goods 
industry has got the highest potential in U.P. as it has the 
largest number of animals and their skins and hides as compared to 
other states of India. 
Leather goods industry occupies a prominent position among 
all the industries because of its actual earnings of the precious 
foreign exchange as well as its high growth potential for exports. 
India today earns 7 to 8 per cent of the total foreign exchange 
earnings from leather goods industry and Utter Pradesh has highest 
share in it. Utter Pradesh does not only have the largest live 
stock population in the country but at the same time its strength 
in terms of labour force is quite significant. Apart from this 
there is strong technological support and ever encouraging 
government policies. 
Despite having these advantages, India's share in the World 
leather goods market, however, remains-^s low as 2.7%. Although 
we are in the export market since 1960s^ 
Therefore, there is an urgent, severe and two folded need to 
study entrepreneurial process in leather goods industry of Utter 
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Pradesh so that the problems and difficulties in the smooth and 
effective flow of entrepreneurship are eliminated. Moreover, this 
study is aimed at ascertaining the different sorts of backgrounds 
of entrepreneurs and measuring their performances besides 
suggesting the government and state to formulate such policies so 
as to produce the enable and competent entrepreneurs in this 
particular industry. 
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CHAPTER ^ V 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT 
Present chapter is based on the primary statistics collected 
through the field investigations with the help of the 
questionnaire. It throws light on the general characteristics of 
the entrepreneurs, their individual performances and the units 
established by them during the period of two years i.e. from 1st 
January 1980 to 31st December 1981. The investigations relating 
to the units include locations of the enterprises under study, 
their emergence period and pattern of the ownership of such units 
so as to determine the role of the people behind and inside the 
leather goods industry in small scale sector in Uttar Pradesh 
since 1981. The study regarding the entrepreneurs in leather 
goods industry of U.P. traces the age, caste education, 
postoccupational background, parental occupational background, 
training, experiences, investment level and pattern of 
ownership/organisation etc. Because these factors determine the 
motivational characteristics and the performance of the 
entrepreneurs in a developing economy like ours. Prior occupation 
of the entrepreneurs, their family background and factors which 
have motivated them to enter the leather goods industry of U.P. 
have also been discussed in this chapter. Moreover the system of 
wage/salary payment, sex and marital status of the entrepreneurs, 
nature of markets covered, channels of the distribution. 
I7n 
expenditure on research, human resources development and 
innovation, sources of initial capital, parental education, 
location of the units and investment group etc. have also been 
touched and explained in detail. 
Three hundred units were selected at randome basis out the 
long list of prepared by the Distt. Industries Centre of the two 
big cities i.e. Kanpur and Agra because (90% of leather goods 
industries of Uttar Pradesh are situated ther^. Two hundred unit 
were selected from Kanpur and one hundred units from Agra for 
study out of which the needed information could be received only 
from 120(60%) and 80(80%) units respectively. While rest 80 in 
Kanpur and 20 in Agra declined to furnish any sort of information 
inspite of much persuation and requests after request. The 
selected Units included the organisation of almost all the types 
and pattern i.e. sole proprietorship, family partnership, 
partnership, Pvt. Ltd. companies and Public Ltd. companies. 95% 
of the organisations set up in U.P. in the leather goods field are 
covered under these five mentioned categories. Necessary 
information relating to the background of entrepreneurs was 
collected from a wide variety of sources. The entrepreneurs were 
identified from the details and particulars contained in the 
organisations; files available with the District Industries Centre 
and other related organisations etc. Questionnaires were also 
issued to entrepreneurs which in fact, proved to be a wholly 
disheartening experience. Interviews with the promotors and 
entrepreneurs were conducted and large number of secondary sources 
of information were also tapped. 
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The production in value was taken for a period of ten years. 
In calculating compound growth rates, three distinct patterns of 
growth emerged from the analysis of available information. The 
performance of entrepreneurs was related to the growth patterns as 
follows:-
Entrepreneurial performance S.No. Growth Pattern 
1. Significant Positive 
Growth Rate 
2. Insignificant Positive 
Growth Rate 
3. Significant Negative 
Growth Rate 




Indicators/Parameters of Growth : In the present investigation and 
research the entrepreneurial performance/development has been 
judged in terms of some financial and non financial indicators. 
These indicators include : A. Financial and B. Non Financial. The 
financial parameters are as follow. 
i) Growth in Assets 
(Plant and Machines only) 
ii) Net Sales/sales turnover 
iii) Gross Profit 
iv) Net Profit/growth in profit 
v) Net Worth 
vi) Increase in E.P.S. 
(Earning Per Share) 
vii)Increase in Investment/ 
Capital Appreciation 
Representing physical 
expension of a company 
or organisation 
Representing the role 
of an organisation in 
the Market 
Representing broadly 
the financial health 
of an organisation 
Representing the net 
yield to owners. 
Representing the overall 
interest of investers 
and business prosperity 
Above mentioned financial and some non financial indicators 
e.g. provision of facilities and amenities to its employees, 
* STqq epxsqno qxun Avau e dn qas uos j sd SXBUTS B :;ON "eaBv 
puB andue^i UT oo:i :jeq:i pue s:jTun M9U go dn Buxqqas a o j 
AaqsnpuT spooB aen:jBai A-[uo p s a a e j e j d sjcneueadea:iuB em, • i 
•stjTun asaqq I^T/A eiqBiTHAB uoTqeuiaojuT 
50 STsXxBUB atm u io j j sxqBXTBAH eaa/4 s a o u a a a j u x Buxwoxxoj 
a m -peailB suoxtlBsxuBBao axaiiq go dn BUXAOUI UX s:iuauiaAoaduix 
A snoaamnu 6ux2(eui ux x n j s s a o o n s aaaw pue ijoHa s:5xun aaan:) 
pappe sanauaadaa:iua 9 :isaa pue xioea s:ixun owq pappe sanauaadaa^ua 
uaq 'qoBa qxun auo pappe sanauaadaa t iua (0fr)-^^.ino5 'eaBv puH 
anduBji go saxqxo aqq ti:ioq ux dnoaB sxtiq go :jno "oria suoxqeqxumix 
puB suox^BAOUux suox^uaAUx -a -x sanbxuiioa:! 6ux:5a^aBUJ pue 
uoxqonpoad axiq ux s:)uauiaAoaduix BuxiiBui 'saxt^xunqaoddo ^uauiAoxdma 
aqenbapc Bux:3BaauaB 'saxaxxxqxsuodsaa x^T^os 6ux:5aaui 'aumiBaBoad 
tjuaiudoxaAap puB qoaBasaj aog Aauoui go aunouiB auiospuBti BUX:IEOOXX^ 
If 'uox:)BDxgxsaaAxp puB uoxsuedxa 5{oot}aapun 's-qxun Mau amos 
ppB oq axqe uaaq pexf Xaqj, -aoueuijogjad go xs-'^ ST ^^T^ paXexdsxp 
a^BJ qqAvoaB aAxqxsod quBoxgxuBxs BUXABII sqxun t[qx*v paqoauuoo 
sanauaadaaqua am, - : ua5qT«d q^MO:io 9Aj:)TSOd ttticoj^-cnbTs 
: SMOXTog SB BJiBt^ Apnqs aqq go qno BuxBaauia 
suaaqiBd tiawoao qnoqB uoxqBUUogux aqx - : HXMOHO 3 0 SHH3.lnT.Vl 
' passassB 
sx AqxxBuosaad ,sanauaadaaqua go quauidoxaAap aqq XIDXXIM UO sxsBq 
attq SB uasooijD uBxaaqxao aiiq a^B -oqa quamdoxaAaa aoanosan UBUinn 
> 
uo aanqxpuadxg 'paqBOOX sx uoxqBSxuBBao noxqw go anoquBxau atiq 
ux AqxxBOox puB /qaxDOs aqq oq saoxAaas auios BuxBuBaaB puB Buxqaaiu 
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in deciding about various improvement schemes including 
setting up new units, taking up expansion and 
diversification Programmes. 
3. The entrepreneurs tried to use their own technical know 
how for undertaking various improvements. 
4. The resources generated by the units were the main sources 
of finance for new units. The entreprenurs were hesitant 
to depend upon outside sources for financing new schemes. 
5. The entrepreneurs preferred to remain in small scale 
sector while undertaking new plans with the exception of 
some few units and organisations. These entreprenurs are 
called "Most Successful Entrepreneurs" and are 56 out of 
total 200 i.e. 28%. 
Insignificant Positive Growth Pattern : 108 Units out of total 
200 units in both the cities of Kanpur and Agra, about 54% did not 
show any substantial growth rate, their growth rates were 
insignificant at a very low level of significance. The increase 
in production value could be expressed in terms of sampling 
fluctuations and inflationary affects. ('The reasons advanced for 
lack of growth were insufficient funds, inadequate demands, high 
cost of inputs and poor availability of raw materia]/. There were 
some personnel problems followed by large number of production and 
marketing difficulties. Although there were some units in the 
sample which showed quite a good performance while working and 
functioning under the similar conditions and circumstances. The 
inadequate demand was not true for the industry as a whole. The 
17^ 
units producing better quality products and having their own sales 
channels were not facing any sort of marketing problem^. 
Personnel and industrial relations problems were also not found in 
other units. /Financial difficulties in these units were partly 
because of defective financial planning and partly due to the 
failure in raising sufficient working capital. The raw material 
difficulties were faced by almost all the units. The available raw 
material was of low quality and much lesser in quantity than the 
demanded. 
The cost of inputs had increased more than the prices of 
finished products which ultimately resulted in limiting the 
competitive strength of units. On managerial front there were 
entrepreneurial failures. There was a tendency on the part of the 
entrepreneurs to look after each function personally, they did not 
rely on the subordinates and this resulted into centralisation of 
power and low level of loyalty and responsibility on the part of 
the subordinates towards organisation. These types of units were 
mainly responsible for lack of growth not only in small scale 
sector but also in the medium and large scale enterprises. There 
was a lack of managerial orientation and also lack of sense of 
responsibility among all the people engaged in from top to bottom 
and vice-versa. These entrepreneurs are called "Marginally 
Successful Entrepreneurs 
Sincmificatnt Negative SrSwth Pattern: - As many as thirty six (36) 
entrepreneurs in all, (19) Nineteen out of one hundred and 
twenty(120) in Kanpur and seventeen (17) out of eighty (80) in 
Agra could not take their units ahead at all. It was the poor 
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quality of the leadership provided by these entrepreneurs which 
were responsible for their poor performance. These entrepreneurs 
may be called in a layman's language as "unsuccessful" and 
technically as "drone and fabian" entrepreneurs. They mentioned, 
inadequate demand and insufficient funds as the reasons for their 
failure. The market problems were mainly due to low quality of the 
products, and goods and undependable sale channels. The financial 
difficulty arose mainly due to the defective planning. The 
entrepreneurs could not creat working capital cycle and had to 
face the financial difficulties most of the times. Personnel and 
industrial relations problems also became hurdles in the way of 
effective and efficient entreprenurial performance. These 
entrepreneurs were also found reluctant in delegating authority to 
subordinates, junior officers and colleagues. They also did not 
rely upon them even for minor and routine types of works which 
resulted into centralisation of power and authority causing delay 
in decision making and damage to employer- employee relations 
which were already very poor in the organisation. Production was 
also carried on, on the old and traditional pattern. Moreover, 
there was a complete absence of some statistical devices 
considered necessary for effective and efficient production 
management. These devices include statistical quality control, 
PERT and Management by objectives etc. Mismanagement on different 
fronts resulted in negative significant growth in these 
organisations taken in sample for study. These entrepreneurs are 
called "Unsuccessful Entrepreneurs". 
17fi 
SELECTION OF UNITS FOR STUDY : Table No. 1 shows that 3 00 
entrepreneurs in Uttar Pradesh (200 in Kanpur and 100 in Agra) 
were contacted personally after getting them enlisted from the 
registers of Distt. Industries Centres of the two cities. 
Government of India in its official gazette has issued orders that 
all sorts of organisations must be registered with D.I.Cs' 
(District Industries Centres) since 1970 onwards. All these 300 
owners of these enterprises were handed over a long and detailed 
questionnaire in which all types of needed information was sought. 
But either fortunately or unfortunately only 200 (120 in Kanpur 
and 80 in Agra) responded positively while remaining 100 (80 in 
Kanpur and 20 in Agra) did not cooperate at all, despite of 
repeated requests. Moreover, I assured them that the needed 
information is required only for some research purposes and any 
type of material fact will not be disclosed even then they 
regretted and said sorry for not helping in this direction. 
Table No.l further indicates that out of 200 units (120 in Kanpur 
and 80 in Agra) only 56 units (36 in Kanpur and 20 in Agra) 
registered "Significant Positive Growth Rate". The owners of these 
units are termed in this thesis/research as "Most Successful 
Entrepreneurs" whereas 108 units (65 in Kanpur and 43 in Agra) 
registered "Insignificant Positive Growth Rate". The owners of 
these unit sare termed as "Marginally Successful Entrepreneurs", 
followed by the units whose performance has been very very poor, 
rather they registered "Significant Negative Growth Rate". These 
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WF\JK AGR'A TOTAL 
Category Brmith Pattern Coritacted Replied LDntacted Replied No. /.age 
MD. "Aage No. Xage 
A Best Successful 70 
Eritreprerieur 





36 30.00 30 20 25.00 5i 28 
65 54.16 V) 43 53.75 108 54 
19 15.84 :-0 17 21,25 Zk 18 
Total 200 120 100 lO-- 80 100 200 100 
TlHJE-3 
BDffH mnm m nawaniiBL S IHCTIE AT vmn. 
CATESS5Y mmn PATTERN SLE FRCP. FflKILV PART. PARTfeSHIP m. LTD. CO. PUB. LTD. CO. TOTAL 
t e . Xage NO. Xage NO. Xage NO. Xage m. Xage HO. t^aqe 
ftost Successful 10 27.78 8 22.22 7 19.44 
Entreprmejr (31.25! (32) (29.17). 
narginally 20 30.77 14 21.53 13 20 
Successful (62.50) (56) (^4.16) 
Entrepreneur 
Ihsuccessful 02 10.52 03 15.80 04 21.06 
Entreprerie-jr (6.25 /•^i (12) (lt.67) 
6 16.67 5 13.89 36 30 
(28.56) (27.78) 
10 15.39 e 12.31 65 54.16 
(47.62) (44.44) 
5 26.31 5 26.31 19 15. 
(23.80) (2;.7B1 
TDTAL 26.67 25 26.6' 24 17.5 18 15 m 100 
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units are 36 (19 in Kanpur and 17 in Agra) . The owners of these 
units are termed as "Unsuccessful Entrepreneurs"^' 
TABI.t-a 
ORGAMISATIOMAL PATTERN AT KANPUR AND AGRA 
PATTERN OP ORGANISATION NO %age NO %age NO %age 
Sole Proprietorship 32 26.67 
Panily Parcnerohip 2S 20.93 20 25.00 45 22.50 
Partnership 24 20.00 j.6 20.00 40 
Pvt. Ltd. Companies 21 17.50 
Public Ltd. Companies le 15.00 
TOTAL 120 100.00 80 100.00 200 100.00 
--^l^QANISATIONAL PATTERN AT KAWPOR AND AGRA;- As per table No. 2 in 
the sample of 200 units taken for study in Kanpur and Agra both, 
there are 56 sole proprietorship firms (28%), 45 family 
partnership firms (22.5%), 40 partnership firTns(20%), 33 Pvt. Ltd. 
companies (16.5%) and 26 Public Ltd. companies (13%). 120 and 80 
units/organisations of different types were selected for study in 
Kanpur and Agra respectively. The Individual break up in Kanpur 
and Agra is as follows. 
KANPTJR; Total units in the sample 120, out of which 32 (26.67%) 
are sole proprietorship firms 25 (20.83%) family partnership, 
24(20%) partnership, 21(17.50%) Pvt. Ltd. companies and 18 (15%) 
are'public Ltd. companies. 
17!1 
AGRA; Total organisations in the sample are 80 out of which 24 
(30%) are sole proprietorship firms, 20(25%) family partnership 
firms, 16(20%) Partnership organisations, 12(15%) Pvt.Ltd. 
comoanies and 8(10%) Public Ltd. companies^ 
(, FACTORS DETERMINING ENTREPRENEURIAL PERFORMANCE 
GROWTH PATTERN AND ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE IN KANPUR; As per 
table No.3, there are 120 units in the sample taken for study in 
Kanpur, out of which 36(30%) are most successful, 65 (54.16%) 
marginally successful and 19(15.84%) are unsuccessful. Moreover, 
the 1st category entrepreneurs who are 36 (30%) have shown 
significant positive growth rate, second category entrepreneurs 
65(54.16%) registered an insignificant positive growth rate while 
remaining third category entrepreneurs numbering 19 (15.84%) 
showed significant negative growth rate. 
After making an in depth analytical study of the table 3 it 
is clear that majority of the most successful entrepreneurs are 
from the category of sole proprietorship firms i.e. 10 out of 3 6 
about 28% followed by family partnership firms which are 8 out of 
36 about 22% and partnership firms which are 7 out of 36 about 
19%. Similar is the trend in case of marginally successful 
entrepreneurs. Whereas in case of Unsuccessful Entrepreneurs 
position is very much different. Majority of the entrepreneurs 
are from the category of Pvt.Ltd. companies 5 out of 19 about 2 6% 
and Public Ltd. companies again 5 out of 19 about 26% followed by 
partnership organisations i.e. 4 out of 19 about 21%. 
ISO 
^^dWTH PATTERN AM) ORGANISATINAL STRUCTURE AT AGRA; As per table 
No.4 there are 80 units in the sample taken for study m Agra, out 
of which 20(25%) are most successful, 43(53.75%) marginally 
successful and 17(21.25%) are unsuccessful. It has already been 
disclosed according to table. It is further .evident from the table 
4 that 1st category entrepreneurs 20(25%) have shown significant 
positive growth rate, second category entrepreneurs 43(53.75%) 
registered an insignificant positive growth rate while remaining 
third category entrepreneurs 17(21.25%) showed significant 
negative growth rate. 
After making an indepth analytical study of the table 4 it 
is revealed that majority of the "Most Successful Entrepreneurs" 
are from the category of sole proprietorship and family 
partnership firms i.e. 5 out of 20 about 25% each 
in both the cases followed by Partnership Organisations where 
these are 4 out of 20 about 20%. Similar is the trend in case of 
"Marginally Successful Entrepreneurs" category. Sole traders 
performed extremely good i.e. 16 out of 43 about 37% followed by 
family partnership and partnership organisations where it is 11 
out of 43 about 26% and 8 out of 43 about 19% respectively. As 
far as "Unsuccessful Entrepreneurs" are concerned, family 
partnership and partnership firms, performance has been worst, it 
is 4 out of 17 about 24% in both the cases followed by sole 
traders and Pvt. Ltd. companies and Public Ltd. companies where it 
has been 3 out of 17 about 18% in all the cases. 
/GROWTH PATTERN AND OCCUPATIONAL BACKGROUND IN AGRA: According to^  
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TiaE-4 
BOHH navBH m caswaf um STIJOU m am. 
CATEGORY GROWH MTTERN SOLE PROP. Fflfl lLY PART. PflfirtCRSHIP PVT. LTD. CO. PUB. LTD. CO. TOTAL 
NO. U g e NO. U g e NQ. lagc NQ. I tge NO. Utj/t NQ. lage 
A Host Successful 3 23 3 23 4 20 3 13 3 IS 20 23 
EntreprHwir (20.83) (25) (25) (25) (37.5) 
B I tarqini l ly 16 37.21 11 25.58 8 18.60 6 13.73 2 4.63^ 43 53.75 
Successful (66.67) (55) (50) (50) (25) 
Entrepreneur 
C Uhsuccessful 3 17.65 4 23.52 04 23.53 3 17.65 3 17.65 17 21.25 
Entrepreneur (12.50) (20) (25) (25) (37.50) 
TOTAL 24 30 20 25 16 2C 12 15 8 10 80 100 
TBBi-S 
ggnH fsnBw M unwpait aflaaaiB m ww 
CATEBDRY SROWH PATTERN PROFESSINALS 60VT .SERVICE PRIVATE SERVICE ST\IDENTS OTlfR BUSINESS UOfLDYED ABRRICULnK REAL ESTATE TOTAL 
NO, lage NO. I^ge NO. laqe NO. lage NO. Ugt NO. Zage l b . Zage No. Zage NO. b g e 
A Most Successful 2 10 2 10 4 , 20 1 5 3 15 3 15 2 10 3 15 20 25.0 
(28.58) (25) (26.67) (16.67) (25) (23.08) (22.22) (30) 
B I targinj l ly 4 9.30 4 9.30 8 18.60 3 6.98 7 16.28 6 13.95 5 11.63 6 13.93 43 53.75 
Successful (57.18) (501 (53.53) (50) (58.33) (46.15) (55.541 (60) 
C Unsuccessful 1 5.89 2 11.76 3 17.65 2 11.76 2 11.76 4 23.53 2 11.76 I 3.88 17 . 21.25 
(14.29) (25) (20) (33.33) (16.67) (30.77) (22.22) (10) 
Total 7 8.75 8 10 15 18.75 6 7.5 12 15 13 16.25 9 11.25 10 12.5 80 100.0 
1S2 
i^  table No.5 majority of the "Most Successful Entrepreneurs" are 
those whose occupational background is either Pvt. Service 4 out 
of 20 (20%) or unemployed, other business and real estate owner, 3 
out of 20 (15%) in all the cases followed by Agriculturist, 
Government Servants and Professionals where it is 2 out of 20 
about 10% in each case. As far as "Marginally Successful 
Entreprenurs" are concerned, the performance of such entrepreneurs 
is almost on the same pattern as those of most successful 
entreprenurs whereas in case of "unsuccessful entreprenurs", 
occupational background is unemployment 4 out of 17 (24%), Pvt. 
services, 3 out of 17(18%) and Govt, services, 2 out of 17(12%). 
The total number of units in the sample are 80 out of which 
15 owners' background, about 19% was Pvt. services and 13, about 
16% were unemployed while 10 about 12% were real estate owners and 
9 about 11% were agriculturists whereas remaining were either 
Professionals or Govt, servants or students etc.^  
GROWTH PATTERN AND OCCUPATIONAL BACKGROUND IN KANPUR: As is clear 
from the table No.6, that the entrepreneurs in leather goods 
industry of U.P. have very vide varieties of occupational 
backgrounds ranging from professionals to govt, servants, 
Pvt.servants, students, other businesses, unemployed, agriculture 
and real estate owner. The performance of persons having other 
business background and unemployment is better i.e. (16.67%) each 
as compare to Pvt. servants and real estate owners (13.89%) each 
followed by professionals and agriculturists (11.11%) each so far 
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B M I H PBTTHII BB n a W T l O a • D B I M ) III D W W 
CRTEBORY GROHTH PATTERN PROFESSINALS GOVT.SERVICE PRIVATE SERVICE STUDEMTS OTHER BUSINESS UIBPLOYO AERRICllTURE RBI ESTATE TOT«. 
NO. lage NO. lage NO. lage NO. lage NO. tage NO. lage No. lage No. bge NO. Uqt 
A (lost Successful 4 U . l l 3 9.33 5 13.89 3 8.33 5 16.i7 i I4, i7 ^ 11.11 5 13.89 34 30.0 
(33.33) (25) (25) (27.27) (31.58) (31.58) (33.33) (33.34) 
B Ibrginally 7 10.78 6 9.23 12 18.46 5 7.69 11 16.92 10 15.38 6 9.23 8 12.30 65 54.16 
Successful (58.33) (50) (60) (45.46) (57.89) (52.63) (50.00) (53.33) 
C Ihsuccessful 1 5,25 3 15.79 3 15.79 3 15.79 2 10.53 3 15.77 2 10.53 2 10.53 19 21.25 
(8.34) (251 (15) (27.27) (10.53) (15.79) (16.67) (13.33) 
ToUl 12 10 12 10 20 16.67 11 9.17 19 15.83 19 15.83 12 10 15 12.50 120 100.0 
T » E - 7 
E B C T i a H . B D S n i B IF B m B S B B I B MB HDIIH PWTHII AT B W I I 
(MTEGtRY GROWH PATTERN SEC. SR.SEC. ERADUATESE POST GRABUTES PRO FESSIONALS TOTAL IA6E 
ND. Zage NO. lage NO. ilage NO. Uqe NO. Zage 
A Host Successful - - - - 23 63.89 10 27.79 3 8.33 36 30.00 
Enterprencurs (35.38) (30.30) (27.27) 
B ftargiMlly _ _ _ - 40 61.54 20 30.77 5 7.69 65 54.16 
Successful (61.54) (60.60) (45.45) 
Etreprencurs 
C Unsuccessful 6 31.58 5 26.31 2 10.53 3 15.79 3 15.79 19 15.84 
Entrepreneurs (100) (100) (3.08) (9.10) (27.27) 
Total 6 (5.00) 5 (4.16) 65 (54.17) 33 (27.50) 11 (9.17) 120 100.00 
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as significant positive growth rate or "Most Successful 
Entrepreneurs" are concerned. More or less similar is the trend in 
case of "Insignificant Positive Growth" Rate or "Marginally 
successful Entrepreneurs" with the exceptions of Pvt. servicemen 
who are at No.2 in the former and NO.l in the later case. In the 
category of "Significant Negative Growth rate or Unsuccessful 
Entrepreneurs" the worst performers are Govt, servants, Pvt. 
servants, students, and unemployed (15.79%) each followed by other 
businesses, agriculturist and real estate owners eibout 10.53% 
each. Professionals are least i.e. l out of 19 about 5.23%. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUN OF ENTREPRENEURS IN 
KANPUR : - According to table 7 the significant positive growth has 
been only on the part of entrepreneurs who were having Graduation, 
Post-Graduation and Professional qualification to their credit. 
Out of total 36 entrepreneurs in this category, 23 about 64% were 
Graduates followed by 10 about 28% who were Post-Graduates and the 
remaining 3 about 8% were professionals. Similar is the trend in 
case of "Insignificant Positive Growth Category". Out of total 65 
owners, 40 about 62% are graduates, 20 about 31% Post-Graduates 
and rest 5 about 8% are Professionals. In case of "Significant 
Negative Growth Category" or unsuccessful entreprenuers, the trend 
is just opposite, out of total 19 entrepreneurs, 6 about 32% have 
Hr. See. backgkround, 5 about 26% Sr. Sec, 6 about 32% are Post-
graduates and Professionals, while rest 2 about 11% are Graduates. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND OF ENTREPRENEURS j^ 
7ag|£H8 
SrMth Patteni and &totMnl aadBrmid of j^ t t fwpgs at MB 
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5TE60RV SRCiTH ^^iUm «r.-S£C. SR.SC. SRAMJATES FDST SRADUflTES PRCFESSIimiS TOTAL Use 
m. liqe m. Xage NO. Xage NO. lage NO. Sage 
A Itost Successful - - 2 10 10 50 5 25 3 15 20 25.00 
Entrepreneurs (13.33) (29.41) (33.33) (33.34) 
B ferqir,ally 4 93 8 18.i2 20 46.52 7 16.M 4 9.31 43 53.75 
aiccessful (57,14) (53.33) (58.82) (46.67) (44.45) 
Entrepreneurs 
C '.^successful 3 17.65 5 *29.41 4 23.53 3 17.65 2 11.76 17 21.25 
Entrepreneurs (42.86) (33.34) (11.77) (20) (22.22) 
Total 7 9.75 15 18.75 34 42.5 15 18.75 9 11.25 90 iOO.OO 
nM 
B a m w n w < • ffiMHBC (iMDi BF a n P B B B B w a r o 
CATEGORY GRQKTH PATTB«< mHi StSlRBAN MM DTIO PtJCS mi m~ 
NO. lage NO. 2 ^ NQ. lage ND. Sage 
A Host Successful 25 69.44 5 13.89 4 11.11 2 5.56 36 30.00 
Entrepreneurs (38.46) (22.72) (19,05) (16.67) 
B HarginallY 38 58.45 13 20.00 9 13.85 5 7,70 65 54.16 
Successful (58.46) (59.10) (42.85) (41,65) 
Entrepreneurs 
C Unsuccessful 2 10,53 4 21,05 8 42,10 5 26,32 19 15.84 
Entrepreneurs (3.08) (18,18) (38.10) (41.67) 
TOTIt 65 54.17 22 18.33 21 17,50 12 10 120 100.00 
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AGRA: As is evident from the table 8 that in the category of "Most 
Succes^ sful Entrepreneurs" or "Significant Positive Growth" the 
maximum No. of owners i.e. 10 out of total 20 about 50% have 
Graduation background. In case of category "B" "Insignificant 
Positive Growth", the maximum No. of owners i.e. 20 out of total 
43 about 47% have Graduation as the qualification, 8 owners about 
19% are Sr.Sec. passed. 7 owners about 16% are post-graduation 
passed. As far as category "C" "Significant Negative Growth" is 
concerned, the maximum entrepreneurs i.e. 5 out of 17about 29% are 
Sr.Sec. followed by Graduates who are 4 out of 17 about 2 3% and 
Sec. and Post Graduates who are 6 about 17.65% each. .RM120 
GROWTH PATTERN AND GEOGRAPHIC ORIGIN OF ENTREPRENEURS AT KANPUR:-
According to the table 9, In the category of "Significant Positive 
Growth". Maximum most successful entrepreneurs, 25 out of 36 about 
70% have Kanpur city as their native place followed by sub-urban 
and rural background owners who are 14% and 11% respectively. 
Very few owners belong to places other than Kanpur. Almost 
similar is the trend in case of "Insignificant Positive Growth" 
category or Marginally successful Entrepreneurs. City background 
owners are 58%, Rural 14%, Sub-Urban 20% and outside Kanpur Distt, 
entrepreneurs are just about 8% only. As far as "Significant 
Negative Growth" category is concerned, maximum failure cases have 
rural background i.e. 42% followed by outside of Kanpur Distt. 
i.e. 26% and Sub-urban who are 21% only. Very few owners having 




CATcGQRV 6R0HTH PftTTBW URBNt SU81IIBW RUtflL OTtER PUCES TOTAL ItBc. 
NO. laqc NO. laqe ND. Zagc NQ. laqe 
1 (lost Successful 10 5o!oO 5 25100 J KoO 2 10.00 20 2}.00 
Ehtrepreraurs (27.03) (26.32) (23.07) (18.18) 
B ItargiMlly 2^ 58.14 10 23.2b 5 11.63 3 6.77 (3 S3.7J 
Successful (67.57) (52.63) (38.46) (27.27) 
Entrepreneurs 
C Unsuccessful 2 11.76 4 23.53 5 29.42 4 35.29 17 21.25 
Entrepreneurs (5.40) (21.05) (38.47) (54.54) 
TOTSL J7 46.25 19 u?n 13 ITiJi i i i j j s 80 ioo 
(MTEGCRY GROmi ATTERN UAISHYA OMTTRIYA BRAHIIN SHOODRC NUSLIHS S l » f i (TflSTIENS TOTAL lAGE 
m . Z ^ NO. lage NO. U g e NO. Zage NO. laqt NO. lage NO. Zage 
A Host Successful 12 33.33 5 13.89 4 11.11 2 5.56 11 30.55 1 2.78 1 2.78 36 30.00 
Entrepreneurs (38.28) (31.25) (26.67) (22.22) (29.73) (25.00) (25.00) 
B nargiMlIy 21 32.30 7 10.77 7 10.77 4 6.15 22 33.85 2 3.08 2 3.08 iS 54.16 
Succctlful (60.00) (43.73) (44.67) (44.44) (59.46) (50.00) (50.00) 
Entrepreneurs 
C Unsuccessful 2 10.53 4 21.05 4 21.05 3 15.79 4 21.06 1 5.26 I 5.26 19 15.S4 
Entrepreneurs (5.72) (25.00) (26.67) (33.33) (10.81) (25.00) (25.00) 
TOTAL 35 29.17 16 13.JJ 15 12.50 9 7.5 37 30.B5 4 3.J3 4 3.33 120 100.00 
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GROWTH PATTERN AND GEOGRAPHIC ORIGIN OF ENTREPRENEURS IN AGRA:- It 
is clear from the table 10, that 50% (10 out of 20) of the "Most 
Successful Entrepreneurs" belong to the Agra city while rest 2 5% 
(5 out of 20) have sub-urban background, 15% (3 out of 20) rural 
background and rest 2 out of 20 (10%) have their origin somewhere 
outside Agra Distt. In case of "Marginally Successful 
Entrepreneurs", the trend is more or less same whereas in 
connection with "Significant Negative growth category" or 
"Unseccssful Entrepreneurs", the position is very much different. 
In this case, majority of the entrepreneurs, 6 out of 17 about 3 5% 
have their background "other than Agra Distt.". 5 out of 17 about 
29% are from rural areas, 4 out of 17 about 24% are of sub-urban 
background followed by the only 2 entrepreneurs (12%) who have 
urban background^ 
GROWTH PATTERN AMD SOCIAL BACKGROXIND OF ENTREPRENEURS IN KANPUR. -
As per table 11, the total casts are 7. The performance of 
entrepreneurs is tested/determined keeping in view their casts and 
then it is pointed out that to what extent casts play a 
positive/negative role in the performance of entrepreneurs in 
leather goods Industry of Uttar Pradesh table 11, shows that in 
case of "Significant Positive Growth Category" "A" the maximum 
entrepreneurs have Vaishya 33.33% background followed by Muslims 
who accounts about 31%. After Vaishya and Muslims IlIrd place is 
occupied by. 
Chhattriya who are 14% followed by Brahmin and Shoodra who 
are 11% and 6% respectively. More or less similar is the trend in 
1S9 
TlHI-12 
BonH runem m ana. laaiaB DF BmamBm m « • 
MTE60RY m m PflTTERN UftlSHVA OUATTRIYA BRflWIN SHOODRC HUSLINS SIfflS O f l S T I D B TOTAL MfiE 
NO. lage NO. Uge NO. lage NO. lnjt NO. l»qe NO. Uge NO. Za9e 
A N9st SuccKsful 6 30.00 2 10.00 1 9.00 2 10.00 7 3S.0O 1 S.OO 1 3.00 20 23.00 
Entrepreneurs (24.00) (33.33) (20.00) (33.33) (21.87) (33.33) (33.33) 
B Htrfinilly 14 32.S& 2 4.65 2 4.63 3 6.9B 20 46.51 1 2.32 1 2.3S 43 53.75 
Successful (36.00) (33.33) (40.00) (50.00) (62.50) (33.33) (33.33) 
Entrepreneurs 
C Unsuccessful 3 29.41 2 11.77 2 11.77 1 5.88 5 29.41 1 3.86 1 3.88 17 21.25 
Entrepreneurs (20.00) (33.33) (16.67) (15.62) (33.34) (33.34) (25.00) 
TOTAL 25 6 5 6 32 3 3 80 100.00 
BBBM n u i w i — l g IF B n i B g B I B ni D T O 
(MTEBORY GROWTH PATTE)W 20—30 31—40 4 1 — 3 0 51—60 61 «fl) ABOt TOTol lAGE 
NO. lagt NO. Z«g( NO. b f t NO. Ii^e NO. I«9C 
A Host Successful 7 19.44 8 22.22 10 27.78 6 16.67 5 13.89 36 30.00 
Entrepreneurs (26.92) (23.80) (29.41) (37.30) (38.46) 
B Marginally 10 13.36 20 30.76 22 33.85 8 12.29 5 7.75 65 54.16 
Successful (3B.46) (64.51) (64.70) (50.00) (38.46) 
Entrepreneurs 
C Unsuccessful 9 47.37 3 15,79 2 10.52 2 10.53 3 15.79 19 15.84 
Entrepreneurs (34.61) (9.68) (5.88) (12.50) (23.08) 
TOTS! 26 21.68 31 25^K 34 29^3 16 13.33 13 l o i i 120 loMO 
I 3 n 
the category of "Insignificant Positive Growth" rate or 
"Marginally Successful Entrepreneurs". As far as "Significant 
Negative Growth" category or "Unsuccessful" entrepreneurs are 
concerned, the picture is as follow Muslims, Brahmin and 
Chhattriya are 21.5% in each case followed by Shoodra and Vaishya 
who are 16% and 11% respectively. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND SOCIAL BACKGROPND OF ENTREPRENEURS I^ AGRA:-
According to table 12, the "Most Successful" category is dominated 
by Muslims and Vaishya who are 35% and 30% respectively followed 
by Chhattriya and Shoodra who account for 10% each. In case of 
"Insignificant Positive Growth Category" the trend is almost 
similar. As far as "Unsuccessful Entrepreneurs" category is 
concerned, the majority of the cases are from the Muslims and 
Vaishya followed by Chhattriya and Brahmins. The table 12 further 
indicates that the shoodra whose primary work is leather oriented, 
are the most successful, although they are very lesser and limited 
employed and engaged in this Industry. It is because of their 
familiarity with the profession / occupation. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND AGE OF ENTREPRENEURS IN KANPUR:- According to 
tcdDle 13, the maximum No. of entrepreneurs in the "Significant 
Positive Growth" category are in the age group of 41-50 followed 
by age group of 31 to 40 and 20 to 30. In case of "Insignificant 
Positive Growth" category, the trend is some what similar. As far 
as "Significant Negative Growth Category" or "Unsuccessful 
Entrepreneurs" are concerned, the maximum entrepreneurs are in the 
wst» 
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CflT£SORY mMT>> PATTERN 2 0 — 3 0 3 1 — 4 0 4 1 — 5 0 5 1 — 6 0 61 AND ABO'v€ TGTfll MGE 
NO. Xage NO. !age NO. Xage NO. Zage NO. Xage 
A test Successful 4 20.00 6 30.00 5 25.00 3 15.00 2 10.00 20 25.00 
Entrepreneurs (23.53) (21.43) (35,71) (25.00) (22.22) 
B Narginally 10 23.26 20 <6.51 6 13.95 5 11.63 2 4.65 43 53.75 
Successful (58.82) (71.43) (42.86) (41.67) (22.22) 
Entrepreneurs 
C Unsuccessful 3 17.65 2 11.76 3 17.65 4 23.53 5 29.41 17 21.25 
Entrepreneurs (17.65) i7.14) (21.43! (33.33) (55.56) 
Im. 17 21.25 28 35^00 14 W^ 12 15.00 9 l U S » 100.00 
JmSrS 
CflTEKfiV BR*TH PATTERN PROFIT EfPLOYMENT SOCId SERVId GOVT.FflCILITIES OTHERS TOTQL MGE 
ND. ^age NO. Xage NO. Xage NO. Xage NO. Zage 
ft test Successful 18 50,00 9 25.00 3 8.33 4 11.11 2 5.56 36 30.00 
Entrepreneurs (36.00) ;32.14) (17.65) (33.33) (15.38) 
e Harginally 30 46.15 If 21.54 8 12.31 5 7.69 8 12.31 65 54.16 
Successful (60.00) (50.i50) (47.06) (41.67) (61.54) 
Eritrepreneurs 
C Unsuccessful 2 10.5: 5 26.31 6 31 .S 3 15.79 3 15.79 {'^ 15.84 
Entrepreneurs (4.00) (17,86) (35.29) (25.00) (23.08) 
TOTAL 50 4 ! . 6 ^ 28 : 3 . 3 3 17 14.17 12 10.00 13 10.63 120 I'OO.OO 
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age group of 20 to 30 and 61 and above who are 47% and 16% 
respectively followed by the age group of 31 to 40, 41 to 50 and 
51 to 60. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND AGE OF ENTREPRENEURS IN AGRA:- As per table 14, 
the maximum No of entrepreneurs in the "Significant Positive 
Growth" category are in the age group of 31 to 40 and 41 to 50, 
accounting 30% and 25% respectively. Similar is the trend in the 
"Insignificant Positive Growth Cateogory". In the case of 
Unsuccessful Entrepreneurs or "Significant Negative Growth 
Category", the picture is different, the maximum entrepreneurs are 
in the age group of 61 and above followed by 51to 60, these 
account for 29% and 23% respectively. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND MOTIVATIONAL FACTORS IN KANPOR:- In fact, as 
per our research, the following two types of motivational factors 
have inspired the entrepreneurs. 
A. "Internal Factors". 
These are of 6 types 1. To earn Profit. 2. Independent job 
3. Employment 4. Social standing possession 5. Technical knowledge 
6. Experiences 
B. "External Factors". These are also called as 
"Environmental Factors". fallowing are the categories l. 
Facilities by Govt. 2. Assistance and moral support by Govt. 3. 
Financial help from non-Govt. sources 4. Moral support 5. Support 
from suppliers of machines etc. 
All these factors have been merged into 5 major categories 
and then analysis is made in to the cities of Kanpur and Agra. 
According to table 15, In the Significant Positive Growth 
Category, the highest number of entrepreneurs were attached 
towards this occupation because of earning maximum profit. These 
account for 50% of the total, i.e. 18 out of 36 followed by 
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CATE60RY M(TH PATTERN PROFIT EHPLOYTENT SOCIAL SERVICE GOVT.FACILITIES OTrCRS r^x WSi 
ND. laqe NO. Xage W). lage W). 7.dce f f i . Zage 
A Host SuccKsfu! 9 45.00 4 2C'.00 2 10.00 2 10.00 3 15.00 2^ 25.'»''' 
Entrepreneurs i28.12) (22.22) (15.38) {13.33) (27.27) 
E Harginally 20 46.51 9 20.93 4 1.% 3 6.9S 7 16.28 43 53.75 
Successful (62.50) (50.00) (30.77) (50.00) (63.64) 
Entreprerieurs 
C Unsuccessful 3 17.65 5 ??.41 7 41.18 1 5.88 1 5.88 V 21.25 
Entrepreneurs (9,38) (27.78! (53.85) (16.67) (9.09) 
TOTS. 32 40.00 IB 22.50 13 lb.25 6 7.5C' 11 13.75 80 100.00 
1IKE-19 
warn MiiUi • iKum BF nmJimiuwrMt n i 
CATESF' a?»iT*< PATTERN URBAN AREAS IND. ESTATE RLI^AL AREAS SLIBHIRBABN TOTAL IA6E 
NO. Sage NO. ::age NO. Xage NO. Xage 
ft (tost Successful 10 27.78 16 44.44 3 P.r- 7 19.45 3^ 30.00 
Entrepreneurs (31.25) (32.65) (17.65) (31.82) 
B Marginally 20 30.77 30 46.16 5 "'.6' ' 10 15.38 65 !^.16 
Successful (62.50) (61.22) (29.411 (45.45) 
Entreprerieurs 
C 'JrsuCCBSsful 2 10.52 3 15.7' 9 47.37 5 26.32 i"5 15.84 
Entreprereurs (6.25) ( 6 . i : i ' 5 : . ' " ' . (22."^) -
TOTAL 72 26.67 49 4 ' . ; : 17 14. T 22 I S . X 12i? I'^'.O-
1^4 
employment oriented people who account for 25% i.e. 9 out of 36 
More or less similar is the trend in case of the "Insignifdicant 
Positive Growth Category" that about 46% were profit concious, 22% 
employment oriented and 12% were careful for rendering social 
services to the society. As far as "Significant Negative Growth 
Category" is concerned, the maximum number of owners in this case 
are those who took extra care for social services and employment 
generation, these are 32% and 26% respectively followed by those 
who were motivated by Govt, facilities etc. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND MOTIVATIONAL FACTORS IN AGRA:- As is evident 
from the table 16 that maximum No. of entrepreneurs in the 
"Significant Positive Growth" category fall under the profit 
motive and employment generation group numbering 9 (45%) and 4 
(20%), followed by other factors which account for 15%. More or 
less similar is the trend in case of "Insignificant Positive 
Growth" category. Profit motive is the objective of about 46%, 
employment generation, 21% and others 16%, social services 9% and 
Govt, facilities 7%. In case of "Significant Negative Growth 
category" the position is just different. The worst performers are 
those taking care of social services followed by employment and 
profit oriented people. These account for 41%, 29% and 18% 
respectively. 
TXBLg-n 
OROWTH PATTIKW XWD INVtSTMlHT QROOP IM KAWPOR 
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CATEGORY GROVfTH PATTERN 
A Most Successful 








































TOTAL 57 47 50 37 30 83 26 21 67 120 100 00 
GROWTH PATTERN AND INVESTMENT GROUP IN KANPUR:- In order to 
ascertain the impact of investment level on the performance of 
entrepreneurs, table 17 is prepared. The total Industries/firms 
under study have been divided into 3 investment categories, 
Namely, Low Investment, Ranging from Rs.l lakh to 50 lakhs. Medium 
Investment, ranging from 51 lakhs to 1 crore and high investment 
group, above 1 crore. According to the given table. In case of 
"Significant Positive Growth Category", the best and maximum 
performers are from the low investment group followed by medium 
and then high, all these account for 50%, 33% and 17% 
respectively. More or less similar is the trend in case of 
"Insignificant Positive Growth Category". Low Investment group 
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54%, Medium 31% and high Investment group 15%. As far as the 
"Significant Negative Growth Category" is concerned the worse 
performers are from high investment group 53%, followed by medium 
investment group 26% and low investment group 21%. 
TABLB-IB 
OKOWTH yATTKKM AMD IMVlSIMgMT OROnp IM AORA 










A Most SucceaofUl 10 SO 00 7 35 00 3 15 00 20 







46 51 13 30 23 10 23 26 
(52 00) (47 63) 
Unsuccessful 4 
Entrepreneurs (11 76) 
5 29 41 
(20 00) 
TOTAL 42 50 25 
8 
(38 09) 
GROWTH PATTERN AND INVESTMENT GROUP IN AGRA:- As is revealed from 
the table 18 that in the category of "Most Successful or 
Significant Positive Growth", the highest No. of entrepreneurs are 
from low investment group followed by medium and high investment 
group. These are 50%, 35% and 15% respectively. Almost similar is 
the trend in case of "Insignificant Positive Growth / Marginally 
Successful Entrepreneurs" category. These are as, Low Investment 
47%, medium 30% and high 23%. As far as "Significant Negative 
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Growth Category" is concerned, high investment group 47%, mediutr. 
29% and low investment group 24%. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND LOCATION OF UNITS IN KANPUR:- Table 19 is 
prepared after collecting the necessary statistics with a view of 
ascertaining that whether the location of units also has some 
bearings on the performance of entrepreneurs or not, if yes, then 
to what extent. As per the table, in case of "Significant Positive 
Growth Category", the best performance is on the part of 
entrepreneurs who established their units in Industrial Estate, 
they account for 44% followed by those whose units are located m 
Urban areas, they are 28% whereas the performance of the units 
which are in sub urban and rural areas is not remarkable, they are 
19% and 8% respectively. In the category of "Insignificant 
Positive Growth" units in industrial estate are 46%, urban 31%, 
sub urban 15% and rural are 8%. In this case also the trend is 
similar. However, in the category of "Significant Negative Growth" 
the worst effected units are in Rural Areas followed by sub urban, 
they are 47% and 26% respectively. The establishments in 
industrial estate and urban areas are only 16% and 11% 
respectively. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND LOCATION OF UNITS IN AGRA:- As per table 20, 
In the category of "Significant Positive Growth" the better 
performers are in "Industrial Estate" and "Urban Areas". They 
account for 50% and 30% respectively followed by sub-urban and 
rural areas. They are 15% and 5% respectively. More or less 
similar is the trend in case of "Insignificant Positive Growth 
Category". In this category units in Industrial estate are 51%, 
Urban Areas 37%, sub-Urban Areas 9% and rural areas 2%. Whereas as 
miriii 
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CATESOfiV SROKTH PATTERN URBAN AREAS IND. ESTATE RURAL AREA SUB-URBABN TOTAL IAGE 
NO. Xage NO. Xage NO. Xage NO. Zage 
A Host Successful 10 50.00 b 30.00 3 15.00 1 5.00 20 25.00 
Entrepreneurs (30.3*) (24.00) (25.00) 110.00) 
B narginally 22 51,16 16 37.21 4 9.30 1 2.33 43 53.75 
Successful (66.67) (64.00) (33.33) (10.00) 
Entrepreneurs 
C Unsuccessful 1 5.88 3 17.65 5 29.41 8 47.06 17 21.25 
Entrepreneurs (3.03) (12.00) (41.67) (90.00) 
TOTAL 33 41.25 25 31.2J 12 15,00 10 12.50 80 100.00 
T£-a 
BBBi FiflBK 1 HlUi 5 • U H l l M Bl 
CATEGORY GffiJWTH PATTEMJ W v ^ . JOE W . JOB LEATtCR PERSONAL OTHER PROFESSIONALS REAL EST. TOTAL IAGE 
BUSIfESS BUSIfESS OHNER 
NO. lage W). Xage NO. lage ND. Zage NO. tage NO. Zage 
A Most Successful 7 B.33 5 IZ.S^ 20 55.56 1 2.78 3 8,33 4 11.12 36 30.00 
Entrepreneurs (20.00) (26.32) (35.71) (16.67) (33.33) (26.67) 
B Harg ina l l y 7 10.77 10 15.38 35 53.85 2 3.08 4 6.15 7 10.77 65 54.16 
Successful (46.67) (52.63) (62.50) (33.33) (44.44) (46.67) 
Entrepreneurs 
C Unsuccessful 5 26.32 * 21.05 1 5.26 3 15.79 2 10.53 4 21.05 19 15.84 
Eritrepreneurs (33.33) (21.05) (1.7?; (50.00) (22.22) (26.67) 
W(^ 15 12.5C 19 15.a: % 46.67 6 5.0C 9 7.50 15 12.50 i: 
far as "Significant Negative Growth Category" is concerned, the 
worst hit units are in rural and sub urban areas, they are 4"^ % and 
29% respectively, followed by those which are located in urban 
areas and industrial estates, these are 18% and 6% respectively. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND PARENTS' OCCUPATIONAL BACKGROUND IN KANPUR.-
According to table 21, the performance of entrepreneurs is 
affected directly by the parents' occupational background in 
Kanpur. In the "Significant Positive Growth Categary" the maximum 
entrepreneurs have leather business background (56%) followed by 
those whose parents background is Pvt. jobs (14%) . Real estate 
owners account for 11%, other businesses 3% and professionals 8% 
and Govt, jobs, 11%. In the category of "Insignificant Positive 
Growth", the trend is similar and the statistics is as follow, 
leather business 54% Pvt. job 15%, real estate owners and Govt. 
job 11% each professionals 6% and other business 3%. However, in 
the "Significant Negative Growth Categary", the picture is very 
different. The worst effected are those having their parental 
background Govt, job (26%), real estate owners and Pvt. job (21%) 
each. Other businesses 16%, Professionals 11% and leather business 
only 5%. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND OCCUPATIONAL BACKGROUND OF PARENTS OF 
ENTREPRENEURS IN AGRA:- As is evident from the table No.22 that in 
the category of "Significant Positive Growth", the majority of 
the entrepreneurs have leather goods business as their parental 
occupation. They are 55% followed by Pvt. services and other 
business who are 15% and 10% respectively. Professionals are 10% 
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C^ TESORY SROHTri FAT"ER'> S F ^ . JOE Pv"^. JOB LEATHER PERStm OTHER PfiO^E^IONALS REAL EST. TO^fiL ZAEE 
BUSIf£SS BUSIftSS OWCRS 
VC. Xage fC . Xige ' fxH. iage Wl, Xage NO. Xage NO. Xaoe 
A Host 3.j:rP55f J : 1 f..y- : 15.00 11 55.00 2 10.00 2 10.00 1 5.00 3) 25.00 
Entrep's-pjrs i l l . : : (25,00) (31.43) (22.22) (25.00) (14.28) 
B )«arginslly 2 4.65 5 13,95 23 53.49 5 11.63 4 9.3(> 3 6.98 43 53.75 
Successful i22.::2^ (50.00) (65.71) (55.56) (50.00) (42.86) 
EntreprBTieurs 
C lipsuccess^yl t 35.29 3 17.66 1 S.ffi 2 11.76 2 11.76 3 17.65 17 21.25 
Entrepreriw's (66.67) (25.00) (2.86! (22.22) (25.00) (42.86! 
TOTAL 9 11.25 12 15.0'0 35 43.75 9 11.25 8 10.00 7 8.75 80 IX.OO 
11E-S 
a a m W K M i » H K i M L B a a n a t JF 
CATEBQRY EfiOKTH PATTERN H.S. TC :-- 5EC SMIA'^IIS^ PET S?ADUAT!ON ^KFESSIONdS 'GTK. lAGE 
fC. Xaqe fC, T^ge fC. 'isge NO. "iage 
A test SjccesE^'.; E 22.22 20 55.56 5 13.89 3 8.33 36 30.00 
Enterprr : . - ; (24,24,. (:.4.4Ej (25.41! (25.00! 
E Harg-allv 15 23.05 35 53.85 10 15,!£ 5 7.69 65 54.16 
Bucress^ul 45.45' '60.34! (K.B2; (41.67! 
Etreprp-'Ci^ rs 
C 'J.success^Ll ::• 52,63 3 15.7= 2 10.53 4 21.05 19 15.84 
Eritreprericurs 'TC.TI '!.1S; ,11."'" '33.33! 
Mai 33 rZ ^ 48^3^ T 14^? 12 lOi^ i5 liX'.0(' 
2 n i 
followed by Govt, services and real estate owners who are 5% each. 
In the case of "Insignificant Positive Growth Categary", the trend 
is more or less same. Leather business 53%, Pvt. Services 14%, 
other businesses 12%, professionals 9%, real estate owners 7% and 
Govt, servicemen 5%. However, in the category of "Significant 
Negative Growth", the trend is just opposite. Govt, servicemens 
showed worst performance (35%) followed by real estate owners and 
Pvt. servicemen who are 18% each. Other bussiness and 
professionals both, registered 12% each. 
GROWTH PATTERN MUD PARENTAL EDUCATIONS OF ENTREPRENEURS IN KANPUR: 
According to table 23, in case of "Significnat Positive Growth" 
the highest No. of parents have graduation (56%) as their 
qualification followed by high school to Sr.Sec.(22%) and post 
graduates who are only 14%. The entrepreneurs whose parents, 
specially fathers have professional qualifications like Advocates, 
Chartered Accountants, Doctors, Management consultants etc. are 
only 8%. In the category of "Insignificant Positive Growth", the 
trend is almost similar that maximum No. of parents have 
graduation as their qualification (54%) followed by those having 
high school to Sr. Sec. and post graduation as their 
qualifications, they are 23% and 15% respectively. The least are 
professionals, i.e. 8%. As far as the "Significant Negative 
Growth Categary", is concerned, the picture is different. Most of 
the failure cases are in the category of high school to 
Sr.Sec.(53%) and professionals (21%) whereas graduation and post-
graduation degrees holders are 16% and 11% respectively. 
imirin 
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CATESPV 5«»iTH PS'TERN H.S. TO Sfi.SEC SRADuATION POST S<ADUATiai PROFESSIffl#lS TOTAL lABE 
A test £ucce55^ui 4 20.00 11 55.00 2 10.00 3 15.00 20 25.00 
Enterp'encurs {V.W (32.35) (20.00) (23.08) 
E Nargipally ? 20.93 22 51.16 5 11.63 7 16.28 43 53.75 
5uc:Wu! (39.13) (64.71) (50.00) (53.85) 
Etreprencurs 
C UntuccesEfu: 10 58.82 1 5.88 3 17.65 3 17.65 17 21.25 
Er.treprencurs (43.44) (2.94( (30.00) (23.08) 
Tctli 23 i j 5 34 42.5'0 10 12^ 50 13 16^25 ^ 1 ^ 
W£-Z 
mim m SMBB W ofoaL v i 
CATESSV BP3^ T}< PAT'ERN Oi?^  FUNDS LDi^ FROfI LO«J FRSI L i ^ FR[S1 TOTAL SAGE 
ELATIONS & n I^ENDS if6TITUTIQI6 E<WKS 
NC. Xage NO. :iage m. Xage >B. lage 
tet SiicresBfal 20 55.56 fc 16.67 7 19.44 3 8.33 36 30.00 
Entreareneurs (39.22; (27.29) (26.92) (14.28) 
*arg:^aUy 30 46.15 12 13.45 16 24.63 , 7 10.77 65 54.16 
SoccKsfui (K .62 ; (54.5^) (61.54) (33.341 
Ent'eprenearB 
Ursuccess^ul 1 5.27 « 21.05 3 15.79 II 57.89 19 15.84 
E-trenreneurs !1.96' (18,10) (11.54} (52.38) 
2t 21.67 21 17.50 120 100.0( 
9-t';D-5ne-5 i--: t^e:' JR::; t^'o-cl" csrsonal irts'.:8rt and ouestiorairE bv researche'' 
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GROWTH PATTERN AND PARENTAL EDUCATION OF ENTREPRENEURS IN AGRA; 
As per table 24 in "Significant Positive Growth Categary", the 
highest No.of entrepreneurs' parents have graduation (55%) as 
their qualifications followed by high school to Sr.Sec. and 
professionals who are 20% and 15% respectively. The least are Post 
Graduates i.e. (10%). More or less similar is the trend in case 
of "Insignificant Positive Growth Categary", that Graduates 51% 
High Schools to Sr.Sec.21%, Post Graduates 12% and professionals 
16% where as in case of "Significant Negative Growth Categary", 
the position is just adverse. In this category High School to 
Sr.Sec.59%, Post Graduates and Professionals 18% each and 
Graduates only 6%. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND SOURCES OF INITIAL CAPITAL IN KANPUR:- As per 
table 25, there are four sources of initial capital of 
entrepreneurs. These are (l) Own funds (2) Loan from 
relatives/friends (3) Loan from Financial institutions and (4) 
Loan from scheduled and commercial Banks. In the category of 
"Significant Positive Growth", the maximum No. of entrepreneurs 
are those having their own funds (56%) followed by those who 
sought loan from financial institutions and relatives friends, 
they are 19% and 17% respectively. The entrepreneurs having loan 
sanctioned from scheduled and commercial banks are least, they are 
only 8%. In case of "Insignificant Positive Growth Categary", the 
rend is more or less similar that own funds stand first followed 
by loan from financial institutes, relatives/friends and lastly 
from Banks. However, in case of "Significant Negative Growth 
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Successful 
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4,61 11 16.92 16 24.61 35 53.35 65 
(47.83! (59.26) (61.40) 
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Categary",, the position is just opposite that most of the failure 
cases are Banks sanctioned (58%) followed by Relatives/Friends 
(21%), Financial institutions (16%) and least are those who were 
having their own funds, they are only 5%. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND SOURCES OF INITIAL CAPITAL IN AGRA: As is 
revealed from the table 26 that in case of the "Significant 
Positive Growth Categary", the maximum No. of entrepreneurs are 
those having their own funds (50%) followed by those who were 
helped by Financial Institutions (25%), Friends/Relatives (15%) 
and Banks (10%). In the category of "Insignificant Positive 
Growth", the picture is as, that own funds 51%, loan from 
Financial Institutions 26%, Friends/Relatives 14% and Banks 9%. 
However in the category of "Significant Negative Growth", the 
position is as follow, the entrepreneurs having been helped by 
Banks are 47%, Financial Institutions 24%, Friends/Relatives 18% 
and own Funds 12%. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND EXPENDITURE ON EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF 
ENTREPRENEURS IN KANPUR:- According to table 27 there are four 
types of entrepreneurs who spend from 0% to 4% of their net profit 
on education and training of their work force. As is evident from 
the table No.27 that those entrepreneurs who spend more money, 
3.1% to 4% on education and training of human resource are maximum 
in the "Significant Positive Growth Categary", i.e. 20 out of 36 
about 56% followed by those who spend lesser. More or less similar 
is the trend in the category of "Insignificant Positive Growth", 
The entrepreneurs spending 3.1% to 4%, are 35 out of 65 about 54%, 
2.1% to 3% are 16 about 25%, 1.1% to 2% are 11 about 17% and 0 to 
CATESQP' SROkTFH '^AHERN 0 1 1.1 2 2.1 3 3.1 4 TOTOL Xage 
HG. Xage NCu lage NO. Tiaqe (C. 7.aqe 
A test Successful 3 6.33 4 11,11 10 27.76 19 52.78 36 30.C«3 
E-t'eorsneurs (17.AV (21,05; {ZiM> (34.55) 
B na-cinally 5 7.69 10 15.38 15 24.62 34 52.31 65 54.16 
3urcES5*u: (29.41i (52.63) (55.17) (61.82) 
Entr6p''Eneurs 
C UisuccEisfui ' 47.37 5 26.32 3 15.78 2 10.53 19 15.84 
EntreprenBurs (52.9^) (26.32) (10.34) (3.63) 
TOTAL 17 14.17 19 15.a3 29 24.17 55 45 .83 12C' lOO.O) 
IIJE-S 
CATEGQRV 8R0»TH PATTE^i 0 - 1 1.1 2 2 . 1 3 3 . 1 4 T C T l XAGE 
m. Z3Q5 m. 7.age m. Aage m. 'iage 
fi Rost Successful 4 11.11 5 13.89 9 25.00 18 50.0C 36 30.00 
Entrepreneurs (23.53) . (23.81) (30.00) (34.62) 
E «arcina;Iy 6 9.23 10 15.38 17 26.15 32 49.23 65 54.16 
Si-ccesE^u: (35.29^ (47.62) (56.67) (61.541 
ErtreDrjfiRjrs 
C ihsuccBSsfui 7 36.8- 6 31.5S 4 21.05 2 10.53 19 15.84 
Ent'epreneurs (41.IE; (25.57) (13.33) (3.85) 
.00 52 ^.:i 120 100.00 
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1% are 3 about 5% only. However, incase of "Significant Negative 
Growth Categary", the trend is just opposite. The unsuccessful 
entrepreneurs are more in the case where money spent on education 
and training is lesser and vice versa. 
QROifrH PATTERN AMD EXPENDITURE QS. WEAT.Tq AND NUTRITION IN KANPUR: -
According to table No.28, In case of "Significant Positive Growth 
Categary",, the expenditure by entrepreneurs on health and 
nutrition of entrepreneurs differs with the difference in cases. 
In fact, the money spent on these items has been from 0% to 4% of 
the total net profit. In this given category, the entrepreneurs' 
spendings are as that 0% to 1% of the net profit is spent by 8%, 
and 1.1% to 2% is spent by 11%, 2.1% to 3% by 28% and 3.1% to 4% 
is spent by 53% of the entrepreneurs. More or less similar is the 
trend in case of the "Insignificant Positive Growth Categary",. 
The statistics is as that entrepreneurs spending from, 0% to 1% 
are 8% of the all entreprenurs, 1.1% to 2% are 15%, 2.1% to 3% are 
25% and 3.1% to 4% are 52% of the total marginally successful 
cases. In the category of "Significant Negative Growth", the 
position is very much different, 48% of the failure cases are 
among those entrepreneurs who spend 0% to 1%, 26% are those 
spending 1.1% to 2%, 16% are those spending 2.1% to 3% and ll% are 
the entrepreneurs who spend 3.1% to 4% of the total net profit 
earned by them. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND EXPENDITURE OS. hOUSING AND CIVIC AMENITIES IN 
KANPUR:- As per table 29, In the category of "Significant Positive 
Growth", 00 to 2% of the total net profit is spent by 11% 
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entrepreneurs, 14% entrepreneurs spend 1.1% to 2%, 25% 
entrepreneurs spend 2.1% to 3% whereas 50% of the entrepreneurs 
spend 3.1% to 4% of their total net profit. Almost similar is the 
trend as far as "Insignificant Postive Growth Categary", is 
concerned. The statistics is as follow 9% entrepreneurs spend 0% 
to 1% of the total net profit, 15% entrepreneurs spend i.i% to 2%, 
26% entrepreneurs spend 2.1% to 3% and 49% entrepreneurs spend 
3.1% to 4% of their total net profit on Housing and Civic 
Amenities. However, in the cases of "Significant Negative Growth 
Categary", the position is just oppisite. 37% failed entrepreneurs 
spend 0% to 1%, 32% spend 1.1% to 2%, 21% spend 2.1% to 3% and 
rest 11% entrepreneurs spend 3.1% to 4% of their total net profit 
under the given head. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND EXPENDITURE OS EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN AGRA:-
According to table 30, in the cases of the "Significant Positive 
Growth Categary", about 50% of the entrepreneurs spend 3.1% to 4% 
of their net profit followed by 35% who spend 2.1% to 3% on 
education and training of their employees and children/ward 
thereof. The entrepreneurs spending 0 to 1% and 1.1% to 2% are 
only 5% and 10% respectively in the given category. Almost similar 
is the trend as far as marginally successful entrepreneurs or 
"Insignificant Positive Growth Categary", is concerned. In the 
category of "Significant Negative Growth", or Unsuccessful 
entrepreneurs, the trend is just opposite to the above mentioned 
two categories. In this case, 47% entrepreneurs spend 0% to 1% 
followed by 29% and 18% who spend 1.1 to 2% and 2.1 to 3% 
CATEBO=Y S^ OiiTH PftHERN 0 - 1 1.1 2 2.1 3 3.1 4 TOTOL lAGE 
NO. Xage NO. "iage NO. lage NC. Xage 
ft test Successful 1 5.00 2 10.00 7 35.00 10 50.00 20 25.00 
EntreDfeneurs (8.33) [14.28] (31.5:; S31.25; 
B Marcinally 3 6.98 7 16.28 12 27.91 21 48.84 43 53.75 
Successful (25.00) (50.00) (54.54) (65.62) 
Eritrepreneurs 
C li^succBssful 8 47.06 5 29.41 3 17.65 1 5.33 17 21.25 
Entrepreneurs (66.67) (35.72) (13.64) (3.13) 
TOTAL 12 15.00 14 U.K 22 27.50 32 40.00 8C' 100.0() 
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Successful (25.00) (46.67) (56.52) (66.67) 
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: xsaccessful 3 47.06 5 29.41 3 17.65 1 5.8S 17 21.25 
(33.33) 
12 15.00 15 18.75 23 2S.75 30 37.50 80 100 
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TOTAL 17 14.17 22 18.33 33 27.50 48 40.00 120 100.00 
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respectively, whereas about 6% entrepreneurs allocate 3.1 to 4% of 
their net earnings. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND EXPENDITURE ON HEALTH AND NUTRITION IN AGRA:-
As per table 31, in the case of "Significant Positive Growth 
Category", 5% entrepreneurs spend 0% to 1% of their total net 
profit on health and nutrition. 15% businessmen spend 1.1% to 2%, 
35% spend 2.1% to 3% and 45% entrepreneurs spend 3.1% to 4% of 
their net profit. Same is the trend in cases of "Insignificant 
Positive Growth", or marginally successful entrepreneurs' 
category. As far as "Significant Negative Growth Categary", is 
concerned, 47% entrepreneurs spend 0% to 1%, 29% spend 1.1% to 2%, 
18% owners spend 2.1% to 3%, and only 6% entrepreneurs spend 3.1% 
to 4% of their net profit on health and nutrition of their 
eitployees in Agra. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND EXPENDITURE OS HOUSING AND CIVIC AMENITIES IN 
AGRA;- According to table 32, in the category of "Significan 
Positive Growth", 10% entrepreneurs spend 0% to 1% of their net 
profit on housing and civic amenities, 20% entrepreneurs spend 
1.1% to 2%, 30% spend 2.1% to 3% and 40% entrepreneurs spend 3.1% 
to 4% of their net profit on the given head. More or less similar 
is the trend as far as "Insignificant Positive Growth Categary", 
is concerned. In case of "Significant Negative Growth Categary", 
47% entrepreneurs spend 0% to 1% of their net profit, 2 9% spend 
1.1% to 2%, 18% spend 2.1% to 3% and only 6% owners spend 3.1% to 
4% of their net profit on Housing and Civic amenities meant for 
the employees in Agra. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND EXPENDITURE QS. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN 
KANPUR: - As is evident from the table No.33 that in the category 
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of "Significant Positive Growth", about 6% entrepreneurs spend 0% 
to 1% of their net profit on Research and Development, 19% owners 
spend 1.1% to 2%, 28% entrepreneurs spend 2.1% to 3% and 47% spend 
3.1% to 4% of their net profit on the given head. More or less 
similar is the trend as far as "Insignificant Positive Grwoth 
Categary", is concerned. In case of "Significant Negative Growth", 
or Unsuccessful Entrepreneurs' category, about 53% of the 
entrepreneurs spend 0% to 1% on Research and Development, 26% 
spend 1.1% to 2%, 16% spend 2.1% to 3% and 5% entrepreneurs 
spend 3.1% to 4% of their net profit on Research and Development 
in Kanpur. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND EXPENDITORE ^ RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN 
AGRA: - As is clear from the table No. 34 that in the case of 
"Significant Positive Growth Categary", there has not been even a 
single entrepreneur spending 0% to 1% of his net profit on 
Research and Development, 15% entrepreneurs spend 1.1% to 2%, 3 5% 
spend 2.1% to 3% and 50% entrepreneurs spend 3.1% to 4% of their 
net profit on Research andDevelopment. In the category of 
"Insignificant Positive Growth",, about 5% entrepreneurs spend 0% 
to 1%, 19% entrepreneurs spend 1.1% to 2%, 28% entrepreneurs spend 
2.1% to 3% and 49% entrepreneurs spend 3.1% to 4% of their net 
profit on Research and Development. In case of "Significant 
Negative Growth Categary", 47% entrepreneurs spend 0% to 1%, 29% 
entrepreneurs spend 1.1% to 2%, 18% entrepreneurs spend 2.1% to 3% 
and 6% entrepreneurs spend 3.1% to 4% of their profit on Research 
and Development in Agra. 
2K 
GROWTH PATTERN AND CHANNELS OF DISTRIBUTION IN KANPUR:-
According to table 35, in the case of "Significnat Positive 
Growth", or most successful entrepreneurs category, 25% 
entrepreneurs opted for merchant middlemen, 33% entrepreneurs 
opted for agent middlemen while rest 42% employed or engaged no 
middlemen, rather they themselves undertook the marketing work. In 
the case of "Insignificant Positive Growth Categary",, almost 
similar trend is found. 23% entrepreneurs preferred merchant 
middlemen, 31% employed agent middlemen and rest 46% entrepreneurs 
did not employ any sort of middlemen. However, in the category of 
"Significant Negative Growth", or Unsuccessful Entrepreneurs, the 
trend is just opposite. 47% entrepreneurs preferred merchant 
middlemen, 32% opted agent middlemen and rest 21% etnrepreneurs 
employed no middlemen either because of one reason or the other. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND CHANNEL OF DISTRIBUTION IN AGRA:- According to 
table 36, in the case of "Significant Positive Growth Categary", 
25% entrepreneurs opted for merchant middlemen, 30% employed agent 
middlemen and rest 45% did not engage any middlemen whereas in the 
category of "Insignificant Positive Growth", 23% entrepreneurs 
preferred merchant middlemen, 28% opted for agent middlemen and 
rest 49% employed neither merchant middlemen nor agent middleman. 
In the category of unsuccessful entrepreneurs or "Significant 
Negative Growth", 53% entrepreneurs engaged merchant middle men 
2 9% employed agent middlemen and rest 18% did not opt for any kind 
of middlemen. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND NATURE OF MARKETS IN KANPUR:- After an indepth 
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study of the table 37, it is evident that there are four major 
types of markets covered by entrepreneurs in Kanpur as far as the 
marketing of their products and goods is concerned. In the case of 
"Significant Positive Growth", or most successful entrepreneurs 
category, only 3% entrepreneurs sell their products in local 
market, 19% sell at the state level, 28% sell at the national 
level and rest 50% sell at the international level i.e. in various 
foreign countries. In the category of "Insignificant Positive 
Growth", 5% entrepreneurs sell their products at the local level, 
18% sell at the state level, 31% at the national level and rest 
46% entrepreneurs market their products at the international 
level. As far as the "Significant Negative Growth Categary", is 
concerned, 42% entrepreneurs concentrate at local markets, 32% at 
state level markets, 16% at the national market and only 11% 
export to various foreign countries. 
GROWTH PATTERN AMD MATORB Qg MARKETS I^ AGRA:- As per table No. 38, 
in the category of "Significnat Positive Growth",, 5% 
entrepreneurs sell their products at local markets, 15% sell at 
the state level markets, 35% sell at the national level markets 
and rest 45% sell at the International level i.e. in various 
foreign countries. In the category of "Insignificant Positive 
Growth", 5% entrepreneurs sell their goods at the local level, 14% 
at the state level, 35% at the national level and rest 47% 
entrepreneurs sell their gods at the international level. As far 
as the "Significant Negative Growth Categary", is concerned, 47% 
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Successfijl (31.25) 
Entreprereurs 
C Unsuccessful 8 47.06 
Entrepreneurs (50.00) 
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TOTAL 16 20.00 28 35.00 36 45.00 80 100.00 
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entrepreneurs sell at the local level, 29% at the state level 18% 
at the national level and 6% entrepreneurs sell their products at 
the international markets. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND WAGES AND SALARIES ADMINISTRATION IN KANPUR.-
As per table No.39, in the category of "Significnat Positive 
Growth", or "Most Successful Entrepreneur" about 17% entrepreneurs 
make the payment of wages and salaries to their employees 
according to time, 28% entrepreneurs make payment according to 
piece or production carried and 56% entrepreneurs make the payment 
to their employees according to time passed and piece made. In the 
case of "Insignificant Positive Growth Categary", 15% 
entrepreneurs pay to their employees according to time spent, 31% 
pay according to pieces made and rest 54% entrepreneurs pay 
according to mixed system of time passed and pieces made. As far 
as "Significant Negative Growth Categary", is concerned 47% 
entrepreneurs pay as per time passed, 32% entrepreneurs pay as per 
piece system and rest 21% entrepreneurs pay according to time 
passed and piece made. 
GROWTH PATTERN AND WAGES AND SALARIES ADMINISTRATION IN AGRA:-
As per table No.40, in the category of "Significant Positive 
Growth", or most successful, 15% entrepreneurs paid according to 
time systems 35% paid according to piece system and rest 50% 
entrepreneurs paid as per the time and piece (mixed) systems. In 
case of "Insignificant Positive Growth Categary", about 12% opted 
for time based system, 35% opted for piece based system and rest 
54% paid according to mixed system (time and piece) . In the 
category of "Significant Negative Growth", 47% paid according time 
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based system, 35% paid according to piece based system and rest 
18% paid as per mixed (time and piece) system. 
GROWTH PATTIHK AW) SIX OF «1IT»1>»«1»«PI>S III KAWPOK 
CATEGORY GROWTH PATTERN HAI.E 
HO. Sage 
FBHAU 


























2 7 , 7 8 
2 3 . OS 
6 8 . 4 2 19 
5 4 . 1 6 
TOTAL 120 
GROWTH FATTgWy mSi SSL Ql WSMSSMSmS. m KANESE-- As is clear 
from the table No.41 that in the category of "Significant Positive 
Growth", or "most successful" 72% of the entrepreneurs are male 
while rest 28% are female. In the case of "Insignificant Positive 
Growth" or "marginally successful" 77% entrepreneurs are male 
while rest 23% are female. In the category of "Significant 
Negative Growth", or "Unsuccessful" 32% entrepreneurs are male 
whereas rest 68% are female. If we take into account all the 
figures together then 68% entrepreneurs are male and 3 2% 
entrepreneurs are female. 
T A B U - 4 2 
OROWTH PATTIRW AMP SKX OF «l tT««P««K«P«8 £ £ AORA 
CATEGORY GROWTH PATTERN HALE FEMALE TOTAL 
%age NO *age 2 2 1 
Most Successful IS 7S.00 5 25 00 















GROWTH PATTERN AMD SEX OF ENTREPRENEURS M AGRA:- According to 
table No.42, in case of "Significant Positive Growth Categary", 
75% entrepreneurs are male while female are only 25%. In the 
category of "Insignificant Positive Growth", or "marginally 
successful" 70% enterpreneurs are male and 30% are female. As far 
as unsuccessful entrepreneurs are concerned, 35% are male and 65% 
are female, if all the figures are taken into account then 63.75% 
are male and 36% are female. 
T A » t l - 4 3 
aKOWra tXTTKKW J^ro M A K I T A L S T A T O S o r lKTIt«>«KK«g«8 ^ KAM>PK 
CATEGORY GROHTH PATTERH HARRIED UMHARRIED TOTAL %AGB 
HO. %age NO. %age 
Hose Successful IS 44.44 20 55.56 
Entrepreneurs (28.07) (31.75) 
Marginally 30 46.16 35 53 84 65 54.16 
Successful (52 63) (55 55> 
Encrepreneurs 
Unsuccessful ii 57 89 8 
Encrepreneurs (19 30) >12 '0 
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TOTAL 57 47.50 S3 52 SO 120 100 00 
GROWTH PATTERN AWD MARITAL STATUS OF ENTRBPRENEORS IN KANPUR:-
According to table No.43, in the case of "Significant Positive 
Growth Categary", "Most Successful" about 44% entrepreneurs are 
married whereas unmarried are 56%. In the category of 
"Insignificant Positive Growth", or Marginally Successful, 46% 
entrepreneurs are married while 54% are unmarried. As far as 
"Significant Negative Growth Categary", is concerned 58% of the 
entrepreneurs are married whereas only 42% are unmarried. If all 
the figures and statistics are taken together then 47.50% 
entrepreneurs are married while 52.50% entrepreneurs are 
unmarried. 
I A B L l - 4 * 
qBOWTH fATTllW MID mUHTfct STATnS OF IMTR«PmH«n«8 IX AORA 
CATEGORY GROtrCM PATTERN HARRIED UNMARRIED 
NO. %a9e NO %age 
Hose Successful 9 45 00 11 55 00 
Entrepreneurs (23.08) (26.83) 
Marginally 20 46 51 23 53.49 
Successful (51 28) (56 09) 
Encrepreneurs 
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C Unsucceosful 10 58 83 1 
Bncreprensura (25.64) (17 08) 
TOTAL 39 48.75 41 51 25 80 
GROWTH PATTERN AND MARITAL STATUS QZ ENTREPRENEURS IN AGRA:-
According to table No.44, in case of the "Significant Positive 
Growth Categary", or "Most Successful" 45% of the entrepreneurs 
are married whereas 55% entrepreneurs are unmarried. In case of 
the "Insignificant Positive Growth Categary", or Marginally 
Successful, 46.51% entrepreneurs are married while rest 53.59% are 
unmarried. In the category of "Significant Negative Growth", 
58.83% entrepreneurs are married whereas 41.17% of the 
entrepreneurs are unmarried. After taken all the statistics 
together48.75% entrepreneurs are married and 51.25% entrepreneurs 
are unmarried. 
PROFITABILITY AND LIQUIDITY 
Finance plays a pivotal role in all the economic 
activities. It holds the key to all sort of business fields. It is 
termed as the life of business in any productive sphere and works 
as the guide for regulating investment decisions and expenditure. 
Financial support and financial viability are the most important 
considerations in every business area. It is also the common 
denominator and major proportion of the plans, policies and 
objectives of any organisation, whether in large industry sector 
or in small sector, are expressed and interpreted in the financial 
terms. 
Finance is an administrative area or set of such functions 
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in a business organisation which relate with the management of 
cash or credit so that the unit may have means to carry out its 
objectives as satisfactorily as possible. All the inputs deployed 
in an establishment i.e., money, machine, material, men and 
methods involve an investment of both fixed and working capital 
which in turn generate a flow of the funds. Principles, policies, 
strategies and plans of financial management aim at the most 
effective and efficient use of money invested in order to get the 
maximum out of the single rupee deployed with in the unit as well 
as to maintain the flow of funds because the profitability of a 
unit is effected by both. 
In fact, any policy or strategy dicision taken by the 
businessmen or entrepreneur in any field of humen resource, 
operation, marketing, accounting or any other area of the 
activitis of the enterprise involve financial implications and 
influence the survival, growth and profitability of the 
undertaking. The objectives of the financial management are 
related with the overall entrepreneurial purposes e.q. innovation, 
production of qualitative goods and services and expansion of the 
existing market. All these purposes are concentrated on economic 
aims i.e., wealth maximisation which is one of the basic motive 
forces for all the entrepreneurial activities. During this 
research it was observed that majority of the small firms suffer 
from accute shortage of funds. Moreover, these are also 
susceptible to failure than big units because of inadequacy of 
money on the one hand and mismangement of their resources on the 
other. 
In this part of the present chapter, an effort is made to 
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analyse and asses the profitability and liquidity of the leather 
goods manufacturing enterprises in Kanpur and Agra of the Uttar 
Pradesh. The interpretation of data is based on the ratio analysis 
with the objective of determining the working capital efficiency 
and financial health of the units. The analysis of financial data 
is made on the basis of the average of immediately last fifteen 
years, i.e. from 1981 to 1995. 
PROFITABILITY IH TM LEATHER GOODS UNITS IM PtPr 
The success and prosperity of a business organisation is 
largely related to its growth of turnover and profit. Profit 
earning by fair means becomes an acid test of performance of 
business undertaking or in other words it is the criterion on 
which the success/failure of business is measured, for profit 
depends upon successful accon^lishment of the social obligations 
relating to the supply of standard quality goods and services, its 
price attitude twards customer and its popularity in the society 
in which it is existing and functioning. Therefore, the vital and 
crucial importance of profit of an organisation can not be over-
stressed. Moreover, profit provide the money for repaying the 
debts borrowed for financing the project and the resources for the 
internal financing of the expansion. Truely speaking, the 
profitability of an enterprise can be measured by its 
profitibility ratio. Generally two major types of profitability 
ratios are calculated. 
1. Profitability in relation to sales. 
2. Profitability in relation to investment. 
An organisation should be^  able to earn sufficient profit on 
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every rupee of sales. If sales don't generate adequate profits, it 
would be very difficult for the enterprise to cover operating 
expenses and interest charges and as a result, will fail to earn 
any profits for the businessmen. The profitability of the unit 
should also be evaluated in terms of the units' investment in 
assets and in terms of capital contributed by creditors and 
ovniers. If the enterprise is unable to earn a satisfactory return 
on investment, its very existence is thrreatened. 
The profitability in relation to sales is measured by 
establishing the relationship between profits and sales. In 
business or any other occupation, the profit may be gross or net, 
there are two types of profit margin - gross profit margin and net 
profit margin. The profitability ratios are usually expressed in 
percentages. 
Gross Profit Marqrin: The first profitability ratio in raltion to 
sales is the gross profit margin. It is calculated by dividing the 
gross profits by sales. 
/^ Gross Profit 
/Gross Profit Margin = 
V_ Sales 
A high ratio of gross profit to sales is a sign of good 
entrepreneurial performance as it implies that the cost of 
production of the units is relatively low. It may also be 
indicative of a higher sales price without a corresponding 
increase in the costs of goods sold. A relatively low gross profit 
margin is definitely riskful, warranting a careful and detailed 
analysis of the factors responsible for it. The important^ 
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,' contributory factors may be (a) high cost of production reflecting 
acquisition of raw materials and other inputs on unfavourable 
terms, inefficient and ineffective utilisation of current as well 
as fixed assets, and so on and (b) a low selling price resulting 
from severe competition, inferior quality of the product and lack 
of demand etc. 
Groaa Profit Margin la £&fi Leather Goods TTPl^ g in Kanpuy M ^ Agra, 
Pttar Pradesh. 
TABLE-45 
Place-wise Average Gross Profit ^tjo 
(F3r9W i m x ^ 199?) 
Place Average Gross Average Sales Gross Profit 
Profit Ratio in %age 
KcUipur 
Agra 
9 0 , 9 5 , 0 0 0 
8 0 , 2 5 , 0 0 0 
4 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 0 
3 , 9 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 0 
2 2 . 7 4 
2 0 . 5 8 
Total 1,71,20,000 7,90,00,000 21.67 
In the leather goods units surveyed by researcher^ in Kanpur 
and ,Agra, U.P.i average gross profit ratio is 21.67%. ^  the gross 
profit ratio should be higher so as to cover the operating 
expenses and to provide for fixed charges, profit for the 
entrepreneurs and building up of reserves, the profit margin does 
not seem to be satisfactorYX Table No. 45 reveals the place wise 
gross profit ratio of the surveyed units in Uttar Pradesh. 
Table further shows that the gross profit ratios in Kanpur 
and Agra, U.P. are 22.74 and (20.58) respectively.^ The leather 
goods units/organisations situated in Kanpur are earring more 
gross profits on their sales as compare to units/organisations in 
Agra. 
TABLE-46 
PrQ<^ g^^ ;-wl8^ , Average Gross Profit Ratio 






























The above mentioned table No. 46 shows that in the footwear, 
footwear conponents, leather Garments and other leather goods the 
Gross profit ratios are 22.59, 22.02, 24.27 and 19.16 
respectively. Thus, (the maximum gross profit margin is found in 
leather garments industries i.e. 24.22% which is fallowed by 
footwear industries and footwear coponents industries. The other 
leather goods industries fetch minimum gross profit margin on 
their sales) Average Gross Profit ratio in all the industries is 
21.90%. y ^ 
Net Profit Margin 
Net profit margin or net profit/ ratio measures the 
/ 
relationship between net profits and saies of a unit. It is 
calculated by dividing the total net profits by sales. Thus, 
Net Profits. 
Net Profit Ratio = ---
Sales 
The net profit ratio is widely used as a measure of overall 
profitability and is very useful to the proprietors and owners as 
it shows that what portion of sales is left to the entrepreneur i 
after deducting all costs, charges and expenses^^^ 229 
Net Profit Ratio in Leather Goods Units In Pttar Pradesh : 
TABLE-47 
















Total 65,20,000 7,90,00,000 8.25 
As is clearly visible from the table No. - 47 that 4 yearly 
average net profit ratios in Kanpur and Agra, U.P. are 8.75% and 
7.74% respectively whereas total average net profit ratio is 8.25 
percent. Leather goods units in Kanpur have higher net profit 
ratio thus giving more return on investments by entrepreneurs 
there. Average net profit ratio in Agra is minimium i.e. 7.74 %. 
According to the table No. - 48, average net profit ratio, 
industry wise, the footwear industry, and leather garments 
industries have got highest average net profit ratio i.e. 9.62 % 
and 10.00 % respectevely whereas footwear components industry and 
leather goods industry showed 8.86% and 8.54 % in both the cities 
of Kanpur and Agra, U.P. Leather garments industry registered 
highest net profit ratio 
TABLE-^^ 
Av^r»q^ Nfit profit Rati</; (Industry wise) 
\/ 
Place Average Net Average Sales Net Profit Ratio 
profit 
Footwear 38,30,000 3,98,00,000 9.62 230 
Footwear 35,00,000 3,95,00,000 8.86 
Components 
Leather 35,00,100 3,50,00,000 10.00 
Garments 
Other Leather 35,90,000 4,20,00,000 8.54 
Products etc. 
Total 1,44,20,000 15,63,00,000 9.22 
i.e. 10.00 % while other leather goods industry indicated lowest 
average net profit ratio i.e. 8.54 %. Total average net profit 
ratio in all the four industries in U.P. has been 9.22 %. 
Profitafilitv in Relation to Investment :- The profitability of an 
enterprise can also been measured in terms of the raltionship 
between net profit and investment. The term investment may be used 
to refer total assets as well as capital employed in a unit. 
Accordingly, Following profitability ratios in relation to 
investment can be calculated : 
A. Return on Assets (ROA); B. Return on Capital Employed (ROCE) 
A. Return QIJ Assets" : The return on assets or profit to assets 
ratio is net profit divided by total assets. 
Net Profits after Taxes 
Return on Assets = 
Total Assets 
This ratio is conceptually unsound as it excludes interest 
charges from the net profit figures. The total assets have been 
financed from the "pool" of funds supplied by creditors and 
owners. In measuring the return on assets, the intention is to 
judge the effectivenes in using the "pool" of funds. For knowing 
the fact that how properly the "pool" of funds are used, the 
return can be comared with the cost of using the pools of funds. 
However, the net profit after taxes in the numerator of ratio 
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excludes the interest charges - the cost of debt resulting in an 
understatement of the earnings generated by the "pool" of funds. 
Hence, to arrive at real earnings, the interest charges should be 
included in the net profit after taxes. Now, tha ratio will be : 
Net profit after taxes + Interest 
Return on Assets = 
Total Assets 
The return on assets is a useful measure of the 
profitability of all the financial resources invested in the 
firm's assets. It evaluates the use of total funds wihtout any 
regard to the source of funds. 
Return Sfi Aaaeta Ratio la :ths Leather Goods Units (ROS) 
TABLE-49 
Return SB Assets RatJlQ : (Place - wise) 
Place Average net profit Average Total Ratio 











Total 60,47,900 2,55,71,500 23.65 
As is evident from the teible No. - 49 that return on the 
assets ratio in leather goods units in Kanpur is 24.49% whereas it 
is 22.54 % in Agra in the units taken as sample for research 
purposes. The tadsle further reveals that the average percentage of 
the profitability of the total investment made in the survey is 
23.65 in both the cities of Uttar Pradesh. Place wise analysis 
reveals that the units situated in Kanpur have made comparatively 
more efficient use of their resources than the units located in 
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Agra. The more efficiency of the units and owners in Kanpur is 
attributed to the more education and training facilities 
availability besides the presence of council for leather exports. 
Moreover, Kanpur's leather goods industry produces a number of 
verities which are often exported to the world market because of 
its quality while it is not so in case of Agra where footwear and 
its other components are manufactured mostly to meet the domestic 
demand 
S£&U£B QA JlOSft^  BAJtifi (Industry Wise) 
Place Average net profit Average Total Ratio 
after tcuces+lnterest Assets (in %age) 
Footwear 40,15,500+8,97,000= 2,20,75,000 22.25 
49,12,500 
Footwear 20,50,900+3,20,000= 1,12,09,929 21.15 
Comoponets 23,70,900 
Leather 16,85,800+4,25,600= 89,84,681 23.50 
Garments 21,11,400 
Leather 18,75,700+5,16,500= 1,08,98,405 21.95 
Products 23,92,200 
Total 11,78,7,000 5,31,68,015 22.17 
In tedale 50, return on assets ratio (industry wise) in the 
footwear manufacturing units is 22.25 % where as it is 21.15 % in 
the footwear components producing units in both the cities of Agra 
and Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh. Return on assets ratio is highest i.e. 
23.50 % in the enterprises producing leather garments. The 
organisation manufacturing other leather products have got 21.95 % 
return on assets ratio. The industry wise analysis of the above 
table no.-50 reveals that the units producing leather garments 
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have made best and most effective use of their resources followed 
by the footwear manufacturing units, the ratio being 23.50 % and 
22.25 % respectively. The lowest ratio i.e. 21.15 % among all the 
four categories of industries is in footwear components producing 
estcQslishment. 
Return on Capital Employed Ratio (ROCE) 
It is a very old saying that owners invest money in a 
business to get satisfactory return on their capital. The 
entrepreneurs can measure the success of an enterprise in terms of 
profit related to capital employed. With the help of return on 
capital employed ratio, the efficiency of a business can be 
measured. 
There are many ways of defining the capital employed but 
thus popular definitions are "gross capital employed", and "net 
capital employed". However, later one concept is more appropriate. 
It can be computed in two ways, firstly it is equal to non current 
liabilities (long-term liabilities) plus owner's equity. 
Alternatively, it is equivalent to net working capital plus fixed 
assets. Net working capital is calculated by substracting the 
current liabilites from current assets. Hence, the capital 
enployed bases privides a test of profitability related to the 
sources of long term funds. The higher the ratio, the more 
efficient use of the capital employed. Therefore, the return on 
caital employed ratio (ROCE) can be calculated in the following 
way. 
Net Profit after taxes+Interest 
Return On Capital = 
Employed Ratio Total Fixed Assets+Net Working Capital 
RgtUTA QA <:^\fi%^l KmiflQytf^ Ratio ia £hs Leather Goods Industry in 
Pttar Pradesh (ROCE ) : As is discussed earlier that the return on 
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capital employed ratio gives an idea of the efficiency and 
effectiveness with which the long term funds are used in an 
industrial organisation. The following teible gives an idea that 
average return inclusive of interest, on the average capital 
employed is 
£fi:kU£B sa Capital employed Ratio : (Place - wise) 
Place Average net profit Average Fixed Ratio 














TcQjle 51, opens that the return on capital employed ratio in 
Kanpur is somewhat higher than in Agra. It is 46.98 percent in 
Keuipur and 44,95 percent in Agra. The performance of leather 
products producing units in Kanpur is higher than the units in 
Agra. In other words we can say that the Kanpur's 
units/enterprenurs have made better and affective use of the 
resources, than in Agra. The reason seems to be the presence and 
availabilty of more training facilities in Kanpur than Agra. 
Moreover, the enterprenurs of Kanpur have also got an upper hand 
as far as experience is concerned because this industry is more 
old in the former case than the later one. 
TAP|,B-53 
R^t^rn 2a Capital emploved Ratio : (Industry - wise) 
Industry Average net profit Average Fixed Ratio 


























An industry wise analysis of the table No. - 52 reveals that 
the return on capital employed ratio is highest (50.46%) in the 
units producing leather garments followed by the units producing 
leather products (48.15) and leather footwear (45.80). The lowest 
return on capital employed ratio is in the enterprises 
manufacturing footwear coti^onents. 
LIQUIDITY IH IIS LEATHER GOODS INDUSTRY Ifi UTTAR PRADESH:-
Scheduled, Commersial and Nationalised Banks including other 
creditors are generally concerned with the short term financial 
position of or test of liquidity of an organisation. 
An organisation should be capable to meet its short-term 
obligations out of its short term resources. A businessman has to 
ensure that the organisation does not suffer from the lack of 
liquidity and also that it is not too much highly liquid. The 
failure of an undertaking to meet its obligations, due to lack of 
sufficient liquidity, will result in bad credit ratings, loss of 
creditors confidmce, or even legal suits resulting in the closure 
of a unit. A high deegree of liquidity is also bad; idle assets do 
not earn any thing. Hence, it is necessary to strike a proper 
balance between abundance of liquidity and lack of liquidity. The 
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main ratios which indicate the extent of liquidity are as follow. 
A. Current Ratio; B. Quick Ratio or Acid-test Ratio 
A. Current Ratio :- A very important test by which the 
financial health of an organisation can, with the reasonable 
liquidity, be ascertained is the concept of current ratio. The 
Current ratio is calcuated by dividing current assets by the 
current liabilities. It is indicated as below. 
Current Assets 
Current Ratio = 
Current Liabilities 
Current assets indude the cash and the assets which can be 
converted into cash easily and within a period of one year e.g. 
marketable securities, debtors and inventories etc, Whereas the 
current liabilities include creditors, bills payables, accrued 
expenses, bank overdraft, income tax liability and long term debts 
maturing in the one year or less. The curent ratio indicates the 
availoJDility of current assets in rupees for every one rupee of 
current lieibility. 
Traditionally, a current ratio of 2:1 is considered 
satisfactory. The logic behind this norm is that during a worst 
situation, even if the value of current assets icome half, the 
firm will be able to meet its obligations and debts. However, 2:1 
ratio should not be taken rigidly. Every industry has got its own 
peculier difficulties and problems, as a result of which the ratio 
may vary between 1.50:1 to 3.50:1. 
An analytical study of the table No. - 53 reveals that the 
current ratio in the leather goods industry in Kanpur is (1.6:1) 
somewhat higher than in Agra where it is 1.1:1. The average 
current ratio in both the cities i.e. Kanpur and Agra is 1.3:1. 
TABLK>53 
Current Ratio la Leather Goods Industry in Ottar Pradesh 















1.6 : 1 
1.1 : 1 
1.3 : 1 
Current BAiiisL ill tgatfagiT Ss&d& indvgttry i s ?tP. 
{Industry - wise) 



















Total 3,27,46,700 2,22,31,800 1.47 : 1 
The cJaove table 54 opens that the units producing leather 
garments have got (1.9:1) highest current ratio followed by the 
units producing footwear (1.7:1) and leather products (1.5:1). The 
lowest current ratio is in the enterprises manufacturing footwear 
components (1.1:1) and the average current ratio is l.47:i. 
The reason being the good market and more demand of the 
leather garments and leather fotwear because of fashioable 
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attitude of the masses in general and inclination of the tenagers 
in particular. 
Acid Teat or Quick Ratio 
The Quick or Acid test ratio is the more severe and 
stringent test of an organisation's ability to meet current 
obligations. This ratio establishes a relationship between quick 
or liquid assets and current liaJailities. An asset is considered 
to be liquid if it can easily be converted into cash immediately 
without a loss in the value. Liquid assets include cash, book 
debts including Bills RecievcJDles and marketable securites (The 
tettporary investments) , The inventories are not considered to be 
liquid assets because they normally take some time for converting 
into cash. The quick ratio is find out by dividing the total of 
the quick assets by total current liabilities. It is indicated as 
follow: 
Quick Assets 
Quick or Acid test Ratio = 
Current Liabilities 
Ordinarily a quick ratio of 1:1 is considered to be 
satisfacory; it means that for every rupee of current liabilities, 
there is a loipee of current or quick assets. However, the fair 
interpretation of this ratio, like any other ratios, will depend 
upon the nature of industry and other related factors. For 
instance, there can be some debtors which can not be realised so 
quickly. On the other hand, there can be some inventories which 
can be converted quickly into the cash. 
TAgLB-55 
Acid teat ratio in Leather Gooda Units in Uttar Pradesh 
(Place - Wise) 
Place Current Assets Current Liabilities Quick Ratio 
23'1 
















The table 55, mentioned above reveals that the acid test 
ratio in the leather goods producing organisations in Kanpur is 
.98:1 whereas it is 0.70:1 in case of Agra. The Kanpur's 
organisations have better and higher position as compare to Agra's 
units. The average acid test ratio in Kanpur as well as Agra is 
.82:1. 
TABLE-56 
Quick Ratio z. (Industry-wise) 
Industry Current Assets Current Liabilities Quick Ratio 
Group Less inventories 
Footwear 80,70,800 89,67,500 
Footwear 82,75,200 1,23,51,000 
Components 
Leather 70,50,300 74,21,400 
Garments 
Leather 92,35,700 1,06,15,800 
Products 
Total 3,26,32,000 3,93,55,700 .83 : 1 
The table 56 opens that the units producing leather garrrients 
in Kanpur and Agar both have got highest (.95:1) quick ratio 
followed by the unit producing footwear (.90:1) and leather 
products (.87:1). The industries manufacturing footwear components 
have lowest quick ratio i.e. .67:1. The average quick ratio in all 
the organisations manufacturing all kinds of leather goods in both 
the cities is .83:1. 
The quick ratio too like other types of ratios is higher in 









0 < n 
such items are much in demand and less in supply as these units 
require more sophosticated technology and ample amount of money 
and hence beyond the reach of common entrepeneur. 
Capital Strucutre Ratio :- Capital structure ratio is also 
called as Leverage. In fact, the short term creditors who are 
interested in the current financial position, generally use the 
liquidity ratios. The long term creditors ascertain the soundness 
of the business on the basis of the longterm financial strength in 
terms of its ability to pay interest regularly and punctually as 
well as repay the instalments of the principal on the due times or 
lumpsum at the date of maturity. The long term financial stregth 
is judged by the use of the leverage or capital structure ratios. 
These ratios also judge the contribution of financing by the 
owners or entrepreneurs compared with the finace provided by the 
creditors. If the enterprenurs themselves provide small proportion 
of the total funds, the risks of the enterpirse are borned mainly 
by outsiders and in case the firm earns more from the funds it 
pays for the debt borrowed, the return to the owners get inflated. 
Capital structure ratio has much more important bearing on 
profitability than liquidity if it is handled properly. 
These ratios can be calculated from the items of the Balance 
sheet to determine the proportion of debt in the total financing. 
The important capital structure ratios are as follows: 
A. Debt equity ratio. B. Debt to total capital ratio. 
The 'B' category or Debt to total capital ratio is also 
known as coverage ratio, which is calculated from the profit and 
loss account. 
A. Debt - Equity Ratio :- This ratio is the measure of the 
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relative claims of creditors and owners against the Firm's assets. 
It is calculated in the following way. 
Total Debts 
Debt - Equity Ratio = 
Owner's equity 
The equity of enterprenur includes owned capital, surpluses 
and retained earnings. 
Debt z. Equity Ratio in Leather Goods Units : -
TABLE-57 
Debt z. Equity Ratio (Place Wise) 
Place Total Debts Owner's equity Ratio 
Kanpur 98,95,900 79,16,700 1.25 : 1 
Agra 1,50,60,700 94,12,900 1.60 : 1 
Total 2,49,56,600 1,73,29,600 1.44 : 1 
According to the above table 57, the debt - equity ratio in 
the leather goods manufacturing units in the Kanpur is 1.25:1 and 
1.60:1 in Agra whereas the average debt - equity ratio in both the 
cities of Uttar Pradesh is 1.44 : 1. 
TAgLg-58 
Debt 2. Equity Ratio {Industry Wise) 
Industry Total Debts Owner's equity Ratio 
Group 
Footwear 2,50,60,700 1,67,07,100 1.50 : 1 
Footwear 1,05,20,000 58,45,500 1.80 : 1 
Components 
Leather 1,80,90,600 1,29,21,800 1.40 : 1 
Garments 
Leather 90,96,800 46,65,000 1.95 : 1 
Products 
Total 6,27,68,100 4,01,39,400 1.56 : 1 
The above mentioned table 58 discloses that the debt equity 
ratio of the firms producing leather garments is lowest 1.40 : i 
followd by the firms producing footwear 1.50:1 and other footwear 
components 1.80:1. The highest debt -equity ratio is in the 
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organisations manufacturing leather products such as hand beg and 
shoulder beg etc. The average debt - equity ratio in all the 
industries producing misscellaneous leather goods items e.g. 
footwear, footwear components, leather garments and other leather 
products is 1.56:1. 
B. Debt to Total Capital Ratio :- Second category of 
leverage ratio is the Debt to total Capital ratio. This ratio is a 
variation of the debt - equity ratio and gives the similar 
indications as the debt ' equity ratio. 
Total Debts 
Debt to total Capital ratio = 
Total Capital 
Debt to total capital ratio is equivalent to the total debts 
to total assets ratio. This ratio ascertains/measures the portion 
of the firm's assets financed by creditors. A low ratio represents 
security to creditors in extending credit. A high ratio represents 
a greater risk to creditors and also to owners under adverse 
business environment. There is no standard norm of this ratio and 
hence it should be interpreted keeping in view the present & 
future financial stability of a firm, whether it can meet its 
further obligations. In the small leather goods units, .5:1 ratio 
of the total debt to total capitalisation might be the standard 
one. 
TABLE-59 














.52 : 1 
.85 : 1 
.64 : 1 
The analytical study of the above mentioned table 59 reveals 
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that the debt to total capital ratio is more in Agra (.85:1) than 
in Kanpur where it is .52:1. It means that the enterprenurs in 
Agra have more debt's share in capital than in Kanpur. In other 
words the enterprenurs of Kanpur are less debt trapped than the 
enterprenurs of Agra. The average debt to total capital ratio is 
.64:1 in both the cities of Uttar Pradesh in leather goods 
industry. 
TABLE-60 
Debt to Total Capital Ratio (Industry Wise) 
























Total 3,51,34,000 5,22,98,600 .67 : 1 
The aforesaid table 60 shows that the units producing 
leather garments and footwear are in a better position than the 
units producing leather products and footwear components as far as 
debt to total capital ratio is concerned. The ratio of debt to 
toal capital in leather garments and the footwear manufacturing 
organisation is .55:1 and .60:1 respectively whereas it is .82:1 
in footwear components and .93:1 in other leather products 
producing firms in the Uttar Pradesh. The average debt to total 
capital ratio of all the four major types of leather goods 
producing industries is 67:1. 
CHAPTER - VI 
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PROBLEM AREAS & THEIR SUGGESTIONS 
('INTRODUCTION: 
Uttar Pradesh (Kanpur & Agra) has the oldest & largest 
leather goods industry in the country. This industry has been 
acquiring a new significance since the liberalisation of 
industrial policies & thrust on export of leather goods to earn 
maximum foreign exchange in the recent times. Leather goods are 
also required to meet the essential needs of the population of the 
state & country. Moreover, there is a very promising & large 
potential for export of such items from Uttar Pradesh, and 
because of this fact, leather goods industry has been identified 
by the Govt. as the core sector for exports?) 
Almost in all the sectors including leather goods, a 
remarkable modernisation has taken place in the different states 
of the country as compared to international standards, (^he 
leather goods industry of U.P. is really languishing in its 
traditional & underdeveloped form. In fact it is suffering from 
the diseases like wastage, inefficiency & narrowness in 
production, low quality, absence of diversification and 
machanisation, lack of training & development facilities for the 
workers, officers, executives end managers, traditional management 
techniques, financial constraints and marketing problems. 
Moreover, there are a number of problems which are faced in the 
fields of industrial relations and general management^ 
Therefore, in the present chapter, an attempt is made to 
highlight different types of problems that are faced by the 
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entrepreneurs of leather good in Uttar Pradesh. In the second part 
of this chapter, the suggestions are also given so chat a clear 
cut policy may be formulated by the state to facilitate the life 
and career of the entrepreneurs in this Industry in U.P. 
All these problems which were observed during the period 
of collection of data and conducting interviews of entrepreneurs 
in both the cities of Kanpur & Agra, can be categorised into 
various heads. These categories include. 
(^^GERIAL PROBLEMS:) 
Managerial problems can further be classified into the 
following sub-categorises. 
A. /^PRODUCTION AND MARKETING PROBLEMS: 
M^arketing problems are those which are faced by 
entrepreneurs in connection with the marketing and selling of the 
leather goods in the market to purchaser and customer. A look at 
India's share in the world trade of leather goods would prove that 
it is dismally low at 2.?%•'•, what this figure suggests is that 
inspite of the fact that we have the largest live stock 
population, enjoy cheapest labour force, many types of incentives 
are provided by the govt, and all out efforts are undertaken by 
the exporters, even then we have not been able to make sizable 
dent in the world market. What are the causes which actually lie 
in such a low share, requires an analysis of the different 
aspects of the marketing problems faced by entrepreneurs in this 
Industry of the U.P. 
(i) Identification of the market: Selection of an 
appropriate market is the most important and difficult task. When 
an entrepreneur initially considers marketing its product to the) 
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\wo;;ld, it finds world markets to be "foreign" in several senses, 
these are located in the outside world where different languages, 
customs, traditions, values and currencies are prevalent. 
Moreover, all these are unknown to the management of the firm. 
Therefore, lack of knowledge of the outside markets is the first 
barrier to be overcome for the speedy enterpreneurship 
development in leather goods Industry of Uttar Pradesh because 
marketing decisions can not be made intelligently without knowing 
the environment and parameters that bear on them. 
Marketing research which is part of Marketing intelligence is 
a very useful tool and helps in identification of the proper 
markets, but unfortunately the use of this tool in the concerned 
industry is very limited 2d!) 
(ii) Marketing Intelligence: In the fast changing market 
environment the need for appropriate information is growing. 
/Successful marketing strategy requires information about the size 
of the target markets, buyers' needs in relation to product, 
performance requirements, the buying process followed in each 
marketing segment and the extent of the competition^) Distances and 
differences in cultures, climatic conditions and socio-economic 
condition etc., are the reasons due to which marketing information 
is of immense significance. 
However,(most of the leather goods entrepreneurs in U.P. have 
not been able to develop advance marketing information system. The 
leather goods Industry of U.P. is characterised by a large 
percentage of small entrepreneurs who operate at a very small 
margin. Hence, their resources are limited. As a result, they do 
not have adequate expertise & specialisation. Major handicaps 
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include lack of information about the products needed by society, 
lack of knowledge about frequent changes in design, styles, 
colours, product mix and other related know-how. 
(iii) Marketing Research: It aims at systematic gathering, 
recording and analysis of data related with marketing problems. It 
consists of specific studies required to develop, implement & 
evaluate marketing strategies. Answers are sought to problems such 
as: the potential market for a product; the present and potential 
customers, the best appeal to the market, the services of the 
market, exporters international marketing programmes^ 
determination of weak areas in the programmes /and a number of 
other problems concerning consumer preferences and attitudes) 
importance of marketing research for leather goods industry ( ^ 
increases because of the different needs of customers in 
different zones. For example in the tropical climates, customers' 
needs will be quite different from those of cold climate 
countries. ) 
In order to meet the requirements of the customers, adequate 
attention is to be given to product development and quality 
control aspect of leather business. /Beside having an attractive 
design, the product should be able to fulfill its functional 
role. Moreover, entrepreneurs should develop their own research 
units so as to meet the challenge of cut throat competition. 
(iv) Low Quality of the Product: The quality of the product is 
the most important factor for the success or failure of a 
business^ During investigation it is observed that most of the 
consumers have complaints about low quality of the leather goods. 
Moreover, the actual supply of goods is not as per samples and 
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specifications resulting into dissatisfaction and disappointment 
on the part of customers. /Low quality of the leather goods could 
be attributed to the following- factors^ 
a. Lack of Modernisation: Although modernisation is taking place 
gradually in the leather goods industry of U.P., Yet it has not 
gained momentum and still inmost of the units, the process of 
production is manual.(jThe slow pace of modernisation is there on 
account of low productivity and lack of quality control. In a 
fiercely competitive world, India's place can only be ensured if 
her productivity increase substantially i.e. in line with that of 
its competitors all over the globe. This an be done with the 
introduction of new technology & continued upgradation of 
production technique^ 
b. Low Quality of Raw Material: Majority of entrepreneurs and 
managers complain that by & large(the raw material which is used 
for the production of leather goods is of poor quality^ (^ his seems 
true as the Indian hides and skins to some extent have been found 
to carry a number of ante-mortem and post-mortem defects. Animal 
husbandry practices are poor, animals are not vaccinated, care is 
not taken to avoid stretches caused by shrubs/fences and there is 
inadequate protection against sun blisters, lice & ticks etc. 
Further careasses are dragged to the places of disposal and poor 
flying and curing practices are adopted^. All these results into 
poor quality of hides and skins which in turn is responsible for 
poor quality of leather goods industry as a whole. 
c. Absence of Quality Control Measures: During the investigation 
it was observed the quality control measures and standerdisation 
procedure are scarcely practiced in the production of leather" 
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/and leather goods. Hence the leather and leather goods produced in 
India are of inferior quality as compared to international 
standards. Moreover, majority of the leather goods produced in 
India come from small scale & cottage sector which are not able to 
afford adequate quality control measures. In order to compete the 
world market, the standardisation and quality control measures are 
sine qua none. 
(v) Raw Material Scarcity: During the course of study it has been 
observed that despite the abundant supply of the indigenous hides 
and skin it is estimated that in the 8th plan period, India 
will face an acute shortage of raw hides & skins of all the types. 
According to one estimate, there will be a deficit of about 200 
million square feet of hides & skins of different types by the 
end of 1995. The following table shows the actual picture. 
Category Requirement Availability Deficit 
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As is evident from the table given earlier that in the 1st 
year of the 8th five year plan the availability of the domestic 
finished leather would be around 13 75 million square feet while 
the requirement of finished leather is roughly 1445 million square 
feet. In the last year of the 8th five year plan, the available 
supply of the domestic finished leather is likely to be around 
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1600 million square feet while the requirement is in the range of 
1800 million square feet leaving deficit of about 200 million 
square feet. 
(VI). Lack of attractive, safe & duraOdle packaging:- During 
the course of study it has been observed that packaging of leather 
goods in U.P. is largely neglected. The producer of such goods in 
India accord low priority to packaging. Packaging is not only 
important but it is essential for enhancing the shelf^value of the 
leather products. If we are to sell the qualitative product, it is 
expected that the quality of packaging would be of higher 
standard. With the advent of the self service stores and super 
markets, the package of the product has to perform the function 
of a silent salesman in addition to its traditional function of 
protecting the product. In the absence of the salesmen in the 
shops to promote the product, the package must be able to capture 
the fancy of buyers. Moreover, the package must have an strong eye 
appeal. Thus, the product package has an important promotional 
function. In fact, it establishes meaningful communication with 
the consumers. Since consumer preferences and attitudes differ 
widely in different markets, it is extremely important to know 
the special attributes of each target market to design the package 
of the product accordingly. 
(VII). Brand Image*. During the course of present research it 
has been found that the leather goods industry of U.P. suffers 
from an adverse brand image in a big way. Moreover "Made in India" 
when read by the consumer, does have a down market. There is a 
tendency to treat the leather goods manufactured in U.P. as fit 
for catering to the demand of lower segment of market. 
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Accordingly the leather goods made in U.P. do not get the price 
which they deserve. 
In order to increase the export of footwear in particular 
and other leather goods in general, there is a need to formulate 
strategies to change and improve its brand image in the global 
market. We must separate ourself from the cut throat bottom price 
market sector and show to the world market that we are no more 
confined for catering to the lower segment of the market. 
Moreover, we are producing the quality leather goods at lower 
prices and cost. 
(VIII). Irrational Pricing Policies: As a matter of fact, among 
all the areas of executive decisions, pricing is perhaps the most 
critical and difficult. Critical because the firm's attainment of 
its profit goal is intimately related to its pricing decisions 
and difficult because it depends on a complex web of cost, 
competitive and demand factors . 
The task becomes even more complex in the international 
marketing. Majority of the entrepreneurs in leather goods industry 
use cost plus method in determining the export price. This method 
is based on the full cost approach. Here the firm adds up all its 
costs incurred in manufacturing, administrative, research and 
development overheads plus freight plus custom charges plus 
distribution charges and profit allowances. The net effect of this 
approach is a final price. This method gives birth to some 
problems, which are as follows :-
1. This method completely ignores demand and competitive 
conditions in the foreign target markets. ^^  
2. Under this method cost calculation is based on a predetermined 
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{level of activity. It tends to disregard the fact that cost do not 
act like as output increases or decreases. 3. In practice, this 
approach is totally irrelevant, moreover, it ignores the demand 
and competitive conditions. Whereas when we analyse the 
international market in leather goods, we find that this industry 
is highly competitive. 
4. Under this method cost calculation is based on a pre determined 
level of activity. But in leather goods Industry it is not 
practically possible to do so because price of raw materials is 
determined by the availability of hides and skins in the world 
market which ultimately determines the price of leather products. 
(IX). Higher Cost of Inputs: Most of the entrepreneurs complain 
that the cost of various inputs used for leather goods production 
is increasing day by day. The cost of raw material, labour cost 
and chemicals cost has gone up very high in recent years. Beside 
this, the cost of different plants, machines and their parts and 
components which are imported from different American and European 
countries, has gone up, too high which small and marginal 
entrepreneurs can not afford. 
(X) . Unremuneractive Prices: It was observed by the researcher 
during the course of study that entrepreneurs strongly feel that 
their products are unable to fetch the prices which they 
deserve. This is due to the fact that our exporters depend on 
some principal buyers who import the leather goods from India on 
their own terms and conditions, and market these in their own 
countries under their own brand names. As a result, unremunerative 
prices are given for the leather goods items produced in Uttar 
Pradesh, 
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( {XI). Adverse Impact of Devaluation: Although in the normal and 
ordinary course of functioning of business, devaluation is 
resorted to increase the volume of export but it is not so in case 
of leather goods Industry of U.P. Because as a result of the 
devaluation, the machines, plants and their components which are 
required to be imported, become more costlier as more Indian 
rupees are to be paid for the purchases of the same amount of the 
foreign exchange. Moreover, the cost of the raw materials imported 
from foreign countries also goes up as a result of devaluation of 
Indian Rupees. 
(XII). Channels of distribution: Selection of a given channel of 
distribution is a very difficult issue, it is further complicated 
when an entrepreneurs plan to market their leather goods in the 
international market. It is worth mentioning here that the best 
channel of the distribution may prove ineffective and non 
commercial if it fails to provide the place utility and time 
utility which is expected by customer. 
It is important to remember that the best product in 
the market may prove to be a commercial disaster if the channels 
of distribution selected are incapable of providing the utility 
of place and the utility of time which the local consumer expects. 
The expectation of the consumer is ultimately the criterion of 
effectiveness and therefore failure to satisfy the consumer means 
a poor marketing effort . 
(XIII). Air Cargo backlong: Air cargo backlog has been a very 
severe problem for the entrepreneurs in leather goods Industry of 
U.P. Inadequate air cargo facilities badly affect exports from 
this sector. The leather goods exporters are unable to move their 
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Nfixport consignments speedily at right time. The leather goods are 
highly fashionable items and in highly advanced countries of the 
Europe and America, fashion changes rapidly which increases too 
the value of the time, Non schedule delivery of the leather goods 
increases the probability of loosing the market share. 
(XIV). Lack of advertising: In the leather goods market, 
advertising is the key factor. Apart from advanced technology, 
the reasons of the success of industrial countries in the leather 
market is the effective advertising and publicity. Unfortunately, 
the entrepreneurs in leather goods Industry in U.P. are not using 
this tool to the fullest extent to pursue the buyers to 
purchase their products. Since there is cutthroat competition as 
far as leather goods Industry are concerned and if the 
entrepreneurs want to make some breakthrough, th^y must use 
advertising very effectively & judiciousely. / 
(XV) . Lack of effective conDnunication system: Quick and effective 
communication system has almost become inevitable for the 
successful marketing. The entrepreneurs must be able to make use 
of domestic market as well as in the world market. But unluckily 
very few entrepreneurs use such equipments because leather goods 
units are confined to the small scale and cottage sector. 
Moreover, the availability of modern communication system is 
lacking, hence very few entrepreneurs afford such a system. 
(XVZ). Inability to employ the Marketing Professionals: 
During the course of the study it has been observed that 
the entrepreneurs in leather goods Industry in U.P. are either 
unable or do not employ the marketing professionals either because 
of one reason or the other. Since most of the units are of 
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localised nature and confined to small scale and cottage sector 
hence they are not in a position to employ the persons who have 
marketing experience and expertise in the field because of 
financial constraints as they operate at a very small margin. 
Moreover, the entrepreneurs do not posses adequate and upto date 
marketing information. They mainly depend upon the middlemen for 
selling their leather goods which is not advantageous as 
substantial part o f profit is shared by them. 
(XVII). Lacking o£ Awareness among entrepreneurs: Realising the 
fact that small and marginal entrepreneurs have week competitive 
strength to withstand competition. Hence, Government had taken 
various steps. These steps are as follows. 
1. Reservation of 404 Items to be purchased exclusively from small 
units. 
2. Provision of price preference of 10%, in addition to 5% price 
preference by the U.P. state Govt, on the goods produced by small 
scale sector. 
3. Free marketing consultancy and training facility to 
entrepreneurs through D.I.C^ and K.V.I.B^ etc. 
But unfortunately, most of the entrepreneurs don't know 
about such facilities either because of one reason or the other 
and therefore, the question of availing such facilities does not 
arise. 
(XVIII). Power Problem: Shortage of power supply is another big 
problem for leather goods entrepreneurs. For the last one decade, 
the power situation in the state has gone from bad to worse and 
dozens of units in this sector are facing hardship for their 
survival which is resulting in mass lay-off and retrenchment of 
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(workforce. In many cases power supply vary from 4 hours to 6 
hours. The diesel generating sets installed at a high costs are 
also lying idle because of inadequacy and high price of diesel 
oil. The Quality of the power supply is also not upto the mark as 
there are many voltage fluctuations, load sheddings and frequent 
trippings. All these problems cause acute interruption in 
production. 
The entrepreneurs expressed strong resentment against 
unprecedented misadminstration of U.P.S.E.B. They describe its 
policies as anti-industry and anti-entrepreneurship. The Board 
levies maximum electric charges on the basis of horse power 
capacity of the machines installed despite its own failure to 
make regular and adequate power supply to the units. 
In the recent past, it has become the practice of the 
Board to supply power during night which resulted an unrest on the 
port of workers who are unwilling to work at nights as a number of 
them come from long distances to work in cities and are reluctant 
to take risk of going back. This has further resulted in the 
deterioration in respect to utilisation of installed capacity of 
the units. The entrepreneurs also find themselves unable to 
adhere to their supply schedules in time due to power problem. 
As per director of Industries, U.P. the state is 
suffering a loss of about Rs. 500 crores per fortnight in 
industrial production due to acute power shortage. The 
entrepreneurs are found reluctant in investing their capital in 
the industry. The power situation in the state is not likely to 
improve because of low generation capacity of the hydel plants^ .^ 
However, a ray of hope is being observed by entrepreneur on tl 
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ysteps taken by central/state govts, in inviting multinational & 
private national companies to generate power and supply it to the 
it to the S.E.B^. With these steps, if prove sucessful, the 
production of leather goods in state will go up satisfactorily & 
entrepreneur will hive a sigh of relief. 
(XIX). More Supply of Inputs Instead of More Siibsidies: 
During the course of study the researcher observed that some of 
the entrepreneurs are excessively depending upon the government 
help instead of standing on their own feet. Though the basic 
rationale behind the provision of various subsidies and facilities 
is to strengthen the position of small entrepreneurs as compare to 
larger organisation, but it should be clearly understood that the 
entrepreneurs are to run and develop by their own initiative. The 
govt, may provide subsidies, facilities and protection but it can 
not make the business run. Besides, subsidies and incentives can 
not be given for an unlimited period of time. It is observed that 
entrepreneurs are facing acute shortage of raw materials, finance 
and electricity. It is therefore suggested that the steps should 
be taken to increase the supply of other required inputs and to 
replenish resources rather than to provide the subsidies. 
(XX). Multiplicity of concessions and subsidies: 
Now a days, large number of concessions and subsidies are 
made available in the state for the promotion of leather goods 
industry. Naturally, it becomes difficult to administer a whole 
range of concessions and subsidies with vastly varying contents 
and operational system. Apart from this, it is observed that their 
is a considerable lack of information of the part of field staff 
of various corporations and the entrepreneurs themselves who have 
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io avail these facilities. Moreover, due to different 
implementing agencies of different subsidies and concessions, it 
is almost impossible to form package of assistance for the 
convenience & fuller benefits of the entrepreneurs of leather 
goods industry of U.P. 
According to our investigation many of the incentives, 
subsidies and concessions are such that remains only on paper 
without being passed on to the entrepreneurs. In view of this, it 
is suggested that there is a need for taking the drastic steps to 
revise these existing subsidies and concessions. In place of 
providing such a large number of incentives and their 
administration by various agencies, only one subsidy aimed at, 
should be given and the verification of production could be done 
from sales tax records or from purchase records of raw materials 
or from the power consumed as in the use of production subsidy, 
govt. would have the problem of administering it. This task of 
administration of production subsidy could be assigned to field 
officers. 
The proposed production subsidy will definitely provide 
relief to the entrepreneurs of leather goods Industry of Uttar 
Pradesh. 
(XXI). Low Productivity: The leather goods Industry of U.P. is 
also characterised by low productivity as compare to International 
standards, the main cause are lack of modernisation, operational 
defects, Lack of skilled and trained manpower, negligence, 
carelessness, power failure and bad working conditions. 
Modernisation and trained manpower both are essential for speedy 
Wrowth of leather goods Industry of U.P. „ 
(XXII). Under Utilisation of Production Capacity. 
Most of the units of this Industry are facing this problem 
in U.P. Important reasons are inadequate finance for working 
capital, lack. of qualitative raw material, absence of 
mechanisation, frequent break down, power failure, negligence, 
carelessness, untrained and semitrained workers etc. 
Under utilisation of production capacity leads to 
sickness of the units which ultimately and adversely affects the 
profitability of the leather industry of U.P. 
SUGGESTIONS 
Following are some of the suggestions to overcome the 
problems which are faced by entrepreneurs in leather goods 
Industry of Uttar Pradesh in the field of marketing. 
1. Uttar Pradesh government must set up a state level marketing 
corporation for the purpose of marketing the leather goods 
manufactured by the entrepreneurs. The establishment of such a 
type of the corporation will not only help in increasing the 
profit of entrepreneurs and removing their marketing bottle necks 
but will be of a very vital importance to consumers and customers 
in the sense that they will then get the goods at cheaper rates 
due to elimination of the middlemen's profit. 
2. During the course of the study it was observed that mass 
communication media do not seem to be popular among the 
entrepreneurs of leather goods Industry of U.P. for the purpose of 
the advertisement. Not only this, the entrepreneurs under study 
have selected the media of the advertisement in a very 
unscientific, unsystematic and happazard way. The cutthroat) 
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(competition from the big business houses backed by the larger 
advertisement budget has created a climate and atmosphere which 
can not easily be faced even by very efficient and effective small 
level entrepreneurs. The above mentioned state level marketing 
corporation can take up the job of selecting and suggesting the 
different media for advertisement after taken into account the 
nature, (type and quality of the product, degree of the market 
competition and effect of the media on sales etc. 
3. Directorate of Industries of Uttar Pradesh state and small 
industries service institutes should jointly take an initiative 
to establish some sort of marketing consortium for leather goods 
Industries. All the small, marginal and cottage units should join 
its membership and consortium may sell all the goods under a 
specific brand name given by it. 
It may by constituted either in the form of a company or a 
society and should have the support of the central & U.P. state 
Govt, The constitution of the consortium should be drafted in such 
a way so that its membership is confined only to small scale & 
cottage level leather goods entrepreneurs. Moreover, its services 
should also be made available only to members, the consortium may 
perform the following functions. 
I. Establishment and organisation of channels of 
distribution. 
II. Undertaking and organising the marketing research and 
sales promotion projects in the domestic as well as world markets. 
III. Participating in the different trade fairs and 
exhibitions of national and international importance. 
IV. Establishment of common facilities for the purpose of testing 
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yand quality control. 
vV Providing after sales facilities on behalf of the etnber 
entrepreneurs and units. 
VI. Making available a brand-name of trade mark to the products 
of member units. 
VII. Establishing, organising and promoting other facilities such 
as product-development etc for the benefits of the member units. 
4. the Government of Uttar Pradesh should provide due recognition 
and financial assistance to some educational institutions and 
bodies which can undertake market research, other sales promotion 
schemes on behalf of the small entrepreneurs at a nominal charges 
and rates. 
Moreover, the promotional agencies such as D.I.Cs, S.I.D.O.S. 
and U.P.S.Cs etc. should come forward to avail the services of 
experienced and trained management consultant and professionals so 
as to reap fully the installed capacity of. small and marginal 
entrepreneurs units and increase their productivity and 
profitability ultimately. 
5. There should also be a provision of recurring annual subsidy 
on turnover instead of present capital subsidity for the purpose 
of augmenting production and proper distribution through marketing 
agencies. Such a proposed subsidy will benefit the entrepreneurs 
of leather goods Industry and the Govt. both. The entrepreneurs 
who are forced to purchases raw material from open market at high 
cost, will be benefitted substantially through this subsidy. 
Moreover, govt, will also get more revenue in the form of sales 
tax, income tax & other taxes as entrepreneurs will be bound to 
disclosed the real figures of turnover to avail such sort of 
subsidy. '-"^ 
6. In order to overcome the power problem faced by entrepreneurs 
following steps should be taken. 
(i) The state govt. i.e. the Govt, of U.P. should ensure an 
uninterrupted power supply for at least 16 hours per day during 
the normal working and functioning of industries. 
(ii) Instead of providing generator sets subsidy to small and 
marginal entrepreneurs, the state govt, should establish a high 
power - generator - set in main industrial areas and industrial 
estates of the state. 
(iii) The Government of U.P. should direct the U.P.S.E.B. to 
levy electric charges on the actual consumption of the power and 
the present policy of levying minimum electric charges on horse 
power basis from small units should be discontinued. 
7. As far as shortage of raw material is concerned, following are 
some of the points to be taken into consideration for improving 
the overall position and overcoming the given problems of raw 
material. 
i) The proper care should be taken as far as the distribution 
of skins, hides and other needed input is concerned. Moreover, a 
long term policy should be laid down in tune with the development 
plans. The govt, of U.P. should come forward with the view of 
taking certain steps in increasing the share of the state in the 
allotment of raw materials including hides and skins. 
ii) During the course of investigation it was observed by the 
researcher that presently raw material to small & marginal 
entrepreneurs is allocated only to the extent of 15% of its total 
requirement on the single shift basis. The only net quota of ray* 
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material should be enhanced to cope with the demand and the raw 
material including skins and hides be allocated on the three 
shifts basis as is in case of big organisation. 
iii) Big business organisation producing raw m.aterial should be 
prevented through enactment of such laws from producing the items 
reserved for small enterprises. 
iv) The govt, organisations like S.T.C., M.M.T.C. S.A.I.L. and 
coal authority of India Ltd. etc. should be incoureged by U.P. 
govt, to established their own stock yards in the state. 
v) No sales Tax should be imposed on the skins and hides used 
for production of leather goods in the state. 
vi) The U.P.S.I.C. should come forward to weed out the dummy 
units and evolve a need based policy regarding allotment of skins 
and hides to small and marginal entrepreneurs. 
vii) As observed that "partial control" which is the main reason 
of harassment of entrepreneurs should either be completely 
abolished or there should be total control. A midway policy, as 
entrepreneurs allege, is nothing but a source of corruption. They 
further allege that in India, planning is somehow understood as 
control and regulations and not the creation of economic 
activities. 
B. FINANCIAL PROBLEMS: During the course of study it has been 
observed by the researcher that the entrepreneurs of leather goods 
Industry in U.P. have been facing acute financial problems. The 
financial needs of an entrepreneurs can be classified broadly into 
two categories, 
a. Long term or fixed capital Needs.\ 
b. Short term or working capital needs. t.«-i 
Basically, long term financial needs (fixed capital) are 
ordinarily met from the own resources of entrepreneurs and long 
terms loans provided by the U.P.F.C. and U.P.S.I.C. etc. Most of 
the entrepreneurs replied that they are aware about loan 
facilities made available by the central and state govt, through 
different financial institutions to them, however, they reported 
that the following types of problems are faced by them either 
directly or indirectly in getting the loans sanctioned from these 
agencies. 
1. Conplicated and Tiring Procedure: During the course of study 
and investigation it was observed by the researcher that the 
entrepreneurs are very much dissatisfied and disappointed with the 
functioning of financial institutions like U.P.F.C, U.P.S.I.C, 
and other ancilliary agencies meant for the promotion and 
development of enterpreneurship in leather goods Industry in U.P. 
They complain and alleged that an entrepreneurs motivated by 
different govt, facilities and incentives soon looses his 
enthusiasm and zeal when he observes and comes in touch with the 
real working & functioning of these agencies. After preparing the 
feasibility and project report when he approaches the agencies, he 
faces the problem due to cumbersome, harassing and dilatory 
procedure at various stages i.e. allotment of land and its 
registration, completion of legal formalities, disbursement of 
loans and advances, sanction of power and its connection, 
registration with Distt. Industries Centre and sales tax deptt., 
excise license, allotment of raw material quota, sanction of long 
term as well as working capital loans and its disbursement. 
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All the above mentioned delays operate one after another in a 
sequence, e.g. the application for term loan can not be moved 
till margin money loans are obtained; margin money loans are not 
provided till land is allotted & registered, legal formalities can 
not be completed till the sanction advice of loan is received from 
the financial institutions and the unit has procured dozens of 
certificates required by the financial institutions and so on. 
The entrepreneurs were some what reluctant to disclose to 
the researcher during the course of study, however, after much 
persuasion and assurance that all these informations are purely 
and totally meant for academic purpose, they disclosed that some 
of the above stated delays are procedural while most of them are 
deliberate, where corruption plays a major and vital role. The 
file for any sort of formality is not made to move unless and 
until the palms of the concerned officer and clerks are not 
greased properly. Moreover, all the concerned officials are 
provided with dozens of chicken and packs of wine bottles. As is 
revealed by majority of the entrepreneurs that promotional stage 
is cott^ leted in not less than 8 to 10 months and many more time in 
the cases where the entrepreneurs are somewhat less educationally 
qualified. During the investigation, it was observed by the 
researcher that when a project gets delayed, the scope for cost or 
the cost involved increases and the funds meant for the industry 
get decreased either because of his personal withdrawals during 
the period or owing to pre-operative expenditure made in 
completing the above stated foirmalities. 
2. Tough and Harsh Recovery of Loans: According to the agreement 
reached between entrepreneurs and financial institutions, the 
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first installment of advances is to be repaid back after the 
expiry of the first year since its disbursement. In fact, this 
period is very inadequate because of the reason that normally a 
unit does not start yielding profit with in this short period of 
time. Hence, withdrawal of funds meant for repayment of loans to 
the financial agencies become a major problem to them. 
The recovery procedure of different financial institutions 
came under critical attack by the entrepreneurs and respondents. 
These institutions are empowered to realise loans like land 
revenue which is nothing short of torture and harassment to the 
entrepreneurs. The intention of the govt, behind providing this 
power must have been to stop the unscrupulous units from devouring 
the public money. But unfortunately even scrupulous, effective, 
efficient, and running units are not spared by the lending 
institutions & because of this drawback the very purpose of 
financial help is thus defeated. In most of the cases because of 
terms of agreement, the small and marginal units have no legal 
remedy to escape from such a harsh recovery procedure. 
Some entrepreneurs in the field of leather goods Industry in 
U.P. are of the view that the loan recovery procedure adopted by 
the lending institutions is not only repressive but arbitrary, 
unfair and unjust. When such stringent methods of the debt 
recovery are rightly or wrongly adopted, industrial growth and 
economic development gets an unprecedent setback. It is disclosed 
that soft loans provided by such institutions are not only far 
from being soft but become, in due course, dangerous instruments 
for hampering the economic growth and industrial development 
initiated by struggling, developing and ambitious entrepreneurs in 
leather goods industry in U.P. 26"/ 
3. Difficulties in Getting Loans from Banks: Most of the problems 
faced by entrepreneurs are in the case of working capital. The 
needs for working capital are met by the Banks of different types 
in the U.P. During the course of investigation it has been 
observed by the researcher that the entrepreneurs need relatively 
more amount of working capital since late eighties. Because of 
inflation causing spurt in the prices of raw materials, increase 
in the prices of parts and components of plants and machines, 
increase in the establishment expenses and larger amount of bad 
debts etc. In all the industries in general and leather goods 
Industry U.P. in particular, most of the entrepreneurs had plans 
to expand and diversify their production but it could not be 
materialised because acute shortage of working capitals. The 
entrepreneurs allege that commercial banks are still pursuing the 
traditional approach while financing the small units. Instead of 
visualising the viability and profitability of the units, the 
Banks pay unnecessary importance to the amount and quality of 
security offered against the loans. 
4. Higher Rates of Interest and Other Charges: Although about 2C 
banks have been nationalised and the banking authorities have been 
instructed to give a privileged treatment to the priority sector 
even than all the hopes of the entrepreneurs have been belied. 
During the course of investigation the researcher observed that 
the banking system as a whole suffers from many malpractices. 
The entrepreneurs allege that banks charge the interest on 
the loans provided to them at par with other general loans which 
varies from 16 to 20 percent. These types of high interest rates 
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are proving to be very costly & burdensome for many of the small 
and marginal entrepreneurs causing an unnecessary financial load 
resulting into hampering the pace of enterpreneurship development 
and economic growth. 
The entrepreneurs also complain that besides charging high 
rate of interest on the loans sanctioned to them, banks also debit 
their account by different sort of other charges such as godown 
keeping charges, incidental charges and guarantee fees, etc. Banks 
charge the guarantee fee on entrepreneurs despite the clear 
instructions of R.B. I. not to charge the same on small & marginal 
units. 
5. Delay in Payments: The entrepreneurs allege that different 
parents units and other govt, and semi government departments 
unnecessarily delay in the payments to small and marginal units 
resulting into extraordinary financial burden on them. Moreover, 
such a problem further cause the scarcity of working capital. 
Although, the problem of payment of bills in respect of supplies 
of small units, particularly production ancillary items, has been 
examined from time to time by different committees constituted 
under the direct guidance of state and central government even 
though no suitable arrangement has so far been worked out to 
ensure speedy settlement of their claims. 
In the early eighties R.B.I, also intervened to solve this 
problem. It had asked all the commercial banks to seek separate 
statements from the big entrepreneurs regarding their dues to 
small units exceeding the period of 120 days. The objectives was 
to monitor the payments delays by big companies and take steps in 
order to avoid the small units being deprived of their working 
funds for unduly long period. 2b3 
The small and marginal units disclosed that the time limit 
of 120 days is not reasonable. Ordinarily, a small entrepreneur 
sells his goods on 20 to 40 days credit. But large units utilises 
the credit for 100 to 125 days. The position of payments is in no 
case better regarding the supplied to the govt, and semi govt. 
department. The entrepreneurs are of the view that the state govt. 
should make it obligatory on big units and the govt, deptts. to 
make the payments of small units with in a period of one month 
failing which they should be made to pay the extra interest at 
double the bank rates. 
6. Poor and Small Capital Base: Small capital base is an important 
problem of the leather goods. Industry's entrepreneurs. Central 
and state govt, have formulated such sort of policies that an 
entrepreneurs with only 10 percent capital from his own resources 
can launch and start his project and rest 90 percent of capital 
may be provided either by central or state govts financial 
agencies. Consequently, the rates of equity to total debts in most 
of the small units varies form 1:4 to as low as 1:9 In many cases, 
even these figures are missleading as the entrepreneurs bring 
their capital in the form of interest bearing deposits from 
friends and relatives and show them as their own capital. Small 
capital base is very closely linked with the sickness in the small 
scale industry and is often both the cause & effect of it. 
Because of poor equity base, the units have to bear the crippling 
burden of too much of debt and the entrepreneurs begging to worry 
before the unit starts earning profit and many a times even much 
before the organisation starts functioning. Consequently, a 
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nun±)er of units never reach to a profitable level in spite of the 
fact that the unit is vialbe and sound otherwise. 
Sometime the poor and small capital base or inadequate stake 
of the entrepreneurs act as a disincentive. Entrepreneur is not 
very much worried about the viability and profitability of the 
concern. During red period, instead of making efforts to 
overcome the difficulties the entrepreneurs tries to withdraw 
his stake by resorting to different malpractices like manipulating 
the accounts & selling of the assets etc. 
Insufficiency of own capital adversely affect the working of 
an enterprise in two ways. Firstly, it increases the interest 
burden. In many cases the interest on borrowings is found to be 
considerably higher than the average profit margin. A unit having 
poor equity/capital base has to resort to large borrowings often 
from the market at a high rate of interest which results in 
further increasing of the overheads. This raise the break even 
point i.e. the level of operations at which it will generate 
profit becomes s\ibstantially higher than before. 
Secondly, the poor and small equity base reduces the 
additional borrowing capacity of the industry. During the course 
of investigation it was observed by the researcher that the bank 
norms regarding debt-equity ration and margin requirements comes 
in the way of getting the urgently needed credit limits. 
Ultimately, they have to borrow the loans from the indigenous 
banks ie. Sahukars and Lalas at a very higher interest rates. 
7. Problems because of Withdrawals of case compensatory 
Support(C.C.S.): During the course of investigation, majority of 
the leather goods entrepreneurs allege that withdrawals of cash 
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compensatory support (CCS.) has created a serious situation for 
them. Most of the entrepreneurs operate on a very small margin 
because of very heavy competition in the domestic and world 
market. Some time they enter into contract below cost. The 
profit is only earned due to various incentives e.g. C C S . and 
D.D.B. etc. made available by the govt, of U.P. and India. 
Moreover, a substantial part of the expenditure is itself met by 
these incentives. 
SUGGESTIONS; 
1. A national level financial corporation should be brought 
into existence by the govt, of India and govt, of Uttar Pradesh 
with the exclusive aim of providing capital loans to the 
entrepreneurs of the leather goods industry. 
2. The Govt. of Uttar Pradesh should create an equity fund to 
provide ecjuity loans to the leather goods producing small units 
through the Distt. Industrial Centres. The modalities of 
administering assistance from this fund be evolved on the 
following lines. 
i) Assuming the debt equity ration 3:1 as reasonably 
satisfactory, any shortfall in the proprietory funds to this 
extent should be given an equity loan. 
ii) The maximum ceiling for equity loan may be fixed in such a 
way that after taking into consideration the nature and size of 
the organisation, major benefits go to the small and marginal 
entrepreneurs of leather goods Industry of U.P. 
iii) If the entrepreneurs do not adhere to the financial 
discipline, the facility should be withdrawn by converting it into 
interest-bearing credit. 3. The D.I.Cs. of the U.P. should be 
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empowered to sanction need based equity loans to the 
entrepreneurs. 4. The Banking system should evolve a need based 
financing policy in place of security based policy so thac 
entrepreneurs (small & marginal) are helped. 
5. At the time of granting the loans, the due emphasis should be 
paid on economic viability of the organisation and character of 
the entrepreneur instead of amount of security offered against the 
loans. 
6. The Banking sector and other financial agencies including 
indigenous and local Lalas/Sahukars should liberalize the terms 
cuid conditions for granting loans to the entrepreneurs. Though, 
the industrial credit carries certain fiscal and banking 
restrictions, but there is a need to cut short the undue 
procedural requirements so as to avoid all delays and problems of 
leather goods Industry's entrepreneur in obtaining the bank 
finances. 
7. During the course of investigation it was observed by the 
researcher himself after the entrepreneurs disclosed that the 
functioning and working of guarantee system appears not to be as 
effective as it could be because of the fact that small and 
marginal entrepreneurs with weak security have little chances of 
obtaining credit from any sources whether government or 
institutional. The better, effective & efficient functioning of 
the guarantee system for small and marginal entrepreneurs is very 
essential. Hence, it is suggested that the scheme should be made 
more effective and organisation take the benefits of the scheme. 
8. It is suggested that the cash compensatory support which has 
recently been withdrawn should b released so that small and 
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marginal entrepreneurs of the leather goods industry in U.P. are 
benefitted. 
9. It has been observed that the banks as well as different other 
financial institutions e.g. U.P.F.C^, U.P.S.I.C, U.P.S.I.D.C., 
I.F.C.I., I.D.B.I. and I.C.I.C.I. etc. charge high rate of 
interest on the loans and advances provided to the entrepreneurs 
hence central and state government both, should come forward 
to instruct and direct these above mentioned agencies to charge 
lower rate of interest from small and marginal entrepreneurs i.e. 
at par with other international financial agencies in developed 
countries. 
10. In order to overcome the corruption prevalent in industrial 
life, the central and state government both should increase the 
salaries and emoluments of officers and clerical staff so as to 
put them at par with the officers of other developing economics 
of the world. If still some officers resort bribes then the 
concerned govt, should not hesitate in initiating an action 
against, to separate and dismiss them from the govt, jobs and 
revives. 
11. As far as the delay in payments by different govt, deptts. in 
lieue of the leather goods supply to them by small and marginal 
entrepreneurs is concerned, the central as well as state govts. 
both, should formulate a policy and chalkout a clear cut plan 
regarding payments. A provision should be made in the concerned 
policy and plan regarding payments of supply with in 30 to 45 days 
failing which the govt. should charge that deptt. with high rate 
of interest on the money due on them and recover it in the way 
in which land revenue is recovered i.e. with the help of the 
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Tahseeldar and other revenue collection staff of the tahseel. 
C. PERSONNEL PROBLEMS: 
Besides marketing, finance and production, leather goods 
industry of Uttar Pradesh also faces many problems in the field 
of personnel and Industrial relations. All these problems are of 
vide field. Some of the personal problems are discussed below. 
i) . Labour Problems: During the course of investigation 
researcher observed that the entrepreneurs are facing various 
labour problems in their units and organisations. Entrepreneurs 
are not acquainted with the latest techniques of recruitment, 
selection, development, utilisation, training and evaluation of 
the retained workers in their factories and organisation. The 
labour welfare facilities in the units are found to be 
inadequate. The system to train the workforce is lacking though it 
is one of the most important function to be looked after by the 
entrepreneurs. Whatever training they get, it is through "on the 
job working" in the units, through guidance by senior workers. 
The financial weakness generally does not permit small 
entrepreneurs to arrange for training of their workers. 
Although, there is another problems also as far as training is 
concerned. In some of the studied cases, labour turnover is 
caused as a result of training as the workers leave the unit or 
demand more money from their employers only because they are more 
efficient and effective after getting the training imparted to 
them by & through present employer. 
Entrepreneurs of all the industries in general and leather 
goods industry in particular have got the tendency to avoids 
even the genuine demands of their labour force unless and until 
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some external pressure by union leaders through strikes,- gheraos 
and dharnas is built on them. Such sort of style of dealing with 
the labour problems should immediately be dropped. The 
entrepreneurs themselves should develop a forewarning system and 
timely decisions should be taken in order to avoid the avoidable 
losses of man days. Participation of works in the management is 
found conspicuous by its absence. 
11) Lack of technically qualified Personnel: Hitherto production 
used to take place in small scale and cottage units largely which 
were managed by artisans. The use of machines and plants has been 
peripheral with the emergence of modern sector. There is a growing 
need for technically qualified persons like production managers, 
supervisor, shop-floor workers, machine operators, machine 
maintenance staff, designer, pattern makers, laboratory analysts, 
chemists and other administrative staff. Among these, the 
availability of skilled workers for cutting, pattern making and 
sewing line supervisors and and designers is very limited. This 
is emerging as a major bottleneck in the speedy growth of leather 
sector^. 
Although, there are some institutions in the country to 
provide training to the staff but unfortunately these are 
inadequate, both in terms of intake as well as in terms of 
quality. Shortage of skilled workers is one of the major factor 
responsible for low quality of leather goods, low labour 
productivity, under utilisation of production capacity and wastage 
etc. 
In order to meet the demand of domestic and world market 
during the 8th five year plan, additional capacity will be 
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required in almost all the areas of leather goods based on the 
estimates of additional capacity requirements. The industry's, 
need for additional personnels upto 1994-95 has been worked out 
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lii) Poor Working Conditions: During the course of investigation 
and on the spot survey carried out by the researcher himself, it 
has been observed that the working conditions under which workers 
work during day and night shifts, are extremely poor and unhygenic 
which result into dissatisfaction and disappointment. This 
dissatisfaction and disappointment on the part of workers bring 
down their morale effecting adversely their working capacity and 
capability. Because of poor working conditions, workers feel 
deprived of their constitutional right ensuring every one to live 
at neet and clean places either within the or out of the premises 
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of the organisation. Due to bad and poor working conditions, the 
health of the workers is effected badly resulting into poor and 
low performance on their part. 
iv) Absence of Participative Management Practices: As per the 
reports of the entrepreneurs and workers both, it is observed by 
the researcher that the practice of workers participation in 
management is missing which also dissatisfy and disappoint workers 
that they are treated in the organisation like mere plants and 
machines which have no emotions, feelings, likes and dislikes etc. 
Participative management is a modern management practice and has 
got its origin in American and Europea'n advanced and industrially 
developed countries. Through this practice, workers participate 
in the decision making process which is the exclusive function of 
management. Moreover, workers get not only their salaries and 
wages but are also entitled for a handsome share in the profit 
earned by the organisation. 
v) Absence of collective Bargaining: As a matter of fact, 
collective bargaining is a process of settling the industrial 
disputes through peaceful means and negotiations. 
In case of the collective bargaining, the representatives of 
management as well as the representatives of workers sit 
together on a negotiating table to overcome their problems and 
disputes. By this method neither the mendays are lost nor the 
work is suffered. The leather goods industry of U.P. is 
characterised by small scale and cottage units spreaded all over 
the tow cities of Kanpur and Agra and hence there is a little 
scope for collective bargaining practices. 
vi) Limited implementation of provisions of various statutory 
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Acts: Last but not the least, the factories Act 1948 was passed in 
the parliament with the view of making workers and labourer pass a 
good and standard life besides improving their living conditions. 
In this Act, various provisions were made to facilitate and make 
safe the industrial life of the workers. But unfortunately, the 
entrepreneurs of leather goods industry in U.P. to a substantial 
extent have not been implementing the provisions of the 
factories Act 1948. As was disclosed by the workers during 
investigation. Only the provisions of factories Act 1948 are not 
implemented but their are wide verities of statutory Acts which 
either in one way or the other are required to be followed and 
their legal provisions concerning workers and industrial life 
are binding. These Acts beside factories Act 1948, are Industrial 
Disputes Act 1947, Workers compensation Act 1923, Employees Estate 
Insurance Act 1948, Employees Provident fund Act 1952. The 
payment of Bonus Act 1965, the payment of wages Act 1936, the 
minimum wages Act 1948, The trade union Act 1926, the Industrial 
employment Act 1946, (standing order). The Gratuity Act 1972, 
Apprentices Act 1961, Collection of Statistics Act 1953, Matenity 
Benefit Act 1961 and Employment Exchanges (Compulsory Notification 
of vacancies) Act 1959 etc. None of the above Acts' provisions 
are being executed by the entrepreneurs of leather goods industry 
of U.P.. 
SUGGESTIONS; 
1. One of the most important suggestion regarding workers that 
their method and mode of recruitment and selection should be 
modified. Researcher observed that all the leather goode 
producing organisations are still recruiting the labours according 
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to traditional methods i.e. appointment of labour on the 
recommendation of the others without knowing the actual ability 
and interest of workers. However, some time entrepreneurs conduct 
the interviews but for nothing. 
2. The Researcher observed that neither there is a clearcut policy 
for the promotion of the workers nor any incentive system is 
prevalent in the industry. An effective and modern incentive 
system should be formulated in the small units by the 
entrepreneurs which may be proved helpful in increasing the 
efficiency of the capable workers. 
3. As was disclosed by the workers during their interview that 
welfare facilities which are not provided by the entrepreneurs 
should be made available to the workforce so as to get their 
efficiency, effectiveness and capability increased in order to 
cope with the demands of the markets and leather goods industry 
of U.P. 
4. Labourers and supervisors should be provided some amenities 
like free medical, education, training and housing to the whole 
family of worker. 
5. The entrepreneurs should be made to realise that training is 
inevitable for enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness of 
workers at work by developing skills relevant to their work. They 
should, therefore, take necessary steps to impart training to 
labourers to increase their productivity. For this, it is 
suggested that small entrepreneurs should come forward to form 
trade associations in accordance with their production fields. 
e.g. trade association of footwear manufactures, trade association 
of garments manufacturers and trade association of other leather 
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goods producer, such types of trade associations, bedsides 
imparting training to workers, will help in settling different 
other problems of entrepreneurs. These sorts of trade associations 
of manufacturers and producer might perform and execute those 
functions which an individual organisations unable to undertake. 
For instance, training to the workers, conducting marketing 
research, collective publicity and advertisement, demand for 
better credit and finance etc. A well organised and managed 
trade association will prove to be of greater help to the small 
and marginal entrepreneurs in leather goods industry of U.P. 
6. For creating employment opportunities and give a boost to 
labour intensive units/organisations, the facility of providing 
interest free loan to the entrepreneurs should be made available. 
7. Leather goods industries entrepreneurs' in U.P. are not in a 
position to afford for the employment of clerical and managerial 
staff. The compliance of rules and regulations of different 
statutory Acts require entrepreneurs to maintain the recoras, 
filling up and submission of various prescribed statements and in 
many cases personal attendance in govt, office. A small and 
marginal entrepreneurs, who has to look after many activities 
regarding the production as well as marketing of his finished 
products, often finds it very difficult to spare time for 
con^lying with the provisions of the different statutory Acts. 
Therefore, it is suggested that all the small units should be 
exempted from the provisions of these Acts. In place of it, some 
simplified procedure should be evolved which may ensure the 
interests of the employees on the one hand and may entail lesser 
formalities on the part of the entrepreneurs on the other. 
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8. Most of the small and marginal entrepreneurs face many-
difficulties in the field of management. Majority of them is 
transformed into the managers and executives because of some 
reasons and hence the knowledge of different management 
principles and techniques is inevitable for them. Management 
training is very effective tool to develop the needed 
entrepreneurial skill/vigour and capability to meet new 
challenges in the industrial field. Not only small and marginal 
entrepreneurs but the govt, officials of different institutions 
and agencies engaged in the promotion of enterpreneurship should 
also be trained in various management fields such as 
operation/production, human resource, accounting and marketing 
etc. Therefore, the training programme should be conducted at the 
following three different levels. 
1. Training and development program for entrepreneurs: 
2. Training and development program for govt, officials: 
3. Training and development for managers and executives: 
1. Training and Development for the Entrepreneurs: 
During the course of investigation it was observed by the 
researcher that despite of the different enterpreneurship 
development programme launched by the small scale industries 
services institutes and Uttar Prades Industrial consultants Ltd. 
etc. the managerial and entrepreneurial know how is not yet 
developed among entrepreneurs because of non-commitment of 
concerned personnel towards the programs and courses. It is also 
reported and alleged that place and time of the courses was not 
properly propagated and advertised among entrepreneurs. The 
entrepreneurs disclosed that these programme were conducted only 
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with the view of completing the records files of govt, orders 
and have fully failed to meet the objective for which these were 
organised. These programmes and courses were also lacking 
practical approach to entrepreneurs' problems. Officials giving 
training to entrepreneurs themselves are not exposed to various 
practical aspects of the problems faced by the entrepreneurs in 
industrial life. 
Therefore, it is suggested that fully trained officials 
should be engaged in the training programmes and instead of 
conducting these on haphazard and lukewarm style, the govt, in 
consultation with established business houses should evolve an 
effective system to organise these courses in a systematic, 
rational and regular manner, . In fact, some private experienced 
consultants having expertise knowledge in various managerial areas 
should also be engaged in the courses and programmes so that the 
entrepreneurs may be benefited by the first hand knowledge and 
experience of these specialists. 
2. Training Programmes for the Govt. Officials: 
These programmes should be conducted by the banks, 
corporations and industrial deptts. with a view of providing 
training to their officials who deal with the small and marginal 
entrepreneurs of leather goods industry in U.P. Moreover, the 
programmes should be designed in such a way so as to acquaint the 
concerned officials about all that a* small entrepreneurs is 
required to do before he establishes his unit. The programmes and 
courses should stress on the subject like project planning and 
project evaluation etc. 
3. Training Programmes for Managers and Executives: 
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After going through the details furnished by entrepreneurs 
and workers during interview, the researcher observed that 
although most of the works in the fields like production, 
finance, marketing and human resources, the entrepreneurs 
themselves undertake. If some managers and executives in the 
above mentioned areas are employed because of the largeness of 
the business, they should be trained and developed so as to meet 
the new challenges of the day. The courses and progammes for 
training and development of the managers and executives should be 
designed in consultation with the experienced and first hand 
informed private management consultants and experts etc.. 
9. The banking system should come foreword and assume a new role 
of imparting management education besides providing finance to 
small auid marginal entrepreneurs. The commercial banks may help 
small entrepreneurs in the following ways. 
i) Preparation of counseling material dealing with basic 
requirements of managing the small units. This should be made 
available to entrepreneurs at the time the loans are provided to 
them. 
ii) Conducting periodical programmes to train and educate the 
entrepreneurs who have taken loans from the banks. 
iii) Establishing consultancy cells for small and marginal 
entrepreneurs. Some reasonable fee may also be charged from the 
beneficiaries for such services. 
NOW MAMAGERIAL PROBLEMS 
In addition to the above mentioned managerial problems, there 
are some non managerial problems also which the leather goods 
Industry of Uttar pradesh is facing for the last many years and no 
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solution is forwarded by the government or otherwise. The non 
managerial problems which the researcher, during his course of 
investigation in Kanpur and Agra has observed are listed below. 
A. GENERAL PROBLEMS 
1. Prepondrence of small units 
The leather goods Industry of Uttar Pradesh is still largely 
confined to the household, cottage & small scale units. A 
considerable part of the demand for leather goods is met by this 
small scale sector which account for about 66% of the total 
production. These small units suffer from various constraints 
specially in the field of production, marketing, financial & 
management. These units are perpetually in the hands of 
wholesalers and other middlemen who swallow a large chunk of 
profit leaving the entrepreneurs at the lower level as far as 
fruits earned by them are concerned. 
2. Excise duty: The small scale and cottage sector in the area of 
leather goods industry in Uttar Pradesh complain that it is 
charged with the same rate of execise duty as the large scale, big 
units entrepreneurs. In fact it is not justified. 
3. Sales tax on footwear raw hides/skins & other products: 
Leather Board manufacturing is a waste utilization industry 
which recycles the waste leather material for the purpose of 
making & producing cheap leather footwear. Since leather board is 
clubbed under the heading "Leather Material" & charged 11% sales 
tax by the state government. This is a waste utilisation industry 
and hence needs encouragement by paying lesser sales tax on its 
products i.e. equivalent to other ordinary leather. Moreover, the 
practice of levying/charging the sales tax on the hides & skins on 
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the one hand & the product manufactured/made of it on the other, 
should be immediately abolished. 
4. Mandl samiti fee: The Government of Uttar Pradesh under the 
"Uttar Pradesh Krishi Utpaden Mandi Adhiniyam" charges mandi 
samiti fee on hides, skins and also on other finished leather 
products. This is done because the leather is classified as 
agricultural produce under the mandi samiti Act. The entrepreneurs 
and tanneries have been representing that finished leather is not 
an agricultural produce. Leather council and other informal forums 
are also of the view that finished leather is not an agricultural 
produce for taxation purposes. Moreover, no state in India other 
than Uttar Pradesh charges/levies mandi samiti fee on the finished 
leather. Therefore, the entrepreneurs of this state are at a 
losing end as compare to the leather producer of other states. 
Mandi samiti fee is also charged on raw hides and skins resulting 
into multiplicity of taxes causing innumerable losses to the 
enterpreneurship in Uttar Pradesh. 
5. Inadequate help by public corporations: 
Although a number of central as well as state level 
corporations/organisations are being set to look into problems of 
leather goods entrepreneurs even then a large chunk of the 
manufacturing units still remain outside their reach. Neither 
managerial non technical assistance is provided to these small 
scale & cottage sector units. 
B SPECIFIC PROBLEMS 
1. Absence of unionism: The researcher during this investigation 
in the leather goods units in Kanpur and Agra, Uttar Pradesh, 
observed that the Unionism is not favoured by the entrepreneurs. 
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It is found neither among manufacturers nor other dealers in the 
industry e.g. wholesalers and retailers etc. Therefore, the 
entrepreneurs cannot fight with the state/central government and 
other discouraging and neglecting agencies. 
2. Heavy dependence on import: The entrepreneurs of the leather 
goods industry of Uttar Pradesh depend heavily on the imported 
plants, machines and other equipments to manufacture the leather 
goods, footwear and other leather products. The producers also 
depend to a larger extent on the foreign countries for designing 
the footwear catalogues and other needed items for the purpose. 
3. Inadequate transportations facilities: Transportation plays a 
very important and significant role in ev^ry spher^of the human 
activity. It is an important mean for the industrial and economic 
development of a country. Moreover, the leather goods industry is 
largely confined to household, cottage and small scale sector in 
Uttar Pradesh. Therefore, it further increases the role of 
transportation as the raw hides and skins are required to be 
transported from the place of their production/tanneries to the 
place of their final finishing and leather goods manufacturing. 
4. Inadeqpiate water supply and other sanitation facilites: 
During the survey and interviews of the entrepreneurs, majority of 
the concerned people disclosed that the water supply as well as 
the sanitation facilities in both the cities of (Kanpur and Agra) 
Uttar Pradesh are inadequate and insufficient even to meet the 
need of the common men & what to talk about the industries 
requirement. 
5. Neglecting attitude of government and other people's 
representatives: Entrepreneur of Kanpur and Agra's leather goods 
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industry complain that the attitude of the central as well as 
state government has been very neglecting and indifferent towards 
this particular industry, though it has been earning a handsome 
amount of foreign exchange by exporting different products. 
Moreover, it employs hundreds of thousands of people besides a 
sole source of income to the masses in the twin cities. 
The people's representatives such has member of parliament and 
state legislative assemblies have been very indifferent and 
negligent as far as the availability of infrastructure facilities 
for the effective and speedy development of Kanpur and Agra is 
concerned. Moreover, the Kanpur and Agra both have not yet been 
recognised by the government as the leather cities of uttar 
Pradesh which is discouraging the entrepreneurs and 
enterpreneurship. 
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FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The present study has been conducted to evaluate the role 
of entreprenurship in leather goods industry of Uttar Pradesh with 
special reference to Kanpur & Agra. Leather goods manufacturing 
units are concentrated only in both of these cities although some 
of this work is also carried out in Faizabad, Saharanpur and few 
others cities but only to a negligible extent. Hence, the study of 
these two leather goods producing cities is sufficient to reach at 
a conclusion regarding the whole of the Uttar Pradesh. The main 
objectives of the study have been to under stand the socio-
economic background of entrepreneurs, important motivational 
factors, the quality of their performance & its determinants 
besides various problems confronting entrepreuns in running their 
enterprises effectively, efficiantly & profitably. Some 
suggestions have also been advanced so as to facilitate the 
formulation of a definite policy regarding leather goods industry 
of Uttar Pradesh by the appropriate concerned govt. As we are now 
in the process of concluding our thesis, we must present a resume 
of the discussion we have had so far. 
Only the units/ organizations established from 1st Jan. 
1980 to 31st DeC; 1981 were taken as a sample for study. During 
the course of study it was observed that about 90% of the 
exsisting firms were launched after the year of 1950 where as rest 
10% were formed prior to it. Total 300 units (200 in. Kanpur & 100 
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in Agra) were contacted but only 200 entrepreneurs (120 in Kanpur 
& 80 in Agra) forwarded the positive responses and rest 100 owners 
declined to yield any sort of information. Out of 120 units m 
Kanpur, 36 are most successful, 65 marginally successful and 19 
are unsuccessful whereas in Agra 20 entrepreneurs registered 
significant positive growth, 43 units showed insignificant 
positive growth and 17 entrepreneurs were unsuccessful . The % age 
of most successful entrepreneurs i.e. 30 in Kanpur is more than 
Agra where it is 25, whereas the % age of marginal entrepreneurs 
in both the cities is more or less same. Unsuccessful entreprenurs 
in Agra are more than in Kanpur. 
The reason for such a difference, as was observed by 
researcher, is that entrepreneurs & people in Kanpur are more 
experienced & educated as leather goods work had started there 
much earlier than it came to Agra. Moreover, the availability of 
more educational & other technical institutes has further added to 
the success of business & development of entrepreneurship in 
Kanpur in the field of leather goods. The entrepreneurs too in 
Agra faced more problems than in Kanpur, as was disclosed by the 
business houses themselves during the course of study & research. 
Govt, facilities also in Kanpur are more than provided in Agra. 
All these factors together contributed to the success of 
entrepreneurs & entreprenurship in Kanpur as compared to Agra. 
As far as organizational structure & growth pattern is 
concerned, type of unite has got a direct bearing on their 
performance as is clearly visible from table -3 and 4 of vth 
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chapter. Units established under one man ownership showed better 
performance in both the cities followed by family partnership and 
partnership, the reason being that the owners & family members 
perform their duties with more loyalty & responsibility as the 
business belongs to them personally. Moreover, they have got more 
interest in it as they themselves will be directly effected by 
profit & losses. Performance of private ltd. companies & public 
ltd. companies has not been good perhaps because of the cottage & 
small scale nature of this particular industry in U.P. Another 
reason as observed by researcher during "on the spot survey" is 
that most of the facilities & amenities provided by govt, are 
meant exclusively for small scale entrepreneurs & not for big 
business houses & thus Pvt. & public Ltd.Co. are at a recieving 
end. 
The most prevalent form of ownership of the units under 
investigation, in Kanpur & Agra is sole proprietorship & family 
partnership followed by partnership. 28% units are under sole 
trading form 22.50% under family partnership, 20% under 
partnership where as Pvt. Ltd. companies and public Ltd. companies 
are only 16.5% and 13% respectively in both the cities of Kanpur & 
Agra in U.P. 
As is observed by the researcher during the course of study 
that occupational background of the entrepreneurs has an 
extraordinary role to play sofar as their performance in leather 
goods industry in U.P. is concerned. The entrepreneurs whose 
occupational background is either private service or other 
business have been most successful & account for about 40% 
techniques of handling & managing the business affairs. The most 
unsuccessful owners are those who were either govt, servants or 
farmers. The reason being that they have been unaware of the 
different complexities involved in the business. More or less 
similar are the instances in Kanpur & elsewhere. 
Table - 7 opens that highly successful entrepreneurs are 
those whose educational background is graduation in various 
disciplines followed by those who have post graduation degrees to 
their credit. Secondary and senior secondary passed entrepreneurs 
are found neither in the most successful nor marginally successful 
categories. They account for about 32% and 26% in the unsuccessful 
category respectively. Entrepreneurs having professional 
qualification like, Doctors, Engineers, chartered & cost 
accountant, lawyers and MBAs are seldom found in the first two 
categories in Kanpur as well as in Agra rather they are more in 
the last category in Kanpur than Agra. The reason is perhaps that 
secondary & senior secondary courses could not enable a person to 
meet the challenges of the day. Professional qualification also 
could not develop a specific skill required for business success Sc 
hence they are lesser successful. Graduates & postgaduates are the 
only persons who managed their leather goods units in Kanpur & 
Agra both, effectively, efficiently & profitably as they have got 
general awareness regarding all the problems & their solutions. 
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Moreover, all the faculties of their mind are completely 
developed. 
Geographic origin too plays a dominant role as far as 
entrepreneurial development in leather goods units in Utter 
Pradesh is concerned. The owners of units hailing from urban areas 
are relatively more successful as compared to those who have rural 
background. The main reason seems to be the consciousness of urban 
life & awareness of markets etc. to them . Sub urban, rural and 
those belonging to places other than Kanpur & Agra Distts. are not 
as much familiar and acquainted with different techniques as urban 
people are, and therefore, their performance is quite poor. The 
Urban & sub-urban people/entrepreneurs dominate the both most 
successful & marginally successful categories whereas unsuccessful 
category is dominated by rural & others. 
Social background and castes affiliations do have an 
influence over the performance of entrepreneurs. There have been a 
number of studies to prove this, conducted by researchers in India 
& cUaroad as well . It is further proved in the study carried out 
by me in the leather goods industry in Uttar Pradesh. According to 
table -11 and 12, the Vaishya community among Hindus is the only 
one whose entrepreneurial performance is highest & most successful 
followed by Muslims who are number two winners. Vaishya & Mulims 
both accounts for about 64% in the most successful category and 
66% in the marginally successful category, the other castes like 
chhattriya, Brahmin, Shoodr, Sikhs & christiens are only 36% and 
34% in I and II category respectively. 
Age of an entrepreneur has a direct bearing on his 
performance. It is disclosed by the table 13 and 14 of the Vth 
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chapter. The entrepreneurs who led their organizations most 
successfully & profitably are in the age group of 41 to 50 
followed by 31 to 40 whereas the owners who failed in their 
mission belong to the age group of 20 to 30. The reason is clear 
that efficient business running is a function of maturity in 
respect of age and experience as well. Mere enthusiasm does not 
yield the fruites. However, enthusiasm along with age and 
experience often result into miracle. 
Past experiences as well as the present research show that 
the motivational factors have a direct bearing on the performance 
of the entreprenurs. The best performance has been on the part of 
those promoters who launched their businesses for the sake of the 
profit earning followed by those whose main objectives of 
establishing the enterprise was employment generation and social 
services rendering respectively. The owners who were motivated by 
the provision and extension of govt, services/facilities and some 
other factors, could not perform properly. However, the later 
categories' of entrepreneurs might be good as far as the social & 
human aspect of the business is concerned. The first category of 
entrepreneurs have been quite good on economic front (profit 
earning ) where as second & third categories' of entrepreneurs 
seem to have been good on social/ human front because of simple 
logic that they ( both categories) created their different units 
for two different objectives & hence performed accordingly. 
The present research reveals that the investment level is 
directly proportionate to entrepreneurial performance in the 
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leather goods industry in Kanpur & Agra U.P. Lower the investment 
level, higher is the entrepreneurial performance or higher the 
investment level, worst is the performance. The cause for such a 
trend seems that in case of the bigger size of organizations, the 
control & loyalty goes on decreasing whereas in case of the 
smaller establishments, the entrepreneur himself is personally 
involved at various levels in different capacities ensuring 
integrity & secrcey in the business affairs and therefore, best 
performance is attained. 
Table 19 and 20 open that entrepreneurial performance is 
also influenced by the location of the organization. The 
businessmen who established their units with in the industrial 
estate performed far better than those whose enterprises were 
found either in urban/ sub-urban or rural areas. The reason is 
simple that in case of the industrial estate, the govt, provides 
various facilities & amenities at a subsidized level. Moreover, 
the buyer too finds it easier to contact the producer at a 
particular place i.e. industrial estate & hence more purchases. 
Higher the turnover, better will be the prospects of profit. 
In the past, it was a general belief that only the ward's 
kith & kin of the successful businessmen's become or carry their 
newly establishing organizations more satisfactorily whereas the 
rest of the promoters perform poorly. Such a belief is tested with 
the help of tables 21 & 22 & proved quite correct. Therefore,it is 
concluded that the parental occupation plays a crucial role in 
determining the entrepreneurial performance of businessmen in 
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leather goods industry of U.P. The entrepreneurs whose parents run 
the same business (leather goods) showed a very higher degree of 
performance followed by those whose parents were either in private 
job (same business) or other businesses. 
Table 23 and 24 open that the education of the parents of 
the entrepreneur also determine the entrepreneurial performance in 
the leather goods industry of Uttar Pradesh. The logic behind such 
a trend is that the parents who are themselves educated and 
trained also try to educate & train their wards, Kiths and kin. 
And subsequently when they are wellversed in different matters and 
affairs, better performance is ensured and the credit goes to the 
parents & their education/ training. 
An old and quite papular saying is "Finance is to business 
as the blood is to life". As the life on this planet is not 
possible with out adequate and timely supply of the blood. 
Likewise, effective and efficient running of the business is not 
possible with out sufficient and proper source of capital/ fund. 
The source of capital too plays a dominant role in the success of 
any business in general and leather goods in particular. Ample 
amount of fund can be raised at the desired time through 
relatives, friends and private commercial banks but at the same 
time it might not be yielding because of higher rates of interest. 
Raising of loans at the higher rate of interest is always risky 
and therefore, such sort of sources of loans should be tapped 
where the interest rates are lowest. Thus, the entrepreneurs who 
resort govt, banks and other financial institutions for loan 
raising, are more successful &profit earning. Table 25 and 26 
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reveal that the business houses who (nominal interest rates) 
raised loans from public, financial institutions or banks have 
succeeded in a better way than those who raised from private banks 
or relatives/friends (higher interest rates). The most successful 
entrepreneurs are those who raise'd loans neither from relatives/ 
friends nor from any other source but used their own money. 
Table 27 to 34 manifest that more is the sum spent by the 
entrepreneurs on the facilities such as education / training, 
health / nutrition, housing / civic amenities and research & 
development higher / better is the performance. The reason is 
quite simple to understand that more provision of various 
facilities and amenities to the employees causes higher 
satisfaction & moral boosting on their part bringing in turn 
higher productivity on their part. Higher productivity on the part 
of employees is directly proportionate to the better 
entrepreneurial performance. And thus, the entrepreneurs who spent 
more money / higher % age of their net profit on the above 
mentioned items ( education, training, health, nutrition, housing, 
civic amenities and research and development) have performed 
exceptionally excellent. It is therefore, concluded that 
entrepreneurial performance is directly proportionately to funds 
allocation in (i) different facilities to employes & (ii) research 
& development. 
Table 35 and 36 show that entrepreneurial performance is 
also linked with the channel of distribution adopted by the 
entrepreneurs. The most successful entrepreneurs are those who 
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employed no middlemen followed by those who poted for agent 
middlemen. The manufacturer who marketed the product themselves 
directly have been able to save a handsome amount of money because 
of non payment to wholesalers/retailers/agents. This act enabled 
the entrepreneurs to save & subsequently added to their profit 
margin drastically. Second category of successful entrepreneurs 
are those who employed agent middlemen rather than merchant one. 
The agent middlemen are the nominally paid employees of the owner 
whereas merchant middlemen are those who purchase the goods at 
quite a margin & sell again to customer/consumer. And therefore, 
the profit of merchant middleraent is borned out of the pocket of 
the entrepreneur which ultimately brings down his profit 
substantially. 
Table 37 and 38 reveal that entrepreneurial performance is 
also effected by the nature of the market covered by the 
entrepreneur. The best performance has been on the part of those 
who covered foreign markets or exported the product to the 
forerigin countries followed by these who sold at the . The worst 
performance are those who sold their goods locally the reason is 
evident that international foreign for flung supply of product 
fetches higher proce & subsequently yields more profit to the 
entrepreneur & therefore, they become most successful 
entrepreneurs. 
Table 39 and 40 indicate that entrepreneurial performance 
is also influenced by the system method of payment of wages and 
salaries to the wordforce. In other words, wages & salaries 
administration has a direct bearing on the performance of the 
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entrepreneurs. Survey conducted by the researcher himself opens 
that the 3 popular method of wages/ salaries payments are in 
practice, 1, Time based 2, Piece based and 3, both Time & piece 
based. Majority of the entrepreneurs are adopting the third method 
i.e. time & piece based, for paying to the lebour followed by the 
piece based. The entrepreneurs resorting third system are more 
successful as compared to the owners resorting second & first 
method. The combination of time & piece seems to be somewhat 
rational & appropriate as the workes are paid according to the 
time passed & pices manufactured. 
As a matter of fact, the performance of entrepreneurs is 
also directly linked with the sex apart from marital status. 
Table 41 to 42 reveal that the male entreprenerus are more 
likely to be successful as compared to female in the leather goods 
industry of Uttar Pradesh. It is so becouse of the fact that male 
entrepreneurs can work harder than women/female even if there are 
adverse in circumstances and conditions to face. Nature too has 
made male somewhat rough, tough and physically as well as mentally 
sound as compared to female. Resistance power found in the male is 
also more thatn female & therfore, can work better. Thus, needless 
to say that male entrepreneurs are more successful than their 
counterpart among female/ women. 
Table 43 and 44 show that marital status of the 
entrepreneurs also plays on important role in determining their 
performance. Unmarried entrepreneurs have shown better performance 
than married one. Although, the difference is not so much 
remarkable but still it is there. The logic behind such sort of 
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things seems to be the enthusiasm and courage found more in the 
unmarried entreprenerus whereas the married persons pass somewahr. 
settled & easy lives & don't take more care about their 
businesses. Married persons/entrepreneurs have some other task 
also to undertake such as looking after wife & ensuring children's 
education etc. And therefore, don't devote as much time & efforts 
as the unmarried persons do. 
Table 45 shows that the average gross profit ratio in the 
industry of U.P. as whole is 21.67% (Kanpur 22.74% and Agra 
20.58%) The entrepreneurs of Kanpur have got an upper hand 
probably because of better educational & training facilities made 
available to them by the govt. The entrepreneurs of Agra have been 
at a recieving end due to firstly non availability of better 
education/training facilities & secondly the recent orders of the 
supreme court issued to entereneurs to install a very costly 
pollution control system /device to bring down /minimise the 
pollution causing innumerable losses to natinal monument "The Taj 
Mahal" built by Mughal emperor Shah Jahan in the sweet memory of 
his wife Mrs Mumtaz Jahan, on the bank of the Yamuna river & 
outskirt of the city. And if they (entrepreneurs) fail to comply 
with such instruct ins, closure of the units by apex court will be 
the next step. 
Table 46 indicates that the units producing leather 
garments have got an upper hand followed by the organisations 
manufacturing footwear whereas the concerns making footwear 
components and other leather products/ goods could not make any 
substantial gain. The reason behind such a state of affairs seems 
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to be the fetching of higher prices of the leather garments and 
footwear as these items are of mass consumption and fashion 
respectively. And therfore, consumers (can) pay higher /standard 
prices resulting into the better profit margin to the producers & 
traders whereas footwear components and other leather products 
don't carry that much weightage in the eyes of the customer / 
consumer & thus, lesser profit margin to the entrepreneurs. 
Another reason for low frofit margin is the fact that these items 
are produced at mass level by a majority of busines houses. In 
other words, supply is more than the demand & hence product does 
not fetch the price it deserves resulting into low profit margin 
to the producers whereas just contrary is true in case of leather 
garments and footwear. 
Table 47 and 48 also open the almost same facts as table 45 
and 46 respectively. More specifically the net profit ratio in 
Kanpur is quit higher (8.75%) than in Agra (7.47%) the reason and 
logic seem to be the same as discussed earlier. The average net 
profit ratio in Kanpur and Agra both, is 8.25%. 
Tcible 48 clearly reveals that the net profit ratio in the 
uits producing leather garments and footfwear is 10% and 9.62% 
respectively whereas it is 8.86% in case of footwear components 
and 8.54% in other leather products etc. The average net profit 
ratio in all the four types of profucts is 9.22%. The logic behind 
such sort of performance is the same as discusse in connnectin 
with the table 45 and 46. 
Table 49 opens that return on assets ratio in Kanpur and 
Agra is 24.49% and 22.54% respectively whereas the average in both 
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the cities is 23.65%. The entrepreneurs, managers and workforce 
has shown better effieciancy in Kanpur and hence bettr performance 
as compared to Agra. It might be, most probably true becouse of 
govt, and its other allied agencies' initiatives & incouragement 
in the leather city (Kanpur) . And all such sort of supports seem 
to be lacking in the Agra. 
Table 50 indicates that the product/ industry wise returns 
on assets ratio is as fallows. Footwear 22.25%, footwear 
components 21.15%, leather garments 23.50% and other leather 
products is 21.95%. The organisation manufacturing leather 
garments have got highest return on assets ratio followed by 
footwear producing units. The entrepreneurs producing other 
leather products and footwear coponentshave been managing at a low 
return on assets ratio. 
The entrepreneurs producing leather garments have got an 
upper hand because these items are gerally used by upper strata of 
society who can easily aford even the higher priced products in 
the domestic as well as foreign market giving an edge to the 
manufacturing /trading entrepreneurs. Footwear, since it is an 
item of mass consumption and therfore, producers are benefitted 
due to economy of large scale. The units dealing in footwear 
coo^nents as well as other leather products did not maintain a 
good return on assets ratio probably because of cut-throat 
copetition and lesser demand respectively. 
Table 51 shows that the units located at Kanpur have been 
performing more profitably as compared to the units located at 
Agra. The returen on capital employed ratio is higher in case of 
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the former one and lower in case of the latter one. (Kanpur 46.98% 
and Agra 44.95%) Such a performance is the manifestation of the 
fact that Kanpur based entrepreneurs used their resources wisely & 
in a better and optimum way as compare to that of Agra's 
entrepreneurs who showed somewhat poor performance. 
Tcible 52 depicts that the producers of the leather garments 
performed better followed by other leather products, producers 
(50.46% & 48.15%) Whereas the entrepreneurs producing footwear & 
footwear components could show only a week performance. The logic 
behind such a position is clear that leather garments are used by 
high class. Other leather products such as ladies purses, hand 
bags and saddlery etc. too are consume by higher income group 
persons who also buy it on higher prices resulting into the good 
margin to dealers/ producers/ entreprenerus. The footwear and 
footwear components are the items of the consumption of a common 
men and hence priced reasoneUsly in the natinal as well as inter 
national market. 
Table 53 reveals that the current ratio in the leather 
goods producing units at Kanpur is 1,6:1 whereas it is 1.1:1 at 
Agra. The average at both the cities is 1.3:1. The industry / 
items wise current ratio in both the cities is as follows: 
Footwear prducing units 1.7:1, Footwear components 1.1:1, 
Leather garments 1.9:1, Other leather products 1.5:1 
After having an analysis of the table 53 and 54, it can 
easily be concluded that the entrepreneurs of Kanpur are 
financially well off as compare to that of Agra. Moreover, their 
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(former) units are more liquid than latter one. 
The entrepreneurs producing leather garments and footwear 
at both the cities of Uttar Pradesh (Kanpur & Agra) have got 
higher current ratio as compared to the units manufacturing 
footwear components and other leather products. The logic behind 
such sort of performance seems to be the more facilities and 
amenities provided by govt, to Kanpur's residents than Agra. 
Another reason is probably that this industry is an aged old in 
case of Kanpur and hence, the entrepreneurs have got more 
expertise. 
The producers of leather garments and footwear at both the 
cities have an upper hand as compare to the producers of footwear 
components and other leather products because first two items are 
of mass consuptins and peculiar /fashionable nature respectively 
whereas it is not so in case of the latter two products. 
Quick or acid test ratio as far as is concearned, its also 
better in Kanpur than Agra (Kanpur .98:1 Agra .70:1) Table 55. 
Table 56 reveals that the entrepreneurs dealing in leather 
garments and footwear are better performer (.95:1 and .90:1 
respectively) than the entrepreneurs dealing in other leather 
products and leather footwear components (.87:1 and .67:1) The 
average quick or acid test ratio stands at .83:1 in all the units 
producing different items. The organisations producing leather 
garments have got highest/ best quick ratio because of more demand 
& less supply scenario and a bigger amount of capital employed. 
Table 57 opens that debt equity ratio position too is 
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better in Kanpur (1.25:1) than Agra (1.6:1). 
Table 58 shows the debt equity scenario keeping in view the 
individual product /item production. It is obviously clear that 
the units producing leather garments and footwear have least 
chances of troubles or they are quite comfortable as compared to 
the entrepreneurs manufacturing footwear components ad other 
leather products etc. Cause for such a trend is the same as 
discussed earlier that Kanpur is a declared leather city in U.P. 
and thus, govt, attaches more importance to it resulting into the 
all out gains to business. 
Debt to total capital employed ratio is ascertained with 
the help of the table 59 and 60. In this regard also, the Kanpur's 
entrepreneurs are far ahead of their counterparts at Agra. And the 
producers /dealers in leather garments and footwear are better 
managers / performers than their counter parts producing footwear 
components and other leather products in both the cities of Uttar 
Pradesh. 
After having gone through all the facts, figures, data and 
statistics available to the researcher in the form of tables from 
45 to 60. it can easily be concluded that the entrepreneurs 
dealing/ producing leather goods at Kanpur are well off as 
compared to their counterparts at Agra. The rationales behind such 
sort of performance is firstly that the leather work is quite 
older & established in Kanpur than Agra. Secondly, the 
establishement/presence of council for leather export and other 
govt, agencies /offices related with the occupation at Kanpur, is 
an added advantage to the business class. Thirdly, the raw 
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material i.e finish leather used for manufacturing the verious 
leather goods is easily made available because of the presence of 
large nmber of tanneries. And these tanneries are not found in 
Agra & hence entrepreneurs are there at a recieving end. 
Fourthly, recent supreme court order to deal strictly with 
polluting leather goods industrial units at Agra has been a source 
of frustration to entrepreneurs. Resulting into the poor 
performance on their part. Fifthly, thre are a large number of 
educational / professionl istitutions imparting best of education 
& training to the future /present potential entrepreneurs & 
raising their productivity. Sixthly, the declaration of Kanpur as 
the "leather city" by govt, has boosted the morale of 
entrepreneurs. Seventhly, new & new schems & incentives given by 
central as well as state govts, to the entrepreneurs had become a 
source of inspiration to them causing an spurt in their 
productivity. 
Eigthly, majority of the entrepreneurs are export oriented 
at kanpur whereas it is lacking ther in Agra. How ever, in recent 
years, the footwear & its components are being exported at a war 
level, this TAJ CITY also. Ninthly, entrepreneurs in large number 
undertake the production of a number/numerous leather items such 
as saddlery, leather garments & other leathr products at Kanpur 
whereas in Agra only footwear & its components are produced. This 
gives an edge to the Kanpur's entrepreneurs over their counter 
part in Agra. Skilled, cheaper & economical labour force 
availablility in Kanpur is an added and plus point to the 
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entrepreneurs there whereas in Agra only unskilled semi skilled 
labour is found at a higher prices as it is quite nearer to Delhi 
& therfore, mojority of the work force think to switch over to the 
national capital. Labour turnover also at Agra is much more than 
Kanpur, 
These are the verious factors which are giving an edge to 
the leather goods industry in kanpur whereas on the other hand, 
some factors are responsible for the slow growth of 
entrepreneurship & poor entrepreneurial performance in Agra. 
After making a product / item wise analysis of the whole 
leather goods industry in U.P. it can easily be concluded that 
1. The manufacturers of footwear & its different components 
seldome made / earned profit. Moreover, these entrepreneurs have 
often been at a recieving end. Whenever they earned good / 
handsome profit, it has been probably because of economy of large 
scale whereas whenever they in- curred losses, the reason probably 
was demand & supply factor, in Kanpur as well as in Agra. 
The entrepreneurs manufacturing leather garments and other 
leather products such as saddlery etc. have always been performing 
exceptionally excellent. It has been possible most probably due to 
certain reasons. THese reasons are discussed below. 
(i) Leather garments & other leather products are produced only 
by selected entrepreneurs. And they get the benefit of "almost 
monopoly" & thus determine the prices of the product themselves 
according to there own convenience and sweet will. 
(ii) Almost all the entrepreneurs producing such items undertake 
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export to the foreign countries & hence selling at a quite higher 
prices which subsequently result into good profit to them. 
(iii) In the ordinary course of circumstances, such items are 
often used by higher strata of society who conveniently purchase 
at a price suitable to the seller as this section has got 
abundance of funds available to them. It gives an edge to the 
producers of leather goods ( leather garments & other leather 
products). 
(iv) Such products are basically fashionable one and customer 
often pay higher price for the product used in fashion and as a 
mark of standard of living & prestige. 
(v) These products are in great demand in U.S.A Canada, Europe, 
C.I.S, Australia & other highly developed & industrialised 
countries where the purchasing power of the customer /consumer is 
highest in the world & therfore, it ultimately benefits the 
domestic entrepreneurs. 
Leather industry is not only one of the oldest industry but 
is one of the most important sector in the economy of Uttar 
Pradesh. Right from the colection of raw-hides and skins to leathr 
processing and product making, the activities are widely dispersed 
throughout the state though concentration is only in Kanpur/Agra 
and about 2.5 lakh people are getting employment in this industry. 
With a large number of skilled manpower, a long tradition 
in leather and leather product manufacturing, a very strong 
rawmateial base and the opportunities for growth, this industry is 
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certainly one of the most promising industry for Uttar Pradesh. 
With the opening up and liberalisation in the economies the 
Global Competitiveness" has become a key word. The leather 
industry in particular has got an international character and 
therefore it is necessary to view this industry from a global 
perspective. A careful watch on the developments worldover and 
proper planning to grab the opportunities thrown open for 
countries like India is necessary. This planning should also be 
aible to help the industry in preparing and meeting the challenges 
of the twenty first century. 
Uttar Pradesh, thouh a very important state in India for 
the manufacture of leather and leather products, has yet not 
realised its full potential. 
Uttar Pradesh has all resources and potential for a very 
rapid growth in this sector and during the 9th plan the state 
should gain an impressive share in tatal production and exports of 
leather and leatehr products from India. 
Following are some of the recommendations observed by resercher 
during the field work: 
1. The leather industry deserves priority in the Industrial 
Development of the state. This industry provides employment to a 
large number of people mostly belonging to the weaker sections of 
the society. This industry is also one of the most promising 
industrial sector in the state in particular and country in 
general. 
2. Apart from meeting the requirements of domestic market for 
leather and leather products, this industry is an important export 
oriented industry also. The global developments open very good 
opportunity for develpment and export enhancement from countries 
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like India. The 9th plan should aim for U.P. to achieve an 
impressive share in total export of leather and leather products 
from India. The present share of U.P. of 14% in the total export 
of leather & leather product from India is not commensurate with 
the resources & potential this state possesses. This share is 
proposed to be raised to 25% by the end of 9th five year plan. 
3. A comprehensive plan is needed for this sector to grow and 
contribute to the economic development of the state ensuring 
prosperity to the masses. 
One of the major problems in planning and implementing 
development programmes in leathr industry in the state is the lack 
of reliable data which need to be strengthened. The researcher 
honestly & humbly recommends that surveys feasibility studies etc. 
should first be taken up. There is a very good scope for eveloping 
coir^ jonents, machine and machine parts, auxilliaries grinderies 
industries etc. in the state.; A strong data base will be 
necessary in order that project profiles based on correct 
assessment of the requirements in terms of quality and quantity to 
motivate and to attract entrepreneurs from all over the world in 
general & country in particular for invstment in leather and 
allied industries. 
4. There are a number of agencies and government departments who 
are directly or indirectly involved in the development of leather 
industries, and programmes and policies adopted by these 
organisations have an effect on leather industry. Leather 
Development Council was formed to ensure interaction, co-
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ordination and co-operation among these organisations. This 
counsil under the chairmanship of the industries minister will 
certainly be able to evolve suitable support mechanism by way of 
government policy and implementation of co-ordinated programmes 
for the leather industry in the state. 
5. Directorate of industries has remained the focal point for co-
Sordinating various programmes for the leather industry. Th 
researcher very strongly recommends strengthening of the leather 
sectionin the directorate of industries which have technically 
qualified staff also. 
A co-ordination committee under the chairmanship of 
commissioner and director of industries should be formed. All 
programmes of various departments and agencies must be discussed 
and ratified by this committee. Proper co-ordination among 
various agencies/ departments is most important work of the 
government. 
6. The state government agencies and institutions must be 
strengthened. Leather Development and Marketing Corporation was 
created as specialised orgainisation to plan and implement 
programmes for the all round development of leather industry. This 
corporation must be supported to start and continue sustainable 
activities for leather industry. 
7. Technical training institutions of the state government have 
not been able to keep pace with the technological developments and 
ever increasing qualitative demands and requirements of the 
industry. Even programmes like National Leather Development 
Programme (NLDP) and Leather Technology Mission (LTM) have not 
taken due care of these institutions. The instituions need to be 
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updated with modern workshops, laboratories and suitable qualified 
staff. The staff of these institutions should get trainings and 
refresher programme in national institutions like CLRI, FFDI, NIFT 
and PTDC. Industries' active involvement and participation should 
also be ensured. 
More of the training facilities like FFDI's sub centre at 
Kanpur and Agra need to be created. 
8. Development of leather complexes having found to be the most 
useful and effective tool for catalysing the all round development 
of leather industry which traditionally has developed and grown in 
clusters. Inter dependancy among the different related industries 
is a mojor reason for this. And therefore, a timely & proper 
effort should immediately be taken in this respect. 
9. A major strength of U.P. Leather Industry has been its large 
population of traditionally skilled workers. The skill of these 
workers can be put to better use and with certain inputs like 
training & education, supply of standardised components and 
materials they can produce quality products. A comprehensive 
programme which takes care of these inputs and ensures marketing 
of the products will be of imense benefit to these artisans, the 
industry, the state and to the country & countrymen. 
10. The supply of raw material for leather industry will be a 
crucial and limiting factor in the growth of this industry. A 
large gap has been projected between the requirements and the 
supply. Augmentation and upgradatin of quality of raw material is 
necessary. Wastage of raw material due to non recovery or 
deterioratin due to delayed collection can just not be allowed. 
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Suitable policy is necessary that can benefit the artisans and 
also ensure complete exploitation of animal by-products. 
11. Most of the tanneries are old tanneries. Though over a period 
of time these have adopted modern techniques and occassionally 
added sophisticatd machinaries but in order to really modernise, a 
number of inputs are required. The challenge of environmental 
protection necessitates adopting newer, cleaner and low waste 
technologies as is the case in European, American & South East 
Asian countries like U.S.A., U.K, Germany, France, Canada, S. 
Korea, Brazil & Italy etc. The benefits of modernisation are 
multifold. A Close co-operation between technology institutions, 
the industry, financial institutions and the government is called 
for. 
12. A high product quality will have to be ensured in order to 
develop a better image and establishing faith and reliability in 
the minds of the buyers. Footwear has been identified an extreme 
focus item for export growth. Establishment of modern footwear 
testing laboratories will help the ropducers in wquality 
management and control. 
13. The global developments in leather industry open up bright 
opportunities for this industry in India. At the same time 
environmental protection is a great challenge. Initiatives hae 
already been taken by the government and the industry. Future 
growth of this industry will depend upon how effectively this 
challenge is met. Here again the responsibility is to be shared 
among the industry and the goernment. 
14. Concerted efforts will be neede for expeanding and developing 
the markets. The importance of specialised fairs and exhibitiobs 
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has been growing. Country specific plans and strategies will have 
to be developed. Efforts should be made for the identification of 
U.P. Leather Industry as a reliable and potential producer state 
in India. Participation in natinal and internatioal fairs by 
delegations comprising industry people and the government agencies 
involved in this effort are recommended. For developing and 
establishing brand names, the government should also assist the 
entrepreneures. 
15. Lack of trained personnel in machine maintanence and 
dependance on imported machinaries is a major problem. Machine 
manufacturing capability need to be developed, establishment of 
prototype training and development centres may catalyse this 
process. 
The leather Industry possesses a bright futrue. the unique 
characteristics of this industry that are likely to keep this 
industry growing and contribute its remaining a very dynamic 
sector are briefly discussed below. 
Worldwide, leather and leather products industry has been one 
of the oldest. Though it is a mature and old industry, its 
uniqueness lies in the fact that it is still growing in contrast 
to the general trend for old and mature industries to be on the 
decline or contradicting. 
The various markets for leather and leatehr products develop 
cuid mature in different countries depending upon the stage of 
economic development and the standard of living of the people. In 
the face of maturing market in one country, markets develop in 
others resulting in the shifting of the market focus. This 
contributes to the overall growth of the leather and leather 
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products industry. 
The supply of raw material resources, mainly raw hides & 
skins, the process of tanning and the production of finished 
leather and marketing of leather products are all subject to 
global forces of demand and supply, labour availability, 
technology and environmental concerns. Today raw hides and skins 
are exported to countries where sophesticated tanneries operate, 
semi-finished leather is also being sent to factories which has 
sophisticated finishing processes and equipment for production of 
finished leather and finished leatehr is then suplied to various 
units across the globe for manufacture of footwear and other 
leather goods. This development has given an international 
character to the entire leather and leather products industry. 
More than 50% of the leather produced is consumed in the 
production of the footwear-an integral part of human attire. The 
per capita consumption of footwear is rising especially in 
developing and newly industrialised countries. By the year 2000 it 
is projected that global consumption of leather footwear will 
increase to 4670 million pairs and 5,500 million pairs by 2010. 
Leather garments has the second share in the total leatehr 
products and the consumption of leather garments is projected to 
increase 84 million pieces by year 2000 and 118 million pieces by 
2010. 
Most of the products of leather are design and fashion 
oriented. Design ad fashion play a dominant role in the making of 
the product. This value creation through appropriate designs and 
through new trends in fashion is a major featrue of the leather 
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products industry. This keeps the industry dynamic and growing. 
Occasionaly newer uses of leather create additional potential for 
value addition such as upholstery for furniture and cars. 
During the last 25-30 years, products made of substitute 
materiaals have tended to flood the market. The impact of the 
substitute materials has been to make leather products more 
attractive and valuable in the perception of users. This is a 
unique instauice where substitute material instead of replacing the 
leather product in the market serves to increase the percieved 
value of the same and move it to the upper end of the price 
spectrum. 
As economic development and prosperity increase in different 
countries, leather consumption also increases. 
The increasing trend in the use of leather goods is 
therefore, directly proportionate to increase in the per capita 
income. The statistics predicts/suggests that with in few years 
the income of the masses will get a boost as a result of 
globalisation of industrialisation. And hence, this drastic 
increase in the income of the people will cause an immediate spurt 
in the use of leather goods in India and cQDroad. Thus, it can 
easily be concluded in the last that a very very bright future 
awaits the leather goods industry of U.P. ( India). 
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Q S I S I I Q H H . A I R E 
Dear sir, I will be highly thankful if you could very kindly 
provide me with the following information in connection with your 
private/personal and business life's aspects in relation to 
organisations and its working. The imformation made available by 
you will exclusively be used for accademic and research purposes. 
(A) PERSONAL/GENERAL INFORMATION: 
Q.l. Name and address of the owner and organistaion. 
Q.2. Form of the organisation. 
(a). Sole Trading (b) Family Partnership (c) Partnership 
(d) Pvt. Ltd. (e) Public Ltd. (f) Cooperative. 
Q.3. Occupational background 
(a) Professional; (b) Govt. Service; (c) Pvt. Service; 
(d) Student; (e) Other Business; (f) unen5>loyed; (g) Agriculture; 
(h) Real Estate Owner 
Q.4. Educational Background 
(a) Sec; (b) Sr. Sec; (c) Graduate; (d) Post Graduate; (e) 
Professional. 
Q.5. Geographic Background 
(a) Urban; (b) Sub-urban; (c) Rural; (d) Out side dist. 
Q.6. Social Background 
(a) Vaishya; (b) Chhattriya; (c) Brahmin; (d) Shoodra; (e) 
Muslim; (f) Sikh; (g) Christian; (h) Others. 
Q.7. Age at the time of lavinching the project. 
(a) 20-30; (b) 31-40; (c) 41-50; (d) 51-60; (e) 61 and above. 
Q.8. Motivational Factors 
(a) Profit; (b) Employment; (c) Social Service; (d) Govt. 
Faciliteis; (e) Others. 
Q.9. Investment level/group 
(a) Low Investment; (b) Mediums Investment; (c) High Investment. 
Q.IO. Location of Unit 
(a) Urban area; (b) Industrial estate; (c) Rural area; (d) Sub-
urbcui. 
Q.ll. Parental Occupation 
(a) Govt. Job; (b) Pvt. Job; (c) Leather Business; (d) Other 
business; (e) Professional; (f) Real Estate Owner; (g) 
Agriculture. 
Q.12. Parental education 
(a) Sec to Sr. Sec; (b) Graduation; (c) Post-graduation; (d) 
Professional; (e) Illiterate; (f) below Sec. 
Q.13. Source of initial capital 
(a) Own Bounds; (b) Loan from relatives emd friends; (c) Loan from 
institutions; (b) Loan from commerical banks; (c) Loan from 
private persons. 
Q.14. Expenditure on education and training of human resource and 
their children (in %age to net profit). 
(a) 0 - 1; (b) 1.1 - 2/ (c) 2.1 - 3; (d) 3.1-4; (e) 4.1-5 
Q.15. Expanditure on health and nutrition facilities 
(a) 0-1/ (b) 1.1-2; (C) 2.1-3; (d) 3.1-4; (e) 4.1-5 
Q.16. Expanditure on housing and civic amenities 
(a) 0-1; (b) 1.1-2; (C) 2.1-3; (d) 3.1-4; (e) 4.1-5 
Q.17. Expenditure on research and development 
(a) 0-1; (b) 1.1-2; (c) 2.1-3; (d) 3.1-4; (e) 4.1-5 Q.18. Channel 
of distribution 
(a) Merchant Middlemen; (b) Agent Middlemen; (c) No Middlemen 
Q.19. Nature of market covered. 
(a) Local; (b) State; (c) National; (d) Foreign; (e) Domestic and 
Foreign. 
Q.20. Structure of wage and salary 
(a) Time based; (b) Piece based; (c) Time and Piece both 
Q.21. Sexual background 
(a) Male; (b) Female 
FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
Q.22. (a) Gross Profit/Annum; (b) Net profit/annum; (c) Total 
Sales; (d) Net profit after tcuces; (e) Total Assets; (f) Net 
profit after taxes + interest; (g) Total fixed Assets; (h) Net 
working capital; (i) Current Assets; (j) Total Debts; (k) Quick 
Assets; (1) Fixed capital; (m) Owner's equity; (n) Total capital; 
(0) Current liabilities. 
Thank you very much 
